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I O
l :N TRO DUC TION

The Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP) _411 be use_i to obtain

long-term scientific measurements of various physical and environmental

properties of the Moon consistent with the scientific objectives of the Apollo
[ Program. The ALSEP comprises scieILt tlc experiment p_ckages with supporting

e subsystems. ALSEP will be transported to the _:mar surface aboard the A_:ollo

' i Lunar Module (LM). The ALSEP ,,ill remain on the lunar surface after the
return of the astronauts and will transmit scientific and engineering data to the

! Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN).

I
l The purpose of *.he ALSEP Flight System Familiarization Manual is to familiarize

i the reader with the scientific objectives of ALSEP, equipment make-up, system

i / deployment, and operation. This manual describes the ALSEP mission andsystem in Section I, subsystexns in Section H, meintenance in Section Ill,and

operations in Section IV. Supplementary command and measurement data are

provided in the Appendices. ALSEP Flight 2 subpackages have been used in the

Early Apollo ScientifirExperiments Package _EASEP) Program. Consequently,

'_ any reference to Flight 7_ in this manual i_ no longer applicable.

The information contain£d in this revision of the ALSEP Flight Sys;.om Familiari-

zation Manus_ includes formalized data released and available prior _o the publi-

cation date, 15 April 1969.

q

O

..... . .... . ix

i
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SEC TION I

ALSEP MISSION DESCRIPTION

I-I. ALSEP MISSION INTRODUCTION

The Apol]o i,unar Surface Experiments Package (AIx_EP) is a group of scientific

experiment and support subsystems which will be deployed on the surface of the

Moon Dy the Apollo crewmen. The AI,SEP will measure lunar physical and en-

vironmental characteristics and transmit the data to receiving stations on Earth.

li This data will be used to derive information on the composition and structure of

i_ • the lunar body, magnetic field,atmosphere, and the solar wind.

I-Z. AI,SEP MISSION PROFL __

_ The ALSEP will be transported from Earth to the Moon in the Apollo spacecraft

manned by three crewmen. The Apollo spacecraft consists of three basic mod-
ules; the service module (SM), command module (CM), and lunar module (i,M).

The ALSEP subpackages will be mounted in the scientific equipment (SEQ) bay of

the LM, and the fuel cask will be mounted adjacent to the SEQ on the exterior of

the LM as shown in Figure 1-1.

A Saturn V launch vehicle will place the Apollo spacecraft in lunar orbit. Two
crewmen will transfer from the CM to the LM for lunar descent. The third crew-

| man will maintain the command and service module combination (CSM) in lunar

orbit. The LM will be separated from the CSM and be piloted to a preselected
landing site on the lunar surface.

After landing, the crewmen will extract the ALSEP from the i,M, deploy the in-

struments and subsystems, and activate the Power subsystem. They will then

verify with MSFN that the receiving, processing, and power supply subsystems

are operable. _",_ecrewmen will collect_samples of the lunar surface using the

1 Apollo lunar hand tools (AI,HT) and return to the LM.

"_ The i,M will be launched from the lunar surface to rendezvous with the CSM in

lunar or,,t. The two crewmen will transfer from the i,M to the CSIvI,jettison the

i'M in lunar orbit, and initiate the CSM transEarth maneuver. The SM will be" q jettisoned before re-entry and the three crewmen will re-enter the Earth atmos-

phe:'e and land in the GM.

I The ALSEP, on the lunar surface, is controlled by ground command from the

i manned space flight network (MSFN). Commands from Earth and automatically
generated commands will direct ALSEP operation.

0 '
l-I

i
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I-3. ALSEP MISSION OBJEC TIVES

0
Major objectives of lunar exp!oration include determination of:

a. The structure and state of the lunar interior

b. The composition and structure of the lunar surface and modifying processes.
c. "l"ae evolutionary sequence of events leading to the present lunar configura-

tion.

To initiate partial attainment of these objectives the ALSEP includes eight ex-

periments in varying combinations to measure a number of geophysical charac-

• teristics. The various physical and environmental properties to be measured,

applicable experiment, and method of measurement are listed in Table 1-1.

' I I-4. ALSEP SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
t

_ The ALSEP is a self-contained package of scientificinstruments and supporting

subsystems designed to acquire lunar physical and environmental data and trans-

mit the information to Earth. The ALSEP is deployed on the lunar surface by the

Apollo crewmen as describ i in Section IV of this mar,ual. Different configura-

tions of the ALSEP will be used on the different Apollo flightsas specified in
Table I-Z.

I-5. ALSEP PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The ALSEP consists of the following subsystems:

a. Structure/thermal subsystem

b. Electrical power subsystem

c. Data subsystem

d. Apollo lunar hand tools

. e. Exght experiment subsystems in varying combinations of four each for four

separate flightsas presented in Table 1-Z.

The experiment and support subsystems of the ALSEP system are mounted in two

subpackages as shown in Figure l-1 for storage and transportation in the LM.

-, The fuel cask (part of the electrical power subsystem) is attached to the LM.

Subpackage No. 1 for Flights I and Z consists of the central station (data sub-

system, power conditioning unit, and experiment electronics), the antenna, the

passive seismic (PSE), m_'gnetometer (ME), and solar wind (SWE) experiments

{ as shown in Figure l-Z. Subpackage No. _ for Flights I, Z,.and 4 consists of the

" i " radioisotope thermoelectric.generator (RTG), suprathermal ion detector experi-
ment (SIDE), Apollo lunar hand tools (ALHT), handling tools, and the antenna

i _ mast as shown in Figure I- 3. Similar configurations of the subpackages incor- ;
:_ _ porating different combinations o£ experiments as shown in Figure I-4, I-5, and

I-6 will be employed in Flights 3 and 4. The ALSEP Flight I packages, including

fuel capsule and cask, weigh approximately 282 pounds and, excluding the fuel
! capsule and cask, occupy approximately 15 cubic feet. ...

. ., ,

i _ ' "...... : .... "'" ;'

Q . , .. ...... 1-3

i
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Table 1-1. ALS:P Scientific Objectives ("_,.

Measurerner/t Objective Experiment] Measurement Method :

Natural seismology (meteoroid Passive Seismic Experiment - Uses

impacts and rnoonquakes), three long period sensors in an

Properties of lunar interior orthogonal arrangement and one

(existence of core, mantle) vertical short period sensor.

Magnetic field and its tern- Magnetometer Experiment - Uses •

I! petal variations at the lunar tri-axis flux-gate magnetometer instru
/i surface, ment. Three booms, each with flux-

J

J! gate sensors, are separated to form

t a rectangular coordinate system and ,
) girnballed to allow alignment in par-

allel or orthogonal configurations.

Interaction of solar wind and Solar Wind Experiment - Detects

Moon (temporal, spectral, and monitors particles using exposed

and directional characteristics), collection cups (sensors).

Lunar ionosphere positive ion SuPratherrnal Ion Detector Experiment-

detection, (flux, energy, and Detects positive ions in lunar iono-

l velocity of positive ions). Also sphere and therrnalized solar Wind

pressure of lunar atmosphere / using a curved plate analyzer as de-
and'rate loss of contaminants tector device. Velocity selector

leftby astronauts and the LM. _analyzer used to determine particle
velocities and energies. Cold cathode

ion gauge is used to determine

i density of lunar.atrrtosphere.
4

Physical properties of lunar Active Seismic Experiment - Uses
" materials at shallow depths artificialseisrnic energy s_urces

(elasticproperties of lunar (grenade launcher assembly and

•..,. near-surface materials), thumper device) and detection equip-

_i ment (geophones and amplifiers), t"

i _Rate of heat flow through lunar sur- Heat Flow Experiment - Uses two

(-i _face that, together with information heat flow probe assemblies, em-

_ !rein other sources, will refine hy- placed in lunar crust. Probes con- *
i _otheses concerning: tain temperature sensors and heating

I a. the physical and chemical corn- elements.
_osition of the lunar surface,

b. the thermal distribution of the
_oon.

c. the radioactivity of material at , '

rarious lunar depths, and

d. the thermal history of the Moon. _ ! O
L =" -= _ ..... | .... i i i ii i

, 1-4
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O Table 1-1. ALSEP Scientific Objectives (cont)

Measurement Objective Experiment/Measurement Method

Composition of lunar atmosphere Charged-Particle Lunar Environment
(electron/proton energies) Experiment - Detects and monitors

particle energy; levels using two

sensor assemblies (analyzers).

Jl •

* Pressure of ambient lunar atmos- Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment -

i phere including temporal varia- Senses lunar atmospheric density

I tions either random or associated variations using a transducer to
1 with lunar local time or solar effect conversion of particle quan-

! ' activity, tity to direct current.

!

Tat)le 1-2. ALSEP Experiment Subsystem Flight Assignments

Experiment Flights 1 and Z Flight 3 Flight 4

Passive seismic X X X

Magnetometer X .

Solar wind X

Suprathermal ion detector X X
Q

Active seismic X

Heat flow X

Q

Charged particle lunar X X
envi rOhm ent

Cold cathode gauge X

1971014816-016
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", I-6. ALSEP FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION O

I
, - The ALSEP objective of obtaining lunar physical and environmental data is accom-

plished through employment of the various experiment combinations, the support-
• ing subsystems and the manned space flight network (MSFN).

|
,: The MSFN stations, such as those at Goldstone California, Carnarvon and Canberra

; Australia, Ascension Island, Hawaii, Guam, Madrid Spain, and KSC Florida,are
the Earth terminals for ALSEP communications. Mission Control Center (MCC)

,L participates in the network for activation of the experiments, initial calibration se-
quences, and for the duration of the mission. Communications consist of an uplink
(Earth-Moon) for command transmissions to control the ALSEP functions, and a

downlink (Moon-Earth) for transmission of scientific experime, - and engineering
housekeeping data. The MSFN stations will record the downlink data. r

As many as three separate ALSEP systems may be operating on the l_Ioon simul-
taneously. The downlink telemetry of each of these will operate at a different fre-

quency {2278. 5 MHz, zg76. 5 MHz, 2275.5 MHz, or ZZ79.5 MHz). The uplink

frequency for all systems is Zl19 MHz. The command format addre-zses each

I ALSEP specifically, precluding inadvertent activation of the other systems.
I

:_ The functional operation of ALSEP is illustrated in Figure 1-7. The following
paragraphs describe the function, on a system level, of the ALSEP subsystems.

1-7. Structure/Thermal Subsystem. The structure/thermal subsystem provides
structural integrity and thermal protection of the ALSEP equipment and LM in

transport and in the lunar environment (-300°F to +250°F). This includes packag-

ing, structural support, and isolation from heat, cold, shock, and vibration. A
dust detector monitors accumulation of lunar dust.

!

4

I-8. Electrical Power Subsystem. The electrical power subsystem generates 63

to 74 watts of electrical power for operation of the ALSEP system. The power is

developed by a'thermopile system which is heated by a radioisotope fuel capsule.
The power is regulated, converted to the required voltage levels, and supplied to

the data subsystem for distr"bution to the support and experiment subsystems.

i Analog housekeeping data fron_ the electrical power system is supplied to the data "

2 subsystem for do_vnlink telemetry.

I-9. Data Subsystem. The data subsystem receives, decodes, and applies dis-
crete logic commands from the MSFN to the deployed units of ALSEP. These e

commands are used to perform power switching, ther _,al control, operating mode

changes and experiment control. The data suosystem accepts and processes sci-
entific data from the experiments, engineering status data from itself and all the

subsystems, and transmits the d&ta to the MSFN receiving stations. The data

subsystem also performs the function of switching and distributing operating power

to the experiment and support subsystems.

¢
• ° . °. . . o.

1-6
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1- 10. Passive Seismic
Experiment Subsystem. The passive seismic experin,ent _j

{PSE) will measure seismic activity of the Moon to obtain information regarding

the physical properties of the lunar crust and interior. Seismic energy is
expected to be produced in the lunar surface by meteoroid impacts and tectonic
disturbances.

The seismic activity is measured by long period and short period seismometers

which monitor the displacement of inertial masses from a zero position relative
, to sensitive transducers.

i 1-11. Magnetometer Experiment Subsystem. The magnetometer experiment (ME)

will provide data pertaining to the magnetic field at the lunar surface by measur-
ing the magnitude and temporal variations of the lunar surface equatorial vector

magnetic field. Electromagnetic disturbances originating in the solar wind t

" and subsurface magnetic material near the magnetometer site will also" be
• detected.

1-1Z. Solar Wind Experiment Subsystem. The solar wind experiment (SWE) will

measure energies, densities, incidence angles, and temporal variations of the'i

electron and proton components of the solar wind plasma at the lunar surface. It

will use an array of seven modified Faraday cups to measure these properties.

1-13. Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment Subsystem. The suprathermal ion

detector experiment {SIDE} _n conjunction with a cold cathode ion gauge (CCIG)

will provide data pertaining to the .'density and temperature of the ionosphere near
the lunar surface, and the neutral particle density at the lunar surface. The SIDE

counts and measures the velocity and energy of de,'-ected ions. The CCIG measures

: the density of neutral particles at known gauge temperatures to determine the

• :_ .pressure of the ambient lunar atmosphere.

1-14. Active Seismic Experiment Subsystem. The active seismic experiment sub-

system CASE} will provide data pertaining to the physical properties, structure,
elasticity,and bearing strength of lunar surface and near surface materials by

measuring velocity of propagation, frequency spectra, and attenuation of seismic

compression waves through the lunar surface.
@

The ASE provides a controlled seismic lunar exploration us'ng artificiallypro=

duced seismic energy of known distances, charge sizes, and timing. Italso pro=

rides a means of lunar seismic exploration in the event the Moon should be natur-

ally seismically inert and seismic activity cannot be registered by passive seis- •
momete r s.

1- 15. Heat Flow Experiment Subsystem. The heat flow experiment {HFE) will
provide data pertaining to the structur.e, possible stratification, and heat balance

o£ subsurface materials by measuring the net out, yard heat flux from the interior .

of the Moon, thermal conductivity and diffuslvity of lunar surface material, and
heat fluctuations at the lunar surface.

C

l

1-18
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A

U Two, two-section probes with heat sensors and a heater at eac'h end of each sec-
tion are used in conjunction with the HFE electronics package to measure abso-

i lute and differential temperatures and _hermal conductivity of the lunar material.
r The probes are inserted into holes bored three meters deep into the lunar sur-

I face by the astronaut using the Apollo lunar surface drill (ALSD). The heaters

i produce a heat pulse at a known distance from a sensor. After an interval of time,
the sensor receives the pulse. By determining the time required for the pulse to

reach the sensor, the neat conductivity of the lunar subsurface can be calculated.

° 1-16. Charged Particle Lunar Environment Experiment Subsystem. The charged

.. particle lunar environment experiment (CPLEE) will provide data pertaining to
the solar wind, solar cosmic rays and other particle phenomena by measuring

the energy distribution and time variations of the proton and electron fluxes at
the lunar surface. It employs two particle detectors (analyzers) oriented in
different directions for evaluating directional effects.

/

1-17. Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment. The cold cathode gauge experiment
- (CCGE) will provide data pertaining to the density of the lunar ambient atmos-

. phere, including temporal variations, and the rate of loss of contamination left

! in the landing area by the astronauts and the LM.

The CCGE uses a transducer, powered by a 4000-volt power supply, to detect the

density of particles of the ambient atmosphere and develop a proportional direct

:_ current signal which is converted from analog to digital data for downlink trans-
mission.

..... 1-18. Apollo Lunar Hand Tools Subsystem. The Apollo lunar hand tools (ALHT)

.=:_- will contribute to the overall geophysical exploration of the Moon by facilitating

":-:::_::.i the location, collection, measurement, and removal of representative samples of

::_ the lunar surface. The samples collected will be stowed in special containers and
• _'" transported to Earth for examination and study.

. | 1-19. Apollo Lunar Surface Drill. The Apollo lunar surface drill (ALSD) will

: • _ provide data on the physical properties of the lunar surface and subsurface mater-

ials by extraction of cores obtained while boring emplacement holes for the HFE

probes. The ALSDwill be used to bore two holes three meters deep with a diam-
eter of Z. 54 to 2.86 centimeters. Cores produced from the holes will have a

minimum diameter of 1. Z7 centimeters and a minimum solid length of 2.54 centi-
meters.

• $

1-20. ALSEP PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS

Each ALSEP experiment has been designed by a principal investigator (PI), in

some cases in conjunction with one or more co-investigators. The investigators,
identified by experiment, and whether the experiment is government furnished

equipment (GFE) or contractor furnished equipment (CFE) are listed on
Table 1-3.

0
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Table 1-5. ALSEP Principal Investigators

GFE

, Experiment or Principal Investigator and
CFE Co-Investigators

passive seismic CFE Dr. Gary Latham -

Larnount Geological Observatory
Dr. George Sutton -

University of Hawaii
Dr. Frank Press -

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology

Dr. Maurice Ewing -
¥

Columbia University
m

1 Magnetometer GFE Dr. Charles P. Sonett-
NASA-Ames Research Center

Dr. Jerry Modisette -

Manned Spacecraft Center

Solar wind GFE Dr. Conway W. Snyder -

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Dr. Douglas Clay -

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
: Mrs. Marcia Neugebauer -

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Suprathermal ion detector GFE Dr. John Freeman *

Cold cathode ion gauge Rice University
Dr. Francis Johnson -

Southwest Center for Advanced

Studie s

Mr. Dallas Evans -

NASA-Manned Spacecraft Center

0 Active seismic CFE Dr. Robert Kovach -

Stanford University

(Thumper) Dr. Joel Watkins -

_ Massachusetts Institute of Tech- ,nology

Heat flow CFE Dr. Marcus" G. Langseth -

Columbia University"

Dr. Sidney Clarke -
Yale University

Dr. M, Eugene Simmons-
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology O

1-20 ..........
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O Table 1-3. ALSEP Principal Investigators (cont)

GFE

Experiment or PrincipalInvestigatorand
. CFE Go-Inve stigator s

Charged particle lunar CFE Dr. Brian 3. O'Brien -

environment Rice University

. Gold cathode gauge GFE Dr. Francis Johnson -
Southwest Center for Advanced
Studies

I Mr. Dallas Evans-
f
J • NASA-Manned SpacecraftCenter

1-21
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SECTION II

ALSEP SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Z-1. ALSEP SUBSYSTEM INTRODUCTION

. This section describes the thirteen (eight experiment and five support) subsys-

tems which comprise the total ALSEP system. A listing of the subsystems
follow s :

I a. Structure/thermal subsystem

i b. Electrical power subsystem (EPS)

_ c. Data subsystem (DS/S)
: .} d, Passive seismic experiment subsystem (PSE)

e. Magnetometer experiment subsystem (ME)

:- f. Solar wind experiment subsystem (SWE)

g. Suprathermal ion detector experiment subsystem {SIDE)

h. Active seismic experiment subsystem (ASE)
i. Heat flow experiment subsystem (HFE) "

j. Charged particle lunar environment experiment subsystem (CPLEE)

k. Cold cathode gauge experiment subsystem (CCGE)

: 1. Apollo lunar hand tools subsystem (ALHT)

; "m. Apollo lunar surface drill (ALSD)

, All subsystems are described in terms of their physical characteristics, func-

tional operation, and system interfaces.

Z,-Z. STRUCTURE/THERMAL SUBSYSTEM

The structure/thermal subsystem provides the structural integrity and passive

thermal protection required by the ALSEP experiment and support subsystems to

withstand the environments encountered in storage, transportation and handling,

t testing, loading on LM, space flight,and lunar deployment. During operation on

the Moon, the structure/thermal subsystem will continue to provide structural

support and thermal protection to the data subsystem in the central station and to

the electrical power subsystem.

2-3. STRUCTURE/THERMAL SUBSYSTEM PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The structure/thermal subsystem includes the basic structural assembly of the

ALSEP system subpackages, the fuel cask structure assembly, handling tools,

antenna mast, and a dust detector. Structure/thermal subsystem leading particu-

lars are provided in Table 2-I.

0
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I

© 'Table 2-I. Structure/Thermal Subsystem Leading Particulars i

Component Characte ristic Value !

Subpackage No. 1 Size (inches) L 26.75 !

i Structure W _7.37 i
H 6.87 i'

i Weight (pounds) 24.86 f

Subpackage No. 2 Size (inches) L 25.87 - !

Structure W 27.14 i
r "t H 3.37 I

._ Weight (pounds) ZS. 15 L

Fuel Cask Support Size (inches) H 28. 86

D 12. 25

'_. Weight (pounds) 19.60

•_ FTT Length (inches) Z4. IZ

Weight (pounds) I. 51

UHT Length (inches) 26.50 I

Weight (pounds) 0.8Z

DRT Length (inches) Z3.67
Weight (pounds) 0.65

Antenna Mast Section length (inches) 20.75

(two sections) Basic diameter (inches) I. 75

, Weight (pounds) I. 30
_t

Dust Detector Power Requirements
• . ' On mode 540 mw maximum, ,_

+ and - I Z vdc. :

Off mode 70 mw maximum,
+ and -IZ vdc. _ _

Analog Outputs 0 to +5 vdc. _"

: _ Sensor Package Size (inches) I. 75 x I. 75 x I. 75 :

U Weight (pounds) 0.35 "
tL

Circuit Board Size (inches) 3.3 x 6.1

Weight (pounds.) 0.26

0
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i 7.-4. STRUCTURE/THERMAL SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

: 0
)-5. Subpackage No. 1 Structure/Thermal. The structure/thermal portion of

! subpackage No. 1 consists of a primary structure boom attachment assembly,
thermal plate, sunshield, side curtains, reflector, and thermal bag as shown in

Figure Z-1. The primary structure provides tie points for securing the subpack-

age in the SEQ bay of the LM. It is recessed to receive the central station elec-
tronics which are mounted on the thermal plate. The sunshield provides tie

points for mounting, boom attachment assembly, experiment subsystems, and
, associated equipment. The sunshield, side curtains, and reflector are raised

I ' during deployment to provide thermal protection for the central station elec-
, tronics.
i
/

Thermistor temperature detectors monitor thermal bag, primary structure, and

sunshield tempera tures during operation. These temperature signals are supplied

) to the data subsystem for insertion into the ALSEP telemetry data.

2-6. Subpackage No. Z Structure/Thermal. The structure/thermal portion of
subpackage No. 2 consists of boom attachment assembly, pallet, and subpallet as

shown in Figure Z-Z. It provides tie points to mount experiment and support sub-
systems, and to secure the subpackage in the SEQ bay of the LM. The pallet

assembly protects the astronaut from the electrical power subsystem components

during deployment, and serves as a base for that subsystem during operation.

2-7. Fuel Cask StructureAssembly. The fuel cask structure assembly consists
of the structure, thermal shield, cask bands, and cask guard as shown in Fig-

" ure Z-B. The structure provides tie points for attachment of the fuel cask to the

exterior of the LM, and provides the thermal shield to reflect fuel capsule ther-

mal radiation away from the LM. The cask bands are clamped onto the cask, and

provide tie point-sfor attachment to the structure. The lower band includes a

•mechanism to tiltthe fuel cask for access to the fuel capsule. The guard is pro-

vided to prevent astronaut contact with the cask during deployment.

Two temperature transducers monitor thermal shield temperature. The tempera-

ture measurements are included in the Apollo telemetry data.

Q

Z-8. Handling Tools• The handling tools consist of a dome removal tool (DRT},
two universal handling tools (UHT), and a fuel transfer tool (FTT} as shown in

F Figure Z-4. These tools are used by the astronaut to deploy the ALSEP systemon the lunar surface.

The DRT is used to remove and handle the dome of the fuel cask. The tool en-

gages, locks in, and unlocks a nut on the dome. Rotation of the nut releases the
dome.

!i

! 0
L 1

! z-3
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0
.fSUBPALLET 'i

l_ _ _ ._k IF-----ATTACttMENI
:_.L _l_ ]1 ASSEMBLY

, .  4:1 II
. SUPPORT

_r

]

-_. PAi,q 1_ II "v" "

,_ Figure 2-2. Structure, Subpackage No. 2

{

i

r

O Figure 2-3. FUel Cask Structure Assembly

• , . ,, • • ,, ,,
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The FTT iS used to transfer the fuel capsule from the fuel cask to the RTG.

Three movable fingers engage the fuel capsule and are locked in place by rota-

ting the knurled section of the handle. Release is accomplished by rotating the

handle in the opposite direction.

The UHT is used to release the tie-down fasteners, and to transport and emplace

the experiment subsystems. The Allen wrench f._oltip cngages the socket-head

Boydbolt fasteners to rotate and releas_ the bolt. A ball type locking device pro-

[ vides rigid interface between the tool and a receptacle on the subsystem. Opur-

] " ation is by a trigger-like lever l_ear the handle.

2-9. Antenna Mast, The antenna mast is provided in two sections as shown in

) Figure 2-5. Tile sections lock together and provide locking devices for attach-
_ _ ment to the subpackages. The antenna mast serves as th, t _ndle for the bar-bell

carry of the A_SEP subpackages to the deployment site !, ,s then attached to

subpackage No. 1 to support the aiming mechanism and antcnne.

2- 10. DUST DETECTOR DESCRIPTION

The dust detector will obtain data for assessment of dust accretion on ALSEP and

provide a measure of thermal degradation of thermal surfaces.

2- II. Dust Detector Physical Description. The dust detector has two com-

ponents; a sensor package {Figure 2-6), and a printed circuit board. The sensor

package is mounted on the subpackage No. 1 sunshield. The sensor has three

photocpils orientated on three sides to face the ecliptic path of ;he sun.

J

Figure 2-5. Antenna Mast Sections
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SOLAR CELLS

0

DUST DETLCTOR

J SEN_OR PACKAGE

i
t

i ,
Z

BLE
2

Figure 2=6. Dust Detector

Each cell has a 2 cm by 2 cnl active area which is protected by a blup filterto cut

off ultravioletwavelengths" bolow 0.4 micron, and a cover slide for protection

against radiation damage. A thermistor is attached to the rear of each photoce'._

to monitor the temperature of the cell. The sensor package is connected through

an H-film cable to the pointed circuit board wh._ch is locatcd in the power distri-

bution unit (PDU) of the data subsystem.

2-12. Dust Detector Functional Description. Dust accumulation on the surfaces -

of the three solar cells will reduce the solar illumination detected by the cells.

The outputs of the solar cells are applied to three amplifiers which condition the

signals and apply them t_ three subcommutated analog data channels of the data

subsystem. (See Figure Z-7. ) The thermistor outputs are applied tc_three sub-

commutated analog data chant .Isof the aata subsystem.

Dust detector operation is controlled by on and o_ff commands from the Earth. dn

These commands are applied to the command memory through the data subsvster_,.

The command memory stores the command and controls the opcra_en of the power
_witches in accordance with the command. The two solid state switches control

the applicatiort of. +12 vdc and - 12 vdc operating power from the data subsystem.
Individual fusing protection is provided on each of the two voltages.

0
• . . ,. . • ° *o

Z-8
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i Figure 2-7. Dust Detector, Simplified Block Diagram
J
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O Z- 13. ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM

The electrical power subsystem (EPS) provides the electrical power for lunar

operation of the ALSEP. Primary electrical power is developed by thermo-

electric action with thermal energy supplied by • radioisotope source. Primary

power is converted, regulated, and filtered to provide six operating voltages for

the ALSEP experiment and support subsystems.

Z- 14. EPS PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

Major components of the electrical power subsystem are shown in Figure 2-8.

<-_ The components are a radioisotope thermoelectric generator assembly, a fuel-" capsule assembly, a power conditioning unit, and a fuel cask.

Z-15. EPS Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator _RTG). The P_TG is a cylin-
drical case with eight heat rejection fins on the exterior, and a central cavity to
receive the fuel capsule. The active elements are a hot frame, a cold frame, and

, a thermoelectric couple assembly. The thermoelectric couple assembly is lo-

cated between the hot frame, which surrounds the cavity, and the cold frame,
which interfaces with the outer case and heat rejection fins.

Z-16. EPS Fuel Capsule Assembly (FCA). The fuel capsule assembly _ a thin-
walled, cylindrical-shaped structure with an end plate for mating and locking in

the fuel cask and in the RTG. It contains the radioisotope fuel, plutionum(l_-Z38),
encapsulated to meet vuclear safety criteria.

Z-17. EPS Power Conditioning Unit (PCU). The functional eler_ents of the PCU
are redundant dc voltage converters and shunt regulators, filters, and two com-

mand control amplifiers. The elements are mounted in cordwood modules that are

interconnected by printed circuit boards and attached to the center and lower sec-
tions of the PCU case.

Shunt regulator load and dissipative elements are mounted in a power dissipation
module external to the central station along the back of subpackage No. I.

* 2-18. EPS Fuel Cask, The cask is used to transport the fuel capsule assemblyfrom the Earth to the Moon. The fuel cask is a cylindrical shaped structure with a

screw-on end cover at the top end. The cask provides fuel capsule support elements

and a free radiation surface for rejection of fuel capsule heat. The fuel cask pro-

" rides re-entry protection in case of an _borted mission.

Z-19. EPS Leading Particulars. The physical and electrical characteristics of
the electrical pow£r ,ubsystem are given in Table Z-Z.

Z-ZO. EPS FUNCTIO_fAL DESCRIPTION

As shown in Figure Z-9, the radioisotope thermoelect_i_ generato;, (_'_)_9_-_-/_i/:_ _,,i_

cor, vert the primary powe, to the _a_4_ _2__ I I I I

au .... ,,_aUy when there.......i_ _t¢i__
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-i Fuel Cask Assembly Fuel Capsule Assemb._;

'i

.!

1

.!- :,..

Gene rator A ssembly Power Conditioning Unit

O
Figure 2"8. Electrical Power Subsystem J
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O Table Z-Z. Electrical Power Subsystem Leading Particulars

Componcnt Characteristic Value

Radioisotope Output power 63 to 74 watts
Thermoelectric Output voltage 16. 1 + 0.5 vdc

Generator Hot junction
temper atur e,

lunar day 900 to 1100 deg. F

Cold junction

temperature,

lunar day 350 to 550 deg. F

Length •18.12 inches

)_, Diameter 16 inches [ :
.- Weight 28 pounds maximum I;

l
Fuel Capsule Length 16.9Z inches I_

Diameter Z. 6 inches (except end f

plate) F

Weight 15.46 pounds maximum I
I.

Thermal output 1430 to 152-0 watts I"

Power Conditioning

Unit / Nominal outputs +Z9 vdc at 1. 19 amps
+15 vdc at 0.08 amp

,�xat 0.30 amp
t +5 vdc at 0.90 amp

:1 -6 vdc at 0.05 amp
.... 12 vdc at 0. 15 amp

Output voltage regulation i 1 percent

Length 8.36 inches
Width 4.14 inches

:: Height Z. 94 inches

, . Weight 4.5 pounds

Fuel Cask Length 23 inches
Diameter 8.0 inches

_' Weight g5.0 pounds nominal

_ • •

i

0
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 TRONAUTCO.TRO'..r ©
FROM DATA : .... _" UNIT

SUBSYST -M ....
l TO DATA

P��VOLTS..,, _ _ TEMPERATURE, [ SUBSYSTEM

RADIOISOTOPE ] VOLTAGE, [
| _ CURRENT [

_-Z_-RMOE_CTRZC -STA_S
GENERATOR,, , , [ J

Figure 2-9. Electrical Power Subsystem, Functional Block Diagram
i

The astronaut control is a back-up signal for starting the PCU. PCU #1 and

PCU #Z select commands from the data subsystem activate control circuits that v
switch the redundant circuits of _e PCU.

)
Analog voltages from the RTG and PCU provide temperature, voltage, and current
status to the data subsystem.

Z-ZI. EPS DETAII_D _NCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Z-ZZ. EPS Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator. The operation of the RTG is

illustrated in the block diagram of Figure Z-10. A radioisotope source (fuel cap-

sulk) develops _ermal energy that is applied to the hot frame (inner case}. The

difference in temperature between the hot frame and the cold frame causes the

thermoelectric couple assembly (thermopile) to develop electrical energy through
thermoelectric action. The electrical energy produced by the thermopile provides

a minimum of 63 watts at 16 volts to the power conditioning unit.

Excess heat from the thermopile is conducted.through a cold frame (outer case} to

a thermal radiator (heat rejection fins} for dissipation into the lunar environment.
This maintains the cold frame at a lower temperature than the hot frame so that
thermoelectric action is maintained.

Temperatures are monitored at three cold frame and at three hot frame locations
to provide six temperature signals to the data subsystem. A

Z-23. EPS Power Conditioning Unit. The power conditioning unit performs three

major functions :
w

a. Voltage conversion
b. Voltage regulation

c. RTG protection.

The PCU contains redundant power conditioners. As shown in Figure 2.11, each

power conditioner consists of a tic-to-de power converter (inverter and rectifiers},
which converts the KTG 16-volt input to the six operating voltages, and a shunt

voltage regulator to maintain the output voltages within approximately ± lY0. The

input voltage is also regulated by this action because of the fixed ratio converter.

It is necessary to keep a constant load on the generator to prevent generator ove_- ,,

heating. .,., ,',:_.,,..:,,_,_',v"-'_,.,
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ENERcY I
i IL

THERMAL

ENERGY ,J

I _ _ | CONDITIONINGFRAME THER_<AL HEADER I UNIT_ ENERGY ,

EXCESS !

COLD HEAT LUNAR

FRAME _I RADIATOR --'_ENVIR()NMENT
l

O ioo o,, HOT FRAME TEMPERATURES SUBSYSTEM

Figure Z-10. EPS Power Generation Function, Block Diagram

The +16 volts from the RTG is applied through the switching circuit to the selected

dc-to-dc converter, applying power to the inverter and completing the shunt reg-

ulation circuit. Applying power to the inverter permits it to supply ac power to the

rectifiers that develop the dc voltages applied to the filters. The outputs from the

filters are the six operating voltages applied to the data subsystem. Output and

" input voltages are regulated by feedback from the +IZ volt output to the shunt rcg-

" ulator.

...._ 'The shunt regulator consists of amplifiers inside the power conditioning unit and

--_ resistors in the power dissipation module outside the central station. With the

resistors outside the central station, some of the excess power is radiated to space

and does not'contribute to central station dissipation. All the output voltages are-/

_:= regulated by the IZ-volt feedback since they are coupled in the output transformer.

The +IZ volt is applied to the switching circuit for determining over or under volt-

, age and switching to the redundant inverter and regulator, if necessary.

Separate filters for each of the six dc voltages are common to the conversion-

regulation circuits. The filtero_tputs, +Z9, +15, +12, +5, -12, and-6volts, areall
- , applied to the data subsystem.

Analog voltages from the inverters provide temperature slgnals. Voltages from

the shunt regulators provide curi'ent, reserve power, and temperature signals.

The +16 volts a.t the input of the PCU provide a reserve power reference. A11 of

these analog signals are applied to the data subsystem for subcommutation into the

telemetry frame.
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O Z-24. DATA SUBSYSTEM

The data subsystem is the focal point for control of AL.SEP experiments and the
collection,, processin_, and transrnission of scientific daia and engineering status

data to the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN). To accomplish the basic

functions of (a) reception and decoding of upiink {Earth-to-Moon) commands

(b) timing aud control o_ experh_ent subsystems, and (c) the collection and trans-

mission of downlink (Moon-to-Earth) scientificand engin'eering data, the data

subsystem consists of an integration of units interconnected as shown in Fig-

, ure ?--12. The uplink shown in Figure Z-IZ requires the antenna, diplexer, com-

mand receiver, and command decoder components of the data subsystem. The

downlink requires the data processor, transmitter, diplexer and antenna compon-

ents. The major components of the data subsystem and associated functions are
• listed in Table Z-3.

DOW"NLINK(SCIENTIFIC & ENGINEERING

U PLI_K (COMMANDS) DATA)

KN TENNA

COMMAND DIPLEXER TRANSMITTER
' RECEIVER _ SWITCH (A AND B)

POWER

DISTR IBU TION

UNIT

COMMAND DATA

DECODER PROCESSOR
j (X AND Y)

COMMANDS TO ELECTRICAL . SCIENTIFIC AND :

• EXPERIMENT AND POWER ENGINEERING DATASUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS TO ALL FROM EXPEI_IMENT
SUBSYSTEMS AND SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS

• '.., . Figure Z-lZ. Data Subsystem, Simplified Block Diagram... ,.,
• :. ,, .'., ,.. ,.. ., .... .',., - ,,,.,: r.,

,,. ,' , . ,!' .. • ._ ' ,:. .,, .7 :. ",_ . : ;,"

0
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Table 2-3. Data Subsystem Component F.unctions (i v)

Component Func tion

Antenna Provides simultaneous uplink reception and

downlink transmission of ALSEP signals.

Diplexer switch Connects either transmitter to the antenna.

Jl Diplexer filter Connects receiver input and transmitter output

to the antenna.

Transmitter Transmits Moon-to-Earth downlink signals. ,

) Command receiver Accepts Earth-to-Moon uplink signal.
Command decoder Decodes received command signals and issues

commands to the system.

Central stati,)ntimer Provides backup timing signals following

departure of astronauts Switch off after

720 days _- 30 days

Data processor Collects and formats scientificdata inputs frof,_
the experiments. Collects and converts analoN

housekeeping data into binary form

Power distributior. Controls power switching and conditions

engineering status data.
t.........

1 The data subsystem components are mounted on a 23.25-inch by 20-inch section

of the central station thermal plate. Figure 2-13 shows data subsystem compon- l

ent location within the central station. A pre-formed harness electricallyconnects

the components. The harness is attached to each component with a multi-pin con-
nector. Power for each unit and electrical signals are conducted to and from each

component via the harness. Coaxial cables connect the command receiver and -transmitters to the diplexer switch and thence to the antenna.

Other items installed within the central station include central station tempera-

ture aensors_ manual control switches, transmitter and receiver heatersj central

station backu_ heatersj and a central station thermostat. Five thermal plate sen-

sors are placed throughout the central station to monitor engineering ;emperature

']l Z-18 • .... " ..... " ....... ( '-,:°_
,._ ,,_, _,._ ,_,, _,-a_'_ _'. 'L,' __
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status data. Manual control switches to tbe
are provided a_ a backup permit

astronaut to start system operation in the event of uplink failure.

The overall weight of the data subsystem is approximately 25 pounds and the

power consumption is approximately ZO watts.
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Table Z-4. ALSEP Commands _+_

Command Usage Number

Active seismic experiment 7

Passive seismic experiment 15

Heat flow experiment 10

Magnetometer experiment 8

Charged particle experiment 8

Suprathermal ion detector experiment 5 °
Solar wind experiment Z

/I Command decoder 2

/'i" Data Processor 5
J_ Power distribution unit Z? •

Power conditioning unit Z

I /

} Do,vnlink data consists of analog and digital data inputs to the data processor frem
the experiment and support subsystems in response to periodic demands from _he

data precessor. Scientific inputs to *Re data processor from the experimen_ sub-
sys_.em are primarily in digital form. Engineering data is usually analog and con-

sists of status and housekeeping data such as temperatures and voltages which

reflect operational status and environmental [,arameters. The data processor

i accepts binary and analog data from the experiment and support subsystems. It

generates timing and synchronization signals, converts analog data to digital form,
formats digital data, anal provides data in.the form of a split-phase modulated sig-

nal to the transmitter. The transmitter generates the downlink transmission
carrier and phase modula.tes that carrier with the signal from the data processor. +

The transmitter signal is selected by the diplexer switch and routed to the antenna,
for downlink transmission to the MSFN.

t

, Figure Z- 14 shows a functional diagram of the data subsystem and its interfaces
with other A/-SEP subeyste,ns for Flights 1 and 2. Figures Z- 15 and Z- 16 show

functional block diagrams of the Flight 3 and Flight 4 ALSEP systems. The later

flight configurations are similar to the Flight 1 and 2 configuration except for the
selection of experiments. Redundant channels are provided for the transmitter

i and portions of the cornmand decoder and data processor _o improve system relia-bility.

uplink transmission from MSFN is a 2119/viHz I_F carrier with a Z KHz data
The

subcarrier modulated to a 1 KHz synchronizing subcarrier. The command receive

receiver demodulates the carrier and provides the composite 2 KHz and : KHz
•subcarrier to the command decoder. The cor:u-nand decoder demodulator section

detects the Z KHz command da.ta subcarrier and 1 KHz timing signal and applies
both to the redundant digital decoder sections (A and B) of the command decoder.

'l_e digital decoder sections identi/y correct _ddress codes, decode the digital

1971014816-046
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commands, command verification signals to the data processor, and
data issue

apply command signals to the appropriate experiment and support subsystems.

The central station timer provides timing signals to the command decoder delayed

commrnd sequencer which are used to initiate a series of delayed commands to
activate certain system operations. The specific functions of the delayed com-

mands are discussed in the detailed command decoder paragraph.

Analog signals from the ALSEP experiment and support subsystems are applied
" directly to the analog multiplexer or indirectly through the signal conditioning

_ection of the power distribution unit to the analog multiplexer. The 90-channel

i analog multiplexer processes the analog inputs and applies them to the inputs ofl
J redundant analog-to-digital converters (X and Y). The digital outputs from the

• analog-to-digital converters are applied to redundant digital data processors (X

'_, and Y) along _vith digital data from the command decoder and t_'.e experiment

subsystems.

The digital data processor generates timing and control signals for use through-

out the system and formats the scientific and engineering data from the experi-

ments and subsystems for downlink transmission. Redundant transmitters (A and

B) receive the PCM signal from the data processors. A diplexer switch connects
the transmitter in use to the antenna for downlink transmission to Earth.

2-Z7. ANTENNA ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTION

The antenna is a modified axial helix designed to receive and transmit a right-

hand circularly polarized S-Band signal. This antenna type was selected because

ithas a relatively high gain over a moderately narrow beamwidth.

2-28. Antenna Physical Description. The antenna consists of a copper conductor

bonded to a fiberglass-epoxy tube for mechanical support. Figure 2-17 shows the

antenna. •The helix is 23 inches in length and l- I/2 inches in diameter. A 5-inch

ground plane with a 2-inch wide cylindrical skirt is attached to one end of the

helix and functions as a wave launcher for the electromagnetic wave in the transi-

tion from coaxial transmission iine mode to the helix mode. An impedance

matching transformer is located at the antenna feed point to match the higher

impedance of the helical antenna to the 50-ohm coaxial transmission line..The

weigh* of the antenna, including cables, is I.28 pounds.

The entire antenna is coated with a white, reflecting thermal paint for thermal

protection during the high temperature range of lunar day, Antenna leading partic-
ulars are listed in Table 2-5.

0
, 0.#' • .q ' [ .....• . . ,, • ° °

i

I z-zv
I
1
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Figure _-17. Antenna and Aiming Mechaniem
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."able 2-5 Antenna Leading Particulars

O J i i - u i ,ui

i Characteristic Transmit Receive
| Ill II , .......

Gain_

on bnresight 15.2 db 14.7 db

• beamwidth at 11.0 db gain 36 °
I

I _ beamwidth at I I. 5 db gain 33 °
f
/ Axial ratio I. 3 db I. 0 db
J

• Input VSWR I. 20:1 I. 20:1

Sidelobe level -II db -II. 3 db

_Antenna gain is referenced to a right hand circularly polarized isotropic level and
does not include coaxial cable loss which is typicaUy 1. I db.

2-29. Antenna F_nctional Description. The antenna receives command signals
from Earth on a frequency of 2119 MHz and transmits telemetry data on several

frequencies within _e frequency band of 2275 MHz to 2280 MHz. Antenna gain is
• in the order of 15.2 db and the beamwidth is sufficiently broad to cover the Earth

at all times.

2-30. Antenna Aiming Mechanism - The antenna wfll be pointed to the Eart_ by

means of the antenna aiming mechanism. This mechanism is a two-g_mbal sys-

tem which positions t__.e antenna in azimuth and elevation. The azimuth is set
in reference to a sun shadowgraph and the' elevation is set in reference to a cir-

cular bubble level to position the antenna to a predetermined angle in elevation
and azimuth. The azimuth and sun-shadow adjustments are on a common axis.

The sun shadow adjustment, the azimuth angular adjustment, and the elevation

angular adjustment are set by three separate 72:1 worm and wheel gears giving a

range of _15 ° , _?0 °, and _50 °, respectively. The circular bubble level is set
by two screw adjustments giving a range of • 6°from the horizontal with a sensi-

tivity of I ° per revolution of the adjustment handle. The antenna aiming pr °-
ce_ure is described in detail in Section IV.

The antenna and aiming mechanism a:'e stowed separately on the ALSEP and their

interface is a quick-actlon connection. The two parts are held together by spring-
loaded balls on the aiming mechanism bearing on the lower face of a groove cut

into an extended male post of the ground plane. A 3-inch diameter flange on the
aiming mechanism butts against the underside of the ground plane to maintain

stability.

O
2-29
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Z- 31. DATA SUBSYSTEM DIPLEXEI{ O

The diplexer consists of the diplexer filter and the diptexer circulator switch.

z-3Z. Data Subsystem Diplc_xerPh_xsical Desc'ri__t_.i.o .n. The diplexcr filter and
circulator switch are shown in Figures g-18 and 2.- 19, respectively. Figure g-Z0

shows a diagram of the circulator switch. The diplcxcrdiplexer filter contains a

transmit frequency bandpass filter, a receiver frequency bandpass filter and a

) common path antenna lowpass filter. The three filters are coupled at a common

, i junction at the end opposite the circulator switch, receiver, and antenna ports. "
I I The input and output connectors are miniature, coaxial, right-angle connectors

] made of gold-plated stainless steel. Matching impedance for the antenna, trans-
mit and receive connectors is 50 ohms. Leading particulars of the diplexer filter
are listed in Table Z-6.

v

; _\

,,.. !. t

:',.C4.,:., "

/
4

1 --- z .... . / ;• ,. F

Figure Z-18. Data Subsystem Diplexer Filter

The diplexer _wiIch consists of'three circulators, two loads, and three external

ports. The circulator uses copper-clad dielectric board stripline techniques.
The input and output connectors consist of three right angle connectors; one for
the interconnecting line to the diplexer filter section, and one each to the two trans-
mitters. Two solder terminals are prov_ued for the ±IZ volt switching power.

Leading particulars of the diplexer switch are listed in Table 2-7. _)

• .... , , ° ,

, ] Z-30
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! Figure Z-19. Data Subsystem Diplexer Switch

DIPLEXER FI LTER

/ TRANSMITTER PORT
s

- i

FIXED
DIRECTIONAL "

(_ _ CIRCULATORS

LOAD INPUT INPUT : LOAD

A TRANSMITTER A TRANSMITTER B B

Figure Z-Z0, Data SubsystemDiplexer Switch Diag_.n

Z-32
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, ©I Table Z-6. Data Subsystem Diplexer Filter Leading Particulars
i

;

I Cha racte ristic Value

Receiver path (includes band-pass and low-pass filter)

Insertion loss 1.30 db

VSWR 1.10:1

!Center frequency Z119 MHz ,
' Max 3 db bandwidth 1 I. 0 MHz

Min 3 d:, bandwidth 11.0 MHz

Transmitter path (includes band-pass and low-pass filter)
Y

Insertion loss 0.70 db

VSWR 1. 10:1

Center frequency 2275-2280 MHz
Max 3 db bandwidth 45 MHz

Min 3 db bandwidth 4.5 MHz

Power handling capability 20.0 watts

Weight 0.9 pounds
Form factor 6.8 x Z.5 x 2.5 inches

Table 2 7. Data S,_bsystem Diplexer Switch Leading Particulars
i llll

Characteristic Value

Insertion loss 0.5 db

VSWR I. 14:1

Center frequency

Isolation for 3 db bandwidth (4 MHz) 30-40 db

Switching voltage IZ vdc

DC power (position B) 150 MW

DC power {positionA) 0

Switching time 120 milliseconds -,

RF po_ er capability 1.5 watts
Weight 1.28 pounds

Stray magnetic field(steady-state) I0 gamma at 3 feet
Form factor 4 x 4.5 x I.3 inches

Z-33. Data Subsystem Diplexer Functional Description. The bandpass filterlor

the transmit and receive arms of the diplexer filter consist of five elements coupled

to provide the attenuation required at the transmit frequencies, receive frequen-
cies, image, and local oscillator and transmitter spurious frequencies. The low-

pass filter is an uaoalanced ladder filter intended to augment the transmitter

0
I

2 -32
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O bandpass filter in suppressing the above-center-frequency spurious transmitteroutputs. The diplexer circulator switch assembly couples the selected trans-

mitter (A or B) through the diplexer filter assembly to the antenna. The switch

also provides isolation protection to the transmitters and connecting equipment

from opens, shorts, or simultaneous transmitter antenna feed. The circulator

switch is reversible to serve as a transmitter selector switch and requires a

+12. vdc signal to switch the back-up transmitter into operation.
/.

2-34. DATA SUBSYSTEM COMMAND RECEIVER

The command receiver demodulates the 2119 MHz phase-modulated uplink carrier
transmitted from MSFN, provides a combined bi-phase modulated 2 KHz data sub-

carrier and 1 KHz synchronizing subcarrier to the command decoder, and supplies

• analog status data to the data processor.

( 2-35. Data Su'bsystem Command :Receiver lr'hyqicalDescription. Figure 2-21

r shows the command receiver. The colnmanc I receiver contains foam-potted in-

dividually-shielded circuit modules mounted on a milled magnesium base plate.

Module interconnections are routed through channels ,hilled into the base plate.
Receiver leading particulars are listed in Table 2-8.

[

! _ .: "?.7".-.'_-.

! ".,2

i , .e ' ,%L " J _.t

c . I ' ,.t i
f /
i , , //

L '

:0
i Figure Z-Z.I. Data Subsystem Command Receiver

......... _-33
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Table 2-8. Data Subsystem Command Receiver Leading Particulars

Characteristic Value

Input frequency Z119 MHz :_. 001%

Input impedance ._0 ohms at Z119 MHz
Input signal level -101 dbm to -61 dbm

Input VSWR 1.5:1 max at 2119 MHz _: 1 MHz ,
/ 2.0:1 max at ,'-119 MHz ± 10 MH:,

- Noise f'_,,.ze. 10 db max

" Local oscillator frequency Z059 MHz e. 00Z5%/year
Intermediate frequency 60 MHz

t

IF 3 db bandwidth , 350 KHz max for input signals near threshold

(-100 dbm)

! IF rejection 60 db rain at 3.4 MHz for signals as high as

=50 dbm ,

Demodulation linearity Better than -_5.0% at fo • 100 KHz "

Better than _ 10% at fo ± 175 KHz
Audio output level 0.8 volt per radian ± lZ.5% for input signals of

-I01 to -61 dbm up to ±3.0 radians deviation

Output polarity +voltage for +phase shift

Output impedance Less than 1000 ohms (ac coupled)

Output frequency response 100 Hz to 5 KHz

Output signal-to-noise ratio Better than 15 db at input signal level of
-97 dbm

'1 Supply voltages +lZ vdc -_ 1%, -6 vdc _-1%

_'I ] Supply power 1. 3Z watts maximum (1. Z5 watts nominal_i'=_,I = 0. 15 w @ -6 v + 1. 1 watts @ 12 v)-:=. : telemetry outputs (2, 5 vdc ncminal, 5 vdc max)
I a) Crystal temperature for local oscillator

i A ON-OFF
-I b) Crysta. _ temperature for local oscillator

" B ON- O_F

c) Local oscillator RF power level

• d) IF pre-limiting signal levei (input

signal level)
e) I KHz subcarrier presence "

_i ) Test points ,a) Local oscillator RF output #

(local oscillator frequency)

b) Pre-lirniting IF output (bandpass

, and noise figure)

c) Discriminator output (demodulation

Dnearly)

:| V'eight _. 84 pour_l_

Form factor 8.0 x 4. _',inchesmounting surface by G

I.75 inches"in height 6xclusive of

connectors " ,...... ,
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' ,_ 2-36. Data,'ubsystem Command Receiver Fanctiona] Descri_. Figure Z-Z2
[ _ shows a detailed block diagram of the command receiver. The Z119 MHz phase-

modulated uplink arrier is received by the central s_ation antenna, coupled

through the diplexer, and applied to the command receive,' mixer. The input sig-
nal is mixed v/ith a crystal controlled Z059 MHz local oscillator signal to produce

a 60MHz intermediate frequency signal. Two local oscillator/driver am _fier
circuits are used to provide redundant operation. The oscillator/driver amplifier

output frequency of 12.8. 7 MHz is increased to Z059 MHz by a multiply-by- 16
, frequency multiplier. "l_netwo 2059 MHz signals from the frequency multipliers

, - are applied to a stripline hybrid which is the redundancy combiner for the redun-
/ dant local oscillators. From the hybrid, the g059 MHz local oscillator frequency
/ is applied to the mixer.

Xhe level sensor and local oscillator switch circuits determine which local oscil-

" lator provides the local oscillator signal. Mixer circuit diodes apply bias voltage

to an amplifier which controls an integrated circuit flip-flop. When the bias volt-

age falls below an acceptable threshold, the amplifier causes the flip-flopto

change state. The flip-flopchange of state deenergizes one local oscillator chain

and energizes the redundant local oscillator chain. Adequate time delays are pro-

vided to prevent switching during receiver turn-on and signal transients.

The 60 MHz IF signal from the mixer fs amplified in the IF preamplifier and filter

module and in the IF amplifier module before being applied to the amplifier and
d'iscriminator module. The discriminator is a double tuned diode discriminator

which provides I"M detection: The integrator' circuit in the output amplifier and

integrator module provides phase detection of the FM detected signal. The output

signal from the command receiver is a combined Z KHz data subcarrier and a

l KHz synchronization subcarrier which is applied to the cornmand decoder.

Receiver ou,tputcharacteristics are shown in Figure 7.-_3.

Monitoring c'irc.uitsprovide, telemetry data to the data processor on the status of"

the received signal level, local oscillators A and B crystal tempera'tures, the

local oscillator RF. power level, and the presence of the l KHz subcarrier.

Z-37. DATA SUBSYSTEIV_ CQM.NiAND DECODER

The command de'coder receives the con/bined Z KHz command data subcarrier and

( l KHz synchronization signal from the .command receiver, demodulates the ,ub-
carrier to provide digitalt.'ii'ningaridc6rnmand data, decodes the command Sate,

] . and applies the discrete $_mmands requi_ed to contr'ol ALSEP operatzons.

] 2-38. Data Subsystem Command Decoder Physical De_=ription..Figure Z-Z4

shows the command decoder Multilayer prin_ed circuit boards _tre used through-out the command decoder. _e unit contains four l_--layer boards,., four six-layer

I boards, one three-layer board,...a_'d.!o.ne two-layer board. Leadi.ng p'.articular of

the command decoder are listedIn Table 2-9. '. '
;.. ','%.,

y

Z-35
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O Figure ?_-23. Data Subsystem Command Receiver

Output Signal Characteristics
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• Figure Z-24. Data Subsystem Command Decoder

Table 2-9. Data Subsystem Command Decoder Leading Particulars

I Characte ristic Value

[

t Z. 8 inchesHeight
Width 4. 81 inches

Length 6. Z5 inches

Weight 2.7 pounds
Power consumption less than 1.4 watts

Z-39. Data Subsystem Command Decoder Functional Description. The command

i deceder consists of a demodulator section and digital decoder sections. Fig-ure _-Z5 is a functional block diagram of the comrnand decoder.

The demodulator accepts the composite audio subcarrier from the command re-

ceiver. The composite audio subcarrier is the linear sum of the data and syn-

chror,ization subcarriers, where ths Z KHz data subcarrier is bi-phase modulated

by a 1000 bit per second data stream and the synchronization signal is a 1 KHz

subcarrier. The demodulator is divided into three sections; the sync detection
section, the data detection section, and the threshold detection section.

C
Z=38

i
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F_
A voltage controlled oscillator phase-lock-loop in the sync detection section es- _J
tablishe_ bit synchronization by comparing the 1 KHz input with a 1 KHz reference

signal. The filtered sync phase detector output is used to control the operation of
the oscillator. This technique establishes phase lock-on within 18 milliseconds

after the audio input is applied. Synchronized 1 KHz, Z KHz and 4 KHz signals

are applied to the digital section for sub-bit timing purposes. Each one-

millisecond timing interval can be partitioned into eig . parts.

Data detection and extraction is accomplished in the data d_tection section by com-

paring the Z KHz audio input with a synchronized Z KHz reference signal. The
data phase detector output is fed to an integrator and dumped at a 1 KHz repetition

rate. Mark or space decisions are stored in the data flip-flop.

The threshold function indicates sync carrier and local oscillator phase-lock, and

,_.nables the output of valid data. It uses a threshold phase detector, an integrator
,* ) and a Schmitt trigger circuit. A threshold decision is made within Z0 millisec-

onds after the audio input is applied.
7

The digital section of the command decoder consists of a decoder controller, a de-
coder programmer with an address detector gate, an address memory flip-flop,

parity check circuitry, an eight-stage shift register, 100 command decoding pates,

and a delayed command sequencer.

To improve tb._ reliability of the digital logics redundant subsections provide an

alternate path to decode a command message. These redundant subsections are
referred to as A and B. Each of the subsections functions identically, but the

address gates rp_pond to different address information. To further improve the

reliability, the _elayed command sequencer provides limited means of generating
commands in the event of an uplink failure.

Figure Z-Z6 illustrates the functional flow chart of the command decoder and de-
picts the complete routines and subroutines from initiation through reset cycle.

In the normal (non-active seismic) mode, the serial data enters shift registers A

and B, and continually shifts through these registers. The decoder remains in
this search mode until a valid address has been detected by either one of the ad-

dress gates. For example, if address gate A detects a valid address code in

shift register A, it immediately sets address memory flip-flop A which simulta-

neously starts decoder programmer A and inhibits address gate B from respond- .ing. After seven timing periods, programmer A activates parity comparator A
which performs a bit-by=bit comparison of the seven command and seven cort_-

mand complement bits. At the end of this comparison, a parity check takes place.

If correct_ the appropriate command decode gate is activated for Z0 milliseconds
and a command execute pulse sets the first stage of shift register A to a one.

This signifies that a proper command has been received. If parity does not check,
the command is inhibited and the firrt stage of shift register A is set to a zero.

C
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_ Normally at this time, shift register A contains the seven bit command and theparity information. This information, named the command verification message,
sta_j s in the register until the data processor requests transfer (data demand) of

th_.s data. As soon as the transfer takes place, a master reset signal returns the
command decoder to the search mode. Likewise, the command verification mes-

sage is inhibited if the data demand is not activated during the following two-

_ second timing interval.

t In contrast to the normal mode of operation, the active seismic mode inhibits the

' A command verification message from reaching the data processor. The command
._ decoder receives an active seismic ON command to operate in this mode and an

active seismic OFF command to operate in the normal mode. The foregoing de-

scription applies equally to subsection B whenever address gate B detects its own
# address.

_._ 2-40. Data Commands - Commands are transmitted as a 61-bit m,.ssage with the
following format:

a. Preamble "20 bit minimum {all zeros or all

•" ' " " " ones for synchroflization)
: b. Decoder address 7 bits (selects decoder subsection)

c. Command complement 7 bits {for parity check)
, d; Command 7'bits ..... .'"

e. Timing ' "' 20 bits (allzeros or all ones -
I command execution interval)

The demodulator section achieves phase and bit synchronization during the first

eighteen timing bits of the preamble and maintains synchronization during the en-

: tire command timing interval.

The 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1 binary weighted code is 'used to decode the seven-bit

decoder address group, the seven-bit command complement group, and the seven-

bit command group.

Seven ad_l'ress bits are used to uniquely command three ALSEP assemblies. Each
command decoder shall respond to two address codes; one for section A and an-

other for section B. Address codes have been selected as follows:
0 ,. " , • ' " _ ¢

' : •"ALSEP •Address .', Binary Weighted Commahd° No. Code No. Co/le Pattern Decoder No. ,

"_ " "': ' 1" _ '88" "' 1011000" ' '. ''IA ....

"" "' " '"I"":":" ""_4:" " " ' ....OUII00_Y _'_ " "''.'IB.." '

.... , _2 ' 78_ : I001110. . 2A
2 14 0001110 2B

m

O
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ALSEP Address Binary Weighted Command
No. Code No. Code Pattern Decoder No. _

3 105 II01001 3A

3 41 0101001 3B

4 21 0010101 4A
4 53 0110101 4B

_. The seven-bit command complement group is transmitted after the address and is

followed with the seven-bit command group. The command decoder performs a k

bit-by-bit parity check over the command complement and command bits. A de-

coder command is executed if parity is correct and is rejected if incorrect.

Twenty timing bits are transmitted to allow for a 20 millisecond command execu- .
tion timing interval•

The command decoder is capable of accepting 128 different command messages
and is designed to provide 100 commands to ALSEP users. All command code

numbers except the following are available to the users: 0, I, 2, 4, 8, 14, 16,
2Z, 24, 32, 29, 41, 49, 63, 64, 78, 86, 88, 95, 103, 105, :11, 113, 119, 123,
125, 126, 127.

Provisions have been incorporated in the command decoder to accommodate a
maximum of 114 discrete commands which have been allotted as follows:

a. Experiments 62

b. Power distribution 29

, c. Power conditioning unit 2

- d. Data processor 5
e. Command decoder 2

f• Available for test purposes 14

The command decoder stores an eight-bitcommand verification message which

consists of seven command bits and a parity bit. The command verification mes-

sage is sampled by, and shifted to, the data processor once every frame time, if
a command has been received.

The command word rate is limited to approximately one message per second

during a DP normal mode of operation and to approximately one message per two
seconds during the D, slow mode of operation, o

No special requirements exist for intercommand operation. Loss of synchroniza-

tion between commands does not affect the operation of the command decoder.

A list of the discrete commands issued by the command decoder is presented in
the Appendix.

C
• ° • .. ° . • .
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O The command decode_ automatically generates seven one-time commands after a
96-hour delay. The delayed command functions and time of execution are listed

in Table 2-10. A flow chart of delayed command sequences is shown in Fig-
ure 2-27.

Monitoring circuits provide telemetry data to the data processor on the status of
command decoder internal, base and demodulator oscillator temperatures.

!

- m Table 2-10. Data Subsystem Delayed Command Functions

Command Function Time of Execution

75 Blow CPLEE dust c_ver 96 hours + 2 minutes
, 69 Set CCIG seal break "

59 Uncage PSE "
72 Execute CCIG seal break 96 hours + 3 minutes

82 Blow SWE dust cover 96 hours + 4 minutes
71 Set SIDE blow dust cover "

72 Execute SIDE blow dust cover 96 hours + 5 minutes

89 Magnetometer flip calibrate 108 hours + 1 minute,
then every 12 hours

42 Restore power to lowest 108 hours + 7 minutes,

priority experiment then every 12 hours

2-41. DATA SUBSYSTEM CENTRAL STATION TIMER

._ The central station timer provides predetermined switch closures used to initiate
specific functions within ALSEP and the data subsystem when the uplink is un-

_ available for any reason.

2-42. Data Subsystem Central Station Timer Physical Description. The central

station timer consists of a Bulova model TE-12 Accutron clock and a leng life
mercury :ell battery.

• The timer is housed in a black anodized aluminum case approximately 2.6 inches

long and 1.3 inches in diameter. Weight of the unit is slightly more than 0.25
pounds. Solder terminals provide electrical connection. Figure 2-28 shows the
central station timer. _.

q,

2-43. Data Subsystem Central Station Timer Functional Description. Figure 2-29

shows a block diagram of the timer. The central station timer starts to provide
back-up timing pulses when the IPU cable is mated to the central station. A tun-

ing fork controls the frequency of a transistorized 360 Hz oscillator which pro-

vides the basic timing frequency. This timing frequency drives the electrome-

chanical arrangement used to provide three back-up timing switch closures. The
switch closures are at one minute, 12-hour, and 720-day intervals. The one-

minute and 12-hour closures are continuously repetitive and are applied to the

0
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] 1. .

POWER RESET

CIRCUIT ACTIVATED [ .... 1 _(_")""

ACTIVATE COMMAND NO. 72

TO EXECU'IE GCIG bF_AL BREAK

RESET DELAYED ]

I COMMAND

SEQUE NC!_: R

NO 96 Hr +4 Mm
E LA PSE D

12 Hr TIMER

, _ _ OUTPUT

_v_ / PRESENT . •
D

YES

_'1'. ACTIVE COMMAND No. 8Z [

I TO BLOW SOLAR WIND DUST I
I COVER. I

[ 2. ACTIVATE COMMAND NO. 71 |

PULSE SHAPE AND I TO SET SIDE BLOW DVST COVER. IROUTE TO POWER

DISTRIBUTION UNIT _' - _ *

Exp.ANDPASS1VEI SEISMIC= 96 Hr +5 Min

NO _ - V ELAPSED

96 Hr

m_/ELAPSED

YES

RECOONI EP LSE J

SHAPE AND ROUTE 1

MINUTE TIMER OUT-

PUT TO 8 Min COUNTER NO / _. 96 + lZN Hr
J +1 Min

_1 V ELAPSED

NO 96 Hr 42 Min ACTIVATE COMMAND NO. 89

ELAPSED MAGNETOMETER FLIP CAL COMMAND

A96 + 12N Hr1. ACTIVATE COMMAND NO. 75 NO
TO BLOW CHARGED PARTICLE - _ ) + 7 Min

DUST COVER. V ELAPSED2. ACTIVATE COMMAND NO. 69

TO SET CCIO SEAL BREAK _ YES
-- |

TO UNCAGE PASSIVE SEISMIC EXP. ACTIVATE COMMAND NO. 42 "

' / to PDU to RESTORE POWER_'_I TO LOWEST PRIORITY EXPE RIMENT

A,
1

96 Hr +_' Min

[[ [ [ [ [

NO REPEAT CYCLE Z YR/ NELAPSED

N/_/ YEs
E3 ....I DECISION POINT

L_:GEND: ACTION TO BE TAKEN

Figure 2-27. Data _ubsystem Delayed Command Sequence, Functional Flow Chart
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. Figure 2-28. Data Seb_ystern Central Station Timer

l

7Z0 • 30 DaYl OFF COMMAND

, TIMIFG I _ TO PDU, SWITCH

BATTERY] ID_IVE_:ECHANISM T_I_G I.... SWITCH J
TO
COMMAND

i _ l MINUTE-_ I MINUTE PULS
{ 'rIMING {

SWITCH [

° Figure Z-29. Data Subsystem Central StationTimer, Block Diagram

delayed command sequencer in the command decoder. The 720-day closure oc-

curs only.onceand initiatesa permanent offcommand to the ALSEP transmitter.
The commands activatedby the command decoder delayed command sequencer
are listedin Table 2-10.

0
° . .. o . °°
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2-44. DATA SUBSYSTEM DATA PROCESSOR

/ The data processor generates ALSEP timing and control signal', collects and for-

1 mats both analog and digital data, and provides split-phase modulated data used
for phase modulation o-_ the downlink RF carrier.

2-45. Data Subsystem Data Proc,'s'or Physical Description. The data pzocessor

consists of two physicalcomponents: (a} digital data processor, (b) analog

/i ' multiplexer/converter. Figure_ Z-3O and Z-31 show the digital processor and "
: analog multiplexer/converter. Multilayer printed circuit boards are used through-

out the digital data processor and analog multiplexer/converter. The analog

multiplexer/converter uses 15, two-layer boards. The digital data processor

_- _ uses seven twelve-layer boards, one six-layer board a,d one three-iayer discrete "

component board. Leading particulars are listed in Table 2-II.

2-46. Data Sub,sFstem Data Processor Functional Description. Functionally,
there are two redundant data processing channels (data processor X and data

processor Y) which process both analog and digitaldata. Either processor chan-

'_ nel may be selected to perform the data processing fun=tion. Figure 2-32 is a

, block diagram of tha data processor showing redundant data processor channels

X and Y. Digital data is applied directly to the processor channels. Analog engi-

neering (housekeeping) dat_ is applied to the 90-channel analog multiplexer. Fig-

ure 2-33 shows a block diagram of the analog n,uitiplexer/converter. Multiplexer

channels I-15 are considered high reliabilitychannels because of the redundant

gating provided. Channels 16-90 are normal channels without redundant gating.

An advance pulse from the timing and control circuits o£ the X and Y processor

channels is applied to the multiplexer sequencer logic. The sequencer logic ap-

plies timing signals to the multiplexing circuitry, and an end-of-frame signal tc
_, the frame counter when the frame advance reaches ninety. Multiplexed analog

outputs from th'e multiplexing circuitry are applied through two parallel buffer

stages to the analog-to=digital conve"ters in data processors X and Y. The chan-
nel assignments of the analog multiplexer/converter are listed in the Appendix.

Analog data inputs from the analog multiplexer are received by the analog-to- ¢

digital converter. (See Figure 2-32.) The analog-to-digital converter digitizes
the PAM output signal from the analog multiplexer. The analog-to-digital con-

'_ verters a to encode the analog signal into an eight-
use ramp generation technique

bit digital word. A single eight-bit conversion is made every telemetry frame.
:_ Processor timing and control circuits provide signals which assure that the con-

versions are made at the appropriate time. The digitized output data is applied to

the digital multiplexer in parallel data form.

I The digital mult,plexer consists of a ten-bit shift register which accepts eight I

i parallel bits from the analog-to-digital converter or eight serial bits from the i
i command decoder and serially shifts them as a ten-bit w_rd with zeros inserted :

in the two most significant figures. The bits are shifted high order first. Gates

0
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Figure Z-3O. Data Subsystem Digital Data Processor

Figure 2-31. Data Subsystem Analog Data l_4ultiplexer/Converter

lO
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Table Z-ll. Data Subsystem Data Processor Leading Particulars
t

* Ii . Characteristic Value

Digital Data Processor

Height 2.8 inches
Width 3.94 inches

Length 6.25 inches

r " Weight 2.60 pounds
Power cons'umption Less than 0.5 watts

, . Analog Multiplexer/Converter

) "-
Z. 6Z inches

F Height . ..
Width 4. Z inches

5.9 inchesLength .

Weight I.86 pounds

Power consumption . Approx. I.44 watts

:.. . , r

I....._ RELIABILITY _ ..

i Ct-IANNE LS M r_ ANALOG

'I ANALOG | (1-15) U _ DATA TO

:i DATA L PROCESSOR' ' : X

.4 " T' A/D CONVERTER
-_ INPUTS I-

{ . _ CHANNELS P'L ANA LOG

'-{ " (16"-90) E DATA TO
=_,_ 'L .. .

- , X PROCESSOR
• ADVANCE - E y

R A/D CONVERTER

PU E I
i, FROM _ SEQUENCER

DATA _ LOGIC ' '
PROCESSOR ' .'

i "' "'° 90TH FRA_&E

-__ .. , "" " "L'[ . . _ PULSE TO
,L r FRAME

COUNTER

Figure Z-33. Data Subsystem A"nalo6 Multiplexer/C'onverter,"
Block Diagram

: _ . ,,! ._ , .
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are included in the digital multiplexer circuitry which gate serial input data di-

rectly from the experiments. The gate outputs and the ten-bit shift register out- 6"\<

puts are "OR'd" and presented to a two-bit shift register which accepts either

serial data from experiments or parallel control word codi _g.

The two-bit shift register presents the experiment and control word data in serial
form to the PCM format converter. A PCM "0" ir_ represented by a "01" and a

PCM "1" is represented by a "10% The split phase signal phase modulates the
transmitter so that a PCM "0" causes a positive phase transition and a PCM "1"

causes a negative phase transition.

I

Table Z-IZ lists the characteristics of A/._SEP timing and control signals.
[

i Table 2-12. Data Subsystem Timing and Contzol Pulse
i
i Characteristics in Normal ALSEP Data Mode
t

_( ] Duration* Timing Relative to
Pulse Type (ttsec} Repetition Rate* Frame Mark

Frame mark 118 once per ALSEP ' occurs at start of word I
• frame " of each frame

Even frame 118 once every other in coincidence with
mark frame frame mark

90th frame 118 once every 90th in coincidence with
mark frame frame mark

Data gate 118 64, once per eacb data gate of word I is

I (word mark} ten-bit word in in coincidence with
frame frame mark

Data demand 9434 once per experi- occurs asymmetrically
-- ment word in as d_fined in Figure 2-33
-" ALSEP frame

:_ Shift pulse 47 640 pulses per a continuous 1060

• frame pulses T?er second

1060 pulses per symmetrical square

_ _ second wav_ .

Amplitude: High "or" logic "I"-- +2.5 to 5.0 volts

Low "or" logic "0" --0 to +0.4 volts

Rise and Fall Times: 2 to 10 _sec 10% to 90% points and 90% to 10% points

*In slow ALSEP data mode, duration is twice the normal mode and repetition/

I

' rate is one-half normal mode.

2-47. Operating Modes - The data processor operates in three modes:

a. Normal mode (1060 bps)

b. Slow mode (530 bps)

c, Active Seismic mode (10600 bps).

* Z-56
i
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O The normal mode is the standard mode which has data rate of 1060operating a bps

{106 words/second). In the normal mode, the demand signals to the data sources

{experiments) are one word in length and approximately 9.45 milliseconds in du-

ration. Other timing signals such as the data gate and the various frame marks

are approximately 118 microseconds in duration.

' The slow mode provides backup operation at one-half the normal mode data rate.

: The slow mode data rate is 530 bps with 53 words per second. Slow mode de-)
) mand and timing signals are 18.9 milliseconds and 236 microseconds, respec-

! " tively.

( ) The active seismic mode is provided exclusively for the active seismic experi-
t mont. When the active seismic command is received from the command decoder,

, the signal is stored until the completion of the existing 64-word frame. At the
end of the 64thword, the data processor switches into the active seismic mode.
This switch may occur on either the odd or even frame, and between any analog
words. The switch to active seismic mode gates on serial data from the active

seismic experiment, gates off all demands to the command decoder and the vari-
ous experiments, and gates off any incoming serial data from any other data
source. The active seismic data rate is 10,600 bps. The data shift signal, frame

mark, even frame mark, datagate signals, and 90th frames are sent to the ex-

periments at the normal rate.

I The data processor formats the data collected from the experiments into a telem-

._ etry format as shown in Figure Z-34. The frame rate in the normal mode is 1 and
ZI/3Z frames/second. A complete frame of data is collected approximately everyT
0.6 second• Each frame contains 64 words of ten bits each giving 640 bits/frame.

The basic bit rate is 1060 bps. In addition to the words assigned to the experi-

ments, t h e ,1--_ three ten-bit words are used as a 30-bit control word and a sin-

gle ten-bit word is used for command verification purposes. Experiment word

and frame assignments are listed in the Appendix.

The bit assignments for the control word are shown in Figure Z-35. A ZZ-bit
word consisting of an ll-bit Barker code, followed by the same code comple-
mented, is used to attain synchronization. The next seven bits provide frame

(I ' identificationforonethroughg0 framesfor correlationoftheanalogmultiplexerdata. The 30th bit provides normal or slow mode information during the first
two frames of the 90-frame sequence, and data processor serial number identi-

fication during the third through fifth frames of the 90-frame sequence. For the
4

sixth through 90th frames the 30th bit has no information and reads logic zero.

2-48. Timing and Control Signals - Timing and control logic circuits provide
synchronization signals for use throughout the ALSEP system.

The basic clock is a 169.6 KHz oscillator, A master flip flop divides the clock

frequency down to 84. 8 KHz. The 84. 8 I_Hz signal drives a divide-by-eight

O • .... ) , . 4 •

,1 _-_7
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¢
FLIGHTS 1 & 2

I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

, x x x X o X S _(

[ "- 9 I0 11 12 13 14 15 16

- xm - X - X I X

17 18 19 Z0 21 !ZZ 23 24

t ) o x o x o x s x
/

25 26 27 28 iZ9 30 31 '3Z

.... I

- X - X - X I X

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

H X • X e; X S X

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

- X - X - CV I X

49: 150 51 5Z 53 54 55 56

o X ol X o X S I
i 57 " 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
-- - X - X - X I X

WORD TOTALS LEGEND

3 x = Control

29 X m Passive Seismic - Short Period

12 . = Passive Seis,._ic - Long Period

Z • = Passive Seismic - Long Period Tidal and one

Temperature7 o = Magnetometer
4 S . Solar Wind

5 I = Suprathermal Ion Detector
1 ' CV = Command Verification

I H = Housekeeping

Each box contains one ten-bit word

Total bits per frame m l0 x 64 = 640 bits

!

,+

,, Figure '2-34. ALSEP Telemetry Frame Format (Sheet 1 of 3)
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O
FLIGHT 3

-_. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

x x x X CV X CP X

9 10 !11 12 13 14 15 16

_ _ _ X _ X! _ X CG X

7 18 19 Z0 Zl ZZ Z3 24

• GP XI CP X HF, X ¢p . X

!25 Z6 Z7 Z8 Z9 30 31 3Z

. X . X . X CQ X

33 34 35 36 !37 38 39 40

H X • X • X CP X

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 148

. X . . X . X CO X

49 50 51 52 53 . 154 55 56

• NA X NA X NA X C P IT.

.._.._ 57 58 59 50 61 62 63 64

, -] x _ - x - CG .x

__ WORD TOTALS LEGEND

..
_.'_ 3 x = Control

30 X = Passive Seismic - Short Period

IZ - = Passive Seismic - Long Period

• 2 • = Passive Seismic - Long Period Tidal and one
Temperature

1 HF -- Heat Flow

) 5 CG = Cold Cathode Gauge Experimen_ (MSC)

! 4 6 CP = Charged Particle Lunar Environment

J, CV = Command Verification

1 H = Housekeeping

• 3 NA = Not Assigned (all zeros shall be transmitted)

Each box contains one ten-bit word

Total bits per frame -- I0 x 64 = 640 bits

I 0
Figure 2-34. 'ALSEP Telemetry Frame Format (Sheet 2 of 3)
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C
FLIGHT 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

o x x x X: CV X CP X

, 9 I0 II 12 13 14 15 16

-- - X , x . x I x

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 _-4

CP X CP X NA X CP X

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

. X . X . X I X

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 _0

H X • X • X CP X

41 42 43 _4 _5 46 47 _8

. X . X .. X I X!

49 50 151 52 53 54 55 56

'XNA NA X NA X CP I

57 58 59 60 _1 62 63 _4
'i

i X X X I X

i WORD TOTALS LEGEND
"\

3 x ffiControl

_::_ 30 'X ffi Passive Seismic - Short Period

• 12 - = Passive Seismic - Long Period.
2 • ffi Passive Seismic - Long Period Tidal and one

Temperature

5 I ffi Suprathermal Ion Detector/Cold Cathode Gauge

Experiment

6 CP = Charged Particle Lunar Environment
1 ' CV - Command Verification

l H = Housekeeping

4 NA ffi Not Assigned (all zeros shall be transmitted)

Each box contains one ten-bit word

Total bits per frame = 10 x 64 ffi 640 bits

Figure 2-34. ALSEP Telemetry Frame Format (Sheet 3 of 3)
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CONTROL WORD FORMAT

F_ ALSEP .l, ALSEP J. ALSEP U
WORD/_ I P[" WORD JZ Vl" WORD |3 r[

Bit I 2 ) 4 5 0 7 8 ? |0 |1 12 13 14 15 10 I? 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Z5 26 Z7 Z8 24' 30

I I I 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0i 0 0 0 | l I 0 | l 0 lJ FI FZ F3 F4 F5 F6 FY"1 M

BARKER CODE v_ COMPLEMENT OF BARKER CODE _ FRAME COUNTER _ MODE

.J A

-- (l, z .... 89. 0) I SiT

• ALSEP' Bits / Samples /

_ Ne*',_._.Z, Wo,d. _ _ _¢o.d

DA-! Barker Code and Complement 1, 2, and NA 22 I. 67
bits I and Z
of wo-_ 3

• _ DA-2 Frame Count Bits 3 to 9 i-90 ? 1.67
inclusive of

word 3

DA-3 Mode Bit Bit 10 of word 3 I. 67

Frame Mode Bit

1 1 Normal data rate

Z I Slow _ata rate

DA-4 AL_SEP 1.9 Bit 10 of word 3 .1 I/$4

Frame Mode Bit

4 i_ta processor

"" $ . Serial number

Figure Z-35. ALSEP Telemetry Control Word Bit Assignments

counter to obtain the I0.6 KHz signal used in the active seismic mode. This
counter is gated to produce the 4Z. 4 KHz signal used in _he slow data mode of

:-:: 530 bps.

The 84. 8 KHz signal or the 42.4 KHz also drives a divide-by-ten counter. The
_ outputs from thi_ counter are used to drive the sub-bit counter and the timing

logic. The sub-bit counter is a divide-by-eight Counter with output frequencies of

• 1060 Hz or 530 Hz depending upon the operational mode. This output establishes
the bit rate, drives a bit time counter, and provides timing signals for the timing

logic.

" The bit time counter is a divide-by-ten counter with an output frequency of 106 Hz
of 53 Hz which establishes the word rate. Outputs of this counter are used in

generating the control words and signal timing throughout the processor.

The multiformat comn,utator determines the specific assignments of each word

within the 64 word telemetry format. The commutator provides signals (demand
puises) of one word Length and multiples of one word length in duration so that

0
I 2-61
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data may be gated from the experiments and command decoder through the split- (_
phase modu]ator and into the transmitter in a predetermined sequence. The out-

put of the multiformat commutator is applied to the demand register and the con-

trol word generator.

The demand register performs the following functions:

a. Provides memory for the demand signal while the commutator is being
switched.

i b. Acts ag a master switch turning off all demands while allowing the format •

generator and all control signals to function normally while in active seismic
r_ mode.

c. Acts as a buffer between the demand decoder assembly eliminating any
gating transients from the demand lines.

,i

:; q _ The control word generator generates the synchronization code and provides the
"; _.i information to the output register during the proper b_t times of the control word.

Mode, frame, and data processor serial number information is provided to the

output register at the appropriate bit times.

i The frame counter generates the frame bits. The frame counter is essentially aripple-through counter which is advanced one step whenever the first word of each

1 frame occurs. Reset is accomplished by means of the 90th frame end-of-frame
! signal generated by the analog multiplexer.

A flow chart of the data processor is presented in Figure 2-36.

2-49. DATA SU'BSYSTEM TRANSMITTER

The data subsystem transmitter g,_.nerates an S-band carrier frequency between

2275 and 2280 MHz which is phase modulated by the split-phase serial bit stream

from the data processor.

2-50. Data Subsystem Transmitter Physical Description. Two identicaltrans-

mitters are used in each data subsys.tem to provide standby redundant operation.
Either transmitter can be selected to transmit downlink data. A transmitter is ¢

shown in Figure'2-37• Most circuit modules are mounted on a milled out mag-

nesium base plate• Some modules and other components are located inside the

. _ b_se plate. Transmitter leading particulars are listed in Table 2-13.
\ , b

_-51. Data Subsystem Transmitter Functional Description. Figure 2-38 shows
a block diagram of the transmitter circuit. Transmitter output frequency is a
function of the oscillator crystal and tuning. Transmitter frequencies will vary

between individual ALSEP systems. An oscillator frequency of 142 MHz is used

as an example in this discussion. The crystal-controUed oscillator in the. :

oscillator-buffer-phase modulator generates a 142 MHa frequency which is phase
modulated by the binary data from the data processor. A buffer amplifier between

0
2_62 ..........
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• ,, Figure 2-37. Data Subsystem Transmitter

Table 2-13. Data Subsystem Transmitter Leading Particulars
• i

Characteristic ' ' "I Value

B

Output frequency I Channel 1 = 2276. 5 MHz
.. Channel 2 = 2278. 5 MHz

_, ,." Channel 3 = 2275.5 MHz
Frequency stability (a) +. Q025._0]year (long term)

(b) Z. 2 x 10 -10 parts/second (sbnrt term)

/" Output power ". 1 watt minimuln into 50 ohm loa¢_ .,.ith maxi-
.... mum VSWR of 1.3:1

Output spurious ' (a) Harmen;cally related: 0 dbm. 2-7 GHz
(b) Other: -50 dbm above Z-GHz - 10 dbm,

7-10 GHz

, _: -. ,' ' _ "': (c) All: 0 dbm below 2 GHz ....
Incidental AM " "' '- Less' than 3_]0(0.25 db l_cwer ratio)

Phase noise Less than 4.50 rms as measu'red @ith a

phase coherent receiver having a loop band-width 2 B L = 50 cps •Carrier deviation Fixed at ± 1.25 radians _5%

Modulvtion drive +2.5 to _5.5 volt peak-to-peak (binary

! voltage only)

2-65
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Table 2-13. Data Subsystem Transmitter Leading Particulars (cont) O
Characteristic Value

Modulation polarity + phase shift for + modulation voltage
Mod._lation frequency 200 Hz to 12 KHz/binary voltage

Modulation input impedance 2ZK ohm minimum shunted by less than
100 pf (ac coupled)

Supply voltages +Z9 vdc i I% +12 vdc • 1%

_ Supply power 9.5 watts maximum (9.2 watts nominal
= 8.7 w @ +29 v + 0.5 watts @ +12v) *

Telemetry outputs (a) Oscillator crystal temperature
(b) Heat sink temperature at highest power

stage

(c) RF level at output (AGC Voltage) T

_! "- (d) Supply current to power doubler

Weight 1.13 pounds
.... Form factor 7.5 x 2.0 inches mounting surface x 1.50

inches in height exclusive of connectors

the 142 MHz oscillator and the phase modulator provides impedance r, tatching and

circuit isolation which enhance modulator stability• The analog phase modulator

contains a pair of back-to-back varactor diodes which vary the capacitance of a
i parallel resonant tank circuit by varying the diode back bias at the modulating fre-

quency. A modulator driver maintains the proper diode bias Voltages for binary

modulation voltage variations from 2.5 volts to 5.5 volts peak-to-peak.

:i The output of the phase modulator is applied to buffer amplifier, AGC-controlled

! amplifier, and frequency doubler stages. The buffer amplifier stage between the

phase modulator output and the AGC-controlled amplifier inputs prevents modu-

lator tank circuit detuning which would be caused by amplifier input impedance

changes resulting from temperature and aging. The times two frequency multi-

plier stage increases the carrier frequency to 284 MHz.

The 284 MHz output from the frequency multiplier is amplified by the power am-

plifier,and doubled in frequency by the power doubler. A times four varactor #

frequency multiplier then quadruples the carrier frequency. The output frequency

is between 2275 and 2280 MHz, depending on the selection of the crystal-controlledoscillator• A striplinefilterreduces spurious harmonics of the output signal to

30 db below the carrier. Additional spurious rejection is provided by the inter- _,

facing diplexer. A directional coupler built into the filter provides an RF output
to the AGC circuit.

i

Monitor circuits proviac analog signals to the data processor indicating the status

of current supply, AGC voltage and the temperatures at the oscillator crystal and
the power heat sink....

Q
• ° , ° .

2-66
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Z-SZ. DATA SUBSYSTEM POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT O

The power distribution unit (PDU) distributes power to experiment and central

station components and provides circuit overload protection and power switching
of selected circuits. The PDU also provides signal conditioning of selected

central station and RTG telemetry monitor signals prior to input to the analog

multiplezer for analog-to-digital conversion and subsequent data transmission to
earth.

I Z-53. Data Subsystem Power Distribution Unit Physical Description. A PDU is
h

shown in Figure Z-39. The power distribution unit is comprised of five printed
circuit cards, a mother board to provide interconnection between, the individual

boards, the component connector, a case, and a cover. All electrical inputs are

-,, made through a rectungular, screw-'lock, Z44-pin" connector.
t _ .... : : ,

L

!

- j

'
t i

t 1
I

i

' i
I

, ° ,

Figure Z-39. Diata Subsystem Power Distribution'Unit - !

.The amplifier board mounts the'RTG'temperature sensing bridges and amplifiers, i

the power reserve sequencer comparator, and one experiment power control I
circuit. !

' I

The experiment drive card contains the relay driver, relays, fuses, and associ-

ated circuit components fo_" the power control of four experiments, i

Z-68
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O The signal conditioning and logic card is comprised of the resistive dividers

used for thermistor temperature sensing, nickel wire temperature sensing and

voltage monitoring. Additionally, the required gates, flip-flops, and gate
expanders used for counting and decoding in the reserve power sequencer,
are mounted on this card.

The central station power control card provides mounting for the relays, drivers,
and circuit overload sensing relays associated with the transmitter, receiver,

data processor, power dissipation module load No. I and No. 2, and backup4

heater power control.

Circuitry for the dust detector electronics is mounted on a single card. Lead-
ing particulars of the power distribution unit are listed in Table Z-14.

Table 2-14. Data Subsystem Power Distribution Unit Leading Particulars

(' Charac te ri s tic Value

Form factor: 2.8 x 4.0 x 7. Z5 inches

Weight: Z. 4 pounds
Power consumption: I. 75 watts

DC input voltages: +29 vdc
+15 vdc

+12 vdc

+5 vdc
-6 vdc

-I_. vdc

2-54. Data Subsystem Power Distribution Unit Func.._nal Description. The

, functional description of the power distribution unit is divided into three major
functions:

a. Power-off sequencer

b. Temperature and voltage monitor circuits

c. Power control to experiments and central station.

Figure 2-z_O shows a block diagram of the PDU. • .

O _ 2-55. Fower OH Sequencer - The power off sequencer of the PDU detects mini-mm_ reserve power and sequentia11y turns off up to three preselected experi-

ments to bring the power reserve within acceptable limits. The minimum re-

serve power is detected by monitoring the voltage across a power conditioning
unit resistor. This voltage is applied to an operational amplifier used as a level

detector. An RC delay neW.york is employed at the output of the level detector.
The output of the delay is applied to a second level detector which drives the

power-off sequencer logic. This arrangement turns on the power-off sequencer

logic input gate when the reserve power drops below acceptable leve_s.

0
2-69/2_70
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O The power-off sequencer logic input gate passes a 1 KI-Iz clock signal to a five-stage binary counter. The counter accumulates the 1 KHz count until the reserve

power becomes greater than the minimum level. The counter output is fed to de-

coding gates which sequentially turn off up to three preselected experiments.

The sequencer decoding gates are connected so that upon turn-on of the logic in-

put gate, an output ground level signal is provided during the count between 1 and

9 milliseconds to the experiment No. 4 standby-on relay driver. This relay re-

, moves experiment prime power and applies power to the standby line. If the IPU

4 overload persists, the ground level signal supplied to the experiment No. 4 stand-
by line is removed and a ground level signal is applied to the experiment No. 3

standby-on command input during the next 8-millisecond period (when the count is
i between 9 and 17 milliseconds). The sequencer could continue in the same manner

• until a third e×neriment (No. 1) is in the standby mode if overloading persists. If,
however, the overload is removed within the sequence, the counter will be reset

when a satisfactory power reserve signal is obtained.

_ Z-56. Temperature and Voltage Sensor Circuits - Operational amplifiers are
used to" amplify the resistive bridge outputs for the IPU hot and cold junction

temperatures. The temperature sensors located on the RTG are platinum wire
sensors. The hot junction sensor resistance is about 2771 ohms at 900°F and

3139 ohms at ll00°F for a" resistance change of 368 ohms. The cold junction
4 sensor resistance is about 1785 ohms at 400°F and Z190 ohms at 630°F for a re-

] sistance change of 405 ohms. The bridge output amplified by a gain of 14. 9 for

I the hot junction and 10.5 for the cold junction gives a voltage swing of 5 vdc over
the temper&ture range. Bridge excitation is lZ vdc on both the hot and cold junc-

tion temperature circuits.
q

_I Each thermistor temperature sensing network consists of a 3010 ohm, one percent
resistor in series with a I5K ohm (ZS°C) therrr, istor and a second 3010 ohm re-

"_ sistor to ground. The divider excitation is 12 vdc. The output is taken across the

3010 ohm resistance connected to ground.. The resultant output, although not per-

fectly linear over the -50°F to +Z00°F temperature span of measurement, pro-

vides an output measurement with very low dissipation of power. The maximum

sensor current is less than 2 milliamperes.
ii

The nickel wire temperature sensors {2000 ohms at the ice point) are used in

dividers to monitor exposed structural temperature, multilayer bag insulation

temperatures, and sunshield temperatures. The circuit is a simple divider con-

.t sisting of 12 vdc'supplied through 5900 ohms and the sensor to ground. The out-put analog signal is taken across the sensor, providing a reasonable linear re-

sponse from-300°Fto +300°F. The maximum current through the sensor is less

than Z milliamperes.

Voltage monitors are provided for each of the six voltage outputs of the power con-

ditioning unit. The positive voltages are monitored with resistive dividers with

O
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an output impedance less than lCK ohms. The two negative voltages lines are p,_
also monitored by dividers. The 29-vdc supply is used as a bucking voltage to a _-7
positive output of 0 to 5 vdc as required by the multiplexer. The output impedance
is less than IOK ohlr:s.

Z-57. Power Control - Four transistorized relay drivers, magnetic latching re-

lays, and one magnetic latc.,ing relay acting as an overload sensor (circuit
breaker} perform the control and circuit breaking function for each experiment !

prime power line. Tl'e experiment standby power line is fused at 500 ma. and has

no reset capability. Spike suppression and steering diodes are also incorporated. * i
The steering diodes provide isolation between command lines and astronaut con- 4
trol lines where required. Three command inputs are provitied for each experi- i
ment power control circuit as follows: i

a. Experiment operational power-on command v !
b. Standby power-on command
c. Standby power-off command. '_.

The three command inputs operate one or both of two power switching relays, de-
pending on the command received. One relay provides the selection of either it

standby power or operational experiment power. The other interrupts the standby !_:_
power line. The receipt of an experiment operational power-on command will !'

transfer the power select relay to a position which provides power through the I_:

current sensing coil of the cxrcuit breaking relay to the experiment electronics. (:

A separate manually operated switch is provided to supply the experiment opera- I_• t

tional power-on command for each experiment in the event of uplink failure. A t=
second command (standby power-off) operates the relay coil of the standby power i

interruption relay to open the circuit supplying power to the standby line. The
standby power-on command, howeverj operates on both relays. The standby

_ower-on command closes the selector relay contacts supplying power to the

standby power relay contacts and also closes that relay's contacts so that power is

applied to the standby line. Ifthe selector relay is in the position which supplies

operational power to the experiment power liue and the standby power interruption

relay contacts are closed, two commands must be initiatedto interrupt all power

to an experiment. These commands are the standby power-on command followed

by standby power-off command.

Circuit breaker operation is provided by internally generating a standby-on corn-

mand using the contacts of a current sensing relay. Should an overcurrent con-dition exist through the sensing coil in series with the experiment operational

power line, the contacts of the sensing relay break the normal standby-on com-

mand line and apply a ground signal to each of two relay drivers. One relay
driver operates the power select relay to the standby-on position. The otheri

driver operate's the standby power interruption relay to close the contacts supply-
ing power to the standby power line. Operation of the standby power interruption

relay provides power to the reset coil of the overload sensing relay thereby I,.

• 0
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O resetting its contacts to permit normal standby-on command inputs. Provisions
have been made to shunt each current sensiv.g coil to provide a 0.5 amp capabili_.y

to all experiments.

A high conductance diode is paralleled (in a forward biased condition) with the
current sensing coil of the overload sensing relay. This diode permits an exten-

sion of the dynamic range of the overload sensor to high transient overloads. Two

resistive summing networks provide a telemetry output to indicate the presence

or absence of standby power for all experiment power switching circuits.

' !i
- I Transmitter power control and overload protection as shown in Figure 2-41 uses

I "i two power control relays, _our overload sensing relays, and associated relay

drivers. Four commards are required:

a. Transmitter on

) b. Transmitter off
c. Transmitter A select

d. Transmitter B select.

TRIP

MASTER DRIVER ' f CKT. BKR.ON CMD. , XMTR A

1

I �X�:.Y.O' ,b TRANSMITTEI_ ITTERONIOFF _==] I TRANSFER

_Y I I RELAY

SELECT _ _ +12V TO

B CMD. _ICKT" BKR. XMTR S
Q

4 TRIP +I 2V TO

'_ 720 _t30 DAYS DIPLEXER

Figure 2-41. Data Subsystem Transmitter Power Control

The Lransmitter on and off commands operate the double-pole, double-throw re-

i lay which switches both 12 vdc and 29 vdc to the transmitter transfer relay. Whenthe transmitter control relay is off, nominal transroitter operating power is

2-75
i
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applied to the transmitter heater which maintains thermal balance within the cen- _
tral station. Two power lines to either of two transmitters are selectable via

/

transmitter A or transmitter B select commands as appropriate. Ifeither power

line to either transmitter is overloaded, the contacts of the overload sensing re-

lay transfers the transmitter select relay to supply power to the alternate trans-

mitter. When power is transferred to the alternate transmitter, the circuit over-

load sensing relays are both reset and the normal command link inputs are re-

stored. Diplexer switching power, required only when transmitter B is selected,

is obtained directly from the 12 vdc transmitter power line.

A transmitter turn-on capability is provided by a manually operated backup switch

which is used ifan uplink cannot be established following deployment of ALSEP on
the lunar su.rface.

The command receiver requires both 12 vdc and -6 vdc for operation (Fig-• .ure 2-41). The -6 vdc line is not provided with circuit protection because of the

high reliabilityof the -6 volt line load. The 12 vdc line is provided with overload

protection which uses a magnetic latching circuit breaker relay. The sensing

coil of this device will interrupt the 12 vdc of the receiver when current is exces-

sive. Since no redundancy of receivers exists, a 12-hour reset pulse is supplied
to the breaker every 12 hours. If the receiver is tripped off, a receiver heater

load is energized by the transfer of the circuit breaker contacts to maintai!) ther-
mal balance.

For data proccss0r power.control (Figure 2-42), redundant electronics are

switched using standard magnetic latching relays. These relays are controlled by

standard commands. Overload protection is not provided.
/

Power dissipation module i, power dissipation module.2, and the central station

backup heaters are switche:loff and on by ground command only.

i Electronics for the dust detector are mounted on a printed circuit card in the PDU

i and consist of the following three functional areas:

| _.

i a. Power switching <...

b. Operational amplifiers . "

c. Temperature measurement.

The power switching function switches 12 vdc and -12 vdc power to the amplifiers

upon receiving a ground command. Power protection for the card is provided lly °
individual fuses on each of the two voltages.

The operational amplifier consists of an integr_*._ circuit differential amplifier

with added circuitry to establish a closed loop fixed gain configuration. Its func-
tional purpose is to condition the output of the photocell detectors, which act as

i

0

I I ' " ' ......
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-iable current sources of a 0 to +5 vdc varying dc level for telemetry infor_a-

..n. Temperature measurement is accomplished with a thermistor attache_l-to

the photocell and a series resistor, located on the card to optimize thermistor

sensitivity and provide a 0 to +5 vdc telemetry signal.

i O -6VDC = OTO CMD. RCVR.

t _ +I2VDC i CIRCUIT

- DREAKER • = O TO CMD. RCVR.
|

O- 1Z HR RESET t

IDRIVER -

- • COM_(AND RECEIVER

ASTRONAUT 1 POWER CONTROLO
CONT. SW.

O CMD -[ DRIVER

'_ t- IDATA PROCESSOR X

- 4.15VDC (ANALOG MULTIPLEXER)

t. ....... I DATA PROCESSOR Y
(ANALOG MULTIPLEXER}

....: DATA PROCESSOR X

0 "I_VDC,,, (ANALOG MULTIPLEXER)

DATA PROCESSOR Y
RELAY (ANALOG MULTIPLEXER)

3ATA PROCESSOR X
4.SVDC

ASTRONAUT DATA PROCESSOR Y
CONTROL SW RELAY

_ Y ON DATA PROCESSOR
DRIVER

CMD POWER CONTROL

AN,_IX_ MULTIPLEXER
(CONTROL)

....... O DATA PROCESSOR
(CONTROL)

{}_+I,ZVDC ....... _ DATA PROCESSOR
(CONTROL)

Figure 2-4;_. Command R_ceiver and D'_,ta Processor Power Control
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Z-58. PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT(PSE) SUBSYSTEM

0
The passive seismic experiment (PSE) is designed to monitor seismic activity,
and it affords the opportunity to detect meteoroid impacts and free oscillations.

It may also detect surface tilt produced by tidal deformations which result, in

part, from periodic variations in the strength and direction of external gravita.

tional fields acting upon the Moon and changes in the vertical component of gravi-
tational acceleration.

Analyses of the velocity, frequency', amplitude, and attenuation charactcristi_:s ,,f
" the seismic waves should provide data on the number and character of lunar seis-

mic events, the approximate azimuth and distance to their epicenters, the physi-
cal properties of subsurface materials, and the general structure of the lunar in-
terior.

v In the lower frequency end (approximately 0. 004 to 3 Hertz) of the PSE seismic

signal spectrum, motion of the lunar surface caused by seismic activity will he

detected by tri-axial, orthogonal displacement amplitude type sensors. These
sensors and associated electronics comprise the long period (LP) seismometer.

In _he higher frequency end (approximately 0.05 to 20 Hertz) of *.he PSE seismic

signal spectrum, vertical motion of the lunar surface caused by seismic activity
will be detected by a one-axis velocity sensor. This sensor and associated elec-

tronics comprise the short period (SP) seismometer.

Two separate outpvts are produced by each axis of the LP seismometer. The

primary output is proportional to the amplitude of low frequency seisndc motion
and is referred to as the seismic output. The secondary output is proportional to

the very low frequency accelerations and is referred to as the tidal output. The

tidal output in the two LP horizontal axes is proportional to the amount of local

tidal tilting of the lunar surface along these axes, as indicated by changes in dc

signal level. The tidal output in the LP vertical axis is proportiona! to the change
in the lunar gravitational acceleration as determined by that axis, again as related

to changes in dc signal levels. The SP seismomet, er yields a seismic output pro-

portional to seismic motion in the vertical axis of the instrument.

Electronics _s_ociaLed with each seismometer ar_plify and filter the four seismic

and three tidal output signals. Thes_ seven signals are converted by the PSE sub-

system to digital form, and released upon receipt of a demand pulse to the ALSEP( data subsystem for _.ransmission to Earth. The temperature of the PSE sensor

. assembly is men, toted and provided a£ the eighth PSE digital data output. E_-...h
ALSEP telemetry format contains 64 words; 43 are used to transmit the eight PSE
scientific data o.atput signals to the MSFN stations on the Earth. In sddition, eight

analog signals conveying engineering data from eleven sources in the PSE are
routed over separate llnes to the ALSEP data subsystem, multiplexed into the

ALSEP housekeeping telerr_etr 7 word (No. 33), and transmitted to Earth to permit
PSE status to be monitored.

Initiation and control of certain PSE internal functions is accomplished b7 15

discrete commands relayed from Earth through the ALSEP data subsystem.

• , . ., . , ..
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2-59. PSE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

O,
The PSE (Figure Z-43) is composed of four major physical components. The

sensor assembly, leveling stool, and therma] shroud are all deployed together

by the astronaut on the lunar surface. A separate electronics assembly is located
in the ALSEP central station, and provides the electrical interface with the
central s _ation.

I

2-60. PSE Sensor Assembly. The sensor assembly is generally cylindrical in

form, and is fabricated princ_pal!y of beryllium to achieve light weight and loug •
term stability. The base of the cylinder is hemi,,,pherical to permit rough level-
ing of the sensor upon the leveling stool during deployment by the astronaut. The

long period {LP) and short period (SP) seismometers, the sensor leveling plat-
- form, the caging mechanism, and associated electronics are contained in the

l sensor assembly. The principal structural elements of the sensor are the base
"- and the girr,bal-platform assembly on which the LP seismometers are mounted.

The LP seismometer comprises three orthogonally oriented, _.apacitance type
seismic sensors; two horizontal axes and one vertical axis. _ne LP horizontal

sen_ors comprise l, 65 pound masses mounted on the ends of horizontal booms.

The boom and mass assemblies are suspended from the sensor frame so that they
are free to rotate through a very limited portion of their horizontal planes in the

manner of a swinging gate. Inertia of the masses causes them to tend to remain _

fixed in space when motion of the supporting frame occurs du: to seismic motion i
of the lunar surface. The capacitance type transducers attached to the inertial

masses produce an output proportional to the amount of displacement of the frame !_
with respect to the masses. The LP vertical axis differs from the horizontal axes t'

in that the boom mounted mass is suspended from the frame by a zero length

spring. The spring is adjusted so that the weight of the boom/mass assembly is i

compensated by the spring tension. The LP leveling p.latform is gimballed through i!
Bendix flexures and is positioned by leveling motors along two horizontal axes. r
This permits leveling of the LP seismometers to within three arc-seconds of level.

Independent positioning of the sensor in the LP vertical axis to the same tolerance
is provided by a separate leveling motor which adjusts the tension of the suspen-

sion spring.

The SP seismometer is a single-axis device contai.,ing one vertically mounted,

coil-magnet type seismic sensor mounted directly to the base of the sensor as- i

sembly. Leveling of the SP seismometer is accomplishPd to the degree required 'Iby leveling the entire aszembly. 1

Caging is provided by a pressurized bellows. When pressurized, pins are inserted

into each inertial mass, raising the mass and thereby unloading the su_penslon
system of each sensor. Px e ssure in the caging mechanism is released by firing a
piston actuator by Earth cor.u,nand, after deployment, to uncage the sensors and
free them for operation.

The siesmometer elsctronicit are contained _u part in the sensor assembly and th_

remainder is located in the ALSEP central station. In the sensor, four printed

circuit board subassemblies are mounted _n the base. surrounding the SP seis,.
mometer. These subassemblies provi_t, circuitry associated with amplification, U

;_-80
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_ demodulation, and filteringof the outputs of each of the four seismic sensors. In

I addition, the sensor electronics provide for LP sensor leveling, and sensor as- C
1 sembly temperature monitoring and heater control. The heater control circuits

i regulate power to a heater located in the base of the sensor assembly to compen-
sate for loss of thermal energy.

When deployed, the sensor assembly is seated in the leveling stool Rnd covered
with the thermal shroud. A pair of 10-foot, 27-conductor (copper), flat,Kapton-

coated, tape cables from the PSE are connected to a pair of 9-inch rnanganin

ribbon cables from the central stationelectronics (CSE) providing electricalcon-

nections between the two units. Manganin is used on the CSE cables to minimize ,.

heat losses from the ALSEP central station. A reel mechanism on the 1D-foot

PSE cables provides compact stowage while on ALSEP subpack_ge No. I.

2-61. PSE Leveling Stool. The leveling stool is a short tripod with three ther-

mal insulators on itsupper end. These insulators, together with the rounded

_ bottom of the sensor assembly, form a ball and socket joint which permits manual} leveling of the sensor assembly to be accomplished by a single astronaut to with-
in five degrees of the vertical. The insulators also provide the required degree
of thermal and electrical isolation of the sensor assembly from th_ lunar surface,

while transmitting surface motion up to 26.5 Hz, or more, to the sensors with

"_negligible attenuation. " .,

2-62. PSE Thermal Shroud. The thermal shroud has the shape of a fiat-
crowned, wide-brimmed hat. The crown portion covers the sensor, while the

brim portion (five feet in diameter) covers the adjacent lunar surface. The crown
and brim are made of ten layers of aluminized mylar separated .by alternate layers
of silk cord which are wound on a perforated, aluminum support. The shroud
covers the sensor assembly and the adjacent lunar surface, to aid in stabilizing

the temperature of the sensor assembly.
t

Qn top of the thermal shroud are located the ball level assembly, used by the astro-
naut to level the sensor to within plus or minus five degrees of ]_orizonta], and the
gnomon/compass rose assembly, used by the astronaut to orientate the sensor.

2-63. PSE Electronics Assembly. The PSE central station electronics (CSE)
module is located in the ALSEP central station. Eleven printed circuit board sub-

assemblies are contained in the CSE which provide the command logic circuits for
the fifteen commands regulating or controlling the PSE internal functions. Also,

the GSE contains'circuitry associated with attenuation, amplification, and filtering
of the seismic signals, processing of the PSE scientific and engineering data out-

puts, and its internal power supplies. The CSE is physically and thermally part _,
of the central station, but electrically and functionally part of the I_E.

2-64. I_SE Leading Particulars. The PSE is included on all scheduled AI_EP

flights. The sensor, thermal shroud, and CSE are all contained in subpackage
number one. The'leveling stool i's mounted in subpackage two. Table 2-15 lists

the physical characteristics and power requirements of the PSE and the perform-
ance characteristics of the eight PSE scientific data channels.

°

O
• ° . °. Q ° ._ °. •
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i _ Table Z-15. PSE Leading ParticularsI

Characteristic ,. I Value

Physical Data

!" Sensor Assembly, including

i, eveling Stool and Thermal

Shroud (stowed configuration):

Height 15. Z5 inches
Diameter 11.75 inches

, Weight ZO. 9 Ibs.
Sensor 18.3 Ibs.

Thermal Shroud Z.4 Ibs.

Leveling Stool o.Z Ibs.

, Central Station Electronics:i _ Height Z. 75 inches
: Width 7.Z5 inches

I "_ Depth 6.5 inches
Weight 4.1 Ibs.

Power Requirements

Analog Electronics I.61 watts

Digital Electronics I.21 watts
Power Converter Loss I.71 watts

Heater Z.40 watts

Level System 3.I0 watts

Functional Power and Heater / 6.70 watts

Functional Power and Level 7.Z0 watts

Voltage i 29.0 + 0.58 vdc

Scientific Data Signal Characteristics

Minimum Detectable Signal: V[ax.Requirement Design Goal '

SP and all LP seismic signals I0 mtt I.0 ml_

LP tidaloutput signals:

LPH (Horizontal) 0.4 arc-sec. .01 arc-sec.

LPV (Vertical) 320 i_gal 8.0 i_gal

a Sensor as sembly temper ature +_I0°C • +_.0Z°
Sensitivityat Maximum Gain:

SP and all LP seismic signals 5.0 v/_

O LP tidaloutput signals:" LPH 0.5 _,/arc-sec.

LPV O. 625 v/regal

Sensor assembly temperature O. 25 v/°C

Frequency Response:
SP seismic signal - 40 db _ O. 038 sec.

(Odb ffi 5V/Ft , maximum gain) + 42db/oct. O. 038 to O. I sec
+ ZOdb @ 0. I sec.

' - 6rib/oct. O. I to 1.0 sec.
- 18db/oct. 1.0 to ZO sec.

- 78db _ Z0 sec.

Z-33
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Table Z-15. PSE Leading Particulars (cont) t_
kJChar acteris tic Value

Scientific Data Signal Character is tics

Dynamic Range: Analog Digital
SP and all LP seismic signals 80 db .riO db
All tidal signals 60 db 60 db

Temperature 60 db 60 db

All LP seismic signals -60rib @ 0.3 se¢.
$

(0db = O. 5v/F , feedback factor = + 48db/oct. 0.3 _ 0.7 see.

f -33. ldb, post-amplified gain =1) 0db O. 7 to 15 _ec.
-lZdb/oct. 15 to 100 sec.

-18db/oct. 150 to 250 see.
[ -60db _ 250 sec.

(,_ All LP tidaloutput signals -74db _ I.2 sec.
I

+ 6db/oct. 1.Z to 15 sec.
- 52db _ 15 sec.

- 6db/oct. 15 to 15O sec.

- 7Zdb _ 150 sec.

-IZdb/oct. 150 to 750 sec.

-100db _ 750 sec.

Sensor assembly temperature 107 - 143°F • I_
f

' i

= micron
m_ = millimicron

v/_ = volts per micron

riga1 = microgal

mgal = milligal
0, "

The microgal and milligal are subdivisions of the gal, a geophysical unit of meas-

ure of acceleration in the cgs system. One gal equals an acceleration of
I cm/sec/sec.

Z-65. PSE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION _ i

The instrumentation employed to achieve the objectives of the PSE is functionally i

(3 'divide" into three long period seismic data channels, three tidal data channels, one I
sho._ period seismic data channel, and a sensor assembly temperature monitoring -

channel. These scientific data channels are supported by sensor assembly heater !

control, data handling, uncaging, leveling, and power functions (Figure 2-44).

Control is achieved through 15 separate ground commaud channels governing the
following:

a. Signal calibration and gain in the four seismic data channels
b. Filtering in feedback circuits in the three long period channels

c. Leveling of the seismometers _
d. Sensor assembly heater

e. Uncaging of the seismometers
i

Z-84
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! The commands are discrete (on-off or sequential stepping) and are transmitted 0l from MSFN stations on the Earth, through the ALSEP data subsystem. A discus-

._ sion of these commands and their basic functions is provided in paragraph 2-68.

2-66. PSE Monitoring Functions. The three long period seismic data channels

are similar, differing only in sensor orientation in the horizontal channels, and

principally in sensor type in the vertical channel. The swinging gate tyFe sensors

in the horizontal channels respond to tiltingas well as lateral displacement of the

- lunar surface, while the I__Coste spring suspension of the vertical sensor enables

_ itto measure changes in gravitational acceleration as well as to accomplish itsprimary function of detecting surface displacement in the vertical axis. Seismic

data is obtained inthe following manner: a capacitance type transducer in each LP

sensor provides a phase-referenced, output signal proportional to the amplitude

of displacement of the sensor frame from its seismic mass. This signal is amp-

lified,phase-demodulated, and filtered to produce the LP seismic output signal

for that axis. Very low frequency filteringof this signal produces its tidalcom-

ponent. The short period channel is generall7 similar to the long period channels,

although a coil-magnet type transducer is employed to produce a single seismic

output proportional to the velocity rather than the amplitude of displacement of its

seismic mass. The seismic mass in each of the four channels has a separate coil-

magnet assembly associated with command-controlled step voltages to produce

known input acceleration to each inertial mass for calibration purposes. In the LP

sensors, the coil-magnet assemblies are also used for damping and stabilization

of the LP seismic masses.by means of negative feedback of the tidal signal. Signal

amplification in each of the four data channels is command controlled. Fixed steps

of attenuation may be switched in and out of the signal path as required. The two

output signals from each of the three LP channels, plus the output signal from the

SP channel, are provided as analog signals to the PSE data handling circuits. The

signals are digitized and supplied to the ALSEP data subsystem as seven of the

eight PSE scientificdata output signals.

The relative positions of the LP sensors vary with temperature. The temperature

of the sensor assetnbly is monitored by a temperature sensor in its base, together

with a circuit which is capable of detectiug changes as small as±0.02°C. The oat-

put of this circuit is applied to the PSE data handling circuits as the eighth PSE sci-

entificdata output signal, where itis digitized prior to routing to the ALSEP data

subsystem. Itis also applied to the sensor assembly heater control circuits. A

'1 2-67. PSE Supporting "unctions. The sensor assembly heater control circuits
control the heater operating mode which is selected by Earth command. Three

thermal control modes are provided; automatic, thermostat bypass (manual on),

and off. The automatic mode is the uormal mode of operation, and connects

power to the heater through a thermostatic control circuit which maintains the

temperature of the sensor assembly within a preset level. The thermostat bypass

(manual on) mode applies continuous power to the heater. .

The PSE data handlint_circuits comprise an analog-to-digital converter which

converts the eight analog scientificdata signals to digitalform. The digitaldata

•is then formatted by the PSE into 10-bit digitalwords for insertion by the ALSEP

0
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O data into the 43 assigned in each of the 64-word ALSEP telc-processor spaces

rnetry word frames. Synchronization and control pulses which control the for-

matting and readout of the digital data, are received from the ALSEP data

processor. Eleven analog status signals from the PSE logic circuits and from
the uncaging mechanism are combined _ _to eight analog signals by the PSE dat,_

handling circuits for transmission to ;he ALSEP data processor/multiplexer.

. The data are inserted into housekeeping word number 33 of each of the eight AI,' : ..

_, telemetry word frames a lgned for transmission of this data.

l| • The LP seismometer s ors must be leveled before they can be

i produce useful data. £ cling ".q accomplished through automatic and/or com-
mand (manual) positiom,,g of the LP _irnbal platform in its horizontal axes, and

the spring in the LP vertical a::i._ _ns of independent, two-speed,
-_ • leveling servos in each LP axis The tidal output signal of each axis may be usc,j '*'

as its leveling error signal in both the automatic and command modes. Mode

selection and command mode positioning commands affect all three servos; how-
; ever, power to the leveling motor of each servo is controlled by separate com.-

mands. The ability to activate leveling motors separately provides for independ-

ent leveling in each axis. Both the automatic and command modes have two

leveling speeds, coarse and fine in the automatic, and high and low in the com-

mand mode. The coarse and/or high speed mode(s) are normally used only to ,_
* reduce leveling errors to less than three minutes of arc, and the remainder of !

". the leve_ing process is done in the fine and/or low speed mode(s), i
t !

The sensors of the SP and LP seisrnorneters must be uncaged before they become t

operable. Uncaging is accomplished by a pyrotechnic piston actuator which !
breaks the pressure seal in the pressurized bellows type caging mechanism in

response to Earth command or central station timer commands. Breaking the i

pressure seal allows the caging system gas to escape, deflating the bellows, re-

leasing the caging pins, and unlocking the inertial masses.

; The ALSEP power distribution unit furnishes Z9 vdc operating and standby (sur-

vival} power to the PSE. Applica.ion of this power to the PSE is controlled by the

, power distribution unit (PDU) of the data subsystem, which also connects standby

power to the PSE heater circuit in the event of interruption of operating power.

Separate PSE power converters, located in the PSE central station electronics

module, convert ALSEP +_-9 vdc operating power into the various voltages
required in the PSE circuits, as described in paragraph Z-78.

_-68. PSE Command Functions. The following functions of the PSE are controlled

by commands from Earth" signal calibration and gain in the four seismic data
channels; filtering in the LP feedback circuits; leveling mode, speed, direction,

and leveling motor power (for each axis) during leveling of the LP sensors; control

of the sensor assembly heater operating mode; and arming and uncaging the seis-
mometers. A total of 15 commands are used for these purposes. The commands

are channeled over 15 separate command lines connecting the ALSEP command

decodcr to the PSE central station electronics. The PSE CSE routes the commandsover separate lines to the sensor assembly.

2-87,
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The transmission of a command from an MSFN station on the Earth to the PSE _)

results in the generation of a command pulse by the ALSEP command decoder on

the appropriate command line to the PSE. Each of the 1 5 incoming ALSEP com-
mand lines is terminated in the PSE central station electronics by a logic circuit

whicb has two or more stable states, one of which is preset by ;he application of

ALSEP power to the PSE. Each of the two or more logic state_ represents a

certain command, such as power on or power off to the associ%ted circuit.a

Receipt of the command pulse from the command decoder causes the logic circuit
to ac_vance to the next stable state, changing the control voltage it applies to the

associated circuit. The preset function insures that the signal or power circuit
element associated with each command is in the desired state when power is

applied. The preset state of each command is listed with the associated function
in Table Z-16.

_r

') All of the 15 command logic circuits are composed of one or more flip-flops.Four of the logic circuits consist of a two-bit, serially connecte, counter which

provides four stable output states. %'hree of these counters controlswitches
which select sections of step attenuators in the signal paths and in tilecalibra-

-_ tion circuits of the four seismic data channels. The fourth counter controls

switching relays in the sensor assembly heater control circuits. The eleven

remaining Rip-flops control switches applying power to associated circuits.

The preset logic circuit is a form of one-shot multivibrator, which generates

the preset pulse tothe other logic circuits w'aen triggered by the application of

ALSEP operating power.

Table 2-16. PSE Command Functions

Commands Functions Preset State

I. Uncaging (arm The simultaneous uncaging of all four Caged

and execute) seismic sensors. Requires separate
arm and execute commands.

Z. Feedback filter Switches the feedback (tidal)filters in Out

(in or out) all three LP channels in or out sin, ul-

taneously.

(_ 3. Leveling Mode ' Switches leveling mode of operations Auto-

, (Automatic or from automatic to command, or the matic
Command) reverse, in all three LP axes.

4. Leveling Speed Switches leveling speed in all three Low
(Low or high) LP axes from low to high, or the

reverse, while leveling in the com-
mand mode.

', °

5. Leveling Dir- Switche_ leveling direction in all three +

ection (+ or -) i_P axes to -, or the r.everse, while
leveling in the command mode.
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O Table 2-16. PSE Command Functions (cont)

Commands Functions 1", ¢,,',ct hr.,;,

6. Coarse Sensor Switches power on or off to coarse Ou!

(in or out) leveling sensors, i

7. Leveling Power, Switches power on or off to leveling OffJl
-i X Motor (on or motor in LP X horxzontal axis.

/ ! " off;
f i

8. Leveling Power_ Switches power on or off to leveling Off

Y Motor (on or motor in LP Y horizontal axis.

_'3 " off)

9. Leveling Power, Switches power on or off to leveling Off
Z Motor (on or motor in LP Z vertical axis. I

off) !
, . - , !

I0. Gain Change, Progressively cycles the (two) attenu- , .-30db

LP-H (X, Y) ators in the X & Y axes signal channels

through 0, -I0, -Z0, & -30 db steps,

and the (two) attenuators in the X & Y

axes calibration circuits through -30,

. -Z0, 10, & 0 db steps at the sa.aae
time..Requires one command per
step, or a total of four for a complete

, cycle.

II. Gain Change, Same as I0, except that only two -30 db

LP-Z attenuators, one in the signal, and
one in the calibration circuit, are
involved.

IZ, Gain .change, Same as I0 ' -30 db
" sp(z)

(_ 13. Calibration, Switches powe:, on or off to the step Off
LP on or off attenuators in the calibration circuits

of all three LP axes.

14.' Calibration, Switches" power on or off to the step Offt

SP on or off attenuator in the SP calibration
circuit.

1 5. Thermal Progressively steps the heater con- Auto-
Mode Control trol circuits through four steps, rnatic ,

automatic mcde on or off, andthermostat bypass mode on or off.
it ......
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Z-69. PSE DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION ('_

The seven seismic and tide monitoring cha,_nels and the temperature monitoring

channel may be described as the monitoring function. The output data handling,

uncaging, leveling, thermal control, and power functions may- be described as

the supporting functions. The following paragraphs provide detailed functional

descriptions of the monitoring and supporting functions.

Z-70. PSE IV1onitorin_Functions. The long period (LP) seismometer monitoring

channels are described first, followed by descriptions of the short period (SP)

seismometer channels and the sensor assembly temperature monitoring channel.

Z-7 I. PSE Long Period (LP) Channels - Each LP sensor channe]J(Figure Z-45) con-

tains signal processing, electromechanical feedback, and calibration circuits.

( ) The sensors in the two PSE horizontal channels (X and Y) are identical, employ-
I _ . ing swingxng gate boom and mass assemblies with capacitor signal pickoff. These

I sensors are mounted at right angles to each other on the LP leveling platform.The boom of the X channel sensor is oriented along the Y axis of the platform,

and the boom _f the Y channel sensor is oriented along the X axis of the platform.

Displacement of the X sensor frame with respect to its seismic mass occurs in
the X axis of the platform; at right angles to its boom. The Y axis sensor func-

tions similarly with respect to the Y axis. The gimbal platform is oriented

during deployment so that its X and Y axes are horizontal and are lobated along
kno_vn lunar azimuths. The vertical (Z) component seismorneter is a LaCoste

type spring suspension. The suspension spring is mounted between the horizontal
X and Y axes. All three sensors must be leveled by adjustments to the platform

,s

and centering motors before they can produce useful output data (see para-
graph Z-7 6).

Lateral displacement of the horizontal sensor is controlled both by restoring force

from a centering Bendix flexure support and by feedback of the tidal signal to the
damping coil of the sensor..The frequency of the electrical feedback loop is

normally reduced to near dc levels by insertion of a feedback filter in order to
produce the tidal output signal for that axis. However, displacement resulting

from surface tilting cannot be entirely compensated for by feedback. If the tilting

is large enough, releveling of that axis will be required.

" .-- Each of the LP sensors contains a transducer consisting of three parallel capa-
l

( citer plates. The center plate is mounted on the sensor frame, while the two
outer plates are mounted on the seismic mass. The outer plates are connected

.to the balanced output of a 3 KHz oscillator, When the sensor is properly leveled

- the center plate is centered midway between the outer plates, in a null voltage
plane. Displacement of the frame shifts the center plate away from the null

plane, inducing a voltage in the plate in phase with that on the outer plate it is

approaching. The amplitude of the induced voltage is proportional to the ampli-

tude of displacement. The voltdge induced in the center plate is applied to the

signal processing circuits at that sensor. These circuits which comprise a pre-
amplifier, phase demodulator, second amplifier, step attenuator, post-amplifier,

and low pass filter, convert the voltage into the seismic output signal for that
channel.
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Figure _-45. PSE Long Period Seismic Activity Monitoring Function,

Block Diagram

, ._ The preamplifier provides the necessary amplification of the sensor output prior

-_ to its demodulation. The phase demodulator demodulates the preamplifier output

signel with reference to the pb_se of the 3 KHz oscillator signal on one of the

outer sensor plates. The phase demodulator also provides a dc output voltage

whose polarity and amplitude are proportional to the direction and amount of dis-

placerr.entof the sensor elements. The output of the demodulator is amplified in

the second amplifier and is then applied to the following two separate units. The

first of these units is the step attenuator in the seismic signal path. The step

attenuator provides fixed steps of 0, -10, -Z0, and -30 db attenuation of the signal
I-- according to commands received from Earth. The signal passed by the attenuator

__. is amplified in the post-amplifier for application to the low pass filter which
highly attenuates signal components above one Hertz. The output ofthe low pass fil-

ter is supplied to the output data handling circuits as one of the eight PSE scien-
tific data outputs. The second separate unit is the filter bypass switch in the

electrornechanical feedback signal path. The filter bypass switch is operated by

command. The output of the second amplifier may be applied either through the
low pass filter and isolation network of the feedback circuit to the feedback coil

of the seismic sensor, or the filter may be bypassed and the signal applied

directly to the network and coil. The filter separates the tidal component from
the seismic signal for use as (a) one of the experiment scientific data outputs,

(b) a b._g :#eriod feedback signal for stabilization and re-centering of the sensor
follow_-f periods of seismic activity, and (c) a position error signal for leveling

the ch..nel sensor. The filter is bypassed when high rates of damping of the
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sensor movement are required, such as during coar_,'e automatic or high speed (_"
command (manual on) leveling of :he horizontal sensors, or periods of unusually \,

: high seismic activity. The filter bypass switches in the feedback paths of all

three of the LP channels are operated simultaneously by being connected to one

flip-flop logic qircuit terminatin s the feedback filter command line. The pr,,set

state of the logic circuit'closes th,, bypass switches.

The gain control and signal calibration functions are identical in all three LP

axes. The gain control function in each axis is independent of the calibration

function; however, individual ca|ibration voltages in th" calibration function are
selected through the gain change commands of the gain co-t:'ol functicm

I

I .. The gain control function controls the total amplifier gain in eac!l seismic channel

t by switching individual sections of the step attenuator channel in and out of the
seismic signal path. The attenuators "n ihe two hori;,/_mtal axes are switched

together. An attenuator logic circuit cons;sting of a serially connected flip-flop

counter terminates the X and Y axes gain change command line. This counteris stepped by individual gain change commands through four sequential states.

;| Each state provides a combination of output voltages controlling solid state

switches in the step att,_,m *,ors of the horizontal _xes. The counter advances

one step each time a comrn:,nd pulse is received, increasing the total impecavce

of the attenuator in 10 db steps, from' 0 db through -30 db. A separate logic

circuit, identical to that controtling gain in the two horizontal channels, termin-

ates the Z axis gain change command line and controls gain in the LP vertical
channel. The functioning of the gain control circuits of this channel are identical

to those of the horizontal channels previously described,

Alternate outputs of the logic circuits controlli-g sei_ .nic signal gaiv J,, each of
the three L_ channels are applied to attenuator circuits in the signal ".-qibration

circuits of each channel The signal calibration function is used together with

:_ the gain control function:to generate LP output signals with ampli.tudes which

?_= represent known sensor displacements. The signal calibration circuits of each
LP s_nsor are comprised of a calibration logic, circuit, two calibration signal
switc _es, two step attenuators, three isolation networks, and the feedback ca1":-

bration coils. The calibration logic circuit consists of a flip*flop. In _*.s preset

state the logic op'ens the two solid state calibration signal switches (X and Y, and

Z). The logic state may be changed by con_mand. When closed b_ the LP cali-
brate command, the switche._ apply a +Z, 5-volt reference signal fr,_m the PSE

power distribution system to _he step attenuator in each of two calibration cir*

cuits. One calibration circuit applies the reference signal to the sensors in the *

two horizontal channels and the other calibration circuit applies the referencesignal to the sensor in the vertical channel. The impedance of each attenuator is

controlled by the 8ain change comm" ads, which vary the alternate output of the

• gain control function logic (counter) governing seismic ei_,_al gain in th_ same
channels. The alters,ate outputs are used to provide minimum attenuation (_ db)

of the calibration signal with maximum attenuation (-30 db) of the seismic signal

conversely. The pre_,et state of the gain control logic switches the calibration
step attenuator to the -30 db step. The outputs of the attenuators are applied to
the i_olation networks, and then to the feedback calibration coil of the sensor _-
involved. The isolation networks prevent feedback of the calibration si_,nal _uto
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Figure Z-a6. PSE Short Period Seismic Activity Monitoring Function,

Block Diagram

the seismic signal path. However, when the dc voltages Ere applied to the f,_:_d-

back calibration coil, steady displacements of known amplitude are produced

• which inturn produce a dc output signal in the associated channel representing

:I _ the known amount L" ap:_hed acceleration.

_ Z-Yr. PSE Short Period (SP)Channel - The SPchannel (Figure Z-46)is similar to

the long period channels, differing primarily in the type and frequency range of

its sensor, the number of components, and the character of its cutput signal.

The SP seismometer comprises a velocity type sensor and signal processing and
calibration circuits.

The SP sensor is comprised of a permanent magnet seismic mass suspended by

a leaf spring and stabilizing delta rods. The mass is designed to move vertically

within a vert}cal:y mounted coil mounted in one hemispherical base of the sensor.

( 1 This configuration is sensitive to rate of motion in the vertical axis, but less

i * sensitive to lateral or tilting motions and does not require leveling beyond that

t provided during deployment (*5 ° of vertical). A sensor coil magnet assembly

similar _-othose of the LP sensors is used for calibr,_.tionpurposes.

The voltages induced in the SP sensor output coil by motion of the lunar surface

_n its ver._ical plane are applied to the SP _ignal processing circuits. These

• circuits consist of a preamplifier, step attenuator, post-amplifier, and low pass

filter. The preamplifier provides amplification o_ the sensor output signal, ,'

_._ prior to tr_tr.smission of this signal from the sensor assembly to the remainingsigr ,I _roceT _ing circuits which are located in the PSE central station electronics

• ', i • • "*
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Control of the total amplification of the SP seismic is _;
subas scmbly. signal pro-

vided by the step _tttenuator, as in the LP channels. The signal passed by the

attenuator is amplified in the post-amplifier for application to the low pass filter.

Since higher frequency components are present in the SP signal than in the LP

signals, the SP low pass filter has a higher cutoff frequency. The _ilter output
is applied to the PSE output data handling circuits as one of the PSE scientific

data output signals. No tidal signal is produced by the SP sensor.

The SP gain control function is like that of the LP channel. A counter logic cir-

cuit terminates the SP command linegain change controlling a step attenuator

in the SP seismic signal processing circuits.

The SP signal calibration function is sirnilaz; but not identical to that of the LP
vertical axis. A logic circuit, step attenuator, calibration signal switch, and

one coilmagnet assembly in the SP sensor are employed. The logic circuit

which terminates the SP calibrate command line is a flip-flopwhich controls the

calibration signal switch. In the SP calibration circuits, the 2.S-volt reference

signal from the PSE power converter is applied to the step attenuator (instead of

to the calibration signal switch) and the output of the attenuator is then applied

to the switch. The Lrnpedance of the SP step attenuator is controlled by the

alternate output of the logic (counter) terminating the SP gain change command

line, as in the LP calibration circuits. When the calibration signal switch is

commanded on, by its logic circuit, the attenuator output is connected to the

calibration coil on the SP sensor. The calibration voltage is a step function

producing a known acceleration of the SP sensor seismic mass.
t

Two commRnd lines from the data subsystem are provided for control of the SP

calibrationfunction. The primary SP calibrate command is routed through the

ALSEP command decoder and carries Earth-originated command pulses. In

the event of uplink failure, a second calibrate command is provided from the

central station timer in the data subsystem. These backup pulses provide auto-

matic calibration of the SP channel signal every 12 hours, using the existing

attenuator settings.

&
2-73. Temperature Monitoring Channel - The PSE temperatu_'e monitoring

channel develops an output signal porportional to the temperature of the sensor

assembly. It consists cf a temperature sensing bridge circuit and a differential

amplifier. A 3 KHz signalj from the 3 KHz oscillator in the LP seismic chan- 4,

nels, is apphed to the input of the bridge circuit which is balanced at I25OF. Two

thermistors in the bridge arms are mounted on the base of the sensor assembly,
and sense changes in its temperature. Changes as small as 0.2°F are enough

to unbalance the bridge circuit sufficientlyto develop a temperature output signal

from the differential amplifier which is proportional to the direction and amount
of change. This s+gnal is apptied to the PSE output data handling circuits as one.

of the experiment scientific data outputs.
i

2-74. PSE Supporting Functions. The supporting functions comprise data hand- ,e_

li1_g,uncaging, leveling, thermal control, and power functions.
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2-75. PSE Data Handling - The output data handling function circuits (Figure 2-47)

handle the conversion of the analog output signals of the eight scientific data _)

channels into digital form, the formatting of the digital data into 10-bit words for

serial insertion into each of the 90 ALSEP telemetry frames in pne cycle, and
the combining of 11 analog status signals into eight analog channels for insertion

into housekeeping word number 33 of each oi eight ALSEP telemetry frar. :s.

The output data handling circuits consist of eight major functional blocks, which

are program control and buffer arrLplifiers, frame position counter, data channel

selector, analog multiplexer, analog-to-digital converter transfer gates, shift A

[i register, and housekeeping data addition and trans.ter networks.

]l The program control and buffer amplifier subfunction provides timing and control

t I pulses to the other subfunctions. It is the interface between the PSE data handling
I circuits and the ALSEP data subsystem. The buffer amplifiers terminate the in-

t ( ) put and.outpat lines to and from the ALSEP data subsystem, providing isolation
_ of thesu lines from the PSE circuits.

i

The frame position counter provides telemetry frame and word position pulses to

the data channel selector, enabling it to select the multiplexer data channel

assigned to each of the 43 PSE data words in each ALSEP telemetry frame at the
appropriate times.

The data channel selector decodes the frame position counter outputs and uses

them to control the gating of each of the eight PSE scientific data outputs through
the analog multiplexer to the analog-to-digital converter in the PSE central station

electronics module. The data channel selector causes the multiplexer to sample

the short period seismih signal a total of 29 word-times in each ALSEP telemetry

frame. The three long period seismic signals are each sampled four word-times
in each ALSEP frame. The tidal signals in each of the two LP horizontal axes are

sampled once every even frame. The tidal signal in the LP vertical channel and

the sensor assembly temperature signal are sampled every odd frame.

The analog multiplexer gates each of the eight scientific data output signals to the

analog-to-digital converter in the PSE central station electronics module accord-
ing to the control pulses received from the data channel selector, a

The transfer gates are enabled by program control pulses to shift the 10-bit data

words out in parallel from the digital-to-analog converter and into the shiftregister at the appropriate times. .

The PSE digital scientific data comprises 43 of the 64 words in each ALSEP tele-

metry frame. Each data word consists of I0 NRZ b._ts.A listingof PSE tele-

metry word a_sLgnments is given in Table 2-17 and in the Appendix. PSE data

word l_cations in the ALSEP telemetry frame are shown in Figure 2-48. The

normal ALSEP bit repetition rate is 1060 bps. Under difficult telemetry commun-

ications conditions, the slow ALSEP bit rate_ which is half the normal rate may
be used.

0
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/
. ONE 64 WORD ALSEP TELEMETRY FRAME

]

_: SP = SHORT PERIOD SEISMIC DATA

_i LPX =. LONG PERIOD SEISMIC DATA, X CHANNEL
J

! LPY = LONG PERIOD SEISMIC DATA, Y CHANNEL
LPZ = LONG PERIOD SEISMIC DATA, Z CHANNEL

LPTX E = LONG PERIOD TIDAL DATA, X CHANNEL, EVEN FRAMES ONLY

LPTZ O = LONG PERIOD TIDAL DATA, Y CHANNEL, ODD FRAMES ONLY i

LPTY E = LONG PERIOD TIDAL DATA, Y CHANNEL, EVEN FRAMES ONLY 1
£. TO = TEMPERATURE DATA, ODD FRAMES ONLY !

_. p ED = ENGINEERING DATA IN 8 OUT OF 90 FRAMES

: _ ,Figure 2-48. PSE Data Word Assignments in ALS_IP Telemetry Frame
. f" - .

4,

The housekeeping data' addition and transfer networks combine 11 status signalsintc eight channels and transfer these analog data to the ALSEP data processor
I ana: ._ multiplexer. Three pairs of command status signals are added in resistor

I networks to form three combination signals. These three signals and the five
single signals are applied to the data processor. The three _ummed pairs of sig-

nals are the outputs of the logic circuits terminating certain command lines and

in each case are a change in level expected as the ,result of the transmission of
associated commands. The eight analog signals are listed in Table Z-17 along

O with the telemetry frame in which they are transmitted in housekeeping wordnumber 33.
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Table 2-17. PSE Measurements C)
f

_. t -_ ALSEPPSE- ._. •

Measurement N_me/_ " Symbol Word No's Frames
, .._. ,, '

' Sc__c,,tific Data

I

Long Period X DL-1 9, Zb, 41, 57 Every
Long Period Y DL-Z 11, 27, 43, 59 Every

Long Period Z DL-3 13, Z9, 45, 61 Every •
Long Period Tidal X DL-4 35 Even

Long Pericd Tidal Y DL-5 37 Even
Long Period Tidal Z DL-6 35 Odd

Instrument Temperature DL-7 37 Odd -

/ Short Period Z DL-8 Every even Every
\ except 2",

46, and 56

, Engineering Data ."

LP Ampl. Gain, X and Y AL-1 '33 23

LP Ampl. Gain, Z AL-2 33 38

Leveling Direction and Speed AL-3 32, 53

SP.Ampl; Gain, Z AL-4 33 68

Leveling Mode and Coarse
Sensor Mode AL-5 33 24

Thermal Control Mode AL-6 33 39
Calibration Status, LP & SP AL-7 33 54

Uncage Status AL- 8 33 b9

* In Flights 1 and 2

Both synchronization and data cor oi pulses are received from the ALSEP data

processor for controlling the PSE output data handling functions. Even frame
mark, data gate, and shift pulses are provided by the ALSEP data processor to

synchronize and control the formatting of the PSE data into 10-bit words compat-

ible with ALSEP telemetry requirements. The even frame mark pulses mark

the beginning of each even numbered telemetry frame and are used in the programcontrol, frame position counter, and data channel selector subfunctions. The

"- demand pulses are one 10-bit word in length and are generated by the data proces-

sor for use in the program control circuits to gale data out of the shiftregister,
on dernand, to the data processor.

2-76. PSE Uncaging and Leveling - uncaglng andleveling are separate, but re!:tted

functions (Figure 2-49) which are grouped together in this description for the

purpose of discussion. Uncaging must be performed after deployment before

data can be obtained from either LP or SP seismometers. After uncaging, level-
ing must be performed in all three axes of the LP seismometer befc"e u_eful data
can be obtained. The SP seisrnorneter does not require leveling beyond that per-
fo:.rned during deployment.
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O Both LP and SP seismometers are caged upon completion of acceptanc, t,.._t:,
and following final assembly at the time of manufacture. The sensors arc. l,,,t

'| uncaged until after deployment on the lunar surface. The pressurized bellows

| type caging mechanism inserts two loc'-_ng pins in position into the bottoms of
the seismic masses. The locking piny ,nd caging bellows mechanism unload the

sensor suspension systems, absorbing 'hock and acceleration which might other-

wise damage the delicate mass suspel;z;on systems during handling on the Earth,

the Moon, and during flight.

i " The uncaging function is a logic circuit _.nd an uncaging mechani, ,_ which is
composed of a capacitive-discharge circuit, piston actuator, pi, t _, and a

"! break-off valve in the bellows pressuri. ,tion system. _Xvo corr. _ands are re-

quired to complete the uncaging cycle. 'The first command (Arm) switches the

• logic circuit from its preset (caged) state to "armed", which causes the charging

/ of a capacitor in the capacitive-discharge circuit. After approximately 30 sec-

! onds, the second command (uncage) is sent, causing the charged capacitor to be
discharged through the piston actuator bridgewire. The bridgewire initiates the

piston actuator, breaking the breakoff valve, and depressurizing the caging bel-
lows. The bellows are collapsed, withdrawing the locking pins from the masses

and loading the suspension system.

Position type servo mechanisms are employed to independently level each LP
I axis. The horizontal axes have identical leveling drives and the vertical axis is

similarly centered b.ya motor drive (Figure 2-49).
I

The X _nd Yaxes leveling motors phi,s;:ally position the gimbal platform as well

as their respective sensors, while the. " motor positions its sensor with respect

to the platform. Changes in platforrr,p._sitionin _he horizontal axes thus affect

the position of the vertical axis sensor, requiring that itbe centered last.

The servo mechanisms used in each LP axis have two modes of operation; auto-

matic and command. The automatic mode uses position-error signals generated

with'n the PSE sensor, while the command mode uses positioning signals gener-

ated by Earth-command. Two speeds of operation are provided in each mode;
P

coarse and fine in the automatic mode, and high and low in the command mode.

The automatic-coats _-mode is used with position error signals from the corres-

ponding (X or Y) coarse level sensors on the leveling platform to achieve leveling

_ in the X and Y axes. These position-error signals are used to reduc_ the rela-tively large initial off-level (_: 5 degrees) which is possible from the manual

-| leveling process during deployment, Following the coarse leveling sequence, the
automatic-fine leveling mode is used. In this mode, the tidal output signal of the

seismic channel is employed as the position-error signal. This process is

designed to reduce leveling errors of the LP seismometers to less than three

seconds of arc. The command mode leveling speeds may be similarly used for
leveling by Earth positioning commands, using the telemetered tidal and seismic
signal data from the channel being levele: as the po'sition-error signal. A total

i _ of up to two hours .nay be required for completion of the fine leveling in all three ,axes after deplo_ment and verificat_or, of system operation. Selection of the
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axis to be leveled, and leveling mode, speed, and direction are controlled by f-%
seven Earth commands. The vertical axis leveling modes are similar to those _.J

of the horizontal axes. However, the automatic-coarse speed leveling mode is
not used for the vertical component.

Figure 2-49 shows the leveling function circuits of all three axes as well as their

interrelationships. These circuits consist of command logic and switching cir-
cuits, leveling control circuits, their associated leveling motors, and position-

error signal generation circuits.

_ The command logic and switching circuits terminating each of the command linesassociated with leveling are shown in Figure 2-49. These circuits comprise

._ logic circuits controlling the feedback filter bypass switches of each axis, power
to the leveling motors of each axes, leveling mode, and command leveling r,peed

-_ and direction. The feedback filter logic circuit is used to switch the feedback
_/ filter out of the feedback loop (simultaneously in all three axes) during the

¢_ automatic-coarse and command-high speed leveling modes. This is done to de-

crease the sensitivity of the seismometers during leveling. The leveling logic and

switching circuits control application of operating power to the levcling motor
drive circuits of their respective axes. The leveling mode, command leveling speed

and direction logic, and switching circuits control these functions in allthree axes.

Details of the leveling control circuits of the X axis are shown in a block in the

•center of Figure '2-49. The leveling control circuits of the Y and Z axes are

indicated by a similar block. These circ.uitsare identicalfor X and Y and are

similar for Z. The circuits comprise a leveling motor power switch, fine {auto-

matic) and ":ommand leveling drive circuits, hi-directional pulse generator, and

leveling motor drive circuits. The X and Y axes include coarse leveling drive cir-

-. cults for leveling of the gimbal platform. (These circuits are not required for

the Z axis). The three (fine, command, and coarse) leveling drive circuits are

each enabled in their associated leveling mode, The level drive circuits convert

leveling position-error or direction and speed input signals into polarized outputs

for operation of the bi=directional drive pulse generator. The bi-directional
drive pulse generator generates a series of output pulses with width and. polarity

proportional to the amplitude and polarity of its input signal,'.. The pulse gener=

ator output signals drive the leveling motor drive circuits by means ox driving
signals to the leveling motors which are proportlonRl to the hi-directional pulse

___ generator output. The level motor drive circuits are operated by +Z9 volt power

which is controlled by Earth command.
x.

Figure 2-49 shows the relationship of the leveling platform and motors, the three

LP seismic activity monitoring functions (which generate theposition error sig=
nals for leveling in the automatic-fine mode)s and the coarse sensors of the X

and Y axes (which generate the position error signals for the automatic-coarse
mode of leveling these axes. )

The _unctions of the leveling servo loops _n the different modes of operation are

described by following the leveling commands and error signals throug,b, the 0

leveling servo circuits of the X axis. The circ4its of the other axes function in
a similar manner.
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Leveling of the X axis requires that power be applied to the X axis leveling motor

by command. A pulse must be appIied to the logic circuit terminating the leveling
power X motor command line because the preset state of this logic circuit re-

suits in the operating power circuit of the X axis leveling motor being open. The

command pulse switches the logic circuit to its alternate sta6e, closing the

associated X axis leveling switch, and connecting a dc voltage to the leveling
motor power switch in the X axis leveling control circuits. The leveling motor

power switch is closed by the dc voltage and ,,pplies + Zg-volt operating power

* to the leveling motor drive circuits.

f
The leveling mode logic circuit selects either the automatic or corzJmand leveling
mode according to its output state. The preset state of the leveling mode logic

* ci'.,cuit closes the automatic leveling mode switch applying a dc voltage to the

coarsr leveling switch and to the fine leveling drive circuits. With the coarse

:} leveling logic circuit in its preset state, the coarse leveling switch is open, and
": power is not applied to the coarse level sensors of the horizontal axes. This

permits leveling in the automatic fine levelifig submode. If relatively large
leveling position-errors are present after deployment, the automatic coarse

leveling submode can be selected by the coarse sensor command. This command
pulse sets the coarse leveting logic to its alternate state, closing the coarse
leveling switch and applying power to the X and Y coarse level sensors. These

sensors are mercury switches mounted on the gimbal platform. The mercury
switches generate relatb, ely large leveling pos_.tion-error signals of constant

amplitude with a polarity dependent on that of the position error. The output of
the X axis coarse level sensor is applied to the coarse le_,eling drive circuits in

the leveling control circuits for the X axis. The output signal of the coarse

leveling drive c'.rcuit controls the output of the bi-directional pulse generator.

The generator produces a series of polarized pulses with width and polarity pro-
, portional to the amplitude and direction of the leveling position error. These

pulses are applied to the leve2ing motor drive circuit along with +29-volt oper-

ating power from the leveling motor power sw_.tch as previously :escribed. The
levelin8 motor drive circuits apply operatin L ,}ower to the leveling motor in pro-

portion to the pulse width and polarity of the drive s_gnal from the hi-directional

pulse gerere.tor. The leveling motor slowly repositions the leveling platform

# about it_ X axis reducing the ieveling position error. During the final portion of

i the leveling' process, particularly in the fine and low speed modes, position er-
rors are reduced to less than three seconds of arc and the leveling rates are pro-

/f- • port.ionately lower and thereby slower.

A second command _pu.lse) applied to the coarse sensor command line resets the

coarse leveling logic to its original (preset) state, restoring the automatic'fine

levelSng submode. The tidal output signal of the X axis seismic activity monitor-
ing function'is also applied'to the fine ieveling drive circuits. The fine leveling

drive circuits generate an output signal proportional to the direction and ampli-
tude of the leveling position error. Thzs sigma is appli, . to the bi-directi_nal

drive pulse generator, controlling its output in the same manner as the output

signals of the coarse leveling drive circuits.
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command leveling mode is selected b the alternate state of the leveling mode
logic circuits. The preset state of :he lo£.c circuit is changed to the alternate
state by a command pulse on the leveling ,_tode :ommand line. The alternate state

opcns the automatic leveling mode switch _.nd closes the command leveling mode
switch. Opening the automatic leveling n de switc} disables both the fine level-

ing drive circuit and the coarse leveling c'_itch, effectively disabling both of the

automatic leveling submodes. Closing the. command leveling switch connects
power to the plus and minus (leveling) direction switches. The preset state of the

command (leveling) direction logic closes the plus direction switch and opens the

minus direction switch. The output voltage of the plus direction switch is applied

to the command leveling drive circuit in the X axi-o*leveling control circuits en-

aoling it and controlling the polarity of its output signal. A command pulse on the
leveling dir.ection command line causes the command direction logic circuit to

change its alternate state, closing the minus direction switch and opening the plus

direction switch. This reverses the polarity of the output signal of the command.. leveling drive circuit. The preset state of the command speed logic circuit opens

She command speed switch and opens a ground circuit to the command leveling
drive circuit. The output signal of the drive circuit is then the lower of the two

preset amplitude levels. A command pulse on the leveling speed command line
causes the command speed logic circuit to change to its alternate state, closing

the command speed switch. Completion _._ this circuit causes the output of the

command leveling drive circuit to be the higher of its two preset states. The out- li
put of the command leveling drive circuit is applied to the bi-directional drive i_-
pulse generator, which produces output I- I ses proportional to the amplitude and _:'_

polarity of the drive circuit signal. The outpu_ of the pulse generator controls the
leveling motor through its drive circuit as in the automatic mode.

\

The control and leveling functions of the Y axis are identical to those described for

the X axis. Those in the Z axis are similar with the exception of the coarse level-
ing.mode circuitry. These cixcuits arc not required in the Z axis because their

function is accomplished by those of the X and Y axes and the leveling of the
leveling platform. .

2-77. PSE Thermal Control - The thermal control function circuits (Figure Z-50) con-

trol the application of operating power to the sensor assembly heaters which are

located in the base of the assembly. Three modes of operation are provided;

automatic, thermostat bypass (manual on), and power off. The thermal control

circuitg comprise a logic circuit, heater power relay, bypass relay, m:_ltivi-

brator, heater power switch_ and the heater. •

Operating power is applied to the heater power relay from the PSE power distri-
bution circuits. This relay and the bypass relay control the operating mode of the

heater, and are in turn controlled by the logic circuit. The logic circuit termi- -,

nates the thermal control mode command line and consists of a two-bit, serially

conncctcd flip-flopcounter. The counter has a totalof four two-bit output voltage .

combinations. One of the bit-outputs c,....rols the heater power relay and the other

the bypass relay.

0
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In both the automatic and thermostat bypass rhodes the heater power relay is

closed connecting operating power to the heater power switch. In the power off (_
mode this relay is open, interrupting the power circuit. The lector power switch

| is Yarned on and off at a 3 KHz ratc by the multivib_'ator. When the heater power

switch is on and the heater pow6r relay closed, operating power is connected to
the heater.

The proportion of time when power to the heater power switch is on, is varied by

the rr:ultivibrator according to the tex)_.perature signal received from the tempera-
ture monitoring circuits. A decrease in temperature lengthens the power on

period and conversely. The multivibr_tor is driven at the 3 KHz rate by the 3 KHz
oscillator in the LP seismic channels.

'- ] In the automatic mode the bypass relay is open, permitting the heater power switch

I
to control application of power to the heater. In the thermostat bypass nmde the

bypass relay is closed, connecting power around the switch to the heater.

. 2-78. PSE Power Converter - The power converter (Figure 2-51) converts ALSEP

( .\ +29-volt operating power to the +lZ, +5, - 12, +2.5, and -Z. 5 dc voltage required

/ in the PSE circuits, generates the command logic preset pulse, and provides iso-
lation of the operating and standby power lines to the sensor assembly heater,

The power converter circuits comprise an inverter, three rectifier-filter circuits,

voltage regulator and control switch, current limiter, _-_.. 5 vdc reference voltage

supply, preset logic and standby power isolation network.

The inverter chops the +_9-volt operating power into a series of pulses and applies

these pulses as an input signal to the three rectifier-filter circuits. The rectifier-

filter circuits each consist of a full wave bridge rectifier and low pass filter, and

produce the +iZ, +5, and - IZ volt outputs. The voltage regulator and control
switch control the amplitude of these dc voltages by monitoring the +l&-volt output.

The regulator circuit contains a voltage comparator and multivibrator. The volt-

age comparator controls the multivibrator. The multivibrator drives the control

switch to adjust the length of time power is applied to the inverter during each half
of its output cycle. An increase in the amplitude of the +lZ-volt supply causes a

decrease in the ratio of power on to power off time, and conversely. The current

limiter functions as a series regulator, limiting the maximum amount of current _,
drawn by the inverter.

The _-2.5-volt reference supply converts part of the output of the ; 12-volt supply
to low ripple, low noise, +2.5 and -2.5 volt reference outputs for use in the PSE

calibration circuits and in the ALSEPdata processor. It consists of a reference
voltage source supplying the +2.5 and -2.5 volt outputs and electronic series volt-

age regulators in each output.

The preset logic circuit is a form of one-shot multivibrator triggered by the output

of the +5-volt s,upply. It produces the command type preset pulse to the command
logic circuits when operating power is first applied to the PSE.

The standby power isolation network connects operating power to other PSE cir-
cuits as well as the heater circuits, but connects standby power only to the heater
circuits.
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O Z-79. IvIAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT (ME)SUBSYSTEM
The magnetometer experiment (ME) measures the topology of the interplanetary

magnetic field diffused througb the Moon to detelmine boundaries of the electro-

magnetic diffusivity. The experiment will give some indication of inhomogeneities
in the lunar interior.

Data acquisition and processing, both scientific and engineering, proceeds con-

i tinuously in any of the operational configurations selectable by commands from
-' Earth.

Z-80. ME PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

J
f_

The ME consists of three magnetic sensors, each mounted in a sensor head and

" located at the ends of three-foot long support arms (see Figure 2-52). The mag-

netic sensors, in conjunction with the sensor electronics, provide signal outputs
-, proportional to the incident magnetic field components parallel to the respective

sensor axes. Each magnetic sensor is housed in an outer structural jacket made

of fiberglass. The jackets are wrapped with insulation, except for their upper
flat surfaces, called thermal control surfaces, that serve as heat radiators.

Although the magnetic sensors themselves are positionable, the outer jackets re-

main stationary throughout ME operation. The sensors and their jacket housings

are supported at equal distances above the lunar surface and apart from each other
by the three fiberglass support arms.

The support arms, labeled X:, Y, and Z in Figure Z-bZ, extend from a base struc-

ture, called the electronics/gimbal-flip unit (EGFU), which is a rectangular box
9 I/Z" x 10 1/Z" x 5 1/4" housing the :experiment electronics and the gimbal/flip

mechanism. The support arms contain the electro-mechanical linkage and the
electrical cables that connect the sensors to the EGFU.

The EGFU is divided into a two-section package by an aluminum base plate. The

electromechanical gimbal-flip mechanism and the level sensors are mounted to

the top side of this base plate and the ME electronics are mounted on the under-
side. Electrical power dissipated as heat is conducted to this base plate which in

turn radiates heat away from the EGFU via a pair of parabolic reflector arrays
• " (PRA).

The EGFU has parabolic reflectors on two base sides and a multilayered alumi-

. nized Kapton blanket for thermal protection. The unper sectio:_
of the EGFU is

enclosed by a fiberglass protective cover underneath the thermal blanket.

A flatH-film cable connects the ME to the ALSEP central station. Prior to de-

ployment, the cable is contained in an enclosed reel which stows under the ME on
subpackageNo. 1. The whole ME assembly sits on the lunar surface on leveling

legs that are fastened to the ,EGFU. Each leg is attached at the base of a sensor

.°o
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Figure 2-52. Magnetometer Experiment

support arm through an adjustable joint which permits adjustment of the physical
I attitude of the ME. The legs swing to an upright position for stowage within the al-

lowed flight envelope (See Figure 1-1). A pad at the bottom of each support leg is
_:-! sized for ME weight and lunar bearing strength.

A shadowgraph and a bubble level are mounted on the upper surface of the EGFU.

The shadowgraph is used by the astronaut in ME deployment to align the ME into an
East-West emplacement. The astronaut uses the bubble le,,el to position the ME

parallel to the lunar surface. Calibration marks on both instruments are spaced
at 1° increments over at ±3 ° range.

ME leading particulars are listed in Table 2-18.

t-, 2-8]. ME FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
(

The ME has three modes of operation:

a. Site survey mode. This survey is performed once on receipt of Earth com-

mand after the ME is first put into operation. A site survey is performed in each

of the three sensing, axes. The purpose of the site survey is to identify and locate

any magnetic influences permanently inherent in the deployment site so that they
will not affect the interpretation of ME sensing of magnetic flux at the lunar sur-
face.

C
2-I08
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O Table 2-18. ME Leading Particulars

Char acte ristic s Value I

Size (Inches)

Stowed 25 x 10 x 11

Deployed 40 high with 60 between sensor heads

Weight (pounds) 19.4

"4. Peak Power Requirements (watts)
J

] Site Survey Mode 12.25
_=ientific Mode 5.8

10.9 (night)
¢ .

Calibration Mode 12.0
|

b. Scientific mo:le. This is the normal operating mode of magnetic field sensing.

c. Calibration mode. This is performed automatically at 12-hour intervals but
can be performed on receipt of Earth command 5 at any time after receipt of Earth

command 4. The purpose of the calibration mode is to determine the absolute ac-

curacy of the magnetometer sensors and to correct any drift from their laboratory
calibration,

The ME performs six major functions as shown in Figure 2-53 in accomplishing
its purpose of measuring the lunar magnetic field. These functions are as
follow s :

a. Electromagnetic measurement and housekeeping

• b. Calibration and sequencing
c. Sensor orientation

d. Data handling /C
• e. Thermal control

f, Power control

i

± •
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THERMAL COMMAND_, _.,_,il
CONTROL

TEMPERATURE
DATA

ANALOGDATAX AXIS DATADEMAND

MAGNETICFLUX YAXIS
DATA 7WORDS

MEASUREMENT Z AXIS HANDLING DIGITALDATA

COMMAND6

I DATA

I TIMING SUBSYSTEM .
I COMMANDS
J RANGE,CALIBRATION, CALIBRATION 1.2,3,4.5,7

' | OFFSEI AND
I SEOUENCING 1060BPSCLOCK
I
I _"
| TIMING POWER

I TOALLFUNCTIONS
L. ------ --SENSORPOSIT IONING ,. SENSOR POWER ALSEP

')RIENTATICN CONTROL POWER
ii.

Figure Z-,53. Magnetometer Experiment, Functional Block Diagram

The electromagnetic measurement £uz,ctionmeasures the lunar surface magnetic

fieldby means of three magnetic sensors aligned in three orthogonal sensing axes.

These axes are called X, Y, and Z. The three magnetic sensors provide signal

outputs proportional to the incidence of magnetic field components parallel to their

respective axes. All sensors have the capability to sense over any one of three

dynamic zanges: I
I

_-i a. Range 1 -100 to +100 gamma
q b. Range Z -ZOO to +ZOO gamma

c. Range 3 -400 to +400 gamma

The range is selected by Earth command during ME operation.

The"housekeeping function provides:
%

a. Data describing the condition of the ME subsystem.

b. Status data defining the operational state of the ME to permit proper interpre-

f, _ tation of the scientific data.
k / c. • ME orientation data to permit referencing the vector magnetic field data to

lunar coordinates.

d. Monitoring of ME temperature by five sensors.

e. Monitoring of the +5V reference supply for magnetic field measurement cali-
bration check.

i

0
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, _ The sensor orientation function monitors bot.h the ]cycling of the, ME and the posi-

tion of the magnetic sensors and performs tl_e electromechanical flip ahd gimbal
of the magnetic sensors controlled by Earth command during ME operation.

The calibration and sequencing function receives and interprets Farth conmuands
to calibrate and sequence the operation of the other ME functions.

,,

The data handling function receives analog voltages from the electromagnetic i
measurement and housekeeping function, and processes this analog data into

digital format to satisfy ALSEPtelemetry requirements. The data handling func- i

tion then stores this information until the data subsystem requests it.

The thermal control function maintains the required thermal operating environ- :
ment for the ME.

The power control function comprises a. dc/dc converter and system timer that ,_
) provide regulated output voltages, as required on a time-shared basis, to the ME

subsystem.

The above functions are performed in response to the eight Earth commands
listed in Table 2-19.

Z-82. ME DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The six major functions of the ME are discussed in the following paragraphs and

are illustrated by associated block diagrams.

2-83. Electromasnetic Measurement and House,.eeping Function. Figure 2-54 is
a functional block diagram of the ME electromagnetic measurement and house-
keeping function.

Three orthogonally located flux gate magnetic sensors, called X, Y, and Z, are

employed in measuring the magnetic flux with three identical signal processing
channels. The magnetic sensors, in conjunction with the s_nsor electronir:s, pro-

vide signal outputs proportional to the incident magnetic Geld components parallel
to their respective axes.

The function of the sensor electronics is to convert the incident magnetic field in-

tensity at the respective sensors into analog voltages. The conversion sensitivity
is 25 microvolts/gamma at 10 kHz.

... •

An electrical cable within ¢ "h sensor support arm connects each magnetic sensor
to the sensor electronics in the EGFU.
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Fable Z-19. ME Command List.......... O
Command Number Nomenclature Function

1 Eange Select Selects dynamic range for magnetic
sensor operation

Z Steady Field Off- Introduces known electrical percent-

set age offsets to any of the three mag-i
- netic sensors

[
3 Steacly Field Selects sensors to be e]ectronically

Addr e s s offset

4 Flip/Cal Inhibits Inhibits or uninhibits flip/cal cycle

5 Flip/Cal Initiate Initiates flip/calibration cycle

6 Filter Failure Causes major portions of the digital

Bypass filter to be bypassed in the event of

digital filter failure

7 Site Survey Initiates Site survey of each axis.

Can only be used after four flip/cal
cycles

8 Thermal Control Selects either X or Y boom sensor

temperature detector {or off) for
thermal control.

f ,
POWER POWER _ | i 7 ENGRDATACHANNELSCONTROL11 _ SENSORMTR&HTRPOWER ENGINLERING
FUNCTIONI_ TEMPSENSORS _ I DATA

THERMAL[ ' -- _ | ELECTRONICS STATUSBITS
CONIROL'-'-'----J SENSORfLiP & r I (GIMBAUFLIPPOS, HTRPWR,

t-
FUNCTION CIMBALPOS X ORY TEMPCONTROU DAIA ._

CLOCK DATA HANDLI'NG
SUBSYSTEM FUNCTlOb

,r--\

SENSORS Y _ j SENSOR SCIENTIFICDATA,.,.
Z EIrCIRONICS

X, Y, Z ffEDBACK J

Figure Z-54. Electromagnetic Measurement and Housekeeping Function,
Block Diagram

0
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The sensor electronics assembly provides the fundamental drive power with negli-

i O gible second harr_lonic content for exciting the fluxgate sensors. The assembly ac-
: cepts three sensor output signals, selecting and amplifying only the second har-

n_onic component. It demodulates this to provide the data handling function w,ith

I analog oatput voltages proportional to the magnetic field intensity parallel to the

axis of each magnetic sen;,,_r, with a frequency response of dc to 50 Hz. Tile sen-

sor electronics also provides feedback current from the analog output to the sen-

I sors, and generates fur dan_ental and second harmonic reference square waves at5.96Z5 and 11.9Z5 kHz respectively. These are synchronously derived from the

t 1060 Hz ALSEP clock pulse.The sensor electronics incorporates provisions for range selection, range offset,

1 'and self-calibration. Offset biases and calibration raster data are inserted in the

feedback loop of the sensor electronics, and scaling is accomplished by changing

0 the feedback gain. An amplifier in the feedback circuit provides accurate sum-marion of the offset, calibration and feedback voltages at all combinations of sig-

nals. It also linear drive of the feedback
provides fluxgate sensor winding over

wide combinations of dynamic range and range biases.

The engineering data electronics performs the following housekeeping functions:

a. Indicates the nominal flip position (0 °, 90 °, 180 °) of each fluxgate sensor by
exciting the flip position sensors and outputting the resultant data in the form of
three Z-bit status words.

t

•
b. Indicates the gimbal position (pre or post-gimbal) of each fluxgate sensor by

exciting tim gimbal position switching and outputting the resultant data in the form
of three 1-bit status words. I

c. Provides the five temperatures monitored within the instrument by exciting

the thermistors with a reference voltage and outputting the resultant five analog
voltages.

d. Indicates the orientation of the instrument relative to the local lunar vertical

b7 exciting the two-axis gravity level sen.qor and outputting the resultant two analog
voltages.

B

e. Provides heater power status and temperature control status.

( , f. 'Provides +5V reference voltage analog data.

Z-84. ME Calibration and Se.guencing FUnction. The ME calibration and se-

quencing functional block diagram is shown in Figure Z-55.

_,

L)
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O The flip/calibration sequence generator is automatically switched on by theALSEP central station timer at lZ-hour intervals unless inhibited by Earth com-

mand 4. Earth command 5 can initiate the flip/calibration sequence at any time
after first releasing the flip/cal inhibit by sending Earth command 4 to the site

survey scquence generator. Once activated, the flip/cal sequence gencrator se-

quentially applies power to the ME sensor flippers in the ME positioning function

to flip them 180 degrees. Before and after flips, it triggers the calibration step

generator which generates the calibration rasters. There are two rasters ap-
plied simultaneously to all three sensors before and after each flip. When the

calibration raster generation is completed, a signal is sent back to the flip/

calibration sequence generator, which sequences to the next step and generates an

X flipper power switch on command. After a programmed time limit a signal is i

generated which steps the sequencer to the next state, which in turn ccmmands i
the X f!ipper power switch off and the Y flipper power switch on. This sequenceW

is continued until all three sensors have been flipped. Then the caDbration raster

is called again and its completion causes a "calibration cor ,_lete" signal output

which turns off power to the flip/calibration sequence generator. "_

The f',ip/calibration sequence generator also receives commands from either the !

site _rvey sequence _,enerator during site survey mode, or from the ALSEP cen-

tral station timer during normal scientific mode. These commands, if not in-

hibited by a previous Earth command 4, will start the flip/calibration sequence
generator operation described in the previous paragraph.

The site survey is performed once at the start of ME operation. It is initiated on

receipt of Earth command 7 which has been preceded by four Earth commands (5) i
initiated flip/calibrations. These flip/calibrations are required to measure the i|

influence of any residual magnetic perms on the sensors• !
i

Upon receipt of Earth command 7, the site survey sequence generator, in con- !
junction with internal step commands from the system timing and control generator, i

generates the following operational sequence employing the flipper motors and the

flip/gimbal mechanism:

a. Initiate Subsequence 1

• b. Initiate Flip/Cal Cycle

c. Flip/Cal Cycle Complete
-- d. Survey X Axis

e. X Axis Survey Complete
o f. Return to Scientific Mode

g. Subsequence 1 Complete
h. Initi_t _ Subsequence Z

i• Repe_t steps b through, f above for Y axis

j• Subsequence 2 Complete
k. Initiate Subsequence 3

I. Repeat steps b through f above for Z axis
m. Subsequence 3 Complete

n. Site Survey Complete

0 •
• . °°

Z-115 t;
I
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Upon completion of step n, all sensors will be in the scientific orientation with /_
correct offset and offset polarities.

The site survey sequence generator generates the sequence of flipper motor, flip-

stop motor, and gimbal motor power switching necessary to perform the site sur-

vey sequence. The design consists of a binary sequence counter which steps one
step at the completion of an operation. The outputs _re gated to obtain a coinci-
dence signal which is used to perform their respective functions., These functions

inclL, de the power switch signals, a calibration mode command signal, and a se-

quence inhibit signal. Fail-safe features are designed into the sequence; for ex-

'_ ample, the /lip power is applied to each motor, in turn, for 10 seconds each.
! _ Should a flip mechanism fail, the sequence is continued with a resulting partial

failure at worst.
!

/ "h The offset memory stores, upon Earth command 3, one of seven bias levels for

_ _ ,_ each sensor channel. These bias levels will be stored in binary form in a flip-

;'_ flop memory whose output states will drive the offset bias generator. The trans-
fer logic receives sensor position data arid derives the switch ccmmands wh-:;:h con-

_! nect the proper offset bias and polarity to the sensor channels.

:_ The calibration raster generator gerLerates a set of caJibration steps in a sequence

_ upon receipt of command. The sequence consist_ of two identical cycles, each

cycle consisting of 8 proportional steps of approximately 10-second duratio,_each.

; The calibration raster generator receives its command from the flip/col sequence

generator which enables agate allowing a 1/10 pps clock train from the system

clock and timing generator. These pulses set a counter whose states are gated to

;. turn on switches in a ladder network. The Output voltages of this 1_dder are sent

out to the sensor electronics calibration input. Both polarit:es are generated.

: The process is repeated for two cycles and then the clock gate is disabled and a

'*col-step"complete signal is sent back to the flip/cal sequence generator.
d

The offsetbias generator is similar to the calibration raster generator except it

contains three separate ladder networks, one for each magnetometer channel. The

switch states of the different offset bias generators are deter,nined by the offset

memory. In addition, each output will be inverted giving both polarities of each
bias voltage. These outputs will be routed to a switch r_-trix which connects each

sensor channel to the proper bias level and polarity as determined by the transfer
logic.

The system timin_ and control generator generates all the timing and s,vnchroni-

zation signals necessary to synchronize the data processing and sequencing. It

contains a clock which generates periodic internal timing commands for the site
survey and calibration sequences.

2-_15. ME Sensor Orientation Function. A functional block diagram of the sensor

orientationfunction is shown in Figure 2-56. i

.
i
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Figure Z-56. ME Sensor Orientation Function, Block Diagram

Througl_out operation, the physical attitude of the ME relative to the lunar surface

is monitored by an electronic level detector that uses a capacitance pickup and

measures attitude ± 15 ° in two axes. The det_.ctor is mounted on top of the EGFU

and relays level status data to Earth as part of the ME engineering data. Data on

the ME physical attitude is used in interpreting the ME scientific data.

In the normal scientific mode, the three sensors have a fixed orientation. Each

sensor is pointed along the axis line of its support arm zn a direction away from

the EGFU. This position is considered the reference or 0 ° position for sensor
orientatlon in the scientific mode.

" In the calibration mode, the three sensors are flipped, in turn, through 180 °. In

the site mode, the thre =. in mbaled 90 ° and then
survey sensors, turn, are g flipped

through 90 ° and 180 °. To accomplish the site survey, a_: three sensors must be

aligned parallel to each of the coordi_'ate axes in turn, as shown in Figure 2-57.

Sensor flipping and gimbaling is best understood by projecting oneself into the

same position that the sensor has in the 0 ° reference position pointed along the

axis line of its support arm in a direction away from the EGFU and imaging the
sensor's view,

. ,

E
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i-t_ Z
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X
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_90o ' 90° GIMBAL
FLIP D) SURVEY Z AXIS

C) SURVEY Y AXIS _ •

FUP

90° FLIP ',
• E} SCIENTIFIC ORIENTATION

Figure 2-57. ME Site Survey Sensor Gimbal and Flip Sequence '_
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As the sensor looks outward, it has a horizontal plane coincident with the axis ]inc.of its support arm. The sensor is capable of movement in this horizontal plane.

This movement is called flipping. In the calibration mode the sensors can flip

from 0 ° to 180 ° and back. In the site survey mode the sensors can flip 0 ° to 90 °
or 180 ° and back. Sensor flipping is accomplished by three 400-cycle, two-phase

ac motors which provide flipping motive power through three flip drive me-

chanisms to the three sensors. Three position stops incorporated in the support
yoke structure of each sensor provide positive control of sensor position during

flipping, and guarantee orientation accuracy at each of the three positions, 0, 90,

• and 180 degrees. The 90-degree stop is necessary during the site survey mode

' and is permanently retracted =fter this mode is performed. Control of this re-

[ .. tractable stop is provided by a follower assembly located on the drive mechanisms,
and is synchronized to the flux measurement sequence. Motive power for stop

retraction is provided by the flipper drive motor by means of a drive cablelJ

ru_ming through the support arm to the sensor head.

q Gimbaling is a repositioning of the sensor by physically rotating sensor and its

the

supporting yoke around the axis that passes through the sensor as an extension of

] the support arm axis. This rotation is accomplished by a spring released through
the mechanical linkage in an inner arm that passes through the outer support arm

i l housing al,d connects to the g;.mbal/flip unit. Both flipping and gimbaling are per-
formed internal to the support arm without any visible change to the outside con-

figuration. A sensor can be gimbaled 90 °. Once in the new position, the same

freedom of movement used for flipping allows the sensor to move through a new
_ plane that is 90 ° perpendicular to its former movement plane. With this com-

bination of flip and gimbal capabilities, each sensor can be pointed in the direction

required for site survey, i

._ In the site survey mode, sensor positi'ons are mechanically programmed by cam

:_:T" action. At the end of this operational mode, the program is stopped by means of-:_'_

:_ a toothless section of the cam. At the same time, the end of site survey switch
deactivates the electronic site survey sequence in the sensor orientation function.

:: Flip and gimbal positions are monitored throughout operation by means of position

_!_ detectors (3 flipposition and Z gimbal position detectors per axis).

i 2-86. ME Data Handling Function. A functional block diagram of the ME data

handling function is shown in Figure 2-58. The data handling function converts

scientificand engineering data into a digitalformat compatible with the ALSEP

"_ telemetry interface.

: 2-87. Scientific Data Processing. - The three pre-filtered analog outputs of the

', sensor electronics are sampled simultaneously (to within 125 microseconds of

' _ one another) at the digitalfiltersampling rate by a sample and hold circuit. The

stored (analog) samples are multiplexed into the analog-to-digital converter which

sequentially converts each into a lO-bit binary word that is shifted out into a mem-

ory unit in the digitalfilter. l

0
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++ Figure 2-58. ME Data Handling Function, Block Diagram

The digital filter serves to reduce to an acceptable level the aliasing error intro-
duced into the scientific data by the output data sampling rate. The three channels
of scientific data time share the arithmetic unit, the data bus, and the data control

in the digital filter. The various state variables are stored in a core memory in
the filter when not being used to perform a calculation. The state variable repre-

sent':ng the filtered output of each channel at a given (real time) sample instant is

shifted out into the output data subsystem upon receipt of a data demand pulse.

Therefore, although the readouts to the data subsystem are staggered in time, they
represent approximately simultaneous, periodic samples of the three magnetic field

vector components in real time.

The digital filter may be bypassed if so ordered by ground command 6 in the event
of filter failure. In this case, the scientific data undergoes only analog filtering

with a resultant increase in aliasing error. Re-execution of the filter command 6
removes the bypass.

Z-88. Engineering and Status Data Processing - The engineering data processing

unit converts 8 channels of analog engineering data into binary form in addition to
processing binary status data.

C The engineering data is multiplexed with the scientific data, thus permitting theuse of a single multiplexer and A/D converter. The analog engineering data is .P

converted to 10-bit binary words by the converter but is subsequently truncated to

7 bits, yielding a resolution of approximately +0. 5 percent. The converted engi-

neering data bypasses the digitalfilterroutine and is sent to the output data buffer

and formatter where itis subcommutated with the'binar_rstatus data and shifted out

to the data subsystem for downlink transmission as word 5 in 16 consecutive
ALSEP frames. • '.. "

O
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t 2-89. ME Thermal Control Function - The ME is designed to operate over the

O temperature range of -50°C to +65°C. This range applies to the interior of the
base package and each sensor head. Maintenance of ME interior temperatures
within the above range in the severe lunar thermal enviromvmnt is accomplished

by a combination of insulation, control surfaces, parabolic reflectors, sunshades,

and heaters. Figure 2-59 is a block diagram of the active thermal control fun-
ction.

i H Ii X, Y. Z HEATER

I SENSOR
• HEATERS SWITCHES
/

DATA COMMAND 8 _ TEMPERATURE ENGINEERING DATA

SUBSYSIEM IEMPCONIROLX/Y/OFF DETECTOR DATA
.... _ HANDLING

ELECTRONICS FUNCTION

9 lIEMPERATURE IEMPERATURE ,
DEI[CIORS DEIECIORS

Figure Z-59. ME Thermal Control Function, Block Diagram

Heaters dissipating one watt are required in each sensor head to maintain a mini-

mum of +35°C during the lunar night. The heaters are automatically switched on

and off as required by a thermistor network which is controlled by a sensor head

temperature detector. Maximum temperature during the day is expected to be
limited to +50°C. Earth command 8 switches from the X sensor thermistor to the

Y sensor thermistor, to heaters off, and back to X. Two additional detectors

monitor the temperature within the electronics base package. All temperature

data is processed and transmitted to Earth as engineering data.

2-90. ME Power Control and Timing Function - The ME power control and

timing function provides :conditio_Ang of the Z9 vdc ALSEP power for use by ME

subsystems; time-sharing high-power loads of the sensor motors and heaters;

time-sharing electronics power during interval sequences so that peak and average

power demands on the ALSEP are greatly reduced; internally-generated ME clocksB

synchronized to the I060 Hz ALSEP clock. Figure Z-60 shows ME loads that couple

directly to thc ALSEP 29 v line, as well as internal power distribution requirements.The power conditioning function is performed by the DC/DC converter. Internal

4 power-sharing is controlled by the system timer.

Ten switched power outputs are driven by internal timing divider circuits. System

synchronization is maintained since clocks and switched power outputs are derived

from the same divider chain. A system power-on reset pulse is generated to

initialize subsystems as required. ..

0
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Figure Z-60". ME Power Control and Timing Function, Block Diagram

2-91. ME Data Subsystem Interface. Thedata subsystem supplies the ME with

.i the eight Earth commands listed in Table Z-Ig. In addition the data subsystem

-_ supplies the following timing pulses to the ME to ensure proper sequencing of out-
_, put data:

- a. Data Clocl_ "
b. Frame Mark

c. Data Demand

The ME sends back to the data subsystem two kinds of data:

a. Scientific

b. Engineering
I

Both the scientific and engineering data are supplied to the data subsystem data

processor over a single digital output data liue (see Figure 2-52). The magneto-

.meter data is contained in ALSEP words 5, 17, 19, 21, 49, 51, and 53 (see Fig-
ure 2- 34).

" 0
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: i @ Each ALSEP word contains I0 bits and the normal transmission rate is 1060 bits
per second. Word 5 contains engineering data and status information and words

17, 19, 21, 49, 51, and 53 contain scientificdata. Words 17 and 49 represent

two successive X-axis values, words 19 and 51 represent two successive Y-axis
values, and words 21 and 53 reDresent two successive Z-axis values. Each 10bit

scientificX, Y, and Z word has the following format:

2.9 28 27 26 Z5 Z4 23 2 z Z1 20

• POLARITY SCIENTIFIC DATA

BIT (ALSEP Words 17,19, 21, 49, 51, and 53)
,_ , ,, ,

The polarity bit 0 is plus and I is minus and the convertion factors for the threeP

ranges are" (a) O. 1959 _/bit on 100¥ range, (b) O. 3908 y/bit on 200¥ range and

_ ) 0.7816 %,/biton the 400_ range.

._ Z9 Z8 27 Z6 Z5 Z4 Z3 Z2 Z 1 Z0
t .! ,,,

:_ SUBFRAME ENGINEERING DATA STATUS

-_ MARK BIT (ALSEP Word 5) BITS
.._ , i

This engineering data and instrument status information is contained in 16 sub-

_ commutated frames using the format depicted in Table 4, Appendix B.

! The status bit information is listed in Table 5, Appendix B.

4

i
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O 2-9Z. SOLAR WIND EXPEP_IlViENT (SWE) SUBSYSTEM

The Solar Wind Experin%ent (SWE) subsystem will measure energies, densities,

incidence angles, and temporal variations of the electron and proton components

of the solar wind plasma that strikes the surface of the Moon.

The experiment will yield data that will he utilized to expand knowledge in the fol-

lowing scientific areas:

, " a. The existence of solar wind at the lunar surface.

b. The general properties of the solar wind.

, c. The properties of the magnetospheric tail of the Earth.

• Operating with high gain modulation, the SWE measures electrons having energies

I between ] 0 and 1400 electron volts and protons having energies between 75 and9600 electron volts with a minimum flux density of approximately I06 particles

per square centimeter per second. The SWE has a field of view of approximately

6.0 steradians and is capable of dstermining the direction of a collimated plasma

flux to within 15 degrees. The accuracy of SWE electronic measurements averages

about three percent over a four decade dynamic range.

Seven Faraday cups, designed specificallyfor the ALSEP Program, collect and de-

tect the solar wind electrons and protons. The cups open toward differentbut

slightlyoverlapping portions of the lunar sky. Data from each cup individuallyand

from all seven cups combined are.processed and fed to the ALSEP data subsystem

for Moon-to-Earth transmission. Therefore, with a knowledge of the positioning

of the SWE on the lunar surface, the direction of the bulk of charged particle mo-

tion can be deduced. Voltages on modulation grids of the cups are changed in sign

and varied so that the cups will differentiatebetween electrons and protons and be-

tween particles having different energies.

Accuracy of SWE measurement data is checked by the readout of internally gene-

rated calibration signals. The signals are processed through the measurement and

data handling sections of the SWE to check their operation.

The SWE output signal is a serial, non-return-to-zero digital train that is accepted

by the data subsystem at the rate of four words per ALSEP telemetry frame. A

f complete SWE measurement cycle is organized into 16 sequences of 186 ten-bit

_- words Each word of each sequence contains a specific element of data. The

words are identifiedwithin the sequence by the first two bits of the word and the

sequence is identifiedby the least significantbits of the 185th word of the sequence.

Of the 18.6 wo-ds in each sequence, 112 words contain positive particle measure-
ment data, 56 words contain negative particle measurement data, 16 words contain

SWE calibration and operation data, and two words contain sequence and cycle iden_
tification data.

i

I
0
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O Table 2-20. SWig Leading Particulars

Characteristic Value
i

1
,1

Dimensions

Stowed 9.0 x II.I x 10.6inches

Deployed 12.0 x 11. 1 x 13.6 inches

II •

Weight on Earth 12.5 pounds

Input voltage 28.25 to Z9.30 volts

Input power 3.2 watts average. No more than

') 6.5 watts except briefly for starting
transients, dust cover removal,

and high voltage gain change

I command.

Measurement ranges

Electrons

High gain modulation 10.5 to 1376 electron volts

Low gain modulation 6. Z to 817 electron votts

Protons
t

High gain modulation 75 to 9600 electron volts

Low gain mociulation 45 to 5700 electron volts

Field of view 6.0 steradians

Angular resolution 15 degrees (approximately)

1

q

L

O
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I Z-94. SWE Sensor Assembly. The sensor assemblyconsists of seven Faraday cups
in a hexagonal cupola configuration. One cup is mounted on each of the (_arranged

six sides of the cupola and one cup is mounted on the top of the cupola so that it
faces upward after deployment on the lunar surface.

Thin, spring-loaded covers protect the cups from contamination by dust during

handling, lunar deployment, and LM takeoff. After LM takeoff; in response to a
command initiated on Earth, the covers are released and ejected.

A sun ._ensor device, consisting of a slit on the top of _e sensor housing through

t 4 which sunlight can enter and a photoelectric cell circuit, will indicate leveling of
the SWE after lunar deployment.

2-95. SWE Electronic Assembly. The electronic assembly contains allthe circuits

required to modulate the plasma flux entering the Faraday cups and to convert •

I cup output signals, calibration data, and operation data into appropriate digital
format for the ALSEP data subsystem. The assembly consists of the following

I I modules:
:_ a. Module I00 - Signal Chain

b. Module Z00- Programmer

c. Module 300 - Power Supply and HV Modulatorq

Heaters in the assembly keep the electronics warm enough for proper operation

i during lunar nights.
I

2-96. SWE Thermal Control Assembly. The thermal control assembly includes a set
of three radiators on one vertical face and insulation covering the other five faces

of the electronic assembly. A sunshield prevents direct sunlight from reaching

the radiators. The thermal control assembly, together with the heaters, will

maintain the temperature of the electronics within the range for proper operation
through all var iations in lunar surface temperature.

2-97. SWE Leg Assembly. Thelegassemblyconsistsof_wotubularA-framescontain-
ing telescoping legs. The legs will be extended manually during SWE deployment
on the Moon. A button on each A-frame locks the legs automatically during deploy-
meat.

Z-98. SWE Leading Particulars. SWE physical and electrical characteristics are

" shown in Table Z-Z0.
o

Z-99. SWE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The SWE is a highly sophislicated scientific instrument that wit.1 be used to detect

the type, quantity, and directional characteristics of solar wind plasma and to

supply this information, in the required digital format, to the data subsystem on
demand.

O
Z-lZ8

I
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_a_ The SWE uses a modified Faraday cup as the basic detector. "l_lecup It]casures
%O"

the current produced by the charged particle flux entering it. The energy (more

accurate]y, the enerI,y per unit charge, E/Q, associated with the component el

velocity normal to the.grid plane) and polarity of the particles are det_.rmincd by

placing a retarding potuntia], V, upon a modulator grid near the:cup entrance and

measuring the change in current, At, with a known change in retarding potential,

AV. The change in current, At, is, then, a result of the flux of part'feltsthat

possess the proper pelarity and energy to be ",a,ithinthe po'rtionof the energy

spectrum associated with voltages V and V 4 ,_.V. Usir,g a series of ZXV's, the

, , entire range of voltage (both positive and negative) can be swept._ht to give a
- complete energy spectrum of the charged particles.

: The basic principle of plasma detection in the SWE is to apply to the modulator

grid of a Faraday cup a square wave retarding potential, having both ac and dcI
components, which modulates the flowof charged particles within a particular

¢" ) energy range and then to synchronously'demodulate the ac current resulting from
"_ the collection of these particles. This scheme makes it possible to discriminate
:' against the constant flux of photoelectrons produced in the instrument by electro-

I magnetic waves (primarily solar ultravioletlight).

To be sensitive to solar wind plasma from any direction above the horizon of the

Moon and to ascertain angular distribution of plasma flux, the SWE has an array

of seven cups. Since the cups are identical, an isotropic flux of particles produces

equal currents in each cup. For an anisotropic flux, analysis of the relative

amounts of current in the seven collectors determines the variation in plasma
flow with direction.

The electronics of the SWE supplies the modulating voltage, identifiesthe currents

caused by flux in each Faraday cup, and conditions this i.xformation so that it can

be sent to the ALSEP data subsystem, telemetered to t'arth, and analyzed. A

sequence of measurements whose conditions are knowv by a prior knowledge of the

sequence and by a calibration of voltage and current response is produced to pro-
vide the data necessary for interpretation.

The following particle parameter s" will be deduced:

a. flux intensity - Deduced from knowledge of the magnitude of the collected
currents and the effective aperture size. The number of particles detected per

second is e._ualto the current measured by a sensor, divided by 1.6 x I0- 19

G , coulombs, the charge of an electron or proton.
i

b. direction of mean velocity - Deduced from knowledge of _he sensor geometry,

orientation of the SWE on the lunar surface, and relative current readings from the

seven cups. The direction wxtl be able to be deduced to within fifteend_grees or

less, depending on plasma tempexature.

c. energy of the particles - Deduced from the direction of mean velocity and

the relative responses to the various modulating potentials applied to the repelling
grid of the cup. (Assumptions are made regarding the mass and chsrge of the

0
"2-129
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particles ) For paraxial particles, the particle energy in elcctronvolts is between

he upper and lower limits of the modulating grid potential. _
d. type of particles - Deduced from the polarity of thc voltage on the modulating

grid and from the energy spectrum. Apositiveg.ridvoltage corresponds to
measurement of positive ions arid a negative grid voltage corresponds to measure-

m_nt of electrons. Protons, electrons, and a particlen are known to comprise the

vast majority of solar wind particles.

e. density of particles - educed from the velocity and flux intensity of the solar
wind.

f. particle temperature - Deduced from the energy spectrum of the particles and

,. a detailed knowledge of the SWE response to particles. The higher the temperature

I , is, the broader the peak in the energy spectrum will be.

The SWE requires only power and synchronizing signals to provide a continuous

, train of digitaldateron the solar plasma impinging on it.

( _, Operation of the SWE may be classified into the functional activities shown ]n Fig-
ure 2-6Z. These activitiesare measurement, modulation, sequencing, data hand-

ling, power supply, dust cover release, and heaters.

f
!

)1 ANALOGSI(_NALS DATA DIGITALDATA; :
A HANDLING 186WORDS;

SOLARWI 4 WORDSPER
MODULAIION ALSEPTELEM£'TRY

FRAME

t

_i DEMODULATIONSYNC READOUTDEMANDS ALSEP
CALIBRATION SEQUENCIN(; TIMINGSIGNALS _DATA

SUBSYSTEM

q • . DUSTCOVER] _ DUSTCOVERRELEASECOMMAND

" RELEASE 1

:"_1 I HEATERS F SURVIVALPOWER-'--t 1 "POWERTOALLFUNCTIONS POWER _ 429VOLTPOWER
SUPPLY

" Figure Z-6Z. SWE, Functional Block Diagram •

The measurement function _etects the solar wind plasma entering seven Faraday

cups and produces adc w Itage proportional to the plasma flux.

The modulation function generates modulation voltages that are applied to grids of

the Faraday cups•

.¢
i- ..........

i

i
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O The sequencing function provides signals to control various operations of the SWE

in conformance with the sequence of the ALSEP data subsystem telemetry format,provides phasing signals to a synchronous demodulator in the measurement func-

" tion, and provides calibration voltages for the measurement function.i

The data handling function converts the analog signals from the measurement func-

tion and from several operational sampling transducers to digital signals and com-
bines the digital signals with identification data provided by the sequencing function

, so that the data are compatible with the requiremen:_ of the ALSEP data subsystem

_t • for transmission to the Earth and for subsequent analysis.

The dust cover release function permits protective dust covers, held by springs

over theseven Faraday cups, to eject from the SWE on receipt of a command sig-
, nal. The command signal will be initiated on Earth after the LM has left the lunar

surface.

The heater function maintains the temperature within the electronics assembly at

proper operating temperatur.es.

Z-100. SWE DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Z-101. SWE Measurement Function. The measurementfunction, underthe controlof

the sequencing function, performs measurement of the solar wind plasma, SWE
temperatures, and SWE leveling with respect to the Sun.

l

The basic functional parts of the SWE measurement function are shown in the block
diagram of Figure 2-63. The parts are:.

a. seven Faraday cup sensors that transform solar wind particles to me_.surable
•currents.

b. a sun sensor that indicates SWE leveling.
c. four temperature sensors that provide SWE temperature data and a tempera-

ture sensor commutator that sequentially switches data from each of the tempera-

ture sensors to the data handling function.
d. seven preamplifiers that amplify the small collector currents of the Faraday

. cups, and

e. preamplifier switches, a bandpass _mplifier, a synchronous demodulator,

and a dc amplifier that condition the sil]nals for presentation to the data handling
function.

$

2-10Z. SWE Faraday Cups. An array of seven Faraday cups detects the solar wind

plasma. One cup faces the vertical and the remaining six cups surround the verti-

cal cup so that the angle between the normals of any two adjacent cups is approxi-

rnately 51 dagrees. The acceptance angle of all cups combined is approximately
six steradians. Each cup has a circular opening, several grids, and a •collector.

By successively placing different voltages on the modulation grids and measuring

the corresponding collector currents, the flux of charged particles having polarities
i

"' 0
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,, , _ _PARTICIF 0[ 8ANDPASS H SYNCHRONOUS DC EATASOLAR AMPLIFIER DEMODULATOR AMPLIFIERIWIND

PARTICLES It PARTICLE ' DEMODULATORSYNC

SENSORS1 _ AMP,,nERSl.i.._l AMPLIF,ER 2KHZ)

I LOW. I' HVAC i - i L[VELING _ TOSUNLIG.T.SUN,_ATA .OA,A
VO_,AGEA,,, _ S_NSORi-- "-i'.ANO'NG "

CALIBRATE /
TIMINGCONTROLI SENSOR T_[MPER ':

CONWIUTATOR lTDE:'_TPERATURE _ ':"

I I "M'E"TUREI _
I I smsoRsI
I _ l .i l

_ROM FRO_ F,,OM _ ',.,opus.oNSEQUENC,NG_DU'",ON _o.
FUNCTION FUNCT;ON FUNCI_,ON SEQUENCING

FUNCTION

Figure 2-63. SWE Measurement Function, Block Diagram

and energies per unit charge'corresponding, to each voltage can be detcrmined.

Using a number of negative and positive grid voltages, a complete energy spectrum

of both negative and positive particles can be obtained. Since the cups are identi- Ical, if particle flux is equal in each direction, equal current will be produced in

each cup. Ifthe flux is not equal in each directi.on,analysis of the relative 1

amounts cf current in the seven collectors will determin_ the variation of particle 1

flow with direction. '.!

A diagram of a Faraday cup is shown in Figure 2-64. The functions of the Fara-

day cup grid structures are:

a. modulator grid - To modulate the incoming particle flux:

b. entrance grid and screen grids - To terminate the electric fieldfrom the

CI. modulator grid and prevent capacitive coupling from.the modulator grid to the col- ,lector. . ,, '
c. suppressor grid To prevent the escape of secondary electrons or photoelec- J

irons from the collector. I-

The Faraday cup collector plate generates a fluctuating current from the electric
charge brought in by the solar wind particles. The ac signal from each collector

plate is fed to a separate preamplifier. I::'

o!ii
2-132
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ti ,o
l _ PREAMPLIFIER

COLIJ[CTOR

Figure Z-64. SWE Faraday Cup Diagram

/
Z-103. SWE Preamplifiers - K&chofthe sevenprcamplificrs consists of an integrated

circuiL operational amplifier with a discrete FET at the input. The preamplifier

input currents are from 6 x _ 0- 13 to 6 x 'I0 "q ampere and the output voltages are
from 6 x 10 -5 to 6 x I0 "I volt.

A'known Z KHz square wave current signal from a current calibrate generator of

the sequencing function is applied to the input of each preamplifier during calibrate
periods to check the measurement capability of the SWE.

Z-] 04. SWE Preamplifier Switches - Under the controlof a segment driver and a se-

quence counter of the sequencing function, the preamplifier switches connect the

output of each preamplifier or the outputs of all preamplifiers combined to the

bandpass amplifier. A high voltage modulator ac calibrate signal is also periodi-

cally connected through the switches to the bandpass amplifier. Each switch con-
* sists of a two-trar, sistor, series-shunt configuration. The analog signal is trans-

ferred through the switch when a gate is applied to the input transistor from the
segment driver and sequence counter in the sequencing function. The signal is

shunted to ground when the control gate is turned off.

Z-105. SWE Bandpass Amplifier - The bandpass amplifier amplifies the desired ac slg _

hal and suppresses noise. The amplifier consists of an operational amplifier with

a bridged T-network in the feedback loop. The amplifier bandwidth is

• Z- 133
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approximately 400 Hz centered on the Z KHz carrier frequency. The gain from t"_%
the preamplifier o-,tput to the bandpass amplifier output is ten. The maximum LD
output signal from the bandpass amplifier is about 6.5 volts peak-to-peak. By

suppressing all frequencies except the first harmonic, the square wave input
signal is converted into a sine wave output signal.

Z-106. SWE Synchronous Demodulator - The synchronous demodulator converts the

modulated signal into a half wave rectified signal that is synchronized to the ac
voltage applied to the Faraday cup modulator grid. The synchronous demodulator

'i is a one-transistor switch controlled by a delayed Z KHz demodulator reference .
-! signal obtained from a frequency divider in the sequencing function. The half wave

demodulated output is fed to a dc amplifier.

2-107. SWE DC Amplifier - the dc amplifier is anoperationalamplifierwithadcgain

of approximately five and a three db frequency bandwidth of about eight Hr. This

bandwidth reduces ripple and produces an output signal rise time of about 60 milli-

seconds. The maximum dc amplHier output signal amplitude is I0 vdc. This sig-

nal is applied to the data handling function.

2-I 08. SWE Sun Sensor - A photoelectric cell,mounted atthe bottom ofthe sensor

assembly housing, will detect sunlight when itenters a slitat the top of the hous-

ing at an angle of 30 degrees with respect to the vsrtical axis of the housing.

Knowing when this occurs will permit determi.ling the leveling of the SWE after

deployment. The circuit for the sun sensor consists of a photosensitive cell in
parallel with a resistor. When the sun is at that angle relative to the SWE at

which the cell is fully illuminated, maximum voltage will be produced. The output

of the cell is fed to the data handling function for insertion into the data stream.

The resistor reduces the noise level by keeping the cell output voltage low when

littleor no light is reaching the cell,

2-109. SWETemperature Sensors - Four thermistors are used for mon"toring the tem-

peratures of SWE assemblies. One thermistor is mounted on the sensor assembly
and the other three thermistors are mounted on the electronics assembly. The

range of temperature monitored on the sensor assembly is from -200 to +ZOO de-

grees C; the range of temperature monitored on the electronics assembly is from

-50 to +150 degrees C. Temperature data on the sensors are monitored sequenti- l

ally (subcommutated) under the control of a calibration driver of the sequencing

function and applied to an output commutator of the data handling function.

Z- 110. SWE Modulation Function. The modulation function generates positive and nega- ,

tirevoltages that are superimposed on a-Z KHz square wave and applied to the

modul_tor grids of the Faraday cups. The positive voltages are applied for proton

measurements and the negative voltages are applied for electron measurements.

The voltages are applied in a sequence of increasing levels ranging from a few

volts to kilovolts. The level and polarity are controlled by signals from the se-
quencing function. Figure Z-65 is a functional block diagram of the modulation
function.

• 0
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*OR- SUPPRESSOR
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TOt_AbUREMENT OAIA
FUNCTION HANDLI'_G

FUNCTI_

Figure 2-65. SWE Modulation Functidn, Block'Diagram

Z-I 1I. SWE Stai_rcaseGenerator - The staircase or step generator produces 14

voltage steps for the measurements of protons and seven voltage steps for the meas -

'urements ofelectrons. The generator consists ofa precision current source that

feeds one of two c'urrent levels to seven precision resistors. The inputs to this

circuit are various logic levels which program the required output voltage magni-

tude. The output is a precise voltage equal to the current source" times the paral- t

lel combination of any or all of the seven precision resistors. The maximum out-

put voltage is +I0 volts. The voltage is Led to the voltage control amplifier.

2-I 1Z. SWE Voltage ControlAmplifier - The voltage control amplifier feeds both the
D

+HV and -HV chopping circuits. The amplifier multiples the input signal by a
factor of three and provides sufficient power to operate the HV generator circuits.

The accuracy of the generated HV is determined by the accuracy of the output of

the voltage control amplifier.

To protect the SWE from high voltage arcing during its initial outgassing period

on the lunar "surface, the gain 'of the voltage control amplifier is kept somewhat

lower than its final value until a command signal is received from Earth. The
command signal, consisting of dust cover release commands repeated at close

intervals, is received by the data subsystem and fed through the input of the SWE
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i dust cover release circuitry to acontrol circuit. The circuit decreases resistauce t'_
in the voltage control amplifier, thereby increasing the gain of thc amplifier and, \j

consequently, the high voltage applied to the modulator grids of the Faraday cups.

Z-l13. SWE Z KHz Drive -The Z KHz drive generates the Z KHz chopping signal used
to drive HV transformers in the HV generator. The inputs to the 2. KHz drive are

, positive and negative high voltage inhibit signals from the relay driver, a high voltage

inhibit signalfrom the dust cover release circuit, anda Z KHz signal from a fre-
quency divider of the sequencing function. Thrre are two sets of outputs (four out-

puts total) each consisting of two out-of-phase, symmetrical, square wave signals.

i One set drives the +HV circuits and the other the -HV circuits. The logic inputs *

are such that only one set of outputs operates at any one time. Thus either +}IV or

': -HV output is produced but never both.
(

:, _ :_ Z-l14. SWE High Voltage Generator - The +HV generator consists of a chopper, step- "

, q _ up transformer, and three voltage doublers. The incoming Z KHz drive signals
cause the voltage control amplifier output to be chopped to ground. The trans-?

former steps up this voltage by a factor of approximately 50. The voltage doublers

increase the dc voltage by a factor of six. The ac component, however, remains
essentially at the transformer output magnitude. Thus, a three to one ratio be-

tween dc .andac is achieved. The +HV output is routed through the HV relay to the

modulator grids of the Faraday cups.

I The operation of the -HV generator is similar to that of "the +HV generator except
1 that the -HV generator transformer has a lower turns ratio. Two voltage doublers
1 are used in this element and the dc-to-ac ratio is held at 1.5. The -HV is routed

through the HV relay to the modulator grids of the Faraday cups.

i Z- 115. SWE Modulator Calibrator - The modulator calibrator monitor s the high voltage

I to calibration to the function and dc calibra-
output provide ac signals measurement

tion signals to the data handling function. The calibrator consists of two sections;

I one that monitors, the ac portion of the HV being generated and the other that moni-
tors the dc portion. Each section consists of a resistor divider network and a re-

lay for selecting a small sample of the high voltage output and an integrated circuit

amplifier. The relays are slaved to the HV relay. The outputs of the amplifiers

represent the magnitude of the HVbeing generated. Separate samples of the dc

and ac components of the sensor modulating voltage are applied to the measure-

ment and data handling functions for insertion in the data streams.

. . -,Z-116, SWE Relay Driver - The relaydriver accepts logic signals from amain counter

and a sweep driver of the sequencing function to control the IIV select relays.

During -HV measurements, the relays are energized by a 30 volt potential estab-

lished by +15 and -15 volt supply voltages. After a period of 50 milliseconds, the

-15 volt supply is removed, leaving a holding potential of +15 volts. When the logic

input calls for +HV measurements, the relays are released.

i

1 O
! z-,36
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O Z-1 17. SWE Relays - Three relays are employed. One relay is a high voltage relay

that selects-positive or negative high voltage for application to the modulator

grids of the Faraday cups. The other two relays are signal switching relays that

select the high voltage sample for application to the mod,:lator calibrator and that

apply negative voltages to the Faraday cup suppressor grids.

Z-1 18. SWE Sequencing Function. The sequencing function controls and times the SWE
so that measurements are performed in a fix_: sequence and data are supplied to

the data subsystem iu the desired digital format. The SWE is asynchronous with
-a] P

I respect to the data subsystem, so the SWE may transmit data from any point in its
__ sequence when first interrogated by the data subsystem.

___ • To compress the data to be telemetered to Earth, a fixed but rather complex data
format is used. An understanding of thi's format will aid in understanding the

"_.-/ operation of the sequence !unction.tj

To measure positive particles, the SWE places positive voltages on the modulation
,_ grids of the Faraday cups. In the high gain modulation mode of operation, dc volt-

ages on the grids rise from 75 to 9,600 volts in 14 _teps. For each grid voltage,

a set of eight measurements are taken. The firstmeasurement is the sum of all7.
cup outputs. The remaining seven measurements are sequential measurements

of individual cup outputs. For any single zneasurement, a ten-bit word is sent

to Earth receiving station_. Thus, llZ words (words 0 through Ill) are used to

transmit positive ion data.

The .next16 words (words lIZ through IZ7) contain SWE calibration and operation
data. These data are subcommutated.

The next 56 words (words 12.8through 183) .areused to measure negative particles.

In the high gain modulation mode of operation, dc voltages on the Faraday cup

modulation grids descend, from -I0 to - I,300 volts in seven steps. For each grid

voltage, a.measurement of the sum of all cup outputs and sequential measurements

of individual cup outputs are made and converted into ten-bit words for transmis-
sion to.Earth. ,•

$,

Words 184 and 185 (actually the 185th and 186th words since there is a word 0)

_--4 contain the count of each group of 186 words (one sequence). The e,igh" least sig-
( nificant bits of the sequence counter are in word 184 and the eight mos_ significant

"i , bits are in word 185. , ." .'

i ; t .
I

j All data, including all calibration and operation data, are included within 16

1 sequences (on_ cycle). To ensure word identification, the two most significant ""
! bits of every word are used to indicate v,,hether the word contains Faraday cup

measurement data, calibration or operation data, o,_sequence 'countdata.

Using the format described, unique data interpretation will be possible, even if .'
1 only one sequence of words is intelligible. ' ".,t

0J

_ .ii
' t

J ,i ,_

i 1 ,Z-137 '
i ' - w
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Operating in the itorm_,l mode of 1060 bits per second, a sequence lasts 2.8. 1 sec- _.
onds and a cycle lasts 7.49 minutes. Operating in the slow mode of 530 bits per

second, a sequence lasts 56.Z seconds and a cycle lasts 14.98 minutes. Mode

I selection is determined by the ALSEP data subsystem.

Timing control of SWE operation is provided by a 10Z4 KHz master clock oscilla-
tor as shown in t/_e sequencing function block diagram, Figure 2--66.

Z-119. SWE Frequency Divider - The frequency divider is an eleven stage ripple

counter that counts down the 102-4KHz master clock frequency to provide the fre- •

, quencies needed to control SWEoperation. These frec:uencies are Z56 KHz,
- 500 Hz, Z KHz, and a delayed Z KHz demodulator reference signal.

Z-IZ0. SWE Level Inhibitand Miscellaneous S]rnc - The level inhibitand miscel-

laneous sync provides:

( _ a. pulses to control the step generator,
b. pulses to reset the main counter after every 186 words, and

c. pulses to control the read-in gates of the data handling function.

Z-lZl. SWE Input Decoder - The input decoder receives demand pulse and shiftclock

signals from the data subsystem and develops the shiftregister clock which causes

data to be transferred to the data subsystem in the desired timing. The decoder

develops timing and control signals which are used to clear the conversion counter

I of the data handling function prior to making a new conversion, to trigger the

-_I analog-to-pulse-width converter of the data handling function and to de_.inethe

time during which a conversion will be made, and to advance the main counter so
that the next measurement can be made.

2-1Z_. SWL Main Counter - The timing and control signals developed by the main

counter provide direct or indirect control of all SWE functions. The counter is

an eight-stage counter which defines the 186 words thatmake up the basic

sequence. The most significantfive bits of the eight-bit counter are decoded by

the sweep driver to define measurement energy level word groups. The least

significantthree bits are decoded by the segment driver to define words within the

energy level word groups.

Z-123. SWE Sequence Counter - The sequence counter is a 16-bit counter thatis trig-

gered each time the main counter is reset to zero. It is read out as the last two
words in each data sequence. The four least significant bits of the counter provide t

f- timing and control signals for calibrations that are not rr, zde every sequence (that
"-- are subcornmutated). This count is supplied to the shift read-in gates of the data

handling function.

The sequence c.ount is gated with,timing signals from the main counter and with
energy level period signals from the converter and temperature calibration driver

to _rovide cahbration and sequence control signals, These signals are applied as
follows:

! O
,!
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a. to the current calibrate generator to control the calibration current level.
b. to the segment driver and the preamplifier switches to control high voltage

ac and dc calibration words during sequences 14 and 15 ofee :h cycle.
c. to the commutator, driver of the data handling function to determine when

various data signals are fed to an analog-to-pulse-width converter.
d. to the shift register of the data handling function to i:-,hib.it the "all collector"

measurement during sequences 14 and 15 of each cycle. The dc calibrate mea-
surement is substituted during sequence 14 and the ac calibrate measurement is
substituted during sequence 15.

Q

"- 2-124. SWE Converter and Temperature Calibration Driver - The converter and tem-

+_ perature calibration driver receives logic signals fromthe segment driver and

from the main counter that define the "all collector" step of each energy level and

that define the periods of energy levels 14 and 15 of each sequence. These signals •

O are gated to the sequence counter where they are gated into the sequence count.

The level 14 signal is also gated with the switch select inputs from the segment
driver to control the operation of subcornmu_.ator A, subcommutator B, and the

temperature subcomruutator, all three of which are part of the data handling rune-

•tion. Subcommutator A is enabled during energy level 14 of even sequences and

the temperature subcommutator and subcommutator B are enabled sequentially
during level 14 of odd sequences.

2-125. SWE Current Calibrate Generator - The current calibrate generator feeds known

levels of 2 KHz square wave current signal to the input of each preamplifier during

the calibrate period. The calibration control signal from the sequence counter
controls addition of successive resistance attenuators to determine which current

level (off, low, medium, or high) will be performed during a given sequence. The

off-level provides a means of determining background noise of the preamplifiers.

2-126. SWE Sweep Driver - The sweepdriver decodes the most significant bits of
the main counter to establish the high voltage select control signals supplied to the

step generator. It also develops signals that control the gain of the step generator
and inhibits high voltage generation during energy levels 14, 15, and 23.

2-127. SWE Segment Driver - The segment driver controls the preamplifie: switches to ,

select the cup collector to be sampled during the eight words of an energy level.
During the first word of an energy level, all seven cup signals are turned on at

once to get a total measurement of the current from all cups. During the next

_ seven steps, the signals are turned on one at a time in numer+cal sequence.

2-128. SWE Data Handling Function. The data handling function processes the data so

that it can be presented to the data subsystem in the desired digital format, l_'ig-
ure 2-b7 is a block diagram of the data handling function.

o •

:+

O
+-, .

2-140 '_: ' - ++'!_!,,+ .+
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i Z-I Z9. SWE Output Corr.mutator - Under control of the main counter and sequence
i C.
i counter of the sequencing function, the output commutator connects Faraday cup

data, calibration data, and engineering status data to the analog-to-pulse-width

converter. Each of the five input channels of the output cor_mutator consists of

two transistors which drive a series FET switch. Measurements which the output

commutator organizes into the data word stream are:

a. particle measurements and high voltage ac calibration signals,

b. five subcommutated analog-to-pulse-width calibrate signals,
c, four subcommutated temperature measurements,

' d. high voltage dc calibration signals, and

e. four subcommutated engineering status measurements.
\

2-130. S_VE Subcommutator A - Under controlofthe converter andtemperature cali-

bration driver, subcommutator A sequentlally connects five analog-to-pulse-width

calibration signals from the voltage calibrate ge;xerator to one channel of the out-

put corrmutator.

! 2-13!. SWE Subcommutator B - Under controlofthe converter and temperature cali-
bration driver0 subcommutator B sequentially connects four engineering status

measurements to one channel of the output commutator. The four status meas-
urements are:

a. sun sensor output signal,

b.. power suppJy +5 vdc output,

c. step generator voltage sample, and.

_! d. a summed sample of the 2 KHz output of the frequency divider.

_-132. SWE Analog-to-Pulse -Width Converter - The analog-to-pulse -width converter

:_ transforms dc voltage levels into precisely controlled pulse widths. The trans-

___ formation results _n logarithmic data compression and enables the conversion

counter to convert analog signals into digitalformat compatible with requirements

• of the ALSEP data subsystem. Analog-to-pulse-width conversion is accomplished

by timi_g the discharge of a capacitor that has been charged to the data voltage

level. Signal potentials ranging from one millivoltto I0 volts are converted into

pulse widths ranging from four microseconds to two milliseconds.

2-133. SWE Conversion Counter - The conversi'm counter isa nine=stage ripple

counter that performs the analog-to-digital conversions required to transfer the

) SWE data to the data These conversior are accomplished by count-
subsystem. s

_ ing at a 256 KHz rate _vhilea pulse is present at the output of the analog-to-pulse-

| width convertqr. The most significanteight bits of this counter are read out into

I •the shiftregister through the read-in gates.
|

| 2-134. SWE Read-in Gates - Theread-ingatesconsistofeightORgates. Each OR

gate consists of three NAND gates controlled by signals from the level inhibitand

| miscellaneous sync of the sequencing function. When the read control signal ap-

o tootrotooeoc
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O counters are transferred in parallel through the gates into the least significanteight bits of the shift register. During the first 184 words of a sequence, the con-

tents of the conversion counter are read into the shift register. During the 185th
word, rhc eight low order bits of the sequence counter are read into the shift reg-

ister. During the 186th and last word of a sequence, the most significant eight bits
of the sequence counter are read into the shift register.

' 2-135. SWE Shift Register - The shift register is a ten-stage register that is[

_] loaded in parallel with data. These data are _hifted out serially, most significant

I t • bit first, to the data subsystem when a demand pulse is received. The least sig-I
nlticant eight bits of this register get their inputs from the read-in gates. The/ |

I ninth bit of the shift register is a calibration tag bit. This position contains at

|_ logic ONE for all calibration measurements and a logic ZERO for all other meas-

i _ urements. The tenth bit of the shift register is set to ONE only during the 185thand 186th words of a sequence. This provides a unique index for the data sequence

and provides a way of identifying all data.
=

_j

' 2-136. SWE Voltage Calibrate Generator - The voltage calibrate generator ap-

plies known voltages of 9000, 3000, 900, 90, and 9 miUivolts through subcom-

_ mutator A and the output commutator to the analog-to-pulse-width converter. The

voltages check operation of the converter and calibrate it.

| Z-137. SWE Power Supply Function. The data subsystem supplies power at +Z9

volts to the SWE power supply function. The power supply.transforms this power
.: to the various voltage levels required by the SWE and isolates the individua!levels

_ from the data subsystem ground. The power supply provides:
!

1 a. -I-15 v at" 50 ma
4 b. -15 v at 50 ma .........

c. -6.4vat 1.0ma

q d. Tat 225 ma-*4 _

1 .... e. +35 v at I00 ma
f, -1Z0 v at 1.0 ma

! - A block diagram of the power supply function is shown in Figure 2-68.

] P

2-138, SWE Inverter - The inverter transforms input direct current power to

alternating current power with which to drive the primary of the output trans-former.

2-139. SWE Output Transformer, Rectifiers, and Filters - The output trans-
former has four secondaries. Three of the secondaries are connected to full wave

rectifiers tl_at produce voltages of +15 volts, -15 volts, +5.0 volts, and +35 volts.
The -6.4 volt power is obtained from a zener diode connected to the -15 volt line.

The -120 volt power is obtained from a voltage doubler circuit connected to the

same secondary as the +35 volt rectifiers. Each output is adequately filtered.

O /

Q .... o. • /

2,.143
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GROttO

I / Figure2-68. SWEPowerSupply, BlockDiagram
SWE/ ?--140. Current Surge Suppressor An RC circuit inthe +35 volt line stores elec -

t / trical energy to minimize voltage variation during mode or energy level changes.

_/ 2-141. SWE Spike Suppressor Circuits - Three spike suppressor circuits reducetran- _|

// slent voltages fed back to the data subsystem to less than 100 mv peak-to-peak, it

2-]42. SWE Current Limiter L The current lirniter contains atransistor in series with ]

{I a low value resistance. The transistor and resistance are connected in series i
: :I with the +29 volt return to the data subsystem. Normally, the transistor and re-

] sistor have little resistance; however, if excessive power is drawn by the inverter,

] current through the resistor causes an increase in transistor emitter v01tage,
I thereby increasing transistor resistance and limiting the current. Limiting be-

comes effective at twice normal load. If0 for any reason, inverter osciUation

amplitude should decrease, diodes in the limiter circuit rectify less current. This
causes resistance of the series transistor to decrease so that inverter oscillatlon

amplitude returns to approximately its original value.

2-143. SWE Dust Cover Release Function. Afterthe LMhas leftthe lunar surface, a

dust cover release command signal wiU be initiated on Earth. The data subsystem

will receive the signal and send a pulse through the interc0r.:_ecting cable to SWE
dust cover removal circuitry. The circuitry heats a fusible cord that holds spring-

loaded protective covers Over the Faraday cup apertures. When the cord melts,
the covers spring away from the SWE. High voltage is inhibited during the pulse
so that any tendency for the SWE to arc while cord vapor, may exist near the SWE

is prevented, i
i,

oi
2- 144
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2-144. SWE._Ieaters I._,, _,,,, :f the ten_perature of the olectro_._¢s a_.:...,
0 falls below a certain vat,,., ,, lb....,istor mounted on the assembly caui¢, _._.

sistors inthe assembly l,, ,t_u=il,,_te heat, .In this manner, the ternperat::re _;:._..
the assembly is maintai_ .... I _uhin the range for proper operation during, lu::_r

nights. WHenever the ,_1%t In m_, operating, the ALSEP data subsystem s::p'.,_1:e,
power to resistors mouui,,,I o_ the SWE electronics assemblies. This is do,_e to

prevent mechanical and oIoctr_cal stresses caused by the extreme cold of the lu',_r
enivronment.

• °
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i O Z-145. SUPRATHERM L,ION DETF.CTOR EXPERIMENT (SIDE) SUBSYS'I'; I
The suprathermal ion detector experiment (SIDE) comprises the suprathernl,

I ion detector and the cold cathode ion gauge (CCIG) (Figure Z-69). The purpo:_

i_ of the SIDE is to measure the ionic environment of the Moon by detecting the i.
I resulting from the ultra-violet ionization of the lunar atmosphere and the frec

_- streaming and thermalized solar wind. The suprathermal ion detector will
' measure the flux, number density, velocity, and energy per unit charge of po_

rive ions in the vicinity of the lunar surface. The cold cathode ion gauge will ,.

• terrains the density of any lunar ambient atmosphere, including any temporal
variations either of a random character or associated with lunar local time or

solar activity. In addition, the rate.of loss of contaminants leftin the landing

area by the astronauts and lunar module (LM) will be measured.
$

(_') The SIDE uses two curved plate analyzers to detect and count ions. The IOw-energy analyzer has a velocity filterof crossed electric and magnetic fields. The

' velocity filter passes ions with discrete velocities and the curved plate analyzer

passes ions with discrete energy, permitting determination of mass as well as

number density. The second curved plate analyzer, without a velocity filter,

detects higher energy particles, as in the solar wind. The SIDE is emplaced on
• a wire mesh ground screen on the lunar surface and a voltage is applied between

the electronics and ground plane to overcome any electrical field effects.

The SIDE will count the number of low-energy ions in selected velocity and energy

intervals over a velocity range of 4 X 104 cm/sec up to 9. 35 X 106 cmfsec and an
[! energy range of 0.2 ev to 48.6 ev. The distribution of ion masses up to 120 AMU

can be determined from this data. In addition, the electric potential between the

SIDE and the local lunar surface willbe controlled by applying a known voltage

, between the instrument and a ground plane beneath it. Iflocal electric fields

--_.. exist, they.will be offset at one of the ground plane voltage s.teps. By accumu-

i latingion count data at different ground plate potentials, an estimate of local
I electric fieldsand their effects on ion characteristics can be made.
I
,.q

-:_ In addition to low-energy ions, the SIDE will also measure the number of par-

ticlesof higher energies, primarily solar wind protons. A separate detector

P counts the number of particles in selected energy intervals between I0 ev and

3500 ev. The mass of these particles cannot be determined because the detector

does not have a velocity selector.

k.
The CCIG will determine the pressure of the ambient lunar atmosphere by meas-

uring the density of neutral atoms and the temperature of the gauge at'thetime of

measurement, The CCIG measurements will also provide an indication of the

,.ffectsof,contaminants left,bythe LM and the astronauts on the lunar atmosphere

and the rate of decay of these contaminants. The CCIG will measure pressures

over the range of 10=6 torr to I0-12 torr.

O
• .... o . .o

, Z_147
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t 'Figure 7"-69' SuprathermalI°nDete_ t°rExperimentSubsVstem

1 Z-148
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O Five command lines are provided from the ALSEP data subsystem to the
SIDE/CCIG. Four of these lines are used to encode up to 15 different command
functions; the fifth line provides an execute command to carry out the command

encoded into the other four lines. The experiment also has the capability to carry
out two, one-time comr_ands. For example, the first time a pulse is placed on

command line No. Z, it also goes to a one-time command register. When the

command is executed, the corresponding one-time command is also executed.

Subsequent pulses on that line do not affect the one-time'command register.

• Two analog data lines from the SIDE/CCIG to th_ ALS&'P data subsystem provide

' the high energy curved plate analyzer (CPA) count rate and the low energy CPA

t count rate to the data subsystem for incorporation into ALSEP housekceping

i word 33. These count rates are used measurements in the event of

a, .-,ackup
i • digital counting electronics failure.J

i The digital scientific data from the SII _/CCI(: consists of five 10-bit words in

,) each ALSEPtelemetry frame (words 15, 31, 47, 56 _nd 63). A total of 10 words

are used to make up the basic unit of data, whicD . ailed a SIDE frame. Tneexperiment programmer goes through lZ8 steps in completing its program; this is

[ called a cycle. The ground plane stepper steps once per cycle. The Z4 cycles,

J which constitute the number of ground plane voltage steps, are called a field.

Z-146. SIDE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The suprath'ermal ion detector experiment consists of a velocity filter,a low

energy curved plate analyzer ion defector, a high energy curved plate analyzer

ion detector, a cold cathode ion gauge, a wire mesh ground plane, and associated
electronics.

The package structure consis_:sof an internal chassis which mounts the elec-
tronics and ion detectors. The inner chassis is held under tension to the outer

case by four tie-down points to the base, and is supported at the top by four nylon

buffers in the thermal spacer. The thermal spacer reduces the solar heat input

to the electronics by reflection at the second surface mirrors on its top surface
and by isolating the inner chassis from the outer case. The thermal spacer also

" allows heat from the electronics to be radiated to space. A conductive grid net-

work on the upper surface of the top plate provides an equipotential reference

surface around the apertures to the _on detectors.

f The ion detector apertures are protected during transit and LM departure by a

single dust cover released, on ground command, by a solenoid operated catch.
The outer case, legs, and dust covers are painted with white thermal paint which

contributes to the thermal control of the experiment. Further thermal control is

obtained through use of electric heaters. A bullseye leveling gauge is mounted on
top of the SIDE to enable the astronaut to level the package within 5 ° of level dur-

ing deployment. Three folding legs on the base of the chassis are extended during

deployment to form a low tripod supporting the package.

0
2-149

i
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The outer case houses the cold cathode ion gauge (CCIG) which is removed by the _.-

astronaut duriflg deploymen_ of the SIDE. The gauge is connected to the experi-

ment by a short cable. The CCIG aperture is sealed against ingress cfdirt and
moisture, The seal is re.naoved, on ground command, by an explosive actuat,_d

piston releasing a spring.

The ground plane is housed in a tube attached to the SIDE and is removed by the
astronaut during deployment The ground plane is a conductive wire mesh net-

work placed on the lunar surface beneath the experiment to provide an equipoten-
tial reference surface for control of local electric fields between the two SIDE ion

I _ detectors and the lunar surface.

The flat tape cable connecting the experiment to the ALSEP central station is
housed in a reel Which is stowed at the base of the SIDE. The reel is removed

, and the cable deployed when deploTing the experiment. Table 2-21 lists theleading particulars of the SIDE/CCIG. '

Table 2-21. SIDE Leading Particulars

Characteristic Value

Height 15.25 inches
Width 4.5 inches

Depth 13 inches

• , Weight 19.6 pounds

:i Instrument operational power 6.0 watts

j Heater power: operating 4.0 watts (night)
_:_ survival 6.0 watts (night)

:__= 2.0 watts (day)
Input voltage +29 vdc

2- 147. SIDE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The SIDE/CCIG is divided into four major functional elements; command function,

programmer function, ion detection function, and data handling function (Fig-

ure _-70), In addition, a power supply function provides system power to all

G operational circuits and a thermal control function maintains thermal equilibriumof the experiment on the lunar surface•

The command function accepts command and execute pulses from the central

station data subsystem, decode_ the commands, and applies them to the pro-
grammer func'tionor the ion detection functions as appropriate.

0
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Figure Z-70. Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment, Functional Block Diagram

- The programmer function provides timing and control to the ion detection func-
tion and the data handling function. The voltage stepping of the high energy

! curved plate analyzer, low energy curved plate analyzer, velocity filter, and

i i] ground plane are controlled by the progra.nmer function. The programmer also

supplies calibration timing to the CCIG.

The ion detection function is accomplished by the low energy curved plate analyzer,

the high energy curved plate analyzer, the crossed field velocity filter, the low
energy channeltron, and the high energy channeltron. Ions detected at the various

voltage steps are counted and the data is provided to the data handling function.

The data handling function accepts digital and analog data from the other func-

tional elements of the experiment, converts as necessary, comrnutates, and

gates out the scientific and engineering data to the central data subsystem. A

parity check is also generated in the data handling function.

Z-148. SIDE DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION.

• The four major functions of the SIDE/CCIG are discussed in detail in the following

paragraphs in data flow sequence; command function, programmer function, ion

detection function, and d_ta handling function.

_ 2-149. SIDE Command Function. Five command lines are provided from the

ALSEP data subsystem to the SLDE/CCIG (Figure 2-71). Four of these lines are
used to ex_code up to 15 different commat,d lunch.ions; the fifth line provides an

execute command to carry out whatever command is coded into the other four

lines. Commands are received from the MSFN ground stations through theALSEP
data subsystem, decoded, and ap21ied to the SIDE/CCIG command function.

i
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Figure 2-71.. S]T)E'.Command Function, Block Diagram

The command function receive s and further decod:es the functional commands and

routes them to the appropriate programmer, function timing and control circuits

for implementation. •The coding of the commands and their functions are listed

in Table Z-ZZ. All commands are pulses, The SIDE/CCIG uses these pulsed

commands by encoding. Two encoded commands are used for one time only opera-

lions as well as routine operation. Four of the five incoming command lines are

encoded in a four bit command input bullet'which is then strobed into a second
{mode) buffer when an execution command is received via the fifthline. On re-

_ ceipt of the execute command, the commands are decoded and applied to the .ap-

propriate timing and control circuits of the programmer function.

Two one-time commands are incorporate'd to permit activation of the CCIG Se_l

Break and Dust Cover Blow circuits. The first time octal command 105 appears,

it is routed to the one time command register as well as the command input re-
gister. When the execute command is received in the execute gate¢ the command

in the one-time register is executed causing CCIG seal removal. Subsequent octal

I05 commands are routed to tl_e command input _egister only and have no effect on
the one-time register. The same is true of octal command 107 as a one-time com-

mand causing dust cover blow. The status of the command input and mode registers
is monitored and status signal_ are supplied to the data handling function.

2-150. SIDE Programmer Function. The programmer function provides t£mit_g
and control signals to the two curved plate analy_ers, the CCIG, ground plane, and v.
the data handling function (Figure _-?Z); Basic timing'is received from the ALSEP

data subsystem in the form of shift, dat_ demand, frame mark, a_d even frame
mark pulses to the logic timing of the programmer; Command pulses from the

..n_rnand function and a parity pulse from thedata handling function are the other
inputs to the programmer function ..... ,. • ,

@
44 _ _
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Operational commands

(). c -6 ,ou d ,ogr m or,,_- on/off X X
'_ CI-7 Reset SIDE frame counter at 10 X X

CI-8 Reset SIDE frame counter at 39 X X X

_ CI-9 Reset velocity filtercounter at 9 X X

.I Cl-I0 Reset SIDE frame counter at 79 X X X

Cl-ll Reset SIDE frame counter at 79

and velocity counter ,it9 X X X
CI-IZ X I0 accumulation interval on/off X X X X

4 CI-13 Master reset X X

CI-14 Velocity filtervoltage on/.ff X "X X

CI-15 Low energy CPA high voltage
on/off X X X

CI-16 High energy CPA.high voltage
, on/off X X X X

CI-17 Force continuous calibration X X X

(cycles IZ0 to IZ7 I

Cl-18 CCIG high voltage on/off X X X X

CI-19 Chauneltron high voltage on/off X X X X

CI-20 Reset command input register X X X X X

b

f
The SIDE frame coux_ter is th_ primary time reference. It is a N/128 counter

• capable of controlling the experiments IZ8 states. Synchronization and advance
pulses are applied to the high energy, low energy, velocity filter, and ground

plane counters that control the voltage stepping in the ion detection function and

also are applied to the accumulators and gates in the data handling function. In

addition, the programmer function enables gates for a series of calibration sig-

nals through the ion detectors at the end of each counting period.

I

0 '
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Figure 2-72. SIDE Programmer Y nction, Block Diagrar,

z-151. SIDE Ion Detection Function. The low and high energy ion detectors

count the positive ions within certain velocity and/or electron volt energy bands
• that enter the detectors within a specific time interval (Figure 2-73). The CCIG
,,,, counts neutral atoms entering the CClG sensor within a specific time interval and

_ also monitors the temperature of the sensor to provide the data required for cal-
culation of the lunar atmospheric pressure. The ground plane voltage control cir-

cuits control the electrostatic potential bdtween the lunar surface a,_dthe IDE ion
detectors.

i The low energy ion detector measures the differential energy spectrum of posi-

=_:,: tive ions having energies between 0. Z and 48. 6 electron volts per unit charge and
_-_' masses between one and T_0 AMU. The low energy ion detector consists of a

Wein velocity filter (cros. ed magnetic and electric fields), curved plate analyzer,

electron multiplier, detector amplifier, and stepping voltage supplies for the

velocity filter and the curved plate analyzer. Positive ions enter an aperture in

the SIDE tc_ plate and enter the velocity filter, which passes oxly those ions in
• * . _. •

( _ a. narrow _ eloczty range. The range *s de.ermined by the voltage applied by the e

_'-i velocity filter stepl.mg voltage supply. This voltage supply is sequenced by the

j counter in the programmer function through a series of IZ0 different voltage
| steps; 20 steps for each of six voltages ,fthe low energy curved plate analyzer
| into which the ions passed by the velocity filter are airected. The curved plate

I analyzer passes only those ions with s mass per unit ch¢ ge that will permit the

| ions to follow the curvature of an electrostatic field developed.between the tw<: "

curved _-a-allel plates of the CPA. tons with mass per unit charge ratios outside

I. ''-''s4 . ' .
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O those which can follow the curved field are absorbed by the CPA plates. Them.l:_s
per unit charge ratio at the center of the band passed by the CPA is controlled by

the voltage applied to the curved plates by the CPA stepping voltage supply. This
voltage supply is sequenced by the low energy counter in the programmer func-

tion through a series of six different steps or passbands ranging from +0. I to

,'-2.4. 3 vdc. These steps together with the voltage ranges of the velocity filter,

permit a total of 120 mass per unit charge resolution steps.

The high energy ion detector measures the differential energy spectrum of posi-,I
-_ " rive ions having energies between 10 and 3500 electron volts per unit charge re-

gardless of mass. The high energy ion detector does not employ a velocityfilter,

but is otherwise similar to the low energy detector. Positive ions entering the

high energy iol. detector aperture pas_ directly into the high energy curved plate

• analyzer. Because no velocity filter is used, all positive ions having mass/

velocity product per unit charge ratios within a certain band are passed dependent)
• on the voltage applied to the curved plate analyzer plates. This voltage is sup-

plied by the high energy curved plate analyzer stepping voltage supply and is se-

quenced by the high energy counter in the programmer function through a series
of 20 different voltage steps ranging from 2. 5 to 875 vdc.

The ions passed by both the_w energy and high energy curved plate analyzers

enter separate Channeltronk_] electron multiplier's which multiply, up _ 1000
times, the pulse effect of the individual ion inputs. The Channeltrons_4Yare

operated a_ -3500 vdc.
i :

The outpu_ pulses are applied to separate detector amplifiers. The detector
amplifiers discriminate between the output pulses and circuit noise, as well as

-_ amplifying the output pulses. In addition, pulses from the Channeltron R are

• ' limited to approximately one per microsecond. The detector amplifier outputs

_-:_ are applied to the data accumulators in the data handling function and to the

logarithmic count rate meters.

Calibration signals at 0 Hz, 136.72 Hz, 17. 5 KHz, and 560 KHz are gated in se-

quence through the amplifiers of the ion detectors at approximately 2• 5 minute in-
tervals to verify the functioning of the amplifiers and associated counting ele.c-

• tronics• During calibration the CPA stepping voltage supplies are programmed to

zero and the velocity filtervoltage to maximum positive preventing ion counts.

C '• The CCIG detector measures neutron _,tom densities corresponding to atmospheric

pressures of 10"6torr to approximately 10"It _orr• The CCIGdetector consists

of the CCIG sensor, +4500 vdc power supply, P.FI filter,electrometer amplifier,

range control and calibration ci.cults, and CCIG sensor temperature monitor

circuits• .Charged particleb entering the CCIG sensor are deflected into elongated

spiral paths by a combination of magnetic and electrostatic fields enhancing the

i probability of collision with the more numerous neutral atoms entering the sensor,

i Ions produced bI these collisions and free ions are collected by the sensor elec-trodes which create the electrostatic field. A +4500 volts dc is maintained on the
i

0
t • " ' °' * " ' "° '

z-is7

-'4
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electrodes by the +4500 vdc power supply. The ions resulting from collisions (_
within the CCIG greatly outnumber the free ions and result in a minute current

flow through the sensor connecting cable, RFI filter, and input circuits of the

electrometer amplifier. The electrometer amplifier amplifies input currents be-
tween 0. 1 and 10 v micro-microamperes, and applies them to the data handling

function. The electrometer amplifier has three operating ranges which are auto-

matically selected by the range control and calibration circuits. These circuits
also automatically correct the no-ion count output of the electrometer to zero,

and on command from the programmer, gate a series of precisely regulated cur-

rents through the electrometer amplifier input circuits for calibration and meas-

ure.'_.ent accuracy checks. The temperature monitoring circuit monitor the tem-

perature of the CCIG sensor during the counting periods to provide temperature
data for calculation of the lunar atmospheric pressure.

The ground plane and voltage control circuits apply a series of dc voltages in
steps to the wire mesh ground plane. (The CCIG sensor, a neutral particle de-
tector, is not placed on the ground plane in the deployment process. ) The volt-

ages applied to the ground plane are controlled by the ground plane stepping volt-

age supply. This supply is sequenced by the ground plane counter in the pro-

grammer function through a series of Z4 different voltage steps, ranging from
+Z7.6 to -ZY. 6 vdc. The voltage is stepped each time the SIDE frame counter re-
sets to zero.

Z-15Z. SIDE Data Handling Function. The major elements of the data handling

function (Figure Z-74)are the status sub-commutator, analog-to-digital con-
' verter commutator, and the high and low energy count accumulators; all applying

J data to the strobe gate for transfer to the central data subsystem and subsequent
- I

"1 downlink transmission to the IV[SFN. In addition, a parity generator provides a
" ! parity bit for each SIDE frame.

Status signals from the ion detection function, command function, and programmer
function are provided to the status sub-commutator of the data handling function

for commutation into one output. The following status signals are supplied to the

status-subcommutator: ground plane step, calibration rate, electrometer range,
dust cover and CCIG seal, mode register, command register and a programmer

advance pulse. A parity bit from the parity generator is also supplied. After

commutation, these signals are supplied to the data handling strobe gate as a

_._ single input.
0

Voltages from the ion detectors and other engineering housekeeping data is sup-

plied to the analog-to-digital converter commutator in analog form. The analog

signals are _onverte_ to digital signals, commutated and applied to the data
handling strobe gate for transfer to the central data subsystem.

i
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Figure Z-74. SIDE Data Handling Function, Block Diagram

The high and low energy accumulators are 20-bit counters which accumulate the

number of output pulses from the high and low energy discriminators and gate them
out to the data handling strobe gate.

Word, shift, and even frame pulses are supplied to the data handling strobe gate

from the programmer function to control the operati_)n of the strobe gate.

, A parity generator looks at the strobe gate outputs and counts the number of ones

in each frame. If the number is odd, one is inserted for the parity bit of the next

frame. If the number is even, zero is inserted for the parity bit of the next frame.
This provides a parity check for each SIDE frame.

+

!
--i 0
',I Z-Z591Z2160

I
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O Z-153. ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT {ASE) SUBSYSTEM

The primary function of the a=tive seismic experiment (ASE) is to generate and

monitor artificialseismic waves in the 3 to ZS0 Hz range, in the lunar surface
and near subsurface. The ASE can also be used to monitor natural seismic

waves in the same frequency range. The objective of these functions is to ac-

quire information to enable determination of the physical properties of lunar
surface and near subsurface materials.

f _ Seismic waves will be artificially produced by explosive devices, and detected
I by geophones. The resulting data will be telemetered to Earth for study andi
, interpretation. By varying the location and magnitude of the explosions with

respect to the geophones, penetration of the seismic waves to depths of approx-
• imately 500 feet can be achieved, and wave velocities through several layers of

investigated. The velocities of compressional waves, theirsubsurface materials

frequency spectra, and rate of attenuation are functions of the physical con.stants

of the near surface lunar material. Interpretation of this data permits the type

and character of the lunar material to be inferred, as well as the degree of in-
duration and bearing strength of these materials. This information is desirable

for understandingthe nature and origin of these materials.

Two seismic energy sources will be employed, A thumper device containing 21
explosive initiators will be fired along the geophone lines by the astronaut. The

astronaut will also emplace a mortar package containing four high explosiye
grenades. The grenades will be rocket-launched by Earth command near the

end of the ALSEP mission (about one year after deployment) and a_'e designed

to impact at four different ranges; approximately 500, 1000, 3000 and 5000 feet,

with individualhigh explosive charges proportional to their range.

::_ The seismic detectors are three identicalgeophones. The geophones are electro-

magnetic transducers which translate high frequency seismic energy into electri-

cal signals. The outputs of the three geophones are applied to separate logarith-

= mic compression amplifiers to obtain maximum dynamic range and maximum
. sensitivity.

• The ASE uses seven commands transmitted from the I_._SFNto arm and fire the

grenades and to effectgeophone calibration. Other commands are used to effect

_ power distribution to the ASE from the data subsystem and to place the data sub-
system inthe active seismic mode. The three channels of seismic data generated

_ by the ASS and I3 channels of engineering data will be converted to digitalforro

within the experiment for transmission to Earth. A 20-bit digitalword format

and a 10,600 bit/sec data rate will be used in the ASE to ensure accurate encoding

and tranarni.ssionof critical real time event data, and to provide a relatively

high frequency seismic data handling capability. The higher bit rate and longer

word length are incompatible With the normal ALSEP format and preclude usual

data collection from the other experiments during the time the ASE is activated.

O
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There are five significant measurements from the ALSEP electrical power sub-
system included ".n the ASE telementry format as engineering data. The ASE _J

formats and applies the seismic and engineering data to the data subsystem mod-
ulator for modulation and downlink transmission.

Z- 154. ASE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The ASE comprises the thumper-geophone assembly, mortar package, central

electronics assembly, and interconnecting cabling. Figure Z-75 illustrates the
ASE components. ,-

I

Z-155. ASE Thumper-Geophone Assembly. The thumper comprises a short 'I
handle or staffwith an initiatormounting plate and a base plate at the lower end. !
The upper "end contains a pair of switches (arming firing, and AS1 selection) and
associated electronics. A flat, four-conductor cable connects the thumper to

\ the central station.

The initiator mounting plate contains Zl Apollo standard initiators (ASI)mounted

perpendicular to the base plate and a pressure switch to detect the instant of
initiation.

The four-conductor cable connecting the thumper and central station electronics

is stored on a split spool on the upper end of the thumper handle, abo_'e the

switches, during the flight phase and is unwound by the astronaut during deploy-
ment.

/
The thumper also stores the three' geophones and connecting cables/_until deployed.
The cables are wound on a reel located just above the initiator moU'nting plate.

The geophones are mounted in individual holes in the reel.

Z-156. ASE Geophones. The three identical geophones are electromagnetic

devices which translate physical surface or subsurface in6vement into electrical
signals. The amplitude of the output signals is proportional to the rate of physi-

cal motion. The geophones will be deployed at I0, 1 60, and 310; foot intervals
from the central station and are connected to it by cables. The/' cables and geo-

phones are stored on the thumper during transport and r _oved during deploy- •
ment.

Z-157. ASE ]Mortar Package. The mortar package assembly (MPA) consists of

a mortar box launch tube (GLA), and interconnect-
assembly, a grenade assembly &

ing cables. /
l

The mortar package is deployed at an a,ngle approximately 45_ to the lunar sur-
face to provide an optimum launch angle for the grenades. _%vo legs spread
from the upper end of the package to form a triangular base ,_ith a beveled lower

end for stability. The stability of tlie mortar package iSr enh_mced by the effect-
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i ively open launch tubes which minimize the recoil from the grenade launchings.

i The bottom of the thermal insulation bag is fragile and is disintegratcd when the
rockets are launched.

i 2-158. Mortar Box. The mortar box is a rectangular fiberglass box with a

magnesium structure and folding legs in which the GLA is mounted. The mortar

box contains an electronics printed circuit board assembly, a receiving antenna,

two safety switches, and a thermal bag. The electronics contain circuitry for
the arming and firing of the rocket motors launching the four grenades, and also

i for the operation of the heaters. The receiver antenna is a vertical antenna ,_

/ ! mounted to the side of the mortar box. The antenna is folded along the edge of
the package during transport and unfolded by the astronaut during deployment.
The heaters are attached to the inside of the thermal bag.

2-159. Grenade Launch Assembly (GLA). The GLA consists of a fiberglass

i l_aunch tube assembly (LTA) which includes the four rocket-launched grenades,

a grenade safety pin assembly, three microswitches, three temperature sensors,
and a two-axis inclinometer. Each of the four launch tubes has a three-inCh

cross section. Two tubes are nine inches long, and the other two are six inches
long.

Each grenade is attached to a range line which is a thin stranded cable that is

wound around the outside of the launch tube. Two fine copper wires are looped
around each range line. The first loop is spaced so that it will break when the

grenade is about 16 inches out of the launch tube. The second.loop is spaced

so that itwill break when the range line has deployed exactly an additional 25 feet

from the first breakwire. Breaking the loops start and stop a range gate pulse

establishing a time interval for determination of the grenade velocity.

The four grenades are similar, differing only in the amount of propellant and

high explosive. Each consists of a thin fiberglass casing with a 2.7-inch square

cross section and ranging from four to six inches long. The casing contains the

rocket motor, 'safeslide plate, high explosive charge, ignition and detonation

devices, thermal battery, and a 30 MHz transmitter. The range line is attached

to the transmitter output e.ndserves as a half wave end feed antenna.

The launch tubes'for grenades two, threej and four each contain a microswitch

closed bylaunching the grenade. Each switch connects the firing command from

a sequential grenade firing circuit to the next grenade to be launched.

t

Two temperature sensors are located between tubes one and two of the LTA and

a third is located between tubes three and four. One of the sensors provides az,

analog signal of the GIlA temperature to the data handling function of the ASE.
The other two Ser_sors are part of the heater control circuitry.

I
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O The two-axis inclinometer provides pitch and roll angle (deviation from thevertical) information on the mortar package. The analog outputs from the angle

transducers are applied to the data handling function of _he ASE.

Z-160. Interconnecting Cables. A coaxial cable connects the antenna on the

mortar box and the central station electronics. A Z0-conductor flat tape cable

connects the mortar package electronics and the electronics in the central station
providing the necessary power and signal paths.

o 2-161. ASE Central (Station)Electronics. The central electronics assembly is

located in the central station and contains circuits for power contr:o1,temperature

sensing, calibration, signal conditioning and data handling. Included as sub-

assemblies are the geophone amplifier, the ASE receiver, and the A/D Converter

and multiplexer.

O 2.-16Z. ASE Leading Particulars. Table Z-Z3 ASE Leading Particulars ];stthesize, weight, and power requirements for the ASE components and asse'-._blies.

Table Z-Z3. ASE Leading Particul_rs

.Characteristic ..... __I_ _ Valu.....___e

_ Physical Data -----'--'T-

:| Thumper -Geophone As sembly

I Length (folded) _ 14.5 inches

1 Weight _ 6.96 pounds

| Thumper ,
| Length (deployed) _ _ 44.5 inches

_ | , Weight (including cables and initiators) [ 4.01 pounds

--_ _ i Geophones

, i ! Height (including spike) _ 4.80 inch, s
'_ ] J Diameter _ 1.66 inches

" Weight (three geophones with cables)_ Z. 95 pounas

I IMor tar Package

:I Dimensions Envelope (Same as mortar box below) l
] • ! Weight _ 14.69 pounds

| i Mortar Box " ' '
i Height _ 9.5 inches

f _ Width I 4.0 inches

t,..__ * Length _ 15.6 inches

Weight (includilg antenna and cables)_ 4.08 pounds
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Table 2-2.3. ASE Leading Particulars (cont)
kJ

Characteristic Va].ue,i

Frequency Response

Grenade Launch Assembly ,.
Width 9.0 inches

Length 13.7 inches

Depth 6.Z3 inches

Weight (including grenades) I0.88 pounds
'[ Grenades .

Cross section Z.7 inches

Length 4 to 6 inches

Weight (#I=Z.67, #Z=Z. 19,

@3-1.70, @4=1.5Z) 8.08 pounds
-\ Central Electronic s As serrLbly

.} Height Z. 75 inches
Width 6. 18 inches

Length 6.77 inches •

Weight 3.07 pounds

Seismic Detection System (To the mean of ten to 100 Hz

response characteristic )

3.0to 10Hz +l db, -6db
I0 to I00 Hz e3 db

I00 to 250 Hz 16 db

ZS0 to 450 Hz .Less than +I db

: 450 to 500 Hz Less than -35 db

Above 500 Hz Less than -40 db
. i ,, ,inn

System.Power Requirements

Voltages
ASE activated +29, +15, -IZ, and

•• +5 vdc

ASE deactivated +Z9 vdc

Power

Operational 8.0 _ • .ts

Thermal control (Standby) , I. 75 watts
II II I I i iiiiii ii I [ llll

Zn 163. ASE FUNCTIONAL DESCPIPTION

The ASE has three basic operating modes related directly to the seismic energy
so_,rce under investigation. The thumper mode which is activated with the

" astronaut still on the lunar surface, the passive listening mode which is used to

measure natt/ra| seismic phenomena during the period of the ALSEP mission on
the Moon, and the mortar n,ode which is activated near the completion of the
ALSEP mission.

!

i -

,1 ..... ' ....

-_., .... =........,_ ._.._.&.,...,,_te_ ,,,.,,.._..,,_ _._..=t.,,e.,_,_.. _._,._,_,_,_. _._ _.,.. _,_... __:.. _. __:=_.r _ .... _ ..... ._, .,_ ¥:. :,_ _,_,_ .,_ ..._ __ .U_,,_,_
i
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2-164. ASE Thumper Mode. In the thumper mode, tlm thumper is used te fire

, B an Apollo Standard Initiator (ASI) at each 15 foot inter,,al as the astronaut returns
to the centcal station along the geophone cable. The instant of ASI initiation iJ

detected and telemetered as a real time event. Compression waves generated in

the lunar surface and near surface material are detected "_y the geophones, and

comparison of initiation instant and wave detection timespermit determination of
the wave velocity•

t 2-165. ASE Mortar Mode. In the mortar mode, four rocket-grenades areindividually launched from the mortar package by commands from Earth. The

* pitch and roll angles of the mortar p_,ckage are measured to determine the

launch angle of the grenade• Range line breakwire circuits provide launch
velocity data. A radxo transmitter in the grenade, activated at launch and destroy-

ed on impact, furnishes time of flight and instant of explosion data. Impact point+
of the grenade and seimic wave velocity may be determined from the above data

/ which are telemetered as real time events.

Z-166. ASE Passive Listening Mode. Iv the passive listening mode, the seismic

detection system monitors natural seismic activity generated by tectonic disturb-
ances or meteoroid impacts. The ALSEP data subsysLem must be operating in

the active seismic mode to accept and process these signals for downlink trans-
mission.

.g- 167. AsE DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The major functions of the ASE include seismic signal generation, seismic wave

detection, timing and control, data handling and power control. Figure Z-76
illustrates the ASE functions. The action and interaction of these functions are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

/ GP-OPHONE CALIBRATE COMMAND (I) ' _ '' GEOPHONE TEMP. _ '

THUMP_-KFIRE(MANUAL-IARM& --- i SEISMIC J CE 1 EMPERATURE
GRENADE ARM & _I SEISMIC "' LLUNAR SUI_FACE SIGNAL | I

rXhECOMMANDSCU_|.. SIGNAL . "-M'_TTO_- - _+1D¢I_CTION[ SmSMmA.OCALIB.lGEN_n^_tONI ASJrmF:nqaT_:t_ I SmNA,',S I

l i, ll I J
OPERATI]qG| [ | ] JGLA ELECTRONICS (MOkTAR BOX| "I'EMPEIqA rURE _-[STATUS

* _*'_" I I - l lo_'+,A_'Nc"TU.A-+SEMBL_,'-.A)TEMP'"A"'+'R'_I _DATATOt I i .... • = IOat^
I I _L___.+IT.+GANGL-S+.DI,CLmOmEV¢aVOLT,,G¢ __ ..)sum<sTm

fROMDATA I I T.UMP,AR_ _
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& .,V ' _l F.,V
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Figure 2-76, Active Seismic Experiment (ASE) Subsystem,
Functional Block Diagrem
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2-168. ASE Seismic Signal Generation. Seismic waves will be artificially gen-
erated using two methods. The thumper initiator6 and the grenade high explosives L3
will pro'¢ide the energy for s_.smL: wave generation, The thumper will be operated
by the astronaut while, still on the lunar surface. Some time {approximately one

year) after the astronauts leave the Moon, the ASE grenades will b_ _.aunched by

commands from Earth. Figure Z-77 illustrates the seismic signal goneration
function.

/

The a; ,onaut will remove the thumper from the subpackage and place it in a tern-porary location. The mortar package assembly will be deployed 10 feet from the

/ central station in a direction opposite to that selected for geophone emplacement.J
(See Flight 4 deployment diagram in Section IV.) The astronaut will coarse level

?) the mortar package as it is _ited and erect the receiver antenna including the _¢Iagfor use in visual alignment of the geophones. Actual angle of the mortar package
from the vertical will be sensed by the two-axis inclinometer and its transdu ._rs

will provid_ analog signals cuataining this data to the ASE data handling function.
The +15 ./de transducer operating power is also monitored and an analog signal

indicating status is applied to the data handling function.

The astronaut will retrieve the thumper and unwind the geophone cab!e from the
thumper as the geophones are emplanted at the prescribed 10, 160, and 313 foot

distances from the central station. The thumper power and signal cable _HI also

be unwound as the astronaut deploys the go,phones. Who the geoPhones _,_.'_
been emplanted, the a_tronaut will return along the geophone line stopping at
marked intervals (approximately every 15 feet) to activate the thumper. 'l'_e

thumper contains ZI Apollo standard initiatcrs (ASI)which are individually se-
lected and fired by activation of the selector switch and the arm/fire _witch oo the
upper port_on of the thumper. The indexed selector switch perrr, its the astronaut

to select the individual ASI for firing. As a precaution against inadvertent initia-

tion, the arm/fire switch must be rutated and held in that position approximately

four seconds before the circuit is armed. Rotating _he arm/fire switch charges
the firing capacitor _nd generates a thumper arm signal which is apF_ied to the

AS_ data handling function. After arming, the thumper is fired by depressing the
arm/fire switch, discharging the capacitor and firing th_ selected ASI. The in-

stant of initiation is monitored by the pressure force momentarily closing a pres-
sure switch on the initiator mounting plate. Closing the premature switch generates

a signal to the real time event logic for application to the A_E data handling func-l

_ tion. The real time event logic estabtishes the event identification for the _ele-
metrF format.

, Initiation of the ASI creates compressional waves in the lunar surface and near-

surface materials. Detection, processing, and analysis of these waves generated
with a known force st known distances and times will permit determination of the

physical properties of the |nnar material.

After completion of the thumping proa_ss, the as' r_i_au_ will return to themortar

package. The a_tronaut will remov', a safety pitl assembly and open t_o shorting

(safe/arm) 6witches. The mortar package will r_maiu in this configuration until
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activated by commands from Earth. While the experiment is not activated, the
mortar package electronics, GLA, andgeophone temperatures are monitored and M.

applied as analog signals to the central data subsystem for telemetering to Earth.

When the AgE is activated, these temperature signals are included with the data

processed by the data handling function of the ASE. Thermal control of the mortar

package assembly is effect-._ through multilayer aluminized mylar insulation and

two temperature sensors operating in conjunction ;/itha small heater.

The mortar package is activated by the "arm grenades" and "fire grenades" com-

mands from Earth. The arm grenades command is applied to and gated through

the command gating to the grenade arming circuit which charges the regulaz and

sequential firingcapacitors of the four grenades by applying a Z4-volt arming sig-

nal. A grenade arm pulse is also applied to the data handling function indicating

receipt of the command. After arming, a fire grenade command for each of the

grenades is applied to the command gating and gated to the appropriate firingcir-

cult causing the firing capacitor to discharge and ignite the grenade propellant
-' through a single bridgewire Apollo standard initiator (SBASI). As the grenade

leaves the launch tube, a safe slide is spring ejected which permits a microswitch

in the grenade to close, discharging a capacitor across a thermoelectric match

which activates the thermal battery. The thermal battery, when activated, pro-

vides internai grenade power to drive the transmitter and to charge the detonator

storage capacitors. The first of the two range line breakwires is broken when the
grenade is launched, initiating the range gate pulse to the real time event logic.

Rocket propellant in the grenade is exhausted before the grenade exits the tube.
When the grenade is ZS-feet into trajectory, the second range line breakwire is

broken terminating the range gate pulse to the r_al time event logic and providing
J

time/distance data for subsequent determination of grenade velocity. The grenade
transmitter, activated at launch, and utilizing the grenade range line as an an-

_- tenna, transmits until destroyed upon grenade impact. An omnidirectional impact
:, switch in the grenade allows the detonator capacitor to discharge, firing a detona-

.... tor to set off the grenade high explosive on grenade in, pact. The 30 MHz signal
from the transmitter is received by the antenna mounted on the mortar box and
conducted by coaxial cable to the receiver in the central station electronics. The

received signal is applied through a level detector to the real time event logic for

application to the data handling function. The grenade transmitter signal provides

an indication of time of flight and detonation instant providing an indication of
range thus enhancing the confidence factor of the range calcul_.tions derived from

the angle of launch and grenade velocity data generated from the inclinometer and

the range line breakwires.

(
The regular firing order for the grenades will be grenade @Z (3000 feet), grenade
#4 (500 feet), grenade #3 (I000 feet) and grenade @I (5000 feet). The order was

selected to provide optimum mortar package firing stability. A redundant arming
and firing circ,uib is provided fo_ sequential firing in the event of failure of one
or all of the regu]ar firing circuits. This circuit, designated sequential, is armed

by the normal arm grenades command. A series of interlocking switches connect

the sequential firing circuit to the grenade firing circuits as the grenades are

0o
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launched. Initially, the sequential fire command is applied to grenade number two.
When grenade number two is launched, it closes a switch to complete the firing
circuit to grenade number four, and from number four to number three and then to
number one. However, a separate arming command and a separate firing com-
mand are required to .Tire each grenade. If individual firing circuits are intact,
individual firing commands may be applied and the sequential switching will pro-
vide redundancy.

The seismic energy generated by the initiation of the thumper ASPs and the gre-
• nades are transmitted by compressional waves through the lunar material for de-

tection by the geophones of the seismic signal detection function of the ASE.

Z-169. ASE Seismic Si6nal Detection. The active seismic experiment.is designed
• to monitor seismic waves in the 3Hz to Z50 Hz range. Three electromagnetic geo-

phones', three logarithmic compression amplifiers and the interconnecting cabling
constitute the major elements of the seismic detection system (Figure Z-78). The

detection function is applicable to the three operating modes of the ASE; the thum-
• per mode, the grenade mode, and the passive listening mode. The geophones can

be excited mechanically by natural or artificial seismic waves or electrically by a
geophone calibrate command.

FROM

SUBSYSTEM ' TEMPERATURE

I IsENs°" IGEOPHONE

I CALIBRATE . ,

• IGATINOJ ' TODATA' ' -- HANDLING. L

:- _-_ _ GEOPHONE CALIBRATION SIGNAL-. /..

LUNAR

SURFACE I ' "i I GEOPHONEAMPL" NO" 1 OUTPUT"
MOTION _|GEOPHONESI SEISMIC AMPLIFIERS GEOPHONE AMPL. NO. Z OUTPUTL

I | l - _

I GEOPHONENO' 1 TEMPERATURE DATA ' _ANAL_DGSTATUS
/

I CE TEMP. DATA/.)SUBSYSTEMMPERATURE

.._ | SENSOR
_t

,,.._, Figure _-78. ASE Seismic Signal Detection Function, Block Diagram

Induced or natural seismic activity creating motion in the lunar surface or subsur-
face material will be sensed b7 the three geophones causing an electrical signal to
be generated from the geophones to the respective amplifiers in the central station
electronics. The low noise logarithrntc compression amplifiers amplify the signal
and apply the outputs to the multiplexer and analog-to-digital converter of the data

I °!i 2.tyl

i
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handling function. As the seismic system response may change during the ex-

tended storage (one year) in the temperature extremes of the lunar environment, a

pulse type calil_rator is included with the amplifiers to provide a relative calibra-

tion system. The calibration system is activated by a geophone calibrate com-

mand applied to the command gating from the central data subsystem. The cali-
brate command is gated to the calibration circuitry where it is developed into a

• one second wide pulse and applied to the calibrate driver, electrically exciting the
'5
-.:! geophones. A geophone calibrate pulse is also applied to the data handling system

from the calibrate driver a_,dicating receipt of the calibrate command. Excitation

it of the geophones permits measurement of the geophones resonant frequency, gen- .erator constant, and damping coefficient relative to the preflight calibration.

: A temperature sensor is mounted in the geophone closest to the central station.

The output of this temperature sensor is connected directly to the ALSEP central

f station data processor and is constantly monitored except when the ASE is acti-

i "_ rated which is for-relatively brief periods of time.2- 170. ASE Tiroin 8 and Control. The timing and control circuitry is basically

_ digitallogic which_Operates the ASE through use of a I0.6 KHz clock signal in con-
junction with seven cdmmands received from Earth _i:igure Z-79). The data rate

of the active seismic logic is 10, 600 bits per second. The basic timing is obtained

from the 10.6 KHz square wave received from the central data processor. The

rood 5, rood 4, and rood 3Z sequence counters are used to establish the data frame

for._at. The shift register multiplexing logic selects the data to be loaded into the

shift register through analog-to-digital converter, frame, holding, and controlgates. A start pulse is applied to the analog-to-digital converter and multiplexer

| of the data handling function from the decoder of the timing and control function.

FRAME

[ ' _" ' lAIDCONVERTERGATEPULSEit _11

FROM DATA_ 10.6 KHZ CLOCK | _SHIFT REGISTER |FRAME GATE PULSES _-|

"USSVSTEMJ,,UUSES ,_ TIMING _]MULTIPLEXING I_GIC IHOLDING GATE PULSES . /TO ASE
| _ | CONTROl. GATE PULSES S DATA

i _ ! I l " l HANDLINC_

[ DECODER PULSES Im )

Figure 2-79. ASE Timing and Control Function, Block Diagram

C When a real time event occurs, the real time event logic in conjunction with the

sequence counters and the holding register provide a mark event signal indicating t
that a real time event occurred in the prior telemetry frame. The word in which
the event occurred and the bit of real time occurrence are also identified. These

indications will appear in active seismic words 29, 30, and 31 of the telemetry
/tame. '

I .:

Z-171. ASE Data Handling Function. Data handling and processing is accom-.
plished through application of 16 Channels of analog voltages to the multiplexer and

analog-to-digital converter. Figure 2-80 iUustrates the ASE data handling function.

C
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t/A/._D CONVERTEI__ GAT____EPUUSES

TIMING _HOLDING GATE PUL_I':S

] AND lCONT_OL GATEPULS_.S
GONTROL

/ RTGO T .TVO,.T^G :
STATU /

t 3Z WORIJ:,

MULTIPLEXER TO DATA
%" MULTIPLEXER AND AND SHIFT

o AID CONVERTER GATES REGISTER

CE TEMPERATURE DATA
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D  ECTION

/,GLA TEMPERATURE DATA
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FROM |GLA PITGH'_AN'-_'_'-

SIGNAL 1 ARM GRENADES

G NERATION/
k ARM THUMPER

Figure 2-80. ASE Data Handling Function Block Diagram

Three analog channels are used for geophone outputs, two for GLA angle outputs,
" _.._, three for calibration, three for ASE temperature and power measurements and the

_fi ' other five for ALSEP electrical power subsystem temperature and power measure-

.ments. The analog signals are multiplexed, converted to digital signals, and for-

:_:_ matted for shiftingto the central data subsystem and downlink transmission. Sub-

word, word, and frame signals are derived from the sequence counters through the

decoder of the timing and cor_trolfunction.

The ASE data format comprises 3Z twenty-bit words per frame with each word

consisting of four five-bit subwords. Geophones two andthree are sampled and

read out in ev,)ry word of the frame. Geophone one is sampled and read out in all
-" but the first word_ In the first word geophone one is sampled and stored, then

k.. read out in the first subword of the second word of each frame. The first two sub-
words of word number one c._mprise a 1D-bit frame synchronizing signal. The

* first three bits of subword one of word 32. provide a mode identification signal.
Data measured and word-subword assignments are listed in Table 2-24.

The binary signals from the multiplexer converter are applied to th_ shift register

multiplexer gates which are controlled by the shift register multiplexing logic. A

storage buffer is provided between the converter multiplexer and the shift register

multiplexer gates. The ASE data is shifteci out in the 32-word telemetry frame

. 0 • ,,
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Table 2-Z4. ASE Measurements

Sense! Bitsl SAmpleel
Ilymbo| l.ocation[ Name Channel Range A¢cur,cy Samp|e Sic

When the Active Seismic ie hot operallnlt the (ollo_ing meaeurement0 are provided
thrnui h the 90-chAnnel mult|plexer o( the Data S/S.

Actwe Seilmlc Temperal'uree (From Tib|e I_ 4

AS. | Central Station Package Temp. 29 -40°C to + 100°(: • )°C 8 .0115
I

_S,l Mortar Bo_ Temp. 44 -?S°C In *J00°C • 3°C 0 .0185

AS- ) Grenade La_l_cher Aeeembly Temp. SS -?S°C t_ * 10O°G • 3°C 8 .018S

._5-4 Geophohe Temp 73 -2,+_°C to ¢ 130°C It _°C 8 .018S

Active Selemlc I,(easuremente
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O format to the bi-phase modulator of the data subsystem for modulation and down-link transmis sion.

The analog-to-digital converter calibration circuit provides a t_vo-pointcheck on

the multiplexer converter by monitoring resultant output of applying the I.75 vdc
and 3.75 vdc input voltages.

2- 172. ASE Power Control Function. Operating and standby (survival) power is

supplied from the power distribution unit (PDU) to the ASE at +5, +15, -IZ, and

, +Z9 vdc (Figure 2-81). Current limiters in power circuits prevent over-voltage

from damaging the ASE components and conversely the ASE from overloading the

PDU in the event of malfunctions. In the ALSEP data the
subsystem +29 vdc line

is prevented from carrying current greater than 500± 50 milliamperes bya cur-

; rent sensor that causes the Zg-volt power to be switched from the operationalQ
power bus to the standby power line whenever the current exceeds this value for

it more than 0.5 millisecond, the +15 volt line, the +5 volt line, and the - lZ volt

line are limited to 150, 500 and 150 milliamperes respectively in the ASE power
control circuitry.

à<�W.OPERATING POWER +29%"(OPERATING) _'h

-e. RELAY RESET * I

FROM DATA DRIVER, "RES-'*_' _/TOFuNCTIoNsASE

SUBSYSTEM RELAY l L /
POWER SIGN_

�15%"I +15%' /ii

RELAY _ :|
= POWER _ CURRENT Ä�@�´�t,._

LIM_TER -12V _..- IZV _ SWITCH

POWER
INTERRUPT SIGNAL

Figure 2-81. ASE Power Control Function, Block Diagram

2-173. SAFETY FEATURES

Both the thumper and mortar package assemblies contain ordnance devices and,
therefore, safety has been a major consideration in the designs. A discusszVon of
the electrical and mechanical safety features of each and their use on the lunar
surface is given in detail below.

2-174. Thumper-Ge0phone Assembly. The thumper contains 21 Apollo Stan-
dard Initiators (ASI's). The ASPs are rated at one ampere "no firq" and three

: ampere "all fire". The ASI, as a component, will generate a pressure of

I
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approximately 650 psi in a 10 cc volume. In the thumper, the ASI's are discharged /..

directay against a spring loaded impact plate. With the thumper held upright for _,

firing operation, with the impact plate against a surface, the ASI mounting plate
confines the ASI discharge pressure primarily to the "chamber" between the

mounting plate and the impact plate to deflect any escaping debris downward.

The thumper is designed so that all ASI's are internally shorted by the ASI rotary
selector switch when the selector switch is in the "0" position. In any other posi-

tion (1 through 21) one ASI is connected to the firing circuitry and the remaining
Z0 ASI's remain shorted out. Rotating this switch from "0" will not in itself fire

'_ an ASI even with power applied. A definite two step firing operation with a time

I delay is required to arm and fire an ASI. After the ASI selector switch is rotated
fro,n the "0" position to a numbered position to select an ASI, the thumper is

armed by rotating the ARM/FIRE knob approximately 90 ° and holding for a mini-
mum of four seconds. The selected ASI is fired by pressing the same switch in,

-_ which applies a capacitor charge across th_ ASI. Should for any reason the firing
) sequence be stopped after the thumper is armed, the released ARM/FIRE control

returns to its normal unactivated position which automatically discharges the

arming capacitors in a matter of milliseconds.

The ARM/FIRE control is designed so that the firing switch cannot l_e actuated un-

til after the arming switch is activated. This switch is also designed to provide a

low impedance across the firing capacitors in the normal position to prevent the

.... capacitors from -_icking up a static charge and to discharge the capacitors if they

are charged but have not fired through an ASI.

The end of each ASI mounted ia the base of the thumper is covered with a coating

i of silicone rubber to protect the initiator from the pressure and debris from ad-

i_ j acent initiator ._irings which otherwise might cause possible sympathetic deflagra-

::.::! tion. Extensive test firings have demonstrated the adequacy oz this design.

=-_--_ 2-175. Mortar Package Assembly. The mortar package consists primarily of a
mortar box and a GLA. The mortar box is completely inert and contains no ord-

• nance devices. The four grenades in the GLA contain all the ordnance devices in

(

the mortar package assembly. Each grenade contains a SBASI to ignite the rocket
motor, up to 45 grams of propellant, a thermal battery containing an enclosed

thermoelectric match for ignition, a detonator assembly including a second SBASI

and 0. I, 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0 pound of hexanitrostilbene (HNS) type explosive for the

#4, #3, #2 and #I grenades respectively.

As noted the grenades in the GLA contain all the ordnance devices in the mortar
package. For safety purposes, the GLA and Mortar Box are never functionally

tested together, but are completely checked out separately and mated only just

prior to flight. For handling and storage purposes, the G!+A is provided with
safety release "pins which mechanically secure the grenades in the launch tubes.
When the GLA is installed in the mortar box, to make up the mortar package as-

sembly, a safety release assembly is used to perforrr, the same function and is

C
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_ only remove4 by the astronaut prior to leaving the lunar surface. Thus, the gre-
nades are mechanically locked in the launch tubes at all times during earth/lunar

operations.

Except for test, all connectors on the GLA are stored with shorting connectors

across them. The GLA is completely functionally tested with special test points

on the bottom of each grenade. In the test configur°_tion the high e_plosive SBASI's

are not connected to the grenade firing circuits and are shorted out %y special te._:t
connectors inserted in the bottom of each grenade. Just prior to fhght these con-

J nectors are removed and flight connectors are installed which connect the SBASI's

/ to the firing circuit leads.

Two SAFE/AI_ lvi switches on the mortar •package are used to assure a safe mortar

# package assembly while the astronaut is present on the lunar surface. One switch
opens the arming circuit between the ASE central electronic and the mortar

package, and shorts out the rocket motor firing capacitors. The second switch --
disconnects the rocket motor SBASI's from the firing circuits and provides a short
circuit across them.

A safe slide in each grenade provides a mechanical block between the detonator

and the HNS explosive. The safe slide is held in place at all times when the gre-

nade is in the launch tube and is spring ejected at launch. Thus, while the safe
slide is in place, inadvertent detonator ignition will not set off the high explosive

charge. In addition, the safe slide maintains a microswitch in a position which

_prevents the thermal .battery output from the high explosive firing circuitry, and
provides a low impedance to the firing capacitors to prevent a staticcharge from

charging these capacitors. To insure that the safe slide assemblies are installed

each GLA is furnished with X-ray pictures which verify that the safe slide plates

were installed when the grenades were installed in the GLA,

The thermal battery in each grenade contains a thermoelectric match which has a

"no fire" rating of 0.75 amperes for 10 msec and an "all fire" of 2.0 amperes for

l0 msec. The battery can only be activated after the grenade leaves the launch
tube and must be activated to provide power to charge the grenade high explosive

firing capacitors and operate the associated SCR firing circuitry. If the thermal

4 battery is inadvertently activated and the safe slide plate is in place it will dis-
charge across a short circuit in a short time (less than 10 minutes).

( _ne high explosive firing capacitors are charged through a current limiting re-
_ sistor which prevents the capacitors from being sufficiently charged to fire the

SBASIs until the grenades are safely down range after they ars launched. After the
thermal battery is activated, it requires approximately eight seconds for the ca=

pacitor to charge sufficiently to permit a voltage sufficient to switch on the SCR in

the firing circuitry.

!
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The HNS explosive was especially selected for its stability properties, It cannot f_%
be set off by impact. It is extremely stable in even a high temperature cnviron- k,J

i ment. Auto ignition can only occur i-_ temperatures above 450 ° centigrade.

The mortar package is designed to be a I%FI shield completely enclosing the GLA

! and grenade. This is primarily provided by the multilayer aluminized mylar ther-
rnal bag and cover. The firing circuits are designed with low pass input filters,
A pulse of greater than three milliseconds is required to trigger these circuits.

In addition, aD firing capacitors and SBASI's have resistors connected across them

to reduce the effects of electrostatic charge.

The rocket motor and HNS explosive train ignitors are one amp no fire devices and

have been e_pecially designed by NASA for high reliability and optimum safety in
ordnance devices.

6 'Power is required to operate the ASE, to arm, and to fire the grenades. At no
time while the mortar package is being handled is operational power applied to the

mortar p_.ckage through the ASE central electronics. Operational power to the

ASE is s_ 5tched offrby the ALSEP astronaut switch which prevents application of
oper_tlonal power even if _ command is inadvertently sent from MSFN to turn the
power on.

P

C
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O 2-176, HEAT FLOW" EXPERIMENT (HF_) SUBSYSTEM

The heat flow experiment (HFE) measures the temperature gradient and the thor.

real conductivity in the near surface layers ,of the. moon, From these measure.
ments the lunar heat flow can be calculated. The measurements obtained from

the experiment enable the average value as well as the direction of the net heat
flux to be determined. The knowledge of the lunar heat flux will provide addi-
tional information on:

a. A comparison of the radioactive content of the Moon's interior and the
Earth' s mantle.

b. A fi,ermal history of the Moon
c. A lunar temperature versus depth pr¢,f_le

d. The value of thermal parameters in the first three meters of the moon's

._ crust.

_-_) When compared wi_Jl seismic measurements, data from the HFE experiment willprovide information on tl_e composition and physical state of the Moon's L-_erior.

The HFE is deployed with the two sensor probles emplanted in the lunar surface
in three-meter boreholes. These, holes are drilled by the astronaut with the

Apollo lunar surface _rill {ALSD). (Refer to Section IV for a description of HFE

deployment. ) The two probes are connected by two multiple-lead cables _.o the

HFE electronics package which is deployed separately from the ALSEP centr_l
station.

Ten Earth commands control the operation of the HFE, The HF_ responds to the

data subsystem with scientific datums and six engineering status datums. One

word of the first 16 frames of each 90-frame ALSEP telemetry cycle is used to
transmit the HFE scientific datums downlink to Earth. The HI_E engineering

, status datums are subcommutated _vith other ALSEP engineering and h._usekeeping

datums in word 33 of the ALSEP telemetry frame, l_efer to the Command List,

Appendix A. and the Measurement l_equirements, Appendix B, for command and
data definition.

2-177. HFE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The major components of the HFE are two sensor probes and an electronics pack-

age as shown in Figure 2-82. The probe s are epoxy-fiberglass tubular structures
which support and house temperature sensgrs, hcaters, and the associated elec-

\ trical wiring. Each probe has two sections, each 55 cm long, spaced 2 cm apart

/ and mechanically counected by a' flexible spring. The flexible spring allows the

probe assembly to be bent into a U-shape to facilitate packing, stowage, and
carrying.

There is a gradient heat sensor surrounded by a heater coil at each end of each
probe section. Each of these two gradient s_nsors consists of two resistance

0
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elements. These four resistance elements are connects,,] i,, ,,f, •...._cal b_:. _.
O circuit. Ring sensors are located I0 cm from each end of ,.q,h I,,..t,,-_.cz...:.

Each of these two ring sensors has two resistance elements. Th,.,:,,four r,_,.,.

tance elements are connected into an electrical bridge circuit. Four therzno.
coupJes are located in the cable of each probe.

The heat flow electronics package contains six printed circuit boards which mo_:.-.:

the electronic circuits of the experiment. An external cable reel houses the H_-_.

central station cable and facilitatesdeployment. A sunshield thermally protects

the electromcs package from externally generated heat. Two reflectors built into

_' the open ends of this sunshield aid in the radiation of internally generated heat

• that otherwise might be entrapped under the sunshield. The electronics package

is thermally protected 5y multilayer insulation and thermal control paint. The

leading particulars of the HFE are listed in Table 2-Z5.
#

I i ) Table 2-25. HFE Leading Particulars

I Characteristic Value

Size of probes (both packaged 25.5 x 4. 5 x 3.5
for flight) in inches

Size of electronics units in incl,es 13 x 9 x 8

Weight of probes (both packaged 3.50

for flight) in pounds
i

Weight of electronics unit in 6.20

pounds t

Power Requirements

Mode 1 "' 6.0 watts (day)

9.5 watts (night)

Mode 2 "" II.0 watts (day or night)4

Mode 3 9.0 watts (day only)

_ 2-178. HFE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The operation of the HFE electronics instrumentation when measuring the lunar

material temperatures may be classified into six functions as shown in Fig-

ure Z-83. These functions are command processing, timing and control, temper-
ature measurement, conductivity heater, data handling, and power and electronics
thermal control. ..

0
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Figure 2-83. Heat Flow Experiment, Functional Block Diagram

The command processing function receives I0 different Earth commands (listed

in Table 2-26) and translates these commands to allow ground control of the

various optional operations of the HFE.

The timing and control function receives basic ALSEP timing signal inputs from

the central station &nd translated command select signals from command process-

ing and distributes logic control signals to all other major functions. The timing

and control function actively sequences the operation of the HFE through measure-

ment routines in accordance with signals received from command processing.

The temperature measurement function receives sencor excitation signals from

timing and control and provides analog temperature measurement data to the data •

handling function. The conductivity heater function receives heater select stepping

signals for discrete operation Of all eight heaters and generates the drive current

necessary to energize the lunar soil with a predeterminedamount of heat.

The data handling function converts "the analog measurement science data to digital

data. In addition, it receives mode, sequence, subsequence, and heater status

data. It formats and supplies this data to the data subaystem in response to the

data demand and data shift pulses for insertion in the ALSEP telemetry data
stream. _"
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The power and electronics thermal control function distributes supply voltages to

O all functions and maintains the proper operating temperature for the HFE elec-
tronics package.

2-179. HFE DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

2-180. HFE Command Processing Function. The command processing function

block diagram is shown in figure 2-84 and consists of the input buffer, mode

select register, measurement select register, probe select register, and the

heater and remote bridge sensor (ring sensors) select register. Command pro-

* cessing includes the reception of Earth commands, command decoding, and sub-

sequent generation of mode control signals that establish the logic routines for

heater, probe, measurement, and mode operations.

t' _ _ The input buffer accepts and stores all ten Earth commands (CI through CI0,

) table 2-26). They are gated to appropriate inputs of the respective select regis-
ters by the 90 FM.

Table 2-26. HFE Command List

| i

Command Number

Symbol Octal Command Nomenclature

CH-I 135 Normal (Gradient) Mode Select I (HFE MODE/G SE L)

CH-2 136 Low Conductivity Mode Select (Ring Source)

(I-IFE MODE/LK SEL)

CH-3 140 " High Conductivity Mode Select (Heat l_lse)s

(HFE MODE/HE SEL)

CH-4 141 HF FuN Sequence Select I (HFE SEG/FU L SE L)

cH-s 142 HF Probe #I Sequence Select (HFE SEQ/PI SEL)

CH-6 143 HF Probe #2 Sequence Select (lIFE SEQ/PZ SEL)
&

CH-7 144 HF Subsequence #12 (lIFE LOAD 1)

, CH-8 145 HF Subsequence #2 2 {HFE LOAD 2)

CH-? 146 HF Subsequence I_3Z (HFE LOAD 3)
.!

CH-10 152 HF Heater Advance (HFE HTR STEPS)

(Steps through following 16-ste_ sequence, one step

per command)
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Figure 2-84. HFE Command Processing Function,' Block Diagram

The mode select register" receives, commands C1 _hrough C:3 and operates as a

mutually exclusive logic circuit providing only one sfgnal output for one command

input. The output of the mode select register places the HFE in one of three basic

modes of operation for performing temperature measurements. The notation as

signed to these three basic modes are mode 1 (normal, or gradient mode), mode Z

(low conductivity mode), and mode 3 (high conductivity mode). " ,,.

Operation of the HFE in performing measurements in mode',s 1 and Z are idcntical;

but in mode Z, th& probe heater constant cur,-_nt supply is h_rned on and any one

:ofthe four heaters on either probe can be selected by command l0 to measure

lunar material heat conductivity. "" ' _ '" " _ "

.Operation of the HFE in performing m'e_surernents' i_nmode' 3 is controlled by the

heater select and remote bridge sensor (ring sensor.s) select register..Mode 3

operation utilizes the 'ring sensors in conjunction'with the heaters. Mode Z opera-

tion utilizes the gradient bridge sensors in conjunction wit_ the heaters, while

mode I operation utilizes only :the gradient bridge sensors with. the heaters turned ,

.off. In addition, the HFE is preset to mode I and full measurement sequence em-i t
ploying the gradient bridge sensors upon turn-on: " ", !

The measurement select register is a logic cite'.' tt _hat sere'sea v_trious combina-..

tions of commands C4 and C7 through C9. It determine# the measurement routine

r , ,+ " 'r,' ' ° '_

|
I
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for modes 1 and 2. In addition, the measurement select register acts as a

mutually exclusive circuit when sensing command 4 thus settingup subscqu(.nt

_ circuitry for a full sequence of temperature measurements as described inJ

t table 2-27.

I The probe select register is a mut_mlly exclusive logic circuit that allows the o],

i •tion of selecting probe ] or probe 2 independentl),during any temperature measu,

t ment format in mode 1 or mode 2. When C4 is applied to the probe select regi,.-I
l ter, the register will select both probes in sequence.l
!

_] _ The heater select and remote bridge sensor select register is a mutually exclu-
sive and conditional logic circuit that selects both the heaters and remote bridge

sensors (ring sensors). During mode 1 the register has no effect on operation.

Command CI0 is gated into the r.egisterto a11ow for heater selection from ear.th.

In mode 2 the register serves as a heater select register only. In mode 3, the

register serves as both a heater select register and remote bridge select register.

2-181. HFE Timin_ and Control Function. The timing and control function is
shown in Figure 2-85 and consists of the measurement sequence programmer,

400 KHz clock, and the measurement sequence decoder. Timing and control re°

ceives command and timing signals from the command processor function and data

, subsystem, respectively. It-provides the basic timing and control required for
acquisition of data from the sensors and for formatting that data through the data

handling function. .,

; The measurement sequence programmer controls HI E measurement sequencing

,, in modes I and 2 in response to me'asurement select signals. Sequence status is

._: applied through the sequence decoder to control measurements _nd sensor excita-

,j;,:) tion. The full sequence of measurements is listed in table 2-27. A 90th frame

_ _ mark occurs once every 54.4. seconds The time required to make a complete
= 4 cycle of readings (fullsequence) is 7.'25 minutes. In addition, the respective

_-_ probe selection is handled by the measurement sequence programmer during
=_ modes 1 or 2. ,

-:_ The subsequence programmer, driven by a 400 KHz clock, allows any one of four

_! possible measurement types (N 1 through N 4) to be taken (see Table 2-26). It pro-
• vides a data control gate and digital subsequence status data through the decoder

to the data handling function.

Signals rt_ceived from the measurement sequence programmer and the subse-

quence programme_ are compared and decoded by the measurement sequence de°

coder and sent to the conductivity heater, temperature measurement, and data

handling functions for program corttrol during HFE operation.

Z-182. HFE Temperatu're Measurement Function. 'The HFE temperature mea-
s_Irem'ent function block diagram is shown in Figure 2-86 and consists of the pulse

power supply, sensor excitation switching circuit, gradient bridge sensors,

0

$1 "" ',' ,, ,,_,":
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Figure 2-85. HFE Timing and Control Function, Block Diagram
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thermocouple sensor grouping and reference bridge, and the remote bridge sen-

_ors (ring sensors). The gradient bridges, ring bridges, and thermocouples re-

ceive excitation in accordance with the mode and sequence selected by command,
and are energized by the pulse power supply. Selection is contrclled by the sen-

sor excitation switching circuit. The sensors and thermocouples are sam?led to

obtain analog _emperature measurement iaformatio which is supplied to the data

handling function.

Five types of measurements are performed in the three basic modes of operation
as follows :

a. High sensitivity bridge measurement of probe temperature difference

(gradient). These measurements are performed in a ± 2°C range with a probable
error of 0.003°C. The gradient sensors are used for these measurements in

• modes I and 2. The ring sensors'are used in mode 3 operation.

b. Low sensitivity bridge measurement of probe temperature difference

( (gradient). These measurements are performed in a ± 20°C range with a probable
error of 0.03°C. The gradient sensors are used for these measurements Ju modes

:_ I and 2 operation.
c. Total bridge resistance measurement of probe ambient temperature. These

:_ measurements are performed in a 200 to 250°K range with a probable error of

_ 0. I*C. The gradient bridges are measured in modes I and 2. The ring bridges
are measured in mode 3 operation.

d. Bridge measurement of the thermocouple reference junction temperature.

These measurements are performed in a -20 to 60°C range with a orobable error

of 0. I'C. These measurements are performed in modes 1 and 2 operation.

e. Thermocouple measurements of probe cable ambient temperature. The_e

measurements are performed in a 90 to 350°K range with a probable error of

0.3"C. These measurements are perforr, aed only in rood _ I and 2 operation.

' 2-183. The normal gradient mode is used to monitor the heat flow in and out of

th e lunar surface crust. Heat frona solar radiation flows into the Moon during the

lunar day and out of the Moon during lunar night. This larger heat gradient in the
near subsurface of the Moon will be monitored and measured in order to differ-

entiate it from the more steady but smaller heat flow outward from the interior of
the Moon.

4

The temperature g_adients and average-absnlute temperatures are measured with

the gradient sensors and with the thermocouples spaced along the two cables con-

_ necting the probes to the electronics package.

In each deployed probej the temperature difference between the ends of eacA of

the t_o sections is measured by the gradiert bridge consisting of the gradient
sensors positioned at the ends of the probe section. Gradient temperatures are

measured _n both tLe high sensitivity and low sensitivity ranges.

! 0
,41 •

l ' " ,' " '" i ".' "'" " z-,9l
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and by any one of the therrnocouples spaced at four points along each probe cable. --t"
In each probe cable, the thcrmocouples are placed at the top gradient sensor and

at distance increments of 65, 115, and 165 cm above the top gradient sensor. The

refer _nce junction for the thermocouples is mounted on the HFE electronics pack-

age thermal plate. Gradient bridges and thermocouple locations are identified by
a number system. Gradient bridges are identified by probe number (1 or 2), and

probe section (1 for upper, 2 for lower). Thermocouples are identified by probe
number, and by position in the cable (1, 2, 3, or 4, with 4 at the upper end of the

i probe). ,_

l
l 2-184. Thermal conductivity of the lunar material is measured with the principal

of creating a known quantity of heat at a known location by exciting one of the eight

' probe heaters, and measuring the resultant probe temperature change for a period
of time. Because it is not known whether the surrounding material will have a low

) conductivity (loosely consolidated material) or a high conductivity (solid rock),
the capability to measure over a wide range using two modes of operation are in-

corporated into the HFE design.

In low conductivity operation, the thermal conductivity of the lunar material is de-

termined by measuring the temperature rise of the end of the probe in which the
selected heater is located. The temperature which the heater must reach to dis-

sipate the power input is a measure of thermal conductivity of the surrounding

material. The low conductivity measurements are performed in the sequence
(Table 2-27) selected by Earth command (Table Z-26). The probe heater selected

by Earth command recei-ces low power excitation, and dissipates two milliwatts of

power ....

:4 In high conductivity operation, the thermal conductivity of the lunar material is

"1 determined by measuring the temperature rise at the ring bridge nearest the
_:_ selected heater. The temperature rise per unit of time at the known distance is a

measure of thermal conductivity o ¢ the surrounding material. The high conduc-
tivity (mode 3) measurements are temperature gradient in the high sensitivity

._. range, and probe average-absolute temperature (Table 2-27) on a single remote
bridge. The bridge used in performing a measurement is determined by the

heater selected by Earth Command 10. The heater receives high power excitation,

and dissipates 500 milliwatts of power. Be_._xuse of the higher power consumption,

this mode, if selected, will operate only during lunar day. .
°.

Ring bridge lo: ztions are identified in the same manner as the gradient bridges.
Heater locations are identified by probe number (1 or 2), and by position on the

probe (1, 2, 3. or 4, with 1 et the .top and 4 at the bottom of the probe)..
,. . • . •

2-185. HFE Conductivity Heater Function.. The conductivity heater function 5lock
diagram is shown in figure 2-87 and consists of a constant current supply, heater
select svcitching circuit, and eight heaters arranged on the top and bottom of

upper and lower sections of probe 1 and 2. The conductivity heaters are used to

apply a known amount of heat energy _o the lunar soil.

,,, ....4, 2,..192
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Figure Z-87. HFE Conductivity Heater Function, Block Diagram

_ne constant current supply provides the drive current for the heaters while the

heater select switching circuit gates the drive current to the selected heater.

Ground commands 1 through 3 are received from the command processor by the

_I constant current supply. Command 1 inhibits the operation of the constant current

supply. Commands Z and 3 turn the constant current supply on and select the low

or high constant current, respectively. The heater select signal (command I0)

advances the heater select switching circuit sequentially to select the heater to be
activated.

: Analog housekeeping data and digital heater status data is supplied to the data
,,, handling function for insertion in the data output.

;_-186. HFE Data Handling Function. The data handling function block diagram is
shown in Figure Z-88 and consists of the multiplexer, data amplifier, analog-to-

A digital converter, and output shift register. Data handling includes the compiling

and digitizing of analog temperature measurement science data for subsequent in-

sertion into the data subsystem telemetry format.

The multiplexer compiles analog temperature data receive4 from the temperature
measurement function and distributes this data to the data amplifier in accordance

with data gates received from timing and control ..

O
2-193
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Figure 2-88. HFE Data Handling Function, Block Diagram

The data amplifier conditions the bridge and thermocouple voltages to the dynamic

range required by the analog-to-digital-converter. A successive approximation

technique is employed to digitize the data for storage in the output shift register.
Mode, sequence, subsequence, and heater status data is also stored in the output

-_ shift register in a11oted positions as shown in figure 2-83. The data demand from

:i tl_e ALSEP data subsystem then allows the scientific data along with an identifica-
.... -q= tion code to be shifted out to the central station for inse_t;on in fl,e ALSEP tele-

metry frame and downlink transmission to Earth.

2-187. HFE Power and Electronics Thermal Control Function. The HFE power

and electronics thermal control function block diagram is shown in figure Z-89.

and consists of the DC power converter, electronics temperature control circuit,

electr,,nics package heater, and the power gating control circuit.

The DC power converter receives the primary 29 VDC power and develops the re-

( quired operating power levels for distribution to all HFE electronic circuitry
k .

through the power gating control circuit located electrically on the secondary side

of the DC power converter. The power gating con*" ol circuit does the actual dis-

tribution of power and operates in conjunction with a thermostatic switch. When
the HFE package femperature reaches 30°C, the thermostatic switch signals the

power gating control circuit and power distribution is limited during periods be-
tween measurements.

{
2-194 .........
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Figure 2-89. HFE Power and Electronics Thermal Control Function,
Block Diagram

Active thermal control of the HFE electronics package is provided by the elec-

tronics temperature control circuit and the electronics package heater. The

heater is mounted on the thermal plate and aids in maintaining the temperature of
the HFE electronics within its operational temperature range of I0 ° to 60°C. The

active component in the electronic temperature control circuit is a thermostatic
switch which is sensitive to the effective operating temperature range of the HFE

electronics package.

In addition, the heater is connected to a standby heater power line in order to

provide thermal control during periods when operational power to the HFE is
• turned off. At these times the heater dissipates a maximum of 4.5 watts for ther-

mal control.

2-188. HFE/Data _ubsystem Interface - In addition to the ten Earth commands
" listed in Table 2,26, the HFE receives the following four timing and control sig-

nals from the ALSEP data subsystem:

a. ?0-frame mark which is the time base for the HFE operation. It is received

by the measurement sequence programmer and releases commands from the com-
mand receiver.

0

2-I95
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b. Frame mark which is the time base for synchronizing data outputs to the

data subsystem. It is used by the measurement •sequence programmer and the C')
subsequence programmer.

c. Data demand which is adc level maintained for one word time on the demand

line during the readout of the HFE output shift register, which receives the data
demand from the ALSEP data subsystem.

d. Data shift pulse which is enabled during data demand to shift the data to the

data subsystem at the 1060 BPS bit rate of the data subsystem.

2o189. The HFE has been allocated one 10-bit word per ALSEP telemetry frame

for temperature data transmission. The HFE transmits data during the first 16

frames of each ALSEP 90-frame cycle. Eight frames are required to transmit

one data point measurement. The word format is shown in _igure Z-89A. K 1 and

j R Z identify the state of the subsequence programmer. P1, PZ, P3, and P4

' identify the state of the measurement sequence programmer. M 1, IviZ, and M 3 *
identify the state of the mode register. H I , H 2, H 3, and H4 identify the state of
the heater sequence programmer. Frames 1 through 8 starting with the. 90 frame

mark contain one measurement. Frames 9 through 16 contain the next sequential
measurement. Frames 17 through 90 contain words that _re all zeror.

i : ALSEPAME, * i i

-_ | SEQUENCESTATUS HF[DATA._,EXCITATIONVOLTS(TYPICAL)
I 3 - I _ _1

f--'----,-'--'--"
I _ | MODESTATUS HI:[DATA.,'. ORID(;EOUTPUTITYP!CAD

I _ I HEATERSTAIUS _ I _ HI:[DATA.-EXCITATIONVOLTS(TYPICALI
I I T-_ w S _1

IIIItllllllll! "
SUBSEQUEN_'.ESTATUS HFEDATA,- BRIDGEOUTPUT(TYPICAL)

J

Figure 2-89A. HFE Measurement Digital Data Format

2-190. Seven analog data lines are allocated to the HFE. They are used to moni-

tor the HFE power supply and probe heater current supply as listed in Table 2-Z8.

1971014816-205
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i Table 2-28. HFE Analog Housekeeping Datums
i

! O Symbol Name Frame Range --

AH-1 Supply Voltage #1 30 0 to +5 volts

_ AH-2 Supply Voltage #Z 45 0 to -5 volts

AH-3 Supply Voltage #3 56 0 to +15 volts
AH-4 Supply Voltage #4 74 0 to -I 5 volts
AH-5 (not used) 86

AH-6 Low Conductivity Heater 57 ON/OFF

• AH-7 High Conductivity Heater 7 5 ON/OFFt

Q
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O Z-191. CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT EXPERIMENT (CPLEE)SUBSYSTEM

The charged particle lunar environment experiment (CPLEE) measures the energy

distribution, time variations, and direction of proton and electron fluxes at the

lunar surface. The results of these measurements will p'rovide information on a

• variety of particle phenomena.

, : The lunar surface n_.aybe bombarded by electrons and protons caused by several

_ phenomena that are as yet not understood. For example, occasionally the solar

wind may hit the surface. This wind is caused by the expansion into interplane-
tary space of the very hot outer gaseous envelope of the Sun. The resultir_ flow
stream apparently carries energy and perturbations from the Sun to the Earth-

_ Moon system. During times of the full'Moon, this solar wind stream also sweeps

the magnetospheric tail of the Earth toward the Moon. It appears that here the
electrons and protons that cause auroras and Van Allen radiation are accelerated

when they plunge into the terrestrial atmosphere. These acceleration processes
are not understood and simultaneous observations of them near the Earth and

Moon will permit more detailed study of their extent and other characteristics.

Because the Moon is sufficiently large to prove an obstacle to the flow of the solar
wind, it is possible that, at times, there is a standing front. The detailed physi-

cal processes that occur at such fronts are not fully understood, and they are of

considerable fundamental interest in .plasma research. If there is such a front
near the Moon, the CPLEE will detect the disordered or thermalized fluxes of

electrons and protons which share energy on the downstream side of the front.

To study these phenomena, the-CPLEE measures the energy of protons and elec-

= trons separately, and measures each in 18 different energy intervals. The

_:_ CPLEE is capable of measuring particles v_ith energies ranging from 40 ev to ap-

- proximately 70 kev with flux levels of about 10 5 to 1010 particles per square
c _ntimeter/second/steradian. The CPLEE measures particles a.nd, therefore,

characteristic f of the following solar radiation phenomena:

a. Solar wind electrons and protons (50 key to 5 key)
b. Thermalized solar wind electrons and protons (50 ev to 10 kev)

c. Magnetospheric tail particles (50 ev to 70 key)

d. Low-energy solar cosmic rays (10 ev to 70 key).

' The basic instrument of the CPLEE used to perform these measurements consists

of two detector packages (analyzers) oriented in different directions for minimum

exposure to the ecliptic path of the Sun. Each detector package has six particle

detectors. Five of these detectors provide information about particle energy dis-
tribution, while the sixth detector provides high sensitivity at low particle fluxes.

Particles entering the detector package are deflected by an electrical field into

0
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one of the six detectors, depending on the energy and polarity of the particles, t_
The CPLEE also includes electronics for recording the particle counts and pro-

viding data to the data subsystem.

The CPLEE reports scientific data to the data subsystem in six words of the 64-

word ALSEP telemetry frame. The CPLEE also reports six housekeeping signals

to the data subsystem.

2-192. CPLEE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
J

The CPLEE is self-contained unit of and
a consisting sensing signal processing

I electronics housed in an insulated case. The CPLEE is supported by four legs in

J a rectangular arrangement (see Figure Z-90). Leading particulars of the CPLEE

are shown in Table z-zg. Figure Z-91 shows the three major components of the .

a. Two physical analyzers
b. Electronics.

Each physical analyzer consists of entrance slits, deflection plates, and six de-
tectors.

:!UHT;
DH'_I('[:V_R ' I[;qLIhG

'_ £,AIJC[.

Figure Z-90. Charged Particle Lunar Environment

. Experiment Subsystem C"

• , , ,. . o . ,o
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, CPLEE electronics consist of the following major subassemblies:

a. Switchable power supply (deflectionplate voltages)

b. Power supply for Analyzer A

C. Power supply for Analyzer B

d. Low voltage power supply .

e. Logic module

f. Amplifiers module

g. Ancillary module.

INSUIJAIW

• i

Figure Z-gl. CPLEE Major Components

t_ ' "
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The upper thermal support plate is the primary structural component of CPLEE.

The support plate provides a mounting base for all internal and external compo-

nents, and is a tie point for mounting the experiment to ALSEP subpack_,ge No. 1.
Tw,, apertures in the support plate provide particle access to the detectors. A

rr sheet, attached to a spring retention device, covers the apertures untila
dust cover removal command is received.

An external shell of insulation provides thermal protection/or the inner compo-

nents and isolates the support plate from the outer case.

The CPLEE is connected to the central station by a tape cable which is contained
_' in an enclosed reel prior to deployment.

., |

2-193. CPLEE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The CPLEE has six major function_3:

a. Charged particle detection2 _

b. Particle discrimination and prof.,ramming

c. Data handling

d. Power supplye. Self-test

L Environmental control.

Figure 2-92 is a functional block diagram showing the relationship of these CPLEE
functions.

p DATA DEMAND :s! DATA L PARTICLE MEASUI_EMENT PUL.SE_

DIGITAL DATA I HANDLdNG _- " '6 WORDS FUNCTION

IDENTIFICATION

• " DATA STEPP_D VOLTAGES

F._'_RTH COMMANDS PARTICLE CHAJ_OED
DISCRIMINATION CHARGED PARTICLES

DATA d (6) AND PROGRAM- CONTROL PARTICLE
SUBSYSTEM EVEN FRAME MINO FUHCTION DETECTION

FUNCTION
b

CONTROL

EARTH COMMANDS POWER

C (Z) OPERATING
POWER

OPERATING POWE| POWICR STANDBY POWER
STANDBY POwER SUPPLY

FUNCTION OPEP_ATING POWER
_SO_ BETA
SQUA/t.g RADIATION
WAVE

! SELF- TEST[

I

Figur_ 2-92. CPLE_.., Functional Block Diagram
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O The polarity and rr, ergy content of charged particles are measured in a program-
med sequence. These data are reported to data handling which converts them in a

programmed s_',_u:_'nce to digital format compatible with the ALSEP telemetry

frame. These ,li_:ital data are stored until requested by tbe data subsystem for
down-link tranez,jseion to Earth.

The power supply provides high voltage to the deflection plates in the sensing func-

, tion as programmed, high voltage to the twelve detectors in both physical a_alyz-
ers, and low volt;.ge to all the CPLEE electronic circuits.

¥

The CPLEE contains two provisions to self-test its own operation:

a. Beta rad!ation source for end-to-end testing before dust cover removal

• b. Test oscillator for checking amplifiers and data processing electronics.

Environment cm_trol features include a dust cover, dust cover removal, and
thermal control,

In its operation, the CPLEE is responsive to Earth commands as listed in

Table 2-30. Only °he of these eight Earth commands (command 3 - dust cover
removal) is essential for the operation of the CPLEE. The AL,SEP central station

timer provides an autornat,c back-up command for this operation. The other
seven commands are incl,_ded to extend the versatility of the experiment.

°fable 2-30. CPLEE Command List

Command Numbe r Nomenclature

l Operational heater ON

, 2 Operational heater OFF
• 3 Dust cover removal

4 Automatic voltage
sequence ON

5 Step voltage level

6 Automatic voltage

° sequence OF_7 Channeltron

volta_se incre_e ON
8 Channeltron _/

q

voltage increase OFF

When operatir,_ power is applied to CPLEE, the thermal control circuitry is pre-
set in an aut,,rr-,tlc mode. Automatic control consists of the thermostat and

heaters cont r,,;l_n_ the temperature. Command I overrides the automatic mode by

removing the t..rrrnoutat from the active thermal control circuits and applying
+28 volts t¢, tr,- heaters continuously.

0 '
• . . °.

_ ° , o.
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Command 2 turns off the heater. In this mode the experiment operates without A
any activ_ thermal control. The thermal control is returncd to the_utomatic mode k3
by momentarily interrupting the prime 29 vdc power to the CPLEE.

Command 3 detonates the two squibs that remove the dust cover.

Command 4 returns the CPLEE to automatic deflection plate voltage sequencing
after interruption by command 6.

I Ifautomatic deflection voltage sequencing has been interrupted by command 6,
l command 5 will permit the deflection voltage to be manually stepped to any of the

i operating positions (4.3500, * 350, :b35, background, _r test oscillatou).

i) Command 6 may be used to interrupt the automatic deflection voltage switching j

._ sequence. The deflection voltage will remain at the operating position coincident

_' with receipt of this command and will continue to be autornatically switched be-

tween physical analyzers A and B.

_, Command 7 may be used to increase the operating voltage applied to the detector

from 2800 to 3200 volts. This capability _s included so that the operating voltage
can be inc£ eased in the event that the electron gain characteristics of the detector
degrade during the life of the exFeriment.

Command 8 returns the CPLEE detector volt'ages to an operating voltage of
2800 volts.

2.. 194. CPLEE DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The following paragraphs describe in detail the six major CPLEE functions.

2- 195. CPLEE Detectin_ Function. The CPLEE detecting functional block dia-
gram is shown in Figure 2-93.

The basic detector element in the CPLEE is the Bendix Channeltron @electron

multiplier. This detector is sensitive to both protons and electrons over the

energy range required for this experiment and operates at a counting rate of up to
one megahertz.

(-_ The detector is a glass capillary tube having an inside diameter of about one rail-

. limeter and a length of l0 centimeters. A layer of special conducting material
that has secondary electron emission characteristics is deposited over the in-

terior surface of the tube, When a potential difference is applied between the enus
of the tube, an electric field is established down its :ength. Any electron ejected

from the inside surface b_ photoelectric or secondary emission will be accelera-
ted down the tube and will simultaneously drift across the tube with whatever lat-

eral velocity was acquired by the ejection process. Electron multiplication occurs

when the potential dilference "s such that these free electrons gain enough energy

0
2-204
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Figure Z-93. CPLEE Charged Particle Detection Functlon, Block Diagram

from the electric fieldbetween encounters with the surface that more than one

qecond_ry electron is generated at each encounter. A single electron ejected at

the low p°tentialend of the detector can result in an electron gain of about 108 at

the high potential end.. Figure _._gd illustratesthe typical electron gain character-
isticsof a Bendix Channeltron k_XJdetector..Note that the knee of the gain curve
occurs at about Z700 volts. Between the knee of the curve and the saturation re-

g.:on,the amplitude and shape of the output pulses tend to be uniform and indepen-

dent of the type or energy level of the radiation.

Energy measurements are translated to pulses by each detector and sent to sepa-

rate amplifiers where the pulses are amplified, wave-shaped, and sent to the

• multiplexer in the data handling function.

Since the detector is sensitive to and ultraviolet radi-
electrons, protons, x-rays,

ation0 the output pulses from the detector contain no information concerning the

type or energy of the primary radiation. Therefore, information concerning these

parameters is obtained by electrostatic analys+s of the charged particles prior to
their entering the detector.

Figure Z-95 illustrates the major components in the physical analyzer used in the
CPLEE. Each physical analyzer consists of a set of entrance slits, deflection
plates, and six etectors.

O
.+ 2-205
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Figure 2-_4. Charmeltron_Detector Typical Electron Gain

Charged particles entering the deflection pla_.e region will be deflected along
curved paths which are a function of their energy-to-charge ratio. Particles of

one sign will be detected in fir,; discrete energy levels by the five C-type detec-

tors which are positioned below the center line of the deflection plates as defined

by the entrance slits. Particles of the opposite sign are detected simultaneously
by the helical detector in one broad energy spectrum.

The switchable power supply in the particle discrimination and programming func-

tion provides voltage at three levels and in each polarity to the deflector plates.

This voltage apvlied to the deflection plates is automatically cycled through seven ,,
levels: three positive, three negative, and a no_inal zero so that the background
flux can be measured. Particles having a particular energy level are measured _

- by each detector in the physical analyzer as the deflection plate voltage is auto-

+ e350, and e3500 volts. *
matically programmed through 35,

A timing sequence is used to automatically switch the deflection plate voltage.

This timing sequence uses the even frame marks from the data subsystem a_ the
basic timing clock. The even frame marks are received by the particle, discrim-

ination and programming function which translates them into deflection plate volt-

age commands to the switchable power supply. Since each ALSEP telemetry
frame requires 0. 604 second, the even frame marks occur every I. 21 seconds.

¢
.... .°
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Figure 2-95. CPLEE Physical Analyzer Major Components

When the experiment is turned on, the timing sequence raay start at any point.

Assuming that the operation starts when +3500 volts is applied to the deflection

plates, analy_er A measures the charged-particle flux for a period of I. 21 sec-

onds. Then analyzer B measures f.he incident radiation for I. _I seconds, after

which the deflection voltage is automatically switched to +350 volts and the meas-q

urement sequence by analyzers A and B is repe_ted. Since the measurementq

f period at each deflection voltage level is 2.42 seconds and a complete cycle of

operation includes eight steps, the complete sequence requires 19.4 seconds.
1 • During the time period that one physical analyzer is measuring the flux level, the

! last measurement made by _he cecond analyzer is being read out by the ALSEP

data subsystem.

2-196. CPLEE Particle Discrimination and Prograrn min_ Function. The CPLEE

particle discrimination and programming functional block diagram is shown in

Figure 2-96.

0
2-207
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I " Figure 2-96. CPLEE Discrimination and Programming Function,

i Block Diagram
b

I The programmer receives even frame marks from the data subsystem and uses
them as the basic timing clock to synchronize the switchable power supply which

provides stepped voltages to the physical analyzer deflection plates in the detect-

ing function.

The switchable power supply on command from the programmer provides the fol-

lowing stepped voltages: :

a. 135 vdc .';'-

b. 4.350 vdc _
c. 13500 vdc ..
d. " 0 vdc.

These voltages are stepped as commanded by the programmer.

The outputs from the two physical analyzers in the detecting function are gated by

the programmer to the mu2tiplexer and counters of the data handling function. The

two physical analyzers are gated into the counters as follows:

The pulses from physical analyzer A are gated to the counters and information is
collected for a s-_ecific deflection voltage level. On receipt of an even frame

mark from the data subsystem, a11 counter inputs are inhibited and identification

data bits are stored in the shift registers. The first shift pulse, following in

time, transfers th,; count data into the shift registers. At the falling edge of this
pulse, the programmer directs the switchable power supply to its next voltage
level. Approximately 30 milliseconds later, the countexs are all reset to zero. ,

About 60 milliseconds after the original even frarne mark pulse, the counter in-

puts are enabled and physical analyzer B couples into the counters.

The output from each counter is transferred _o a shift register in the data handling

function upon command from the programxner. Then the count data from the shift

registers are read out as serial digital data to the ALSEP data subsystem upon

receipt of a data demand from the data subsystem.

C
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Z-)97. CPLEE Data Handling Function. The CPLEE data handling function is

O shown in 2-97.Figure

PARTICLE

CHARGED MEASUREMENT
_ SHIFT PULSES •

PARTICLE PU I__ES "-_ __C REGISTER _DETECTION | MUL*[IPLF_ER OUNTERS _--,_ _ _-,_ _:_ j[ DATA DEMAND _ DATA*- ' SUBSYS'_

FUNCTION _ _ " 6WORDS -,'
! i I _"....... | |C;A'rES I DAT^qUTpU_i .,_,,L

/

IImHmtTl
PARTICLE ( SIGN_NA_
DISCRUVq1_IATIONJ IDENTIFICATIONDATA J i
AND

PROGRAMMING L TRANSFER DATA
1

t FUNCTION

i Figure Z-97. CPLEE Data Handling Function,
• Block Diagram

The outputs from the detecting function are received by the multiplexer. The

multiplexer contains 1Z input gates, one for each detector. The multiplexer
routes these outputs to the pertinent counters. The high energy and helix detec-

tors (detectors 5 and 6) in each physical analyzer have Z0-bit counters and detec-

tors 1 through 4 have 19-bit counters. The output from each counter is trans-

ferred to a shift register upon command from the particle discrimination and pro-

gramming function. The outputs from detectors 1 through 4 have only 19 bits at
this point but in the shift register the identification data, ID, sent by the particle

discrimination and programming function is added to each word. ID bit number 1
is added to the count data from detector 1 to indicate whether analyzer A or B is

being read oat. ID bit number z indicates the polarity (positive or negative) of the

deflection voltage, and ID bit number_ 3 and 4 indicate the magnitude of the de-

flection voltage (3500, 350, 35, or zero). Only four bits out of IZ0 are used for

identificationdata; all of the remaining digitaldata contain scientificinformation.

' Analyzer count data are transferred from the shift registers to the register read-
out gates on demand from the data subsystem. The data subsystem sends a data

demand pulse to the register readout gates and the count data are read out on a

digital data line.

Z-198. CPLEE Power Supply Function. The CPLEE power supply functional

• block diagram is shown in Figure Z-98.

The data subsystem power distribution unit supplies primary power to the CPLEE

"-_ low voltage power supply which, in turn, provides operating power to the two de-
q t_ctor power supplies and to the switchable power supply in the particle discrim-

" I ination and programming function. The switchable power supply supplies de-

i flection plate voltages to the physical analyzers in the detecting function and its

• operation is discussed in the preceding particle discrimination and programming
paragraphs.

!o
i, ..... z-zo9
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Figure Z-98. CPLEE Power Supply Function, Block Diagram

The low voltage power supply also provides e3, +6, -16, -"Z7, and +3Z vdc for the

operating voltages to all of the CPLEE electronics.

2-199. CPLEE Self-Test Function. A self-test of the prean_plifiers, amplifiers,

counters, and shift registers is provided by the test oscillator. The test oscil-

lator is energized every other time the switchable power supply in the particle
discrimination and programming function switches to zero volts. Therefore, a

self-testis made of all the signal processing in the CPLEE during each complete

cycle of operation, i

:7._ Th e output of the test oscil!ator is connected to the input of the preamplifiers in
parallel. The oscillator output is a near square wave continuous signal at a fre-

quency of 350 KHz • I0_0. The oscillator pulse data are read out by the data sub-
/

system in the same manner as detector pulses. ,,'

Another self-test of the CPLEE operation is provided by a beta-ray source located
on the dust cover. This radiation is detected by the physical analyzer's and the

output pulses are processed as described for other charged particles: This allows

a complete check of the detectors and signal processing electronics,during pre-

i flight testing and prior to dust cover removal during lunar operation.

When the dust cover is removed, the effect of the beta-ray sourc_ is reduced to

less than 0. l count per second on any one detection channel.
/

2-200. CPLEE Environmental Control Function. The CPLEE is designed to oper-

ate over a temperature range of -50 to +150 degrees F and to survive a nonopera- ..

tional _eniperature range of -60 to +160 degrees F.

i
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For passive thermal control, the CPLEE is surrounded on five sides by thermal
insulation of alternate layers of aluminized mylar and fiberglass with spaces be-

, tween the layers. The top of the CPLEE is a thermal plate to which all of the
CPLEE electronics are mo_,nted. This thermal plate functions as a heat sink and

radiates excess operation-generated heat into the lunar atmosphere

} For active thermal control, the CPLEE has heaters and a th_'mcstat mounted to

_, | the underside of this thermal plate to maintain operating temperature levels dur-

l _ng the lunar night. Earth command 1 bypassea _he automatic thermal control4
t ] _: . emptoying the thermostat, and turns the heatel on. Earth command Z bypasses

the thermostat and turns the heater off. Auto atic control is reinstated by switch-

I i : ing the operating power off and then on.
J

' The CPLEE has a dust cover that protects t sense,, apertures and thermal con-

i C) trol surfaces from dust until after LM ascenL. The du,t _",:,er is removed by
Earth command 3 which @etonates two squibs that r¢,le_,,: spring retention de-

vice. The dust cover rolls up on one end of the therma) plate and exposes both

apertures. In the event of failure of Earth command 3, a backup timer in the

A,LSEP data subsystem will initiate removal of the dust cover.

Z-Z01. CPLEE/ALSEI=' Data Subsystem Interface. The _cientific data from

CPLEE are read out on a digital data line. Each ALSEP telemetr_, frame con-

sists of 64 digital words which have ten bits each. Six words in each ALSEP

telemetry frame are assigned to the CPLEE. However, the output _rom each of

the six detectors in one physical analyzer consists of twenty bits. Therefore two
ALSEP telemetry frames are required to read out one step of CPLEE operation

for each physical analyzer. Word assignment is as follows:

Initial TIIv[ Frame

Words 7 and 17 Detector 1

Words 19 and Z3 Detector Z

Words 39 and 55 Detector 3

Second T/M Frame

Words 7 and 17 DetectOr 4

Words 19 and 23 Detector 5

, Words 39 and 55 Detector 6

In addition to the digital data output signal, the CPLEF provides six analog signals

for engineering data. Four of the analog signals monitor the four power supplies

and the other two signals monitor the temperature of analyzer A and the switchable

power supply. The ALSEP data subsystem converts these analog data to an eight-
bit digital signal and each of the six signals is sampled by the data subsystem at
least once every 90 frames oi _ 54. 45 seconds.

h
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_ Z-ZO2. COLD CATHODE GAUGE EXPERIMENT (CCGE) SUBSYSTEM.v

The cold cathode gauge experiment (CCGE) comprises the cold cathode ion gauge
• (CCIG) and associated electronics (Figure Z-99). The purpose of the experiment

is to measure the density of the lunar atmosphere• The CCGE will determine the

density of any lunar ambient atmosphere, including any temporal variations either
of a random character or associated with lunar local time or solar activity. In

addition, the rate of loss of contaminants left in the landing area by the astronauts
and lunar module (LM) will be measured.

#

The cold cathode ion gauge (CCIG) and the electronics make up the two basic sub-

assemblies of the CCGE. The CCIG performs the required sensing while the

electronics develops the scientific and engineering data measurements which are

, routed to the ALSEP central station data subsystem. The CCIG detects densities

correspondingto pressures of 10 -6 torr to approximately 10 -12 torr. All nu-

r-_ merical parameters are contingent upon known temperatures, anode voltages, and

_/ related magnetic/electrostatic field strengths. The normal gauge accuracy (in-

cluding reproducibility) is ±30% above 10 -10 torr and _50% below 10 "10 tor_. At
1O"10 torr, the starting time for the gauge does not exceed 45 minutes at 23 C in

total darkness and while operating at rated voltages and related magnetic/

electrostatic field strengths. Above 5 x 10-9 torr, the starting time will be in-
stantaneous.

The cold cathode gauge experiment (CCGE) is designed to sense the particle density

of the lunar atmosphere immediately surrounding its deployed position. 'An elec-
trical current is produced in the gauge, proportional to particle density. This

current is amplified and converted into a I0 bit digital word and transmitted to

ALSEP at a prescribed time in the ALSEP telemetry format.

2-203. CCGE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION.

The cold cathode gauge experiment consists of a cold cathode ion gauge assembly

(CCIG), electronics package, and structural and thermal housings. Table 2-31
lists the leading particulars of the CCGE.

• 2-204. Cold Cathode Ion Gauge. The CCIG structural location is identified in

figure Z-99 arid is made of type 304 stainless steel. The gauge is connected to the

electronics package by a short cable. All feedthrough insulators are high alumina
ceramic designed for ultra-high vacuum use. The CCIG aperture is sealed against

ingress of dirt and moisture. The seal is removed, on ground command, by an
explosive actuated piston releasing a spring.

Z-Z05. CCGE Electronics Package. The electronics package contains the power
supplies, el_ctrometer arnplilier assembly, temperature, squib, and logic cir-

cuitry. The logic circuitry of the electronics package consists of nine modules
using integrated circuits. The integrated circuits are supported by two strips of

mylar with interconnect leads welded externally to the support mylar. The

O modular, package ia mounted to a 23-pin header coated with silicone and period.The nine modules are soldered to the printed circuit mother board of the elec-

tronics package assembly_ ,,'"
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! _ Table 2-31. CCGE Leading Particulars

t 0 'Characteristic Value

i Height 13.38 inches
Width 4. 625 inches

Depth L2 inches

Weight 13.0 pounds

L'_strument operational power 2.0 watts

, Heater power 4.5 watts

, _ _ Input voltage +29 vdc
I
I
/ 2-206. Structural Housing. The structural housing consists of a base and a fiber-

J glass housing _,orthe electronic circuits and the gauge sensor. The top plate

serves as ¢_support for the electronic modules and as a heat sink. The tool socket

and the bullseye bubble are mounted on top of the housing to permit the astronaut
to deploy and level the experiment. Leveling will be within five degrees.

2-207. Thermal Control. The structural housing is covered with a thermal coat-

ing to aid in maintaining the internal (electronics} temperature between -20

degrees C and +80 degrees C during normal operation when exposed to the antici-
pated lunar environment. A sunshield is used with a reflector to shade the thermal

= plate from direct sunlight and to allow it to view deep space. The reflector also

reduces heat input from the lunar surface. An auxiliary electric heater is pro-

_-ided to maintain the internal temperature during non-operating periods and to

assist in the thermal control during normal operation.

2-208. CCGE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION.

The CCGE is divided into four major functional elements; measurement function,
timing and control function, command function, and data handling function (Fig-

ure 2-100). In addition, a power supply function provides system power to all

operational circuits and a thermal control function maintains thermal equilibrium

of the experiment on the lunar surface.

The measurement function is accomplished by the cold cathode ion gauge (CCIG),

the electrometer amplifier, and the gauge temperature sensor. The lunar atmos-
pheric particles are detected by the gauge and amplified by the electrometer. In

the automatic mode, the sensitivity of the electrometer is automatically controlledby the timing and control function. Seven ranges of sensitivity are available.

The timing arid control function provides range, control signals to the measurement

function and timing signals to the data handling function. The range sensitivity
stepping of the el¢_trometer amplifier is controlled by the timing and control func-

t:':n when the CCGE is in the automatic ranging mode of operation. The timing and
control function also provides calibration timing to the measurement function. The
function uses, shift, frame mark, and data demand pulses from ALSEP to control

its internal timing.

""_'. ' ..... _*_'_'"_'__--_,_---._ _-*_;'_ ....... ._.-:_ .... .-= ._.._-._.Z2_;,_.-..-_;_ -'_t*_mmRmt_w_ _. , _ "_-_,tr_-_ .....
i
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command function accepts ground command pulses from the central station
The

data subsystem, decodes the commands, and app _ies them to the timing and contr

function or the measurement function as appropriate.

The data handling function accepts digital and analog data from the ether .function_

elements of the experiment, converts as necessary, commutates, and gates out

the scientificand engineering data to _he central station data subsystezr at word1

times required by the telemetry format of ALSEP central station.I
[ _ Z-209. CCGE DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION.

The four major functions and the t,,o additional functions of the CCGJE are dis-

cussed in detail in the following data flow sequence: measurement funcri,_n,, timing and control function, command function, data handling function, power

I function, and thermal control function.

Z-Z10. CCGE Measurement Function. The measurement function (figure Z-101)

measures neutral atom densities correspol _ing to atmospheric pressures of

I0"6 torr to approx_aately I0-12 torr. The measurement function consists of the

cold cathode ion gauge (CCIG) sensor, electrometer, current calibrator, zero

mode calibrator, range position analyzer, range selector network, CCIG tempera

lure sensor and monitor, and aperture seal mechanism.

!
Electronics in the CCIG sensor are deflected into elongated spiral paths by a corn

..... bination of magnetic and electrostatic fields enhancing the probability of collision
" _: with the more numerous nex_tralatoms entering the sensor. Io,.produced by thes

":_,,_i collisions are collected by the cathode of a pair of sensor electrodes which main-

_-__ tain the electrostatic field. A +4500 vol_ dc potential is applied to th_ anode to

create the electrostatic field. The flow of positive ion current i_ found _o be pro-

portional to the number density of the gas molecules within the gauge. Therefore

a minute current flo_x to the input'of the electrometer amp1_f;er.

The electrometer cons'sts of an input amplifier, seven position sensitivity rangin

network, offset compensation network, and a buffer amplifier output. The input

amplifier measures and converts th,_ gauge input curr_nt to an analog voltage and

i applies this to the buffer amplifier _utput whi,-h provides the data handling functiol
with the gauge analog voltage representing the primary scientific data output. The

sensit'vity of the measurement is determined by ¢_ne of the seven possible ranges
available from the seven-position _ensitivity ran,-,ing network. The network oper-

ates in conjunction with the input amplifier to provide: measurement sensitivity in
increments of one t.enth of an anAper e within the mic' J and micro-micro ampere

range. Measure,nent sensitlvity range one represents the lowest sensitivity (one

', microampere input c_,rrent) and range seven represents the highest sensitivity
(one micro-microampere input current,). Selectior, of sensitivity ranges one

through seven is determined either by external command signals, or by electro-
meter output voltages, and precision stepping signals. The offset compensation

network is a special Z'unction of _e electrometer that memorizes signal drift and

operates in conjunction with the zero mode calibrator tr_ correct (compensate) for
O this drifting.

2-21
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' A The current calibrator provides the electrometer with a precision current source
W for calibrating purposes. The current calibrator is operative on receipt of a

- calibrate command from the commal_.d function and automatically af'ter an auto-
zero function. In the auto mode, range stepping signals cause the electrometer to
step through the seven sensitivity ranges allowing each range to be calibrated with
respect to the precision current source.

• The zero mode calibrator provides the electrometer with the correction signal
necessary to compensate for signal drift. The zero mode calibrator operates

, every 30 minutes and 55 seconds as determined by the timing and control function.

-: _ 'Ihe memorized amount of signal drift is received from the offset compensation

_aetworkwithin the electrometer. During this period the gauge input current re-

lay is disconnected from the electrometer and after zeroing compensation re-
• mains disconnected until the automatic calibration completes the function described
. t in,he current calibrator paragraph above.

The range position analyzer consists of a command and control subfunction and an

up-down comparator. The command and control subfunction handles the uprange
and downrange commands from the command function. When the uprange corn-

' t" r_a.ud is pre_ent as an input signal to the range position analyzer command and
[ control suufunction the range position analyzer produces an output-signal that

steps the range sensitivity network up one position within the range selector net-

'_ work. The opposite occurs when the downrange signal is present. The up-down

comparator operates in a similar manner. When the electrometer output voltage

reaches a value that is either to high or too low a different range is automatically
selected by the action of the up-down comparator. The up-'down comparator pro-

duces and upper-trip-point signal or a lower-trip-point signal that results in an

up-signal or down-signal to the range selector network and eventually producing

a corresponding sensitivity range change.
' The range selector network consists of a series of counting registers which track

the seven sensitivity ranges and generate the step pulse that changes the electro-
meter measurement sensitivity range either one step up or one step down. The

output signal of the range selector network is applied to the range relay drivers.
The range relay drivers produce the required current magnitude to actuate the ap.-

pzopriate range relay within the electrometer and effect the sensitivity range

change.

The GCIG temperature sensor operates in conjunction with the temperature

" monitor function to produce the gauge temperature analog voltage which is sent to

_ the data ha:_.dlingfunction for data processing. The signal developed across the

| transducer is applied to the temperature monitor for signal conditioning and sub-
sequent application to the data handling function.

Two science data analog voltage lines go directly to the central atation data sub-
sy,otem via the data handling function to insure receipt of electrometer gauge out-i

_ put data a_xd range data in case of digital electronic logic circuit failure.
@

• , o.
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A break seal command from the command function operates the aperture seal /_.
mechanism to remove the seal from the CCIG orifice and expose the CCIG to the

lunar atmospher'e. The seal is removed by an explosive actuated piston releasing

a spring which normally holds the seal over the aperture.

2-211. CCGE Timing and Control Function. The timing and control function (Fig-

ure 2-102) provides timing and control signals to the measurement, command, and

data handling functions. Basic timing is received from the ALSEP data subsystem
in the form of shift, data demand, and frame mark, pulses to the logic timing of

the multiplexer controller. Command pulses from the command function are the q

._ other inputs to the timing and control function. The timing and control function.
The timing and control function consists of the frame mark counter, shiftpulse

! counter, m.ultiplexer controller, data transfer sequencer, housekeeping submulti-
plexer, CCGE word counter, zero mode timer, and range calibration stepping •

! time r.

" The frame mark counter and shift pulse counter track the basic timing from the
central station data subsystem. The output of the frame mark counter operates in

conjunction with the data demand pulse to establish the origin point for subsequent

CCGE word events. The output pulses of the shiftpulse counter operate during thedata demand pulse period to establish the origin point of CCGE bit events.

The multiplexer controller is the primary time refc.rence distribution and statusreporting function. The multiplexer controller establishes timing control signals

within each data frame to .perform analog-to-digital conversion and data formatting

for ALSEP telemetry frame correspondence. Frame mark, data demand, and

shift pulses are distributed to the appropriate circuits to accomplish these functions.
Commands that are received and decoded by the command function are applied to

the multiplexer controller to control the operating modes. The state of all the

timing and control functions is recorded by registers and reported as control data

to the data handling function for incorporation into CCGE word one.

The data transfer sequencer tracks the ALSEP shiftpulses and applies the signal

conditioned shiftpulses to the data transfer register for synchronized storing, con-

verting, transferring, and clearing of binary data.

The housekeeping submultiplexer in conjunction with the CCGE word counter

I operate to control the subccrnmutation of four different types of engineering data

_ into CCGE word five. The CCGE counter generates a pulse after accumulating a

( total of five data demar_d pulses. This enables the housekeeping submultiplexer _o ,

identify the fifth CCGE word. By counting frame mark pulses, the housekeeping

submultiplexer can relate ;he appropriate type of engineering data to each re-
occurring CCGE word five and therefore account for all four types of engineering

data at the required time. The housekeeping submultiplexer gating and status sig-

nal are sent to the data handling function for implementation and identificationof

engineering data subcommutation events related to CCGE word five.

O
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The zero mode timer accumulates the ALSEP frame mark count. When a 307Z

ALSEP fra_ne mark count is obtained (corresponding to 30 n_dn and 55 sec of [
ALSEP operation}, the zero mode command signal is generated to initiatethe

zeroing and automatic calibration of the electrometer operating in the measure-

ment function. The command inhibitsthe gauge current entering the electrometer

amplifying circuit so that calibration currents can be inserted in lieu of the gauge

current. The zero mode coxnmand takes precedence over all other commands. In

addition, the zero mode command initiallyinhibits the range calibration stepping

timer, and after l0 seconds, provides an enable pulse. The range calibration

stepping timer ,then operates to provide precision timing pulses in the form of

, range stepping signals to allow calibration of the electrometer in all seven mea-

- suremcn[ sensitivityranges. The range calibration can also be activated by the
i
[ manual ranging mode command, allowing extended calibration in anx-desired

range. The down range command has a secondary function which is to activate
the squib which pl_ases the gauge dust cover. This is a "one time" event. An

uprange command prior to the downrange command may be required after experi-

! ment turn on to set the circuitry into the correct state.
t

2-21Z. CCGE Command Function. Five command lines are provided from the

I ALSEP data subsystem to the CCGE (_igure Z-103). The uprange, calibration

I mode set, manual mode, downrange, and automatic, operate mode commands are
received from the MSFN ground stations through the ALSEP data subsystem, de-

coded, and applied to the CCGE command function. The command function estab-

lishes the operating modes in conjunction with the timing and control function to

perform range _:hanging, calibration, and data measurement.

The range changing mode is selected by the Uprange or Downrange commands
in the manual mode of operation. The manual mode can be selected for either

science or calibration data. The manual mode command also provides the clock

pulse to the range counter for either up or down r_nge operation, changing the

range by one step in the required direction upon command transmission. There

are . ;ven sensitivity ranges available for selection by the uprange and downrange
commands.

%

The calibration mode of operation is initiatedby the calibration mode set command

or by the zero mode command in the auto mode of operation. The calibrate com-

mand sets the logic to the manual mode of operation. The zeru IT,ode command

signal takes precedence over all other commands, and through the command mode

inhibitor, locks out the functioning of the command mode decoder while allowing

- the automatic calibration cycle to occur within the electrometer.

The data measurement modes of operation occur either _n the automatic operate

mode or the manual mode. In the automatic operate mode the range counter steps

between ranges as determined by the Up-Down comparator in conjunction with the
Range counter." The stepping between ranges occur at 10 second intervals when a

change of more than one range occur, eg during the calibration cycle after ze:oing

in the manual mode the range is determined by ground command.

%
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Z-Zl3. CCGE Data Handling Function. The major elements of the data handling

function (Figure 2-104) are the analog multiplexer, analog-to-digital converter,

and the data transfer register. All of the data handling functional elements

operate to apply science and engineering digital data to the data transfer register
for transmittal to the central station data subsystem and subsequent downlink

transmission to'the IViSFN in a digital word format.

Science data, engineering data, mode data, range data, and control status data
from all other CCGE functions are applied to the analog multiplexer for subse-

quent commutation. The sequence of commutation is determined by the multi-
plexer controller operating in the timing and control function.

!

, Using the analog voltage from the analog reference source and the analog voltage

i from the analog multiplexer, the analog_to-digital converter performs a bit by bit
] successive approximation conversion of the analog data from the multiplexer and

J applies the resultant digital data to the data transfer register. The conversion

time requires ten shift pulses or one data demand period prior to being shifted ou'_

_ to the central station. The eight bit data measurement is shifted out with the most
significant bit first, followed by two bits of data identification and control data in-
formation from the multiplexer controller located in the timing and control func-
tion.

The data transfer register provides data storage during analog-to-digital conver-

sion and data transfer during the ALSEP data demand period. The digital data

output is composed of 10 bits that are serially transferred at the shift pulse bit

rate during the appropriate ALSEP demand period.

There are five CCGE words alloted for every ALSEP telemetry frame. CCGE

words one through five correspond to ALSEP words 15, 31, 47, 56, and 63, re-

spectively. This relationship exists for every ALSEP frame. Each word is com-
posed of ten bits. CCGE word one will occur in all ALSEP frames as a control

word containing six parameters. These are: two bits of CCGE word identification,

one bit identifying zero mode, one bit identifying calibrate or operate mode, two

bits identifying the submultiplexing status, one bit identifying the automatic or man-
ual mode, and three bits identifying the sensitivity range of the electrometer

measurement. Gauge output scientific data (Eight bits to CCGE word Z), Gauge

temperature engineering data (Eight bits of CCGE word 3), and Package tem-

perature engineering data (Eight bits of CCGE word 4), will occur in every ALSEP
frame with two bits assigned to each word for word identification. The +4500 volts

dc dngineering data, +15 volts dc engineering data, -15 volts dc engineering data,

- and the +10 volts dc engineering data will be subcommutated into CCGE word five- (eightbits each) during five successive ALSEP frames. Since CCGE word 5 will
occur every ALSEP frame, the housekeeping submultiplexer in conjunction with

the CCGE word counter will k_ep track of this timing relationship and insert two

identifyingbits in CCGE word. The housekeeping submultiplexer will countALSEP

frames and relate this to CCGE word counts to identify the correct subcommutatlon

time for the corresponding one-of-four CCGE housekeeping engineering data meas-

urement times. This subcommutation cycle will repeat itselfafter four completed
ALSEP frames.

Z-ZZ4
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2-214. CCGE Power Function - The centralstationpower distributionunitpro-

vides the 29 volts dc basic operational power for the CCGE. In addition, a sur- _-'_
vival line is applied to the CCGE to maintain heater power in the event that the '_-_
CCGE internal electronics is turned off. The power require_,_ents of the CCGE do
not exceed a power consumption of two watts for normal operation and do not ex-
ceed five watts power consumption when the thermal control function is operating
during the lunar night. The major components of the power function consists of

the low voltage supply, high voltage supply, and the voltage regulator {Fig-
ure Z-105). All three major components apply status data to the data handling

! function.

I "
l I/:,_ VOLTAGE ANODE

SUPPLY

CENTRAL VOLTDCRETURNJ LOW TOALL STATUSO TO

t POWER _ VOLTS . SUPPLY ELECIRONICS STATUSD_A/ HANgLING"" DISTRIBUTION , ' FUNCTION

I UNI1

I

i 1 10DATA

HANDLING

VOLTAGEREGULATOR| + lOVOLTSDC _ FUNCTION
AND

/ ELECTROMETER

i

Figure Z-105. CCGE _ower Function, Block Diagram
i

The main p_wer supply is a low voltage power supply that derives its input power
(Z9 volts dc _Z°_0and -5%) from the central station power distribution unit and dis-
tributes CCGE operational power to the high voltage supply, voltage regulator, and
all other functional logic electronic circuits in the CCGE.

The high voltage supply develops a +4500 volts dc and applies this potential to th_

i .| anode of the cold cathode ion gauge sensor in order that the electrostatic/magnetic "
•-_ field be maintained across the CCIG sensor electrodes for particle measurement.

_| _ The voltage regulatordevelops a constantplus I0 voltsdc and appliesthispoten- .

_ tial to the data handling function as a reference voltage for analog-to-digital con-
._ version and the same potential applied to the electrometer is used as a source&
o_ calibration voltage.

._ Z-Z15. CCGE Thermal Control Function. The major functional elements of the
_,, thermal control function (Figure Z-106) are the heater, heater control circuit,

L_ package temperature sensor, and electronic monitor. '

0
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PCKAG_"

TEMPER_.TURE ELECTRONIC STATUSDATA DATARADIATION-I MONITOR b, HANDLING
__, , , FUNCTION

F_O_ OP_RAT JONAL i_OWER _ _ HF_R I POWER ON " POWER (_F_
POWERO' _ CONTROL _' HEAT• _W,,!ONC SURVIVALI-WR ,.L CIRCUITRY| RADIATION

/ Figure 2-106. CCGE Thermal Control Function, Block Diagram

q

The heater functional elem,_nts are the heater and heater controi circuit. The

) heater comprises two wir_ n_esh heater strips controlled by a circuit with an input

signal from a ternperatu_'e sensing element. The heater control provides an on/

off signal to the heate_ elements.

The package temperature rr.onitoring function comprises a package temperature
sensor and electronic monitor. The sensor is a thermistor used to measure the

CCGE internal temperature and apply a proportional electrical signal to the elec-

tronic monitor. The sensor signal is conditioned by an operational amplifier and

applied to the data handling function for status reporting and to the heater control
circuit for initiation of heater-on and heater-off events.

0
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O 2.-216. APOLLO LUNAR HAND TOOLS (ALHT) SUBSY, TEM

The ALHT subsystem is a collection of equipments which will be used by the astro

•naut to perform lunar surface observations and to collect lunar material samples.

Z-217. ALHTDESCRIPTION

The ALHT Subsystem consists era carrier and various tools, instruments, and

other specialized equipment. The carrier is a metal framework designed to hold

i _ the equipment. During the flight from the Earth to the Moon, the carrier is

mounted on subpackage No. Z and contains a scoop, a brush/scriber/hand lens,

and a staff. The carrier and mounted items are about 16 inches long, 18 inches
high, and six inches wide. The remainder of the subsystem equipment is stowed
elsewhere in the lunar module during the flight. On reaching the Moon, an astronau_

will descend .from the lunar module, open the lunar module scientific equipment

) b_.y, release the ALHT Subsystem carrier from the subpackage, transport the
carrier some distance from the lunar module, unfold the carrier, and set the

carrier on the lunar :_urface. The equipment can then easily be removed from or
rep!aced o,._ the czLrrier as required. ,_

The ALHT equipment can be classified into three categories according to function
as follows :

(a)Geo_.ogic sampling tools

(b)Surveying and photographic instruments

(c)Support and auxiliary equipment.

The ALHT equipment is listed and described in Table 2-32 and illustratedin

Figures 2-I07, 2-I08, and Z-109.

Where possible, the tools are anodized tG minimize heat absorption from solar

radiation. Individual tools which are made ap of _everal parts or which route with

other toois are coded to facilitateassembly.

Table 2-32. Apollo Lunar Hand Toolg
,u ul i i

b

Tool Ndmenclature '" Description and Function

Geologic Sampling Tools

Aseptic collection device This tool is designecl to take a small sample of

granular material or material of low strvctural

'"strengthfrom six inches below the lunar surface

• " without exposing the.sample to contamination.

Extension handle This tool is of aluminum alloy tubing with amalleable, 6rainless stecl cap designed to be

I o
t
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Table Z-32. Apollo Lunar Hand Tocls (cont) (f'-
i
!

Tool Nomenclature I Description and Function
!

Extension handle (cont.) used as an anvil surface. The handle is designed
to be used as an extension for several _ther tools

r.ndto permit their use without requiring t'c
astronaut to k._eelor bend down. The handle is

approximately 24 inches long and one inch in dia-
meter. The handle contains the female half of a

4j' quick-disconnect fittingdesigned to resist corn-

/ _ pression, tension, torsion, or a combination o_
! !

these loads. Also incorporated are a slidint_T

I handle at the top and an internal mechanismj *
operated by a rotating sleeve which is used with

i the aseptic col!ection dev'ce.

Three core tubes These tubes art designed to be driven or augured

into loose gravel, sandy material, or into soft

roc'."such as feather rock or pumice. They are

. about 15 inches in length and one in.h in diameter

and are made of aluminum. Each tube is sup-

plied with a removable, non-serrated cutting

edge and a screw-'Jn cap which replaces the cutting,

edge. The upper end of each tube is sealed,and

designed to be u_ed with the extension handle or

as an anvil. Incorporated into each tube is a
device to retain loose materials in the trbe.

Scoop The scoop is fabricated primarily of aluminum and

_ has a riveted-on, hardened-steel cutting edge and
a nine-inch handle. A malleable stainless steel

anvil is on the end of the handle. The scoop is

either by itself or with the extension handle.

Sampling hammer This tool serves three func._ions; as a sampling
hammer, as a pick or mattock, and ,_,s a hammer

to drive the core tubes or scoop. Th_ head has a
small hammer face on one end, a broad horizontal

blade on the ot_ r, and large hammering flats on •the sides. _'he handle is fourteen inches long and
is made of formed tubular alur, :num. On its

lower end, the hammer hss a quick-disconnect to
allow attachment to the extension handle for use as

I a hoe.

1971014816-236
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3 Table 2-32. apollo Lunar Hand Tools (cont)

i O Tool No.menclature ] Description and function
Tongs The tongs are designed to allow the astronaut to

r¢trieve small samples from the lunar surface

while in a standing position.. The tines are of

su_.h angles, length, and number to allow sam-

ples from 3/8-inch diameter to z I/Z-inch

' diameter to be picked up. This tool is 26 1/2-
inches in overall length.

Brush/Scriber/Hand Lens A composite tool

(1) Brush - To clean samples prior to selection
, . (2) ScribEr - To scratch samples for selection
:- and to mark for identification

(3) Hand lens - Magnifying glass to facilitate
sample selection

Spring scale To weigh lunar material samples to maintain weight
budget for return to Earth.

I

Surveying and Photographic Instruments ]

Instrument staff The staff provides steady support for photography.
The staff breaks down into two sections. The

upper section telescopes to allow generation of a
vertical stereoscopic base of one fnot for photo-

graphy. Positive stops are provided at the
extreme of travel. The bottom section is avail-

able in two lengths to suit the staff to astronauts

of varying sizes. The device is fabricated from
tubular aluminum.

Gnomon This tool consists of a weighted staff suspended

on a two-ring gimbal and supported by a tripod.
The staffextends twelve inches above the gimbal

and is painted with a gray scale. The gnomon is
used as a photographic reference to indicate

vertical sun angle and scale. The gnomon has a

required accuracy of vertical indication of 20

minutes of arc. Damping is incorporated to
reduce oscillations.

Color chart The color chart is painted with three primary colors

and a gray scale. Itis used as a calibration for

lunar photography. The scale is mounted on the tool
carrier but may easily be removed and returned to

_ Earth for reference. The color chart is six inches!

in size.

2-231
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i Table 2-32. Apollo Lunar Hand Tools (cont) ©
Tool Nomenclature Description and Function

Support and Auxiiliary Equipment

: Tool carrier The carrier is the stowage container for some

i tools during the lunar flight. After the landing,

,! the carrier serves as support for the sample
_ bags and samples and as a tripod base for the

instrument staff. The carrier folds flat for

stowage. For field use, it opens into a triangular
configuration. The carrier is constructed of

formed sheet aluminum and approximates a truss

structure. Six-inch legs extend from the carrier

to elevate the carrying handle sufficiently to be
_ easily grasped by the astronaut.

Field sample bags Approximately 70 four inch by five inch bags are
included in the ALHT for the packaging of sam-

ples. These bags are fabricated from Teflon.

Collection bag This is a large bag attached to the astronaut's

side of the tool carrier. Field sample bags are
stowed in this bag after they have been filled.

It can also be used for general storage or to

hold items temporarily.

i,
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Figure 2-I09, ALHT Subsystem Brush/Scriber/Hand Lens, Scoop. and Staff
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O 2-2.18. APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE DRILL (ALSD)

The .Apollo lunar surface drill (ALSD) is used to provide a means for an astronaut

to implant heat flow temperature probes below the lunar surface and to collect sub-
surface core material. (Figure 2-110).

The ALSD is designed as a totally integrated system which interfaces with the
ALSEP pallet located in the LM during transit from earth to the moon's surface.

, The drill and associated assemblies can be removed as a single package from the

[ - • ALSEP pallet and transported }_ythe astronaut to the selected drilling site for sub-
sequent'assembly and operation. The ALSD possesses the capability of drilling in

lunar surface materials ranging fromlow density, fragmental material, to dense
basal6.

,Q

Implanting the temperature probes requires drilling two holes to a maximum depth
of three meters. The holes are cased to prevent cave-in and to facilitateinser-

tion of t.heprobes. Subsurface core material resulting from the drilling operation

of the firsthole will be removed from the drill string and discarded. The sub-

surface core material resulting from the second hole will be retained in the drill

string and returned to earth in the sample return container.

Z-zig. ALSD PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The ALSD is a hand-held battery-powered, rotary percussion drill consisting of

four major elements'; a battery pack, pot _.r head, drill string, and accessory

group (Figure Z-111). Table'Z-33 provides leading particulars of the Apollo lunar
surface drill. I

h_

2-22.0. ALSD Battery Pack. The battery pack provides the power necessary for the

_= lunar surface drilling mission. The battery pack comprises a battery case, bat-
tery cells, power switch, thermal shroud, and handle assembly.

The battery case is a magnesium alloy enclosure with a pressure relief valve,
electrical receptacle, and power switch. Integral with the case are brackets for

securing the case to the power head and the portable handle assembly. The ex-

, ternal surface of the case is coated for a high ratio of thermal emissivity-to-
absorptivity to control the battery temperature profile during lunar surface oper-
ation. The case material shields the active circuit elements and conductors to

contain potential electromagnetic interference.

The battery has 16 individual ceils and operates at a nominal output of Z3 4. I volts

dc at 18.75 amperes for 40 minutes. Each cell is constructed with a silver.oxide

primary, zinc secondary, and encased in a high temperature plastic. The bat-
tery ceils are activated by filling each cell With an electrolyte during the pre-

launch operations.

The power switch is a single-pole, single-throw, heavy-duty, microswitch with a

push-to-activate mechanism. The switch portion of the assembly is contained bythe battery case with the push-to-activate mechanism protruding through the _ase
for external operation.

_ 0 . ,
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Figure Z-IIO. Apollo Lunar Surface Drill (ALSD)
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Table 2-33. ALSD Leading Particulars (.,)
Character istic Value

Battery Assembly
Silver-zinc cells 16

Open circuit voltage Z9.6 ± 0.5vdc

Operating voltage Z3.0* 1 vdc
Nominal operating current 18.75 _mperes

, Nominal power capacity 300 w,_ct-hours
Activated storage life 30 days "

Recharge capability 3 cycles

Dry storage life Z years

Electrolyte 4070 potassium hy-
_ droxide

Cell pressure 8 ± 3 psig
- ECS (case) pressure 5 * 0.5 psig

Weight 7.24 pounds
Power Head

Motor

Operating voltage Z3.0 * 1 vdc

Load speed 9300 rpm
Load current 18.75 amperes

Efficiency 70_
Per cus sot

Blow rate / 2270 bpm

Energy per blow 39 inch-po,mds

Spring energy 240 pounds/inch
Effective hammer weight 0.661 pounds

Hammer velocity 213 inches/second
Power Train

Motor=to-cam ratio 4.1
Motor-to-drive shaft ratio 33. 1

Drive shaft speed 280 rpm
Blows per bit revolution 8.1

Weight _ 8, 37 pounds
Drill String Assembly

Integrated length 126 inches

Extension tube length 16.75 inchesB

f Drill bit

Cutting diameter 1. 032 inch

Body outside diameter 1.00 inch

Body inside diameter O. 802 inch

Length 2, 5 inches

Number cf carbide cutters 5

Inside cutting (cor.-) diameter 0. 752 inch -

Weight , 3.49 pounds
Hole Casing Sleeve (12)

Wall Thickness 0.025 inch

Ler_gth 22 inches
Nominal diameter I.0 inch

ii , ,, ,=_ _ .... ± : il ii i i,l i _. i _
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The thermal shroud, fabricated predorninately from aluminum alloy sheeting,

O provides battery temperature compensation during temporary lunar stowage under

the c0mbincd effects of minimum temperature (20 degrees F) and low sun angles

(7 to 22 degrees} above t_hc lunar horizon. The shroud will bc removed from the

ALSD at sun angles higher than ZZ degrees above the horizon. Under all sun angle

conditions, the shroud will be removed when the ALSD is used to perform the
drilling mission. Removal is performed by pulling a release lanyard. The ther-
mal shroud witl always be installed on the battery case during the trans-lunar por-

tion of the mission and at specified sun ang}es when the ALSD is undergoing tern-

, porary lunar stowage.

The handle assembly provides the astronaut with a means of manual restraint and

ALSD motor control. The handle assembly comprises the handle and the switch
actuator assembly. The handle enables the astronaut to provide the rotary re-

" straint and axial force required for drilling. The switch actuator assembly con-

rains the fail-safe controls for operating the power head motor. The handle as-
sembly is atte.chedto the battery case by fixed and spring-10aded 10ck pins.

Z-ZZI. ALSD Power Head. The power head is self-contained within a housing

which interfaces with the battery and drill string. The power head comprises a

housing, motor armature, power train, clutch assembly, percussor, shock ab-

sorber, output spindle, pressurization system, and a thermal guard shield.

The housing consists predominantly of three magne: ium alloy castings mated to-

"gether by externally sealed flanges threaded for socket head screws. The interzal

surtaces of the castings are impregnated with a polyester resin sealant to prevent

leakage through the walls.

The motor armature is a nominal 0.4 horsepower, brush-cornmutated, direct-

current, device employing as its fielda permanent magnet. The armature is

wound with copper wire protected by high.temperat"._reinsulation. The motor

possesses a peak efficiency of approximately 70 percent when operating at its

nominal 9, 300 rpm at an input voltage and current o_ _3 volts dc and 18.75

amperes, respectively. A reduction gear couples the output shaft of the motor

armature to the power train.

The power train consists of reduction gears which provide the proper rotational
speeds for the percussor cam gear and output drive spindle of _-270 blows per
minute and _80 revolutions per minute, respectively.

¢

The clutch assembly consists of a metal disc emplaced between two bronze discs.

Friction between the discs is maintained by a preloaded spring. The clutch as-

sembly is in series with the power train behind the final output drive gear. The

clutch assembly limits the reactive torque load to a level which can be safely con-
trolled by the astronaut.

The percussor converts the uniform rotary output motion of the power train into

pulsating, high energy, short duration, lit ear impact, blows which are delivered

O to the output spindle. This action is accomplished by a rotating cam riding againsta spring-loaded cam follower which is an integral part of the percusaor.

Z-Z41
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The shock absorber consists of a telescoping, tifarJium,tube element (internalto r'_

and concentric with the percussor spring) restrained by the center housing. When _.?j

the end of the shock absorber is impacted by the percussor hammer, the titanium
; tube elements extend under tension thus dissipating the percussor energy into heat.

The output spindle contains a female double lead thread, one revolution per inch

pitch, which mates interchangeably with any drill string exte_,siontube and hole

casing adapter. Visual rotation indicators are painted on the output spindle to

[ _ serve as a positive means of determining drill strk.g rotation.I

I The pressurization system maintains pressure integritywithin the power head

housing through the use of eight static seals, one linear bellows dynamic seal, and

". two rotary dynamic seals. _I%,estatic seals are employed between the three

housing sections, front end section, and the various components such as the con-

nector, pressure reliefv_tlve,and lubrication ports. The lubricated dynamic seals '_

are employed with the output spindle. ]x,ternal pressure of the power head is con-

trolled by a I0 (± l psi) reliefvalve.

The thermal guard shield consists of a wire cage mounted to the external surface

of the power head. The shield is used to prevent damage to the astronaut's suit

when accidentally brushing against the power head which may have a ternperatt_re

exceeding +Z50 degrees F.

2-Z22. ALSD Drill String. The drill string provides the cutting capability required

for coring the hole in any lunar surface material which may be _:countered r_nging

in hardness from dense basalt to unconsolidated conglomerate. The drill string is

comprised of a core bit and eight extension tubes.

The core bit is composed of five tungsten-carLide tips which are brazed into a

steel body and functions to provide the rock cutting capability of the drill string.
Four helical flutes are machined into the outer diameter of the bit body. The

flutes, or ramps, transport the rock cuttings from the face of the cutting tips up-

ward to the double flute system of the extension tubes _nd subsequently to the sur-

face. Coupling of the core bit to the extension tubes i_ accomplished by double

acme-type male threads machined into the extension tubes and core bit.

The eight extension tubes provide the mechanica: coupling to transmit the rotary- A.. percussive energy from the power head output spindle to the core bit. During nor-

mal drilling operations, the extension tubes are added in groups of two as the depth
of the hole increases until the full depth of three meters is attained. ,

2-223. ,_LSD Accessory Group. The accessory group comprises extension tube

caps, hole casings, hole casing adapter, rack assembly, treadle assembly, and a
wrench.

The extension tube caps are lubricated from teflon and are installed on each end of
the extension tubes after completion of second hole drilling. The caps prevent loss

of core material from withi,Cthe extensions daring stowage in the sample return

container (SRC) for the earth,return flight. ..

0
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_. t{ole casings are employed by the astronaut on the lunar surface when the hole is
_ drilled in unconsolidated material which tends to cave-in after retraction of the

J

_ ! drill string. Twelve hole casing sections are required for the two, 3-meter holes
The casings are fabricated from continvous filament, glass fabric, epoxy lanai-

nated tubes. The casings are assernbl_d in groups of two and power driven into the

pre-drilled hole with the power head, The first casing of each assembly incor-

, porates a closed tip on its forward end which prevents entry of core material
' _ during the emplacement process. .The continuous 0. 875 inch inside diameter of the

' _ era. placed hole casing permits rapid insertion of the HFE probe

t _'_! " The hole casing adapter, made of titanium'with one end that mates with the hole
_ " casings and the other end mating with the power head, is used to sequentially

: ]]k couple the double sections to the power head during the casing emplacement pro-

_ _ * cess.

_ The rack assembly is made of magnesium alloy and provides basic restraint "-r the

i twelve hole casings, wrench, and handle assemb.ly within the ALSD assembler ,tow-

age mode during the outbound trans_unar phase of the mission. On the lunar sur-
face, the rack is deployed into a tripod configuration which provides vertical stow-

for the core bit, extension tubes, and hole cash, gs.age

The treadle assembly is primarily aluminum alloy sheeting and provides structural
restraint for the rack assembly and battery power head assembly during outbound

mission stowage on the ALSEP subpackage. On the lunar surface, the treadle
assembly drill string locking feature is used in conjunctmn with the wrench for un-

coupling extension tube joints during phases of the drilling operation.

The wrench is a multi-purpose tool employed to perform four functions: {1) de-

,_ Couple exnplaced extension tubes in conjunction with the treadle assembly, (Z) aidin retracting the emplaced drill string after completion of hole drilling, (3) assist

in removing core material from the extension t3abes, and (4).aid in retrieving ob-

jects from surface level, e,g,, extension tubes, treadle eqsembly.

Z-2-Z4. ALSD FUNCTIONAL DESGtLIPTION

• The ALSD is a battery-powered, rotary-percussion drill. The rotary-percussion

(_ drilling principle is used in this application because: the axial bit pressure androtary torque requirements for efficient dr:.lling are c .'ziderably less than for

• rotary drilling; drill bit operating temperetures are sufficiently low to preclude a
requirement for bit coolant; and fhe tungsten-carbide cutters will drill with reason-

able efficiency in the presence of a small dust layer in the bottom of the hole which
is inherent with a mechanical cuttings transport system.

,_ P-zZ5. ALSD DETAILED FUNCTIONAL DESCIkIPTION

Power is supplied from the 16-cell silver oxide-zinc' battery to the power head mo-

t tor vdc. The nominal of the is 9300(Figure Z-llZ) at Z3 speed motor armature

_,_, rpm. A reduction gear couples the output shaft of the motor to the power traink) which consists of the necessary reduction gears to provide the desired rotary mo-

i '.ionand percussive action; Z80 rpm at Z,Z70 blows per minute at the output shaft.
!
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i _ The interface between the power train and the percussor is provided by t j,.

The clutch limits the torque load to a level which can be safely controlle,l ',z .:,
as_.-.onaut. (The clutch is designed for a nominal slip value of Z0 foot-po_,,,,l_ .}

The percussor converts the uniform rotary output motion of the power trai,, J,l,,,

pulsating, high-energy, short-duratio,:, linear-impact blows to the output ",h.,ft ,_:_

the power head. The impact action is accomplished by a rotating cam againz, t a

cam follower, which also serves as the hammer. As the cam rotates, the followerraises, cocking a spring. The spring, by virtue of the cam shape, releases its

, kinetic energy rapidly thereby accelerating the ham,her toward a transition section.

This transition section, or power head shaft, serves as the anvil for the hammer ,
and as the receiver for the rotary motion output of the power train.

The rotary-percussive energy at the output of the power head is coupled to the core

£_ bit by the drill" string. The drill string operates through the treadle assemblywhich employs a lock'.'ug mechanism insuring positive energy coupling to the core

bit. The core bit delivers the rotary-percussive energy to tl_e rock. The per-
cussive element of the input energy fractures the rock by exceeding its compress-

ive strength under each cutting tip. The rotary element of the input energy repo-
sitions the cutting tips for subsequent rock fracturing and provides the means for

transporting the rock cuttings upward to the surface via the helical transport flutes.

The drill string stores the core material cuttings. After the second hole is com-

pleted, the drill string is dissassembled, capped, and installed into the sample re-
turn container (SRC) for eventual return to Earth of lunar _:ore material samples.

I'
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SEC TION III

MAINTENANCE

3-1. MAINTENANCE CONCEPTD

I

The AI__EP system equipment for which maintenance planning is defined is as
follow s :

t

_ a. The ALSEP Flight Article - Consists of ALSEPlunar surface equipment;• experiment subsystems, the data subsystem, electrical power subsystem, and

'i structure/thermal subsystem.J

_ b. Ground Support Equipment - Consists of all equipment required to support

the maintenance events of the flight article after NASA acceptance of ALSEP,

through ALSEP installation in LM.

c. ALSEP Support Manuals - Consists of six manuals as listed in Table 3-8.

ALSEP flight hardware enters a maintenance situation when it has been lccepted

by NASA through DD-ZS0 sign-off. Maintenance planning is provided for the period

from acceptance through installation in LM. ALSEP hardware categories for

maintenance purpose.s are defined in Table B-1.
i
J1

Table 3- 1_ ALSEP Hardware Categories

i Nomenclature Definition

.i System A complete, self-contained, operating device (ALSEP).

Subsystem Major identifiable support device having a unique, de-

fined function (PSE, ASE, SIDE). In the ALSEP, each

experiment is designated a subsystem.

Component An identifiable replaceable assembly within a subsystem

(receiver, mortar). Also defined as a combination of

-- • parts, subassemblies, or assemblies, usually self-

_. contained, which performs a distinctive function in the

operation of the overall equipment {black box).

Part Lowest level of equipment, singular item {resistor,

.. screw). Also defined as one piece, or two or more
pieces joined together which are not normally subject to

disassembly without destruction.

O
3-1
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Two basic levels of maintenance, system (level A) and specialized (level B), have

bt;cl1 cstablished to provide a total maintenance 'capability for support of the _._,_

ALSEP system. The maintenance flow for the ALSEP flight system is illustrated

in Figure 3- 1.

Level A maintenance consists of those actions requircd to ascertain flight-

readiness of the AI_,SEP flight system. It is limited to inspection, functionaltest,
corrective maintenance, and removal and installation of subsystems and com-

ponents.

Level B maintenance consists of factory repair and calibration. It will include de-

tailed repair, component/part removal and replacement, adjustment, calibra-

tion, and testing.

3-2. MAINTENANCE LEVEL A (SYSTEM}:

Level A maintenance is performed at Bendix Aerospace Systems Division (BxA}

and at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) as illustrated in the maintenance flow diagram,
Figure 3- g.

The AI,SEP subpackages and equipment, in addition to the flight article spares

listed in Table 3-2 will be maintained in bonded storage Until called for by KSC.

The spare grenade launch assembly, because it contains live ordnance, is stored
at the KSC ordnar_ce facility. Those spares designated Government furnished

equipment (GFE) in Table 3-2 are stored at the facilities at which they were manu-
factured or at Government facilities. The remaining spares are stored at BxA in

Michigan.

3-3. Level A Maintenance at BxA. Level A maintenance at BxA consists of those

actions required to maintain the ALSEP flight system, and ready it for delivery to

KSC. It includes storage, inspection, testing, 'replacement of subsystems or com-
ponents, and shipment in the sequence illustrated in Figure 3-2.

Subsystems or components which have exceeded their calibration periods, or

which were found defective in inspection or test, are replaced with a flight article

spare. Spare subsystems or components are subjected to pre-integration ac-
ceptance tests prior to integration into the system. Replaced subsystems or com-

ponents are shipped to their respective level B maintenance facility.

i The functional capability of the flightsystem is tested by the system test set in an .,
integrated system test. The flightsystem can be delivered to KSC upon satis-

•factory completion of this test.

This maintenance facilityreceives repaired and/or calibrated components and

subsystems from maintenance level B. Subpackages found defective at KSC are
received at BxA for malfunction isolationand corrective action.

©
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O Flight Article Spares
Table 3-2. ALSEP

Part 1
Nomen clatu r c Qua ntit g Number Not,,

Passive seismic experiment 1 2330659

Heat flow experiment 2 2330661

Charged particle lunar environment experiment 1 2330662
Active seismic experiment electronics 2 2334468

• Grenade launch assembly 2 2338507-2 KSC

Mortar box assembly Z 2334499-4

Thumper and geophone assembly 2 2334772-4

I Magnetometer experiment 2 2330657 GFE
• Solar wind experiment 2 2330658 GFE

Suprathermal ion detector experiment Z 2330660 GFE
Dust detector 2 2330370-2

Radioisotope thermoelectric generator 2 47E300779 GFE

Apollo lunar surface drill 1 467A805000 GFE

Apollo lunar hand tools I SGB39101 65 GFE
Fuel cask 1 47E301134 GFE

Fuel capsule 1 47D300400 GFE

Unive r sal handling tool I 2338102
Helical antenna 1 2330307

Antenna cable assembly I 2334522
Antenna aiming me chani sm I 2330309

Diplexer switch 2 2330526

, Diplexer filter Z 2330525
Command receiver 2 Z330523

Command decoder 2 2330509

Analog to. digital conve rte r -multiplexer Z 2330524
Data processor {flights 1 and 2) 1 233052]-A4
Data processor (flights 3 and 4) 1 2330521-B7
Transmitter {2276. 5 me) 1 2330527
Transmatter (2278.5 me) 1 2330527

Power distribution unit 1 2330450-2
* Timer 1 2330626

/_- Timer battery Z 2334476
Power conditioning unit 1 2330000-3

RF cable assembly 2 2330528-4
RF cable assembly 2 2330528-5

RF cable assembly 2 2330528-6
RF cable assembly 2 2330670-3
RV cable assembly 2 2330670-4

RF cable assembly 2 2330671-2

RF cable assembly 2 2330671-3

Ammete r shorting plug I 2335520
Ammeter shorting plug 1 2338017

O • . , ,.
• . .°

3-9
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Tablc 3-2. ALSEP Flight Article Spares (cont)

Part

Nomenclature Quantity Number Note

PSE stool quick release pin l 2335565

SIDE connector quick release pin I 2335574
Fuel cask mounting assembly 1 2338660

Lever and wire assembly g 2338681-1

Lever and wire assembly 1 2338681-2

Body release mechanism 1 2338687-1 .
Body release mechanism 1 2338687-2

Shear pin stop bracket (left hand) 1 2338685

Shear pin" stop bracket (right hand) 1 2338686

l Tab lock 2 2338689 •

Special washer 2 2338693
Shear pin 2 2338668
Tension stud 2 2338692

Square shear pin cutter 2 2338671-3

Self-locking nut 4 MS21043 -4
* Belleville washer 8 BO500-025

Shear wire 4 2338043

-_ Setscrew 2 2338665

"! Screw 4-40x.25 inch 4 MS35275-213

| Lanyard assembly l 2338128

"Fool support quick release pin / 1 2335575
RTG cable spring clip 4 2335516

Boom quick release pin 1 2335262

i Outboard support pin 2 2335126

I Outboard quick release pin 2 2334525-3
-_] i Guide fastener 20 2335931-I

Guide fastener 2 2335931-2
, Guide fastener 2 2335931-4

I Guide fastener 3 2335931-5

i Guide fastener 2 2335931-6

! Guide fastener 2 2335931-7

Guide fastener cap 100 2334675-1 ,

i Guide fastener cap 8 2334675-2

• Guide fastener cap" I0 2334675-3
Guide fastener cap 4 2334675-4

Quick release pin I 2335577-5
Quick release pin l 2335577-4
Dust cover connector 1 2334528-2
Dust cover connector 1 2334528-6 0

Dust cover connector 1 2334528-8

Boyd bolt 4 CA2773-2-I

Boyd bolt _ CA2773-4-1
Boyd bolt 4 CA2773-6-1

0
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Table 3-2. ALSEP Flight Article Spares (cont)

|'i_ ,t i" ......Nomenclature Quantity NuJ,,},., r

Boyd bolt 2 CA277 3 -_. I

Boyd bolt 4 CA2773 -l0-l

Boyd bolt 8 C A2773 _14- I

Boyd bolt 4 CA2773 -I8-1

' ' Boyd bolt 4 CA2773 -20- I

' Boyd bolt 4 CA2773-24-I

:! Boyd bolt spring 25 CSI014

I Boyd bolt nut 25 SPl015

! Accordion rivet 50 PC47290
• Accordiou rivet 50 PC47289

! Boom attachmen+_ release assembly 3 2335501-I
Boom attachment release assembly 3 2335501-2

i i •

3-4. Level A Maintenance at KSC. Level A maintenance at KSC consists of those

actions required to receive the flight system from BxA, and install it in the LM.

It includes receiving-inspection, fit checks, and functional checks in the sequence
illustrated in Figure 3-2. Any discrepancy requires a Material Review Board

disposition. If an article cannot be used as is, it is replaced with a flight article
spare which is requested from Level A BxA.

3-5. MAINTENANCE LEVEL B (sPEcIALIZED)

Maintenance level B consists of factory repair and overhaul of ALSEP flight
equipment. It will consist of detailed repair, overhaul, and component/part re-

moval and replacement as well as required adjustments and calibration necessary
to achieve the high level of ALSEP perform&nce.

3-6. GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE_

ALSEP GSE includes test setsp exciters, simulators, handling equipment, and
selected standard tools and test equipment. Corrective maintenance for the STS

includes self-test diagnostic programs (in conjunction with the "A/._EP System
Test Equipment Field Maintenance Manual") to fault-isolate to the black boxp

C panel, component, part, or to a functional circuit ofgroup logic cards in the
programmer/processor.

Maintenance beyond the level A capability will be accomplished at specialized re-

pair (level B maintenance)levels, or by vendor services. ALSEP peculiar de-

liverable GSE will be directed to Bendix (or Bendix subcontractor), for repair as
required.

3-11
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3-7. GSE ELECTRICAL /"h
k.../

Electrical GSE ustd in level A maintenance £or testing of the ALSLP system is

listed in Table 3-3. 2%,e system test set is the prir_c ALSEPmaintenance tool and

all other equipmentlistcd in Tab}e 3-3 is considered periphcral test equipment
that complements the system test set. Figures -3 thro_gh 3-17 illustrate these

equipments.

,i
' 3-8. GSE MECHANICAL

l "Mechanical GSE used in handling, test, installation, and maintenance of the

i ALSEP system is listed in Tables 3-4 through 3-6, and illustrated in Figures 3-18through 3-22-.

i "3-9. TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT

Standard tools and test equipment, facilities,and supplies required for mainte-
nance are listed in Table 3-7.

Table 3-3. Electrical Ground Support Equipment

Figure Part CFE or
No. Nomenclature Number GFE
.... • i|i, ,,ii l

3-3 ALSEP system test set 2331700 CFE

3-4 Magnetometer flux tank assembly WDL-2_- 173Z99 GFE
(Philo_)

, _-_ Gamma control console WDi,-99-173301 GFE

_ (Philco)

]-6 Integrated power unit test set 47E300467GI GFE
• . (GE-MSD)

3- 7 Environmental test chamber PD45Z971 (3M) GFE
3-8 IPU breakout box BSX 748Z CFE;

3-9 RTG simulotor BSX 6997 CFP:;

3-I0 Grenade launch assembl 7 test set 2331657 CFE
3-11 A,.'tiv,_ seismic sensor simulator 2331601 CFE •
]- 1;: Passive seismic sensor exciter CBE 2250 GFE

(Teledyne)
3-13 Heat f,ow sensor simulator 2332375 CFE

_- 14 ALSD pressurization unit 467A8090000 GFE "
(Martin- Marietta)

3- 15 A LSD battery char, ging unit 467A808000 GFE
(Martin- Marietta}

ALSD battery filling kit GFE

3-16 Electric fuel c_psule simulator 47D300Z6_ GFE
(GE-MSD)

3- 17 Antenna cap f;': ",,re _333830 CFE

0
Q 0 . .. . . .°

1
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Figure 3- 5. Gamma Figure 3- 6. Integrated Power
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Figure 3- 11. Active Seismic Sensor Simulator
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Figure '3-12. Passive Seismic Sensor Exciter
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Figure 3-13. Heat Flow Sensor Simulator
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Figure 3-14. ALSD Pressurization Unit
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Figure 3-16. Electric Fuel Capsule Simulator
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' Figure 3-17. Antenna Cap Fixture

• " Table 3-4. Mechanical Ground Support Equipment

Nomenclature Function Part Number

A

Holding Fixture_ Attaches to base of subpackage No. 1 2335311

Subpackage No. 1 for handling operations. M,_unts to

E . handling cart for subpackage movement.
Holding Fixture, Attaches to base of subpackage No. Z 2335338

Subpackage No. 2 for handling operations. Mou:;ts to

handling cart for subpackage movement.

Handling Device, Attaches to base of subpackage No. 1 2335312
Subpackage No. 1 for subpackage transfer to various

test fixtures

0 t

Q , , ., • o ,, ,, •
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O Table 3-4. Mechanical Ground Support Equipment (cont)

Nomenclature Function Part Numbs r

Handling Device, Attaches to base of subpackage No. 2 Z335313
Subpackage No. Z for subpackage transfer to various

test fixtures.

Handling Cart Provides mounting tie-down for ALSEP Z332899

p subpackages during handling and trans-

i portation during maintenance.

i Hoisting Device Attaches to ALSEP holding fixture or 2335310

• handling device.for subpackage hoisting
operations.

O Boyd Bolt Attaches to Boyd bolt for insertion into 2338343Installation Tool ALSEP structure.

Boyd Bolt Used to tighten Boyd bolt to required 2338212

Torque Tool (I,ong) tension.

Boyd Bolt Used to tighten Boyd bolt to required 2338215

Torque Tool {short) tension.

I Boyd Bolt Spindle Used to measure force required to de- 2338213

i Force Measuring press Boyd bolt spindle.
Tool ,, 1

•_:q " I

"='_I Boyd Bolt Spindle Used to measure position of spindle
2338651

":_, Position Measuring relative to Boyd bolt body.
-"_+ Tool

r ",I

Boyd Bolt Used to release Boyd bolt. 2335910
Release Tool

GLA Test Fixture GLA alignment sensor checkout. 2331455
(also called a Mech-
anical Attitude Ref-

• erence Positioning
Device or MARPD)

Central Station Provides mounting tie-down for central 2333431

Handling Cart station during handling and transportation.

Center of Gravity Provides mounting tle-down during sub- 2335309

Fixture package No. I or No. 2 center +gf' gravity
te sting. _ ",.

I

Pressure Regulator Lowers pressure of gas from gas cylin- 2338476
Assembly ders to purge or pressurize containers.

3-21
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Figure 3-.18. Subpackage Handling GSE 0
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Figure 3-19. Bo_'d Bolt Tools
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Table 3-5. Fuel Cask/Structure Assembly Handling ;']quipment (,_,

Nomenclature Function Part Number
, ,, , , , ,

Cask/Structure Fuel cask structure assembly handling dur- 2335319

ttandling Device ing fuel cask fit checks and I,M fit checks.

Fuel Cask/Band Fuel cask/band as sembly handling during 2335318

Assembly Handling fitchecks to fuel cask structure assembly
Device and installation on LM.

Trunnion Alignment/ Fixture for cask/band assembly trunnion 2.355316 ,

Band Calibration alignment and band tensioning procedures.
Fixture

Dome Handling Tool Fuel cask dome removal and handling dur- 2335908

) ing fuel capsule insertion/removal opera-
tions.

Strain Gage Readout Provides tensioning readout during cask Z332320

Device band tensioning procedures.

Fuel Cask Handling Provides transportation accommodations 2335315
Cart for fuel cask movement.

Dome Removal Tool Remove dome from fuel cask during buildup. 23353.1.7

Band Tensioning Tool Used to tighten or loosen cask bands, 2338044

Dome/Tool Provides storage for fuel cask dor:_ewith 2337950

Receptacle dome handling tool attached.

CG Determination Holding, CG, and fitci:eckfixture for fuel Z335314 "

Fixture cask and structure ass_,nbly.

Table 3-6. Fuel Capsule Handling Equipment

Nomenclature Function Part Number

Capsule SLA Used at the launch area for insertion (GFE)

hanaling tool and removal of the fuel capsule assernbly.

Capsule transfer Used to transport fuel capsule assembly (GFE)
cask from a van on the launch pad to the SLA

platform area of the Apollo spacecraft. /

Capsule port entry Used to transfer the fuel c_psule assem- (GFE)

trough bly, with the SLA handling tool attached
through a ten-inch ac_.ess port in the

spacecraft structure at the level of LM/
fuel cask attachment.

Capsule inspection Used to verify proper engagement of (GFE)

tool fuel capsule assembly in the LM fuel f_
cask.

3 -24
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'Fable 3-7. Standard Tools, Test Equipment, Facilities_and Supplies

i O - ,
_ Part N'u,'_be r Nomenclature Function

-_ . Tektronix 546 Oscilloscope 121

l Tektronix CA Vertical plug-in unit (2)HP 805 C Slotted line (I)

t HP 415 B VSWR meter (1)
HP 211 A Square wave generator (I)

HP 616 B Signal generator (I)
' " HP 851-8551 Spectrum analyzer (I)

i Empire Attenuator pad (2)
AT30-10
BPD-SPS2000 Stored program simulator (I)

, (or equivalent
"- HP 410 B VTVM (2)

_ Simpson VOM (2)

i - 206-5MHP 721 A Power Supply (I)

HP 405 Digital Voltmeter (I)
See miscellaneous cables

(GFE) Apollo Initiator Resistance Thumper assembly and GLA
Measuring Equipment circuit checks.
(AIRME)

(GFE) ALINCO squib tester CPLEE ordnance circuit checks.
Vacuum enclosure KTG leak test.

Vacuum pump RTG leak test.

(GFE) Spectrometer type leak RTG leak test.
detector

Gaseous nitrogen supply CaJibration and checkout of ALSD.

(regulated at 150 psig
(max.)

Gaseous argon supply Repressurizing RTG container,

f. .,,

3-10. TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT

Transportation equipment consists of ALSEP containers that provide protection for

(_. "_ _" the flight article subsystems and components during delivery to KSC and move-
ment between facilities at KSC during maintenance activities. Transportation

equipment for the ground support equipment consists of commercial packages that

, provide protection for the GSE components during shipment to KSC.

The shipping containers used for transportation of the ALSEP flight article and
associated GSE include two types, ALSEP containers and cornmercial packages.

The following paragraphs briefly describe each type'of container.

O
3-27
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3-11. ALSEP Containers. Special cr-*_iners are provided for each ALSEP sub-

package assembly, and separately shipped subsystem component. Figure 3-Z3 C)
illustrates typical ALSEP containers.

The AISSEP containers are constructed for an outer metal housing specific-

ally shaped to enclose the associated assembly which is mounted on a shock isola-

tion plate. The containers are instrumented to provide a real-time history of

shock on three axes, and temperature for at least seven days. A humidity indica-

tor, visible from outside the container, provides an indication of the humidity
within the container. The container for subpackage No. I, Flights I and Z, incor-

porates a GFE flux recorder for checking magnetic field exposure during shipment.

i 3-12. Commercial Packages. Colnmercial packaging is primarily used for ship-
ment of GSE. The packages consist of components wrapped or packaged in a car-

J ton, box, bag, or similar container that conforms to commercial shipping prac- •

tice. Commercial packaging methods are as follows:

a. Component mounted on a pallet, wrapped in plastic, and metal-banded to

pallet.

!

b. Component mounted in a plywood box on mating hardpoints and box packed
with dunnage.

c. Component wrapped in plastic, placed in a plywood box, and packed with
,,unnage.

d. Component sealed in plastic, wrapped in cellulose or aircap, and placed in

corrugated paper box.

e. Component packed in foam, molded to fit component contour, and packed in
wood, metal, or plastic box.

3-13. ALSEP SUPPORT MANUALS .. :

There are six ALSEP support manuals used as an integrated documentation sys-

tem to support the ALSEP hardware system. These manuals are listed in Table
3-8.

Table 3-8. ALSEP Support Manuals

( "' Title Document Number
|ll ,i

ALSEP General Familiarization Manual ALSEP-MA-Z4

ALSEP Flight System Fami"iarization Manual ALSEP-MT-03

ALSEP Flight System Mainteriance M_.nual ALSEP-LS-04

ALSEP System Test Equipment Maintenance Manual ALSEP-LS-06

ALSEP Transportation and Handling Manual ALSEP-LS-03
Grenade Launch Assembly Test Set Instructions Manual ALSEP-LS-07

0
" -Z8
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I SECTION IV
[

i OPERA TIONS! , 4- I. OPERATIONS, GENERAL

! ! This section presents a description of the operational ALSEP flighthardware oper-
ations The description encompasses events occurring between equipment re-

_: _ ceipt at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and the programmed shutdown of ALSEP

:, lunar operation. Table 4- I contains a location index of ALSEP operations.
-Vt

Table 4-1. ALSEP Operations Locations

KSC Lunar Surface | Postdeployment
• , .., I .

ALSEP inspection In-flightconfiguration MSFN operation

Post-landing operations MCC operation

Fit checks Carry mode PI activities

1 Ordnance verification ]

iii ALSD activation Deployment:

(a) Support subsystems

ALSEP installation (b) Experiment subsystems

ALSD installation
[.

I Grenade and thumper

• installation

(_I 4-Z. KSC PRELAUNCH CHECKOUT AND INSTALLATION

" Activity at KSC includes inspection, fit checks, ordnance verification, assembly,

test, and ALSEP installation. Figure 3-2, Sheet Z shows the sequeuce of events
necessary to receive, check out, and install ALSEP equipment in the LM. Note
that Class A ordnance and radioactive items are received and checked in a Io-

']_ cation separate from the rest of the A LSEP equipment. I_C ALSEP facilities

consist of:

*

a. Bunker facility - used for checkout of the GLA
b. Ordnance laboratory building, MY- 1417-, Used in conjunction with the!

_ bunker' facility to test the GLA, thumper and ordnance)

..... _','-'_ _ .... _.w,.,,-_-w -:._._...,. ....... _ .......... _..:.,=_.._..._.- _jq .... .L...... ._._'-..L.,,.._ _mm "k' I
i
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! c. Parachute building, M7-657 (ALSEPlaunch preparation site ALPS) - Used

for receipt, inspection, assembly, and bonded stores operations. (_:)
i d. AEC fuel c_psule storage.

i 4-3. KSC INSPECTION AND CHECKOUT

ALSEP activities are centered in the Hypergolic Test Cell Nc 2. Building M7-1Zl0

: which is located south of the manned spacecraft operation building (MSOB). All

ALSEP subsystems except the GLA and thumper are received and tested here.

Ordnance items are stored in the ordnance te_, storage facility (LC-39)where

ordnance circuit tests, lot verification and ir _ allation are accomplished. Ord-
nance items include the following:

) a. Squib devices - used to actuate CCIG an,.CPLEE du_ _.covers and uncage _he •
- PSE after experiment deployment.

b. Thumper initiators - used in thumper firing operations.

c. Four rocket grenades - used in the active seismic experiment. (Class
ordnance)

4-4. KSC Inspection. Ordnance items, as noted in paragraph 4-3, will be re-

ceived, inspected, and stored at the KSC ordnance test storage facility. The re-

maining ALSEP equipment will be received, inspected, and stored at the Hlrper-

golic-Test Cell No. Z, Building M7-1210.

The ALSEP equipment listed in Table 4-2 will be inspected upon receipt for pos-

sible shipping damage that may have occurred in transit. Temperature, humidity,

magnetic flux and shock recorders will be monitored for maximum excursions, if

applicable. Excursions will be recorded on the logistic traveler or the quality as-

surance inspection report (QAIR).

4-5. KSC Equipment Calibration. Equipment calibration conducted at KSC is

listed in Table 4-3 with an explanation of the task to be performed. All calibra-

tiondata will be entered in the GSE calibration log.

4-6. KSC Equipment Checkout Table 4-4 lists the ALSEP equipment and ALSEP

GSE requiring checkout. Appropriate checks for each item are referenccd. J
f_

( 4-7. KSC Fit Checks. Fit checks of ALSEP hardware, toots, packages, avd ttle
_ LM are required to verify tolerances and effective operation and installation.

## •

Table 4-5 hsts the fit checks required.

4-8. KSC ALSEP INSTALLATION

4-9. KSC Ordnance Installation. The ALSEP system is delivered to the ordnance
laboratory after all ordnance tests are complete. The ALSEP system is stored in

the ordnance laboratory storage facility between ordnance installation activities,
Ordnance ite,,'ns are installed as follows:

_ ,t-z

.,. !

m m _ _,'---_W_,_m_W _.:;-=:::_--_.r_ _._;, _._.e.._,.i_ _.:; _,;.?,_1_.I
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]

Table 4-2. KSC Inspection ,

_ Item Sub- item (if applicable )

i
GLA Test Set (GLATS) (Received at ordnance facility and trans-

ferred to Building M7-1Zl0 for inspec-

tlon)

CPLEE CCIG, PSE Ordnance Lot verification ordnance
I,

Thumper Geophone Cable Assembly Thumper
,
/ i • 2.1 Apollo Standard Initiators (ASI)

Three geophones and cables

Grenade Launcher Assembly (GLA) Launcher assembly

Four rocket grenades

i / _ ALSEP Subpackage No. 1 Experiment subsystems
L ] * Data subsystem

ALSEP Subpackage No. Z Experiment subsystems

.. Radioisotope Thermoelectric Genera,or
(RTG)

Apollo Lunar Hand Tools
Apollo Lunar Surface Drill (ALSD) Battery pack

Power head

Ca sing

ALSD GSE Transport/storage case

Battery charger
Pres sur ization unit

Flight Fuel Cask

Fuel Cask Structure Assembly

RTG Ft,el Capsule (The fuel capsule will not be removed

from the shipping cask for inspection

and will be stored in the AEC storage

.- facility)

Fuel Capsule Handling Tools Capsule ground handling tool

Capsule spacecraft LM adapter (SLA)

handling tool

Capsule transfer cask

• Capsule port transfer trough
Flight Fuel Capsule Handling Tool

1 (! AL_SEP/LM Installationand Handling Sub- package hois t equipment, Equipment ALSEP/LM Insertion handling fixtures

:_ • Handling equipment support platform
a (ALSEP installation equipment is storec

; ."" , in the MSOB after inspection. )

i ii ,iii i

I

,i

' 1 , ,_, _ _

.,, ! - , ,:%£ .......
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a. Dust cover squibs are installed on particle experiments and the connections ,_-.._

are soldered, _ !
b. The thumper assembly is installed on subpackage no. Z.

• c. The GLA is installed in the mortar box to make up the mortar package asse
assembly which is mounted on subpackag_ No. 1 after ALSEP has been installed i

in the LM and moved to the pad.

Table 4-3. KSC GSE Calibration i

Item Task i

GLA Test Set Calibrate in _ccor:lance with "GLA Test Set " 1
Instructions Manual. "

ALSD (GSE) Check the batter? charger for rate, voltage, 1

and charge terr%ination using spare set of
silver oxide zinc cells. Calibrate low and _ ,i

1 high pressure reliefvalve settings.

: Trunnion Alignment/Band Adjust per top assembly drawing.

Calibration Fixture i

4- I0. KSC ALSEP Installationin LM. The ALSEP subpackages are installed in I

the SEQ bay while the LM is in the landing gear fixblre just prior to mating with

the spacecraft LM adapter (SLA). A special platform is erected to the SEQ bay
level to facilitateALSEP installation.

Table 4-4. KSC ALSEP Equipment Checkout
i it

item Checks

r

GLA test set Check satisfactory operation in accordance with
"GLA Test Set Instructions Manual. "

Thumper assembly Verify circuit continuity of Apollo standard initi-
circuit check ators installed in thumper using squib tester at

ordnance test facility.

GLA Verify circuit continuity of squibs and cable using i

AIRME squib tester and ordnance voltmeter ]
(Simpson Z60 with batteries removed),

ALSD Verify the ALSD battery and power head have cor- •

rect internal pressure settings on the reliefvalve

and that the power head functions satisfactorily.

ALSD GSE Verify correct operation of ALSD battery charger _
and pressurization unit by verifying the output of • _'
the battery charger and leak testing the pressuri-
,,.ation unit.

4-I I. KSC ALSD Installation. Included in the ALSD installation are battery acti-

vation, pressure checks, and functional tests, which are performed as follows:

a. The ALSD battery is activated and charged prior to' installation in the ALSD. *

rcscheduling at this point delays the activity by more than 6 days, the batteries
are replaced. _ :

4-4
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i b. The pressurization unit is connected to a supply of regulated Thenitrogen.

pressure required to actuate the relief valve is checked. A soak test is conducted
"_ to check for leaks from the batterybo_. A check is then made of the battery

power switch operation and the off load voltage at the output connector.

c. The ALSD power head and battery pack are assembled and locked together.The power head is operated for ten seconds to verify proper operation.

_. d. The ALSD is transported to the SLA at Complex 39 where it is mounted on

i ALSEP subpackage No. Z which is already installed in the SEQ bay. After com-
f pletion of the ALSD installation the SEQ bay door is closed and secured.

I " Table 4-5. KSC Fit Checks

i ,.,, , , ,,,, ,., i I II III I

Item Fit Checked with:
.j

CPI,.EE ordnance (2 "reefing

) Line Cutters") CPLEE (atordnance test facility)
_ Thumper Assembly Subpackage No. 2 (atordnance test facility)

GLA Mortar Box (at ordnance test facility)

ALSD Subpackage No. Z

Fuel Capsule Ground handling tool

SLA handling tool (from cask to port entry

through and back to cask)

Flight handling tool

Fuel Capsule Fuel cask

Fuel Capsule RTG

Fuel Cask / Mounting hardware and heat shield
Fuel Cask, heat shie)d, LM

structure as sembly I

ALHT Subpackage No. Z

ALSEP (Subpackages .and LM
ALSD)

i in i

4- IZ. KSC Fuel Cask and Fuel Capsule Installation. The fuel cask and mountir_g

structure assembly is transported to the work platform at SLA and is mounted on
the I,M structure after the LM has been fueled.

• The radioactive and hot (1200°F) fuel capsule is transported to the SLA work plat-

form, inserted into the fuel cask in the upright position, and locked in place using

; the SLA handling tool.

( ,
4- 13. LUNAR SURFACE OPERATIONS

The following paragraphs describe the events that take place from the time the LM

lands on the lunar surface until all ALSEP experiments have been deployed. In-
cluded in the discussion are:

a. Flight mode - The in-flight configuration of ALSEP equipment.
b. PosL-landing operations - The events that occur between lunar landing and

the beginning of ALSEP deployment procedures.

0
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c. Carry mode - The activity performed by the crewmen in removing the

ALSEP equipment from the LM and transporting it to the emplacement area. _...)
d. Deploymer_t and activation - The events performed by the crewmen in era-

placing and activating the experiments.

4- 14. FLIGHT MODE

!

During flight,the ALSEP system _s inert except for the structure/thermal sub-

system function of providing thermal protection to the LM. The location of the fuel

i cask assembly, external to the LM, provides a heat rejection system for the fuell capsule and for crew safety during deployment. The cask support structure incor- "

porates a thermal shield to reflect cask thermal radiation away from the LM. In

addition, insulators are incorporated in the structure to reduce conductive heat
transfer to the LM.

) "ALSEP subsystems and experiments are mounted on subpackage pallets which are

secured in the LM SEQ bay. The SEQ bay is located in LM descent stage behind a

thermal door. The subpackages occupy a volume of approximately 15 cubic feet

and are locked in place by retaining pins. Contents of the two subpackages for

Flights I and Z are listedin Table 4..6. On Flight 3 the magnetometer and solar

winci experiments are replaced by charged particle, cold cathode gauge, and heat

flow experiments on subpackage No_ I and the Apollo lunar surface drill replaces

the suprathermal ion detector experiment on subpackage No. Z. On Flight 4 sub-

package No. Z is identical with subpackage N_..Z of Flights I and Z. Flight 4 sub-

package No. 1 will mount the passive seismic and charged particle experiments,

the mortar box assembly and +.hethumper of the active seismic experiment. In

addition, the active seismic electronics package will be incorporated in the central
station.

Table 4-6. Subpackage Configuration, Flights 1 and Z

Subpackage No. 1 Subpackage No. Z

(SEQ Compartment No. I) '" (SEQ Compartment No. Z)

Magnetometer experiment Suprathe_mal ion deLector experiment

Passive seismic experiment Radioisotope thermoelectric generator
Solar wind experiment Passive seismic stool

Dust detectors Apollo lunar hand tools

Data subsystem antennas Fuel transfer toolData subsystems Universal handling tool (2) ,
-; Power conditioning units . Dome removal tool

Antenna aiming mechanism
Antenna mast/carry bar sections (_)

SPart of central station . :

i,i t t iH t
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4- 15. POST-LANDING OPER2_TIONS

O Lunar envirc_nmental conditions impose constrain":s on ALSEP hardware and it_
deployment by tim Apollo crewmen. ALSEP dcployment procedures will be per-
formed ata li_ne when the sun angle from th_ ]u.ar horizon is 7 to Z2 degrees. At

a sun angl= c._ 7 degrees the lunar surface temperature is approximateI 7 -50 to .,
-6Cdegrees F. At a sun angle of ZZ degrees thc lunar surface t,_mperature is

-tS0 to +100 degrees F. ALSEP design allows deployment at a maximum sun angle
of 45 degrees and a relative lunar surface temperature of approximately +165 de- it
grees F. l

: • The ALSEP related events that take place after the LM has descended on the Moon

are presented here in the order in which they will be accomplished by the crew-
men:

_ * a. Perform survey functions and enter the data on the ar...tenna a.imir, g table' which is used in deploying t_e data subsystem.

b. Proceed to the SEQ bay and begin ALSEP equipment ten,oval and deploy-
ment procedures.

4-!6. Tools Used in Deployment. Table 4-'_ lists the tools used by the crewmen

during deployment. 3,1re universal handling _uol (UHT) is used to release the tie-
down fasteners, and to'transport and emplace the experiment subsystems. The

insertion end of the UHT is a positive locking device that provides a rigid inter-

face between the tool and a receptacle on the experzment for transport and em-
placement of the experiment, i, trigger on the tool handle must be depressed to

engage _r release the tool from the experiment receptacle. An Allen wrench
fitting, extending f_om the insertion end of the tool, engages the hexagon socket

in the head of Boyd bolt tie-down fasteners to rotate and release the bolt.

Table 4-7. Deployment Tools
___m-- i Hi j _

Nomenclature Fuuc tio n

Universal Handling I, ol (UHT) (2) Used to release t_-_ down fasteners and

', to carry experiments

Dome Removal Tool (DRT) Used to remove and handle the dome
• of the fuel Cask

Fuel Transfer Tool (FTT) Used to transfer fuel capsule from

cask to RTG
• Probe Emplacement Tool Used to emplace heat flow probes

Apollo Lunar Surface Drill {ALSD) Used to drill holes for heat flow prob_
em I lacement

Apollo L.ur_ar Hand Tools ,(ALHT) See Secti-n I,I
in _ i run , i n _ __

The d_nne removal tool (DRT) is used to remove _nd handle the dome of the fuel

cask. The tool engages, is locked in place, and unlocks a nut on the fuel cask
dome. rx_tation of the nut releases the dome.

O
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The _uel transfer tool (FTT) is used to transfer the fuel capsule assembly from the

fuel cask to the radios,tope thermoelectric generator. Three prongs on the end {_
of the tool engage the fuel capsule and are locked in place by rotating the knurled

handle of the tool. This engagement releases the fuel capsule retaining latches to

free the capsule from the cask.

4- 17. PREDEPLOYMENT

The predeployment phase encompasses the task of removing ALSEP equipment

from the L3vf SEQ bay, assembling subpackages No. 1 and No. 2 in the transporta-
i tion configuration, and traversi.ng to th.e emplacement area. ,

_ Table 4-8 presents the basic predeployment events in chronological sequence. Sub-

: sequent paragraphs de,tribe each event in the order in which they appear in the
table.

Table 4-8. Predeployment Events
i : i i lit

I Event No. I Operatmn
i I "_escent to lunar surface

_ Walk to descent stage stowage compartment (SEQ) t"
3 Unload ALSEP

(a) Gain access to stowage _ompartment
(b) Remove subpacka_e No. 1

(c) Remove subpacka_e No. 2
4 Fuel RTG

5 Prepare subpackages _or l-_rbell car_yLocate correct trav_ rse Lp.aring

i . Walk 300 feet at selected bearing carrying packages
• 4-18. Descent to Lunar Surface. The predeployment phase begins with the crew-

man descending _rom the LM to the lunar surface.

] 4-19. Remov_ ALSEP Equipment from the LM. The crewman walks to the LM

4

1 SEQ bay, releases and valses the thermal door. The crewman retrieves sub-package No. 1 deployment lanyard, walks 10 feet from the LM, pulls deployment

( lanyard to release subpackage No. 2, pull boom with subpackage No. 1 out of the

SEQ bay, lower subp_ckage _To. 1 to t},e lunar s_rface, releases deployment lan-
k

_ yard quick-release catch pulis pin to separate subpacl.age No. 1 from the boom

_' attachment assemb,y, cad restows the boom. Subpackage No. 2 is removed in a "
' similar manner and i_ placed near subpackage No. 1 on the lunar surface.

4-20.._'uel the RTG. The ._,ml cask must be rotated to an attitude consistent with

the 12vl tilt an_:le to provide a geo_ view and crewman reach attitude. The crew-

n,an, using the cask lanyard, rotates can, levers to shear trunnion pins, pulls

spline to partially frec the cask dome, and operates the rotation mec}t-nism to

©
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O rotate the cask to a proper unloading angle. Using the dome removal tool, th,..
crewman removes the cask dome and discards the cask dome and the DRT.

The crewman removes the fuel capsule from the fuel cask by inserting the FTT

into the fuel capsule head, rotating the tool handle to achi'eve engagement and

capsule release, and withdrawing the tool and capsule from the _ask. The crew-
man then moves with the tool and attached fuel capsule to the RTG and lowers

the capsule into the generator cavity. Once the fuel capsule has been placed in

! the RTG, release is accomplished by reversing the rotation of the tool handle.

" Releasing the tool from the fuel capsule head automatically locks the fuel capsule

t i in the RTG. The tool provides pos:_tive connection with the fuel capsule, separa-
tion from the hot element, and control of the transfer by the crewman. The FTT
is discarded.

)-
4-21. Transport ALSEP to Emplacement.Area. The crewman places the sub-

packages .inthe carrying position and connects the antenra mast between the sub-
packages. The connectors are simple keyhole slip-fit. The crewman liftsthe

subpackages to the carrying position in "barbell" fashion as shown in Figure 4-I,

and carries them 300 feet from the LM on the Z axis. The Z axis is predicted

I on deployment being conducted in full view of the crewman remaining in the LM.The representative direction of the Z axis is affected by the suitability of the
surroundingterrain. For purposes of this description, it is assumed that a

southwesterly direction from Llvl is.satisfactory for the emplacement of the ALSEP.

While carrying the subpackages lateral balance is shifted by changing the hand
position on the carry bar.

.

. The 300-foot distance to the emplacement _ea is the result of a trade-off in

comparing the necessity of ALSEP deployment out of the LM ascent blast area
with the constraints of keeping the crewman within the time and distance l_n}l-

rations dictated by the PLSS oxygen curve to assur_ a safe return to the LM.

The walk to the deployment area is timed to prevent excess RTG warmup and

thereby avoid potential thermal problems for the crewman.

4-ZZ. DEPLOYMENT

, To aid the astronaut in proper deployment of the experiments, decals, similar to

"_ those shown in Figure 4-1A, are attached to the subpackages and experiments.
!
i

The following describes the events that occur from the time the crewman arrives

at the ALSEP emplacement area (300 feet from the LM) until he has deployed all

ALSEP equipment and returned to the LM. Itis assumed that the ALHT was re-

moved from the ALSEP No. Z subpackage on the initialexcursion. Deployment

activitiesare discussed in the procedural sequence performed by the crewman.

Figures 4-Z through 4-4 illustratethe layout of the ALSEP equipment and experi-

ments after deployment. The immediately following steps are applicable to

Flights 1 and Z. Flights 3 and 4 are discussed in p_ragraphs 4-Z3 through 4-Z5.

O
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Figure 4-2. Deployment Arrangement Flights l and Z, Typical

Step Event

1 Emplace ALSEP on lunar surface on a N/S axis with subpackage No. 1 on
• the South side.

2 Remove subpackage No. 1 and carry to emplacement site I0 feet East of

subpackage No. Z.

• 3 Return to subpackage No. Z, rotate it upright and align subpackage on

E/W axis with RTG on East side. Remove subpallet and carry to sub-

package No. I.

4 Return to subpackage No. 2, remove cable reel, and return to suS-

package No. 1 deploying cable enroute. Make power connection to sub-

package No. I.

5 Remove SIDE from subpallet, unfold legs, place SIDE on lunar surface

approximately' 5 feet South of subpackage No. 1, and complete cable
connection.

0
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LUNARNORTH

,_- [ RTG ANTENNA BII W
J /

PASS#V[

tSEISMIC

CP_E

HFE
16 F[['T CABIr

HEAT

m_ PROBEH£Alr
CCGE PROSE

_'igure 4-3. Deployment Arrangement Flight 3, Typical

Step Event

6 RetUrn to subpackage No. 1, remove carry bar and install on subpallet

taper fitting. A
7 Using handle of UHT, release PSE levellng stool pull pi:L, _nd remove

stool from subpallet, carry s_ool to a point 10 feet East of subpackage

No. 1 and empl&ce. Return to subpackage No. 1. ,,
8 Set subpackage upright and align on E/W axis. , .
9 Release SWE, remove SWE from central station, carry 13 feet South, and _°

emplace on lunar surface. Align by observing sh_ dow cast by sensor
head. ' "

10 Release PSE, remove PSE from subpackage No. 1, carry with UHT to
emplacement site, rel_ose thermal shroud restraint, emplace and align

PSE, deploy thermal shroud, and level PSE. (See Figure 4-5. )

1 1 Release ME sensor arm fasteners, remove horse collar/brace assembly,
release ME from subpackage No. I, and place ME on lunar surface about

5 feet from subpackage No. 1 in the direction of deployment.

4-1Z
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2NOGEOPHONE

LUNARNORTH

IS1 GEOPHONE

W E RTG ANTENNA

_ CENTRAL '• S STATION
_ PASSIVE

MBA

CPLEE

SIDE

CCIG

Figure 4-4. Deployment Arrangement Flight 4, Typical

Step Event

lZ Return to central station, release SIDE cc _ector, release and deploy
RF c_ble, release antenna Lie-downs, release and raise sunshield, re-

• move antenna mast and antenna aiming mechanism housing from sub-

pallet, assemble to central station, retrieve antenna and install on aim-

ing mechanism. (See Figure 4.6. )13 Align central station antenna by: entering azimuth and e!evation offsets, ,
• leveling and aligning the antenna subsystem. (See Figure 4-7. ) i

14 Walk to ME, grasp carry handle, carry ME in prcdetermined direction {{
50 feet, deploy legs, align ME and place on lunar surface;, extend sez,-

sors', deploy parabolic reflector _ssemblies, level and align ME. (See

Figure 4-8. ) ,,

0 ' '
• o . ., . . o.
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Step Event

15 Walk to SIDE, insert UHT, carry SIDE 55 • 5 feet in predetermined dir-
t ection deploying cable, emplace SIDE on lunar s_rface, deploy ground

! screen on level surface, lift SIDE, remove CCIG and .Lold,emplace SIDE

on ground screen, emplace CCIG maximum distance from SIDE with sealside of CCIG away from SIDE, central station, and LM, a d level and

i align SIDE.

16 Returv to centrr.1_ation, turn on Astronaut switch No. 1 using UHT,
request transmitter turn-on, check antenna orientation, receive confir-

mation of receipt of RF signal and useful data. *

4-23. Deployment (Flights 3 and 4). Flights three and four will carry different

combinations of experiments which also differfrom the combination of experi-

.. ments carried on Flights one and two. Deployment of those experiments not car-

ried on Flights one and two are discussed in the following paragraphs.

4-24. Flight .Three - Flight three will carry the. heat flow experiment (HFE), the

passive seismic experiment (PSE), the charged particle lunar environment experi-

ment (CPLEE), and the cold cathode gauge experiment (CCGE). Deploymer.t of

the PSE has been discussed in paragraph 4-22, and th,_refore, the following s,teps

cover deployment of the CPLEE, CCGE, and HFE only, (Figure 4-3).

Step Event

1 Rvmove CCGE from subpackage No. I and place CCGE on lunar surface

approximately 5 feet _outh of subpackage No. 1.
2 Remove HFE electronic package, wit_ probe box attached, from subpackage

No. 1 and place on lunar surface approximately 5 feet South of subpackage
No. 1.

3 Remove and carry the CPLEE, deploying the cable, to approximately I0
feet South of the central station.

4 Emplace the CPLEE parallel to the central station. Level and align the
CPLEE and return to the central station.

5 Insert UHT and carry CCGE 55 15 f_et in predetermined direction, de-

ploying cable. Emplace CCGE on lunar surface, level and align. Return
to central station.

6 Insert UHT and carry HFE assembly 30 feet South, deposit package, and

return to package No. 2 for ALHT and ALSD. After retrieving ALHT and
ALSD and returning to HFE assembly, walk av additional 16 feet to site for 4

probe No. I emplacement.

7 Drill probe hold (Figure 4-9) and insert sheathing.

8 Return to electronics package, detach probe box and separate two halves of

probe box; carry ha]/probe box with attached emplacement tool to probe
emplacement site deploying cable enroute. Insert HFE probe (Figure 4-10)
and proceed tc second emplacement area with ALHT, ALSD, and emplace-
ment tool.

9 Return to electronics package, pick up remaining hal_ of probe box, return

to second probe emplacement _i+.e and emplace probe as in steps 7 and 8.
Return to and align the HFE electronics package.

4-18
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4-Z5. Flight Four - Flight four will carry the suprathermal ion detector experi-

._ ment (SIDE), the PSE, the CPLEE, and the active seismic experiment (ASE).
All but the ASE deployment have been discussed in previous paragraphs; there-
fore the following steps cover deployment of the ASE only. (Figure 4-4).

Step Event

1 Remove thumper-geophone assembly and mortar package from experi-
ment package, assemble thumper, and partially deploy mortar package.

Z Using UHT turn central station ASE safe/enable switch to enable.

3 Emplace goephones at 10, 160, and 310 foot points along a Northwest

, line, deploying geophone and thumper cables enroute.
4 Return along the geophone cables activating the thumper at the marked

intervals; approximately every 15 feet. Return to central station after

_ final thumper activation.
5 Using UHT turn central station ASE safe/enable switch to safe.V

6 Remove safety rods from mortar package, turn on mortar package safe/
arm switches, return to the central station and enable the ASE.

The mortar package and grenades will be activated by commands from MSFN on

Earth some time (approximately one year) after the astronauts and I._ have left
the Moon.

4-Z6. Antenna Aiming - The final step in all deployment sequences before return-
ing to the LM is to vei-ify, and correct if necessary, the alignment and leveling

of the central station antenna. 'The following operations, performed in the

sequence shown, effect antenna aiming:

a. Set the a:ltenna in elevation.

b. Set the antenna in azimuth.
c. Level the mechanism.

d. Align the shadow with the marked null line.

On completion of antenna aiming, all four settings are checked and readjusted as
necessary. Any readjustment in leveling may require further adjustment of the

shadow null setting. Refer to Figure 4-11 for location of adjustments and posi-
tion readouts.

_._ The ALSEP antenna is pointed to the mean position of Earth by means of the ele-
8

vation, azimuth, and shadow adjustments. The three gimbal mechanisms pro-

vide null and angular adjustments through worm and wheel ge'ars at a 72:1 ratio.

• Correction range for each adjustment is as follows:

a. Sun shadow null ± 15 degrees

b. Azimuth angle ± 90 degrees "

c. Elevation angle 4. 50 degrees

O
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Figure 4-11. Antenna Aiming Mechanism

Elevation and azimuth adjustments are made by rotating the applicable knobs. The
elevation and azimuth angles will each be measured by two scales, a coarse scale

measuring increments of 5 degrees and set on the respective elevation and azimuth

": axis, and a fine scale measuring increments of 1/20 of each 5 degree resolution
and set on the respective worm drive axis. Data for these settings are derived

from aiming tables (Figure 4-12) and relayed via the voice link between astronaut
and MCC.

From these two fixed data the mechanism sets the antenna at a predetermined

angle in elevation and in azimuth. The azimuth and sunshadow null adjustments ,
are on a common axis. Therefore_ the azimuth adjustment is relative to the

shadow null position. The elevation angle is measured relative to the local verti-
cal set of the bubble level.

The antenna is leveled to _0.5 degrees by" adjusting the two knobs located on the
lower side of the aiming mechanism. Sensitivity" of the leveling adjustments is

1 degree per revolution of the knob. The adjustment mechanism will correct up to

+6 degrees from the horizontal plane. As the knobs are rotated observe the bub-

ble level to determine when levering is accornpl[shed.

C
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Upon satisfying the leveling requirements, the shadow knob is rotated (which ro-

O tares the mechanism in azimuth) until a specified (null) setting is positioned d'.r-, ectly under the shadow from the antenna mounted sun compass. With tiffs accom.
plished, the antenna is pointed toward the mean position of Earth within ± 0.7 de-

grees, and provides a reference direction between LM and a subsolar point from
which fine antenna aiming is made.

t

To check all adjustments after the mechanism has been set, the bubble level is

positioned 3-1/2 inches out from the center of the mechanism and the elevation

coarse and fine scales are set at each end of their respective _xis.
t

4-Z7. POST-DEPLOYMENT OPERATIONS

Communication between MCC and ALSEP is established with the activation of

central station during deployment operations. For 45 days ALSEP nperation is
monitored continuously. Commands which initiate specific actions required for

normal operation are sent to ALSE P during this period. Con_rnands are also
sent to change or request status of ALSEP subsystem,._ or experiments.

After the initial 45-day period, MCC monitors and controls ALSEP at least two
hours out of eae]_ 24-hour day and 48 to 60 hours during lunar sunrise and sunset.

For the active seismic experiments high data rate is u_ed either 15 minutes once

a week or 30 minutes every two weeks.

ALSEP transmission "(downlink) is received by remote sites on Earth and relayed
to MCC via tie line cables. Commands initiated by MCC are routed through
another tie line cable to the remote site and are transmitted to ALSEP. This

communication system is referred to as the manned space flight network (h4SFN).

Because of the Earth's rotation, it is necessary to establish remote sites around

the Earth. Remote sites for ALSEP will include the following:

a. Goldstone, California (85-foot antenna)

b. Carnarvon, Australia (30-foot antenna)
c. Ascension Island (30-foot antenna)

d. Hawaii (30-foot antenna)

• e. Guam (30-foot antenna)
f. Madrid, Spain (85-foot antenna)

g. Canberra, Australia (85-foot antenna).

The stations selectedwill provide transmitters/receivers in latitude about the
equator ranging from approximately 34 degrees north to 37 degrees south.

The 30-f_ot dish antennas can be used for normal operations, but the 85-foot dish
antennas will be used when ALSEP is in the active seismic mode. ALSEP will be

in the active seismic mode ap_,roximately one hour during deployment when the

astronaut activates the thumper, and another hour at the end of one year when the

grenades are launched (this is in addition to intermittent monitoring per'iods).

0
• .... , . • °
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I
Longitude 22° IZ'

0
Upper Girnbal Sun Compass

Latitude +East -Wes_ N.E. Quad S.E. Quad S.W. Quad N.W. Quad

0°0 ' "22.0 0.0 O. 0 O. 0 O. 0

004 ' 22.0 O. 3 -0.4 O. 1 -0.2

008 ' ZZ.O O. 6 -0.8 O. 2 -0.3

O°lZ ' 22.0 O. 9 -0.2 O. 3 -0.5

t , , , I I

Jr

! I ! I I .1

l l I I I l

4048' 22.5 16.4 -1.82 6.6 -9.4

4°52' 22.5 16.7 -18.6 6.7 -9.5

4056' 22.5 17.0 -19.0 6.9 -9.7

500' 22.5 17._ -19.4 7.0 -9.8

(Main Table)

Latitude 4040 '
Sun Elevation

0° -I. 5
5° -1.1

-0.8
l .._.4
20° -0. I

2S° +0.3 "
30° +0.7

f 3_° - +1.0
• 40° "+1.2 .

45° +I. 6

'_ (Correction Table)
NOTE: Table entries are not correct and are

given for illustration only. .,
!

Figure 4-12. Antenna Aiming Table (Sample)
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i There may be three separate _LSEP systems operating sin ....Moon. Communication with the three systems would be pro,,;

-_ through integrated time frame.,. For instance, the 45-day l,,,.

I mand period for ALSEP No. 1 would be complete by the time /

" emplaced. Witlfin this time frame continuous monitoring of tw,, ,

would not be required. The present MSFN capabilities permit ,,. '
toring of one ALSEP and at the same time monitoring the other _....

sharing basis. '

An MSFN station tapes e;_ch ALSEP telemetry (downlink) continu,, ,_i.:..

,_ o mum of two ALSEP:_ arc mmitored at MCC, and controlled frorr .......,_,(-. ,

I i operation of three ALSEP's simultaneously will require time-sha,qn_ of ,.,
, _ monitoring and control (but all three will he taped continuously). When ;,

is in the active seismic mode, the transmission of its high data rate to :4 ,.,
precludes monitoring a second ALSEP.during that interval.

4-Z8. MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWOKK (MSFN)
|

1 Typical MSFN and MCC ALSEP operations are described in the following para.

graphs. Because specific responsibilities have not been defined, the descript:,_:.
is typical only.

4-Z9. Downlink Transmission. Figure 4-13 provides a block diagram illustrat:rL:

the ALSEP functions of M3FN. Telemetry data (engineering status and scientihc
data) are transmitted by AI_SEP and received by the remote site 30- or 8S-foot

•dish antennas. The signal is routed from the antenna to the receiver rf detection

stage. The signal (TIM bit stream) from the detectc stage is tape recorded as

a backup in event the 14-channel tape recorder or receiver are inoperative, This

tape is reused. The rf signal output from the detector stage is demodulated and
routed to the site computer and to a 14-channel tape recorder. All ALSEP da_a

are recorded on this tape recorder for the full year regardless of whether MCC

is monitoring or not. The audio frequency 'bit stream is recorded on one channel
of the 14-channel tape recorder. Another channel is used to automatically record

the time-of-day (Greenwich mean time). A third channel is used to insert voice
annotations as required. This includes information pertinent to the recorded data

(description of station abnormalities, time or signal gaps not caused by ALSEP).

• The 14-channel tape recorder is operated at 3-3/4 ips. When the recorder reel

is expended, the tape is removed and shipped to NASA-Houston where it is con-
verted to machine language for subsequent detailed analy'ses. When required,

another tape recorder is connected into the same line and is started prior to shut-
ring off the first recorder. This provides an overlap of the bit stream rather than
a loss of data.

The modulated signal input to the site computer is encoded to format, supplied
with a header (shows routing and address), and processed through the tie line

cable. The computer process of converting the data to format and inserting the
header results in a slight delay; therefore, thv data processed over the tie line

cable is not quite in real time. The tie line cable has a capacity of 2400 bps.

0
i
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Figure 4-13. MSFN Functional Block Diagram

The tie line cable carrying the telemetry data may terminate at a switching station

(London or Hawaii) where the transmission is switched to another tie line cable

and routed to the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). At GSFC the switching

procedure is repeated and the telemetry data are routed to MCC. At MCC the

telemetry data are decoded and processed by computer for display.

Principal investigators (PI) observe the display and make preliminary evaluations.

The Pl may advise the ALSEP controller concerning problems with his experiment.
After evaluating data, in near real time, the PI may suggest changes to the com-

mand procedure in order to gain additional data.

4-30. Uplink Tra.nsmission. Commands are generated by the console controller
at the ALSEP console command keyboard. The generated signal is routed in tele-

type code to the applicable remote site. At the remote site, the command trans-

mission is fed into a computer for formatting. The output of the computer serves
to modulate the remote site transmitter and the command is transmitted to ALSFP.

0
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4-31. MCC Operation. The ALSEP console controller initiatescommands tr,
ALSEP using the command keyboard. Telemetry data received from ALSEP are

displayed on the console. As data are received, the controller evalvates the

status of ALSEP and generates corrective commands as required. For example,

ALSEP may stop transmitting modulation on the carrier in which case the console

controller would probably issue a command for ALSEP to switch data processors.

The ALSEP console controller also inserts commands required for thc normal

operation of ALSEP. These include: mode selection, experiment switching,

GLA activation, and dust cover deploFTnent (refer to Appendix for a complete

• listof the normal commands).

As ALSEP transmits engineering and scientificda_a back to Earth, the "controller

must evaluate the status of ALSEP through interpretation of the data display.

Depending on detail requirements and specific mechanization, the displays may

- include TV (charactron) formats, page printers, meters, X-Y plotters, analog

) strip charts, and event lights. The computer handling these displays cau insert

sensor calibration data, compare them against preset limit values, and perform

other analysis functions.

i
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GLOSSARY

Abb r e viati on De finition

A/D Analog to Digital

ALHT Apollo Lunar Hand Tools

ALSD Apollo Lunar Surface Drill
l;

ALSEP Apollo L_mar Surface Experiments Package

= AMU Atomic Mass Unit

ASE Active Seismic Experiment

) ASI Apollo Standard Initiator
' _ BxA Bendix Aerospace Systems Division

CCGE Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment

CCIG Cold Cathode Ion Gauge

CFE Contractor Furnished Equipment

CM Command Module

CPA Curved Plate Analyzer

CPLEE Charged Particle Lunar Environment

• Experiment

CS Central Station

DRT Dome Removal Tool

DS/S Data Subsystem

E GF U Electronic s / Gimbal- Flip Unit

EMU Extravehicular Mobility Unit

EPS Electrical Power Subsystem

FCA Fuel Capsule Assembly

(_i _ FET Field Effect Transistor

FTT Fuel Transfer Tool

GFL Government Furnished Equipment

GI-Iz , , Gigahe rtz

GLA Grenade Launch Assen_bly

GSE Ground Support Equipment

HFE Heat Flow Experiment

i G-I
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" Hz Hertz; Cycles per Second

, IPU Integrated Power Unit

IST Integrated Systems Test

KHz Kilohertz

KSC Kennedy Space Center

LM Lunar Module

'_ LP Long Period

LSRL Lunar Sample Receiving Laboratory

LTA Launch Tube Assembly

! ( : MCC-H Mission Control Center-Houston
X

ME Magnetometer Experiment

MSC Manned Spacecraft Center

MSFN Manned Space Flight Network

MSOB Manned Spacecraft Oper:_tion Building

NASA National Aeronautics and Space A,:rninistration

NRZ Non Return to Zero

PAM 'Pulse Amplitude Modulation

PCM Pulse Coded Modulationr

PCU P0we r Conditioning Unit

PDU Power Distribution Urdt

PI Principal Investigator

PSE Passive Seismic Experiment

RF Radio Frequency

RFI Radio Frequency Interference

RTG Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator

SBASI '_ " " Single Bridgewire Apollo Standard Initiator

SEQ Scientific Equipment Bay in LM

SIDE Supra_ermal Ion Detector Experiment "

SIDE/CCIG Suprathermal Ion Detector Experlmen,'. with
Cold Gathcde Ion Gauge

0
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' i GLOSSARY (cont)

O SM Service Modutew

SP bhort Period

•SWE Solar Wind Experiment

UHT Universal Handling Tool

VAB Vehicle Assembly Duilding

t
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INTRODUCTION

This document tabulates the commands used in the four ALSEP flight _ystems.

Table 1 lists the commands by symbol, flight, nomenclature, number, and

termination point.. Table 2 provides a summary of command allocation.
Table 3 cross-references command numbers and command functions.
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TABLE 2

COMMAND SUMMAR Y

Number of Command.,,

Fli ght Fli ght Fh _:},t
Termination Point Systems # I & 2 • System _ 3 System -4

Data Processor 3 3 5

Power Distribution Unit (Power Switching) 29 Z9 29
Power Conditioning Unit Z 2 Z

[! Command Decoder 2 2 Z
/_ Passive Seismic 15 15 15

! Suprathermal Ion Detector/CCGE 5 - 5
i Charged Particle - 8 8

i Solar Wind 1 - - *

i Magnetometer 8 -
Heat Flow - I0

Active Seismic - o 7

CCGE (MSC) 5 -

Total 65 74 "/3

Special Commands - Not Assi@nable

Function Octal Code Number

Test I, Z,4, I0, Z0, 40, I00, 14
Commands 77,137,157, 167. 173,175,176

Address 130.30, 116, 16, 151,51 * 6

Address Complement 47,147, 61,161, 26, 126 ** 6

No Command 0, 177 Z

ZS

Commands Assigned 93

q Commands Not Assignable Z8 , .

Commands Not Presently Assigned (IS0, 1S3, IS4, ISS,

160, 171,172, 174) 8

Total Commands 129

*Addresses for Flight System #4 are 25, 6S.

**Address complements for Flight System #4 are 152, 112
(See ATM-696 for details. ) A

U

A-8

i
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O Note I

Suprathermal Ion Detector Command Structure

All commands are pulses. The SIDE uses these pulsed commands by encoding.

Two encoded commands are used for one tim_ only operations as well as routine

operation. Four of the five incoming command lines are encoded in a four bit
command buffer which is then strobed into a second (mode) buffer where it is held

for decoding and execution. This latter buffer might be thought of as an execute
J bu/fer. The commands arc as follows:

f
r OCTAL

SYMBOL FUNCTION COMMAND SEQUENCE
J m

• _ 104 105 106 107 110

_ Cl-I 'Break CCIG Seal 2 X X

oi:
CI-Z Blow Dust Cover 2 X X

_I-5 Not Used i_ X
rCI-6 Ground Plane Step Programmer

ON l/OFF X • X

CI-7 Reset SIDE Frame Counter at l0 , I X X

CI-8 Reset SIDE Frame Counter at 39 X X X

- CI-9 Reset Velocity Filter at 9 ' X X

: _ CI-10 Reset SIDE Frame Counter at 79 X X X

CI-ll Reset SIDE Frame Counter at 79
" _ and Velocity Filter Counter at 9 'X X X
.,._ o CI-lZ X 10 accumulation interval ON/OFF 1 X X X X

: .... D _ CI-13 Master Reset X X

Cl-14 Velocity Filter Voltage ONI/OFF X X X

,.o CI-15 Low Energy CPA high voltage ONI/OFF X X Xa
k CI-16 High Energy CPA high voltage ONI/C FX X X X

CI-17 Force Continuous Calibration
• (Reset to 120) X X X

CI-18 Cold Cathode Ion Gauge HiV ONI/OFF X X X X

CI-19 Channeltron high voltage ONI/OFF X X X X

CI-20 Reset Command Register X X X X X

• Commands CI-I and CI-Z have been incorporated into the design of the SIDE
as one time CCIG Seal Break and one time Dust Cover Blow. These are

identical to CI-7 and CI-13 respectively, thus the first time el-7 is executed,
so is CI-I but not thereafter. A similar statement holds fcr el-13 and Cl-Z.

Ipreset turn-on operating mode.

2Also activaked at hour 9b by delayed command sequences.

1971014816-335
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Note 2

Heat Flow Command Structure

Octal commands 144 through 146 are used to select subsets of the

fu/l heat flow measurement sequence as £ollows:

Command 144 selects a subset consisting of the four high
sensitivity gr_.dient measurements only.

Command 144 followed by command 145 selects a subset •
consisting of the Iour low sensitivity gradient measurements

only.

Command 144 followed by command 146 selects a subset q

consisting of probe ambient temperature measurements

only.

!

Command 145 followed by command 146 selects a subset i
consisting of thermocouple measurements only.

'i:_ Note 3 !

_!J
Experiment Designations by Fli,_ht System _,

!

Experiment No. Flights I & 2 Flight 3 Flight 4 I"

l PSE i HFE PSE

2 ME PSE ASE

3 SWE GPLEE SIDE/CCGE

4 SIDE / CCGE CCGE CPLEE I

1971014816-336
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I0

, INTRODUCTION

T

I " t
This document tabulates the measurements to be telemetered from

the ALSEP system. The included tables indicate the functions measured,

the designation symbol, the assigned channel, accuracy, range, number of

J bits per sample, and sample rate provided via the PCM telemetry link.

Operational data is defined as that data required to indicate the

readiness of the equipment to perform its intended function. In keeping
with this definition, all of the data transmitted on analog housekeeping

JI channels are designated as operational.v

• i The A/D converter provided in the data subsystem is capable ofI

-' li encodedenc°dingwordanal°goccupiesh°UsekeepingpositionsandscienCeto signals to 8-bit accuracy. The- I0 bit fill word 33 in the ALSEP format.
_I Each housekeeping signal is read out once in 90 frames" of the PCM format.

I The analog multiplexer advances one position each frame. Digital data
" '._-2" derived from the experiments has an output consistent with the frame

format section of the ALSEP Data Subsystem. The high data rate required

::'_ .... by the Active Seismic Experiment (ASE) necessitates inhibiting other sig-

---_- rmls for the operation period of the ASE, except for selected critical items

-- which are incorporated in the ASE format.

: The following tables categorize the telemetered measurements:

Table 1 (a) - Channel Assignments for the Analog Multiplexer
.... (ALSEP Word 33)

i

O Table I (b) - Analog Housekeeping Channel Usage
• Table I (c) - Summary of Analog Channel Usage, Flights 1 to 4

Table 2 - Passive Seismic Experiment

Tables 3, 4, 5 - Magnetometer Experiment

Table 6 - Suprathermal ion Detector and Cold Cathode

Gauge Experiment

0
• ...... . °.
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Table 7 - Active Seismic Experiment

, Table 8 - Charged Particle Experiment

I

- Tables 9-12 - Heat Flow Experiment i

Table 13 - Solar Wind Experiment

Table 14 Cold Cathode Gauge Exl.eriment (MSC) ¢

.!

,e-
i
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Flight Systems I & 2

1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8

x x x X 0 X S XI

-. 9 10 11 12 i3 14 i5 16
X - X - X I X

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
9 0 X 0 x 0 X S X

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
X X - X I X

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
H X • X • X S X

!" 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

X - X - CV I X
.. • . •

,' 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56

-_ O X O X O X S I

-_ 57 58 5"9 60 61 62 6.3 64
•.._. X X X I X
,%,

_

-_ Number of
,.. Words Per

'?_:"_ _ Frame
""_'_" x Control $

;"_ X Passive Seismic - Short Period 29 ]

-_ "'. IZ J 43
_ Passive Seismic - Long Period Seismic

• Passive Seismic - Long Period Tidal and One Temperature 2

.... _ 0 Magnetometer 7
S Solar Wind 4

II 1 Suprathermal Ion l_tector 5

CV - Command Verification (upon command, otherwise all zeros) 1
H Housekeeping I

TOTAL _'4
qb

Each box contains one 10.bit word

' Total bits par frame - 10x 64 = 640 bits

- Figure I. ALSEP Channel Assignment for Flight Systems 1 and 2

0

_L Ill I _lttl I I.. _._.L.? .'
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Flight System 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
x x x X CV X CP X

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
X X X CG X

,l
-_ 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

"I CP X CP X HF X CP X
f

i 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

X X - X CG X

33 34 35 36 38 39 40
/ H X • X • X CP X

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
X - X - X CG X

49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56
NA X NA X NA X CP CG

57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
X - X - X CG X

Number of
Words Per

' _ _ Frame

x - Control 3
X - Passive Seismic - Short Period 30

_. Passive Seismic "- Long Period Seismic " 12 J 44
• - Passive Seismic - Long Period Tidal and One Temperature Z
HF - Heat Flow I
CP - Charged Particle 6
CV - Command Verification (upon command, otherwise all Se_-o8) 1
H - Housekeeping I

NA - Not Assigned (all seros 8h811 be transmitted} 3 •
CG - Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment (MSC_ §

TOT^,-
F_ch box contain8 one 10-bit word. Tot41 bit8 per frame - 10 x 64 = 640 bits.

Fiiure 2 AJ._qEP Channel Assignment for Flight System 3

• C
• o ° o, • o , o' _

B.,4
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1 2 3 4 5 _ 7 8
x x x X CV X CP X

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
I_ - X - X X I X

j 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24CP X CP X NA X CP X
,L

,_ z5 26 z7 28 29 30 3i 3z
X - X - X I X

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40• H X • X • X CP X

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 4_

X - X - X I X

49 50 '31 52 53 54 55 56
NA X NA X NA X C__ I

5"/ 58 59 60 61 i 62 63 64
- X X X I X

i t l

/
J

Number of
I Words Per

Frame

x -_,_nt rol 3

X - _ _ssive Seismic - Short Perio_ 30

- _.,.,sive Seismi_ - Long Pe:_vd Feisr_ic IZ J 44• - ._>assive Seiumic - Long Period Tidal and One Temperature 2
I - _prathermal Ion Detector/ 'CG _. 5
CP - _ :lutrged Particle 6

CV - , ",_,.t-nand Verific_.t_on (upon command, otherwise all seros') I
H - _ousekecpin8 1
NA- :- :_ ^so;gned (all _eros shall be transmitted) 4

TOTAL _V"

[ Each bm_ contains one 10-t,t word. Total bits per frame - 10 x 6_ = 640 bits.

Figure 3. AI._EP Channel Assignment for Flight System 4

O

B-5
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TABLE i (a)

CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS FOR ANALOG MULTIPLEXER
. (AI._EPWORD 33)

I

i FLIGHT SYSTEMS I, 2, 3 and 4

_i A, Channel Flight Systems

Numbe____.._r I and 2 Flight Syttem 3 Flight System ,_
I. AE-3

i _ AE-I
2.

_ ( ) v 3. AE-2. 4. At-3

5. AE-4 Same on all Flight Systems
6. AR- l
7. AR-4
8. AE-5
9. AB-I

10. BLANK AC-4 AC-4
II. BLANK AC-5 AG-5
12. AB-4
13. AE-6

14. AB-5
15. AT*f0
16. AT-21

17. AT-22 Same on all Flight Systems
18. AT-23

, 19. AT-Z4
20. • AE-?

• " ' 21. AE-13
Z2.. AE- 18
23. AL- 1
24. AL-5

2S+. BLANK AC- I AC- I

'-;"-_: AX-S ]
: 27. AT-I Same on all Flight Systems

Z8. AT-4

29. BLANK AH- 1 AS- 1

_o. AX-Z )

!' 3 I. AT-2S
_- 32. AT-26

L 33. AT-Z7
. 34. AT-Z8

35. AE-8 Same on all Flight Systems "
36. AE-14

37. BLANK AK-2 AK-Z

• 38. AL-2 _ Same on all Flight Systems
39. AL-6 J
40. BLANK AC - 3 AC- 3

41. AX-6 1
4Z. AT-Z Same on all Flight Systems
43. _ AT-5

O NOTE: Ch&nnels I TlS_are "Hish Relizbil_:1" channels.
• . , ,,

l_ _+ , . o.
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TABLE I (a)(CONT.) _,_
CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS FOR ANALOG MULTIPLEXER

(ALSEP WORD 33)

Channel Flight Systems

Number 1 and Z Flight System 3 F..light System 4

44. BLANK BLANK AS- Z

45. BLANK AH-2 BLANK "*

46. AT-Z9

I 47. AT-30

48. AT- 31

49_ AT-3Z Same on all Flight Systems
J 50. At-9

=.. 51. AE-I5

_ 52. AR-3
53. AL-3
54. AL-7
55. BLANK" AH-3 AS-3
56. AX-_ AX-3 AX-3
57. BLANK AH-6 BLANK
58. AT-6

59. AT-8

60. AT- 1Z
61. AT-33

62. AT-34
63. AT-35 Same on all Flight Systems
64. AT-36

65. AE-10 '
66. AE-16 I
67. AR-S _ '

• 68. AL-4
69. AL-8 . -.
70. AI- l AG- l A/- 1

? I. AT-7 Same on all Flight Systems
72. AT-13 Same on all Flight Systems
73. BLANK BLANK AS-4
74. BLANK AH-4 BLANK
75. BLANK AH-7 BLANK

76. AT-37 w
77. AT-38

?8. AT-39 _'

79. AE-II
80. AE- 12 Same on all Flight Systems ,,
81. A_..- 17
82. AR-6
83. AX-I .
84. AX-4 "' " " " ,,
85, AI-2 AG-2 ' A/-2

86. ' BLANK Same on all Flight Systems
87. AT-9 , Same on all Flight Systems "
88. AT-11 ' Same on all Flight Systems
g9, 'BLANK AC-2 AC-2 ,
90. BLANK AC-b AC-6

|

B-8
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TABLE 1 IS) (CONT.)

ANALOG HOUSEKEEPING CHANNEL USAGE

S*..,ur Kit./ ._ mph:/

1 _'1 _ _ ' I _ i, .,Itº,,,/N.me Flight Channel Ranl; © ..Accuracy Semi,14. 5er.

C_-.tr.tl _t.,ttu*t [IL, L.lrJcat

.&E-I Ai_Cf..4libr.,tio,,0.Zr.V All z Octal Count 015 4- ] o.ss d .0,.:
*.IE:-2 ADO C_Isbr.,tio,: 4.7SV "' $ Octal Count $61 _I ,, ....

AE-J Contcrtcr Input Vo|L,_Ic I 0 to ZO VDC _Z_ '* ,,
A_'.4 (_nverter Input Current '" S 0 to S ADC --" ', '. _
AI[;-_ Shunt Rc E fl Currcn! '* l 0 tO 3. $ A[_ *' " **
._k[.b Shun| R_'i_@?C;tlrrcnt " l_ O to $. S ADO st ,, .,
At.? PCU Output Voltaire. #l (ZgV) *' ZO 0 tO 35 VI)C '_ " ,,
A£-8 PC:U Output Voltag¢- #Z (ISV) "' |S 0 to 18 VDC " *, ,,
.&w.q PCU O,tput Voltage 13 (IZY) " SO 0 to IS YDC *'
.%[-I0 PCU O_|put Voltage 14 (_V) " 0S 0 to 6 VDC ,, *,

_" - I I PCU Output-Volt_g_ g5 (- IZ%') *' ?9 0 to *|S VD_ '* *, ** •

Ar- 12 PCU Output VoitcRe #b (-bY) " 80 0 -7. S VOC '*
to

; / 4.E* IJ RCVR., Pre-J_m(ltn l Level " Zl -101 to -61 DBM ,,I DB - -
.4,[. 14 RCVR., Local OSC J.evel " 36 0 to 10 DBM _0.5 DB *,

! _£'15 Tr&ni. A, AGC VoiC_ge S! 0 t-_ SV _S5
A£-16 Trans. B, AOC YolLage " 66 0 to SV "

._-,; T.....*._C.P....Ou.U.r " 8l l00 tO 240 maA£-18 Trans. Bº OC, P_'et Ou_bl_r *' *, .."

_..,,.,_,,o__i,._c Z2 100 to Z40 m_
|

AB-I Receiver. I KHx Subcarrier Present " ', No moduletion Octal 0 _7 $ .018S!
Idoctulation Octal 2?S

i .;B-4 • Power D_stribut_un. Experiment8 !1 and #Z " IZ _xpor. Jl _ Octal Couht 8 .0IOS
Standby o'£ Stand. o(f 000--002

standbyo, so,ndwo. 076-12Z
,Standby Of/ Standby on 111-al5

Standby on Standby oa _64-314

Am-5 • Power Distribution, ExperJmentl 3, _, " 14 _ _ H_etar P_ Octal Count 8 .0Ida
and DSS Heater

sta._byo. s.._byo. o. GO0 -002

,ta.d_oi,........ 0'3is.-._byo. o_ -055
• , • E_periments numbered _e shown belewt

ruo._ s_s_z.s su,.sbyo. St._by. c_ 07 3 - 117
|kZ 3 4_ _ Standby off Standby on On J3Z.lS6
ME PSI[; ASE

3 SWE CCOE . SIDEICCOE Standby on Standby off Off I?I*ZlS
4 SIDE/CCGE GPLEE CPI..E£

Sutndby o. Stundby off On 1|6=252

Standby on Standby on Off _0_-306

Standby on Standby on On $14-3J40

p

t

F

I
|

©.
_ _ , . .. ° . .°

i 'B-IO
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TABLE I (c)

SUMMARY OF ANALOG CHANNEL

USAGE FLIGHTS I TO 4

Flights I & 2 Flight 3 Flight 4

Central Station

Dat_. and Power Subsystems 38 38 38

v Experiment On-Off Status 2 Z Z

) Strttctural/Thermal 13 13 13

RTG_Temperatures 4 6 6
TOTAL 57 59 59

Experiments

Passive" Seismic 8 8 8

Solar Wind

Magnetometer __ __ __

I SIDE 2 _ _. Z
Heat Flow 6

CPLEE 6 6

Active Seismic 4

_! __"_ " OCGE (MSC) -- 2_ --

I Dust Detector '.._6 _
,TOTAL 16 28 26

Not Assigned. 17 3 5

TOTAL 90 90 90

0

• B-13
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TABLE 2

PASSIVE SEISMIC MEASUREMENT, FLIGHTS 1,2, 3, AND 4

Sclent_(lc Modsurements:

i
; A/.,SEP (Dyn-..nlc| Sensor Jd_t_/ Sample/ hr'_i)l_ I

t' S).rn,t L.ocut,onlM t Word F _dAnj,......... .... A , S.mpl, ,c F...... ......

/j
DL- I L.P. Seismic X 9.25. 41. S? Every I n_t to tOp 55 of re&din S 10 6. oZS 4
DL-_ L.P. Seismic Y 11, 27, 43, 59 " Irnp to 10p *' 0' " "
DL- _ L.P. Seismic Z I). 29.45.61 " I m_ 'to 10ju " " " " "
DL-4 Tldol_ X 35 Even .0l to 10" (arc) °' " " 0.43S 0,5
DL.$ Tic.i: Y 37 Even .01 to td)" {arc) " " " 0.8$ 0, $ _r
DL-o Tidal: Z )S Odd 8,uje| to _l mpi ,i ,J . . .
US.-? Sensor Unit Temp. 31 Odd 107-|t)°F +lYreS raadto_ era " " -

DL-8 Snort Period _41|eln|e: Z Every Even Every | m_l to i0_u S5_ of reAdin S 48.0 243or30e6
Word Ezcept
2, 46, S6s

|t_._usekseptn_ Meoauromente

IJchannels of Enslneerin 8 Meesuremonts included in ALSEP Word 33wet| 0-S VDC. J
Ch_Lnnol Octol Count

AL-I L.P. Amp. G_in X, Y _ _b 0-O, dY 0 to ZS l .0185 !
-10db 0.6-1.4 3? to IS0
._0db 1.6-2.4 122 to 172
-S0db 2.6-4.0 2OS to St 4

AL-Z I.. P. Amp. Grin Z S$ 0db 0-O. 4V @to 23 S .018b
-10db 0.6-l.4 $7 to 110
-20db |. 6-2.4 122 to |72

• _db 2.6.4.0 ZOSto 314

AL-3 /,eve| Direction and Speed SS *low 0-0.4V 0 to 25 S . _105
-tow 0_6-t.4 37 to 110
4hish I. 6-2.4 122 to 172
-hi|h 1.6-4.0 20S to 314

AL-4 S._. Amp. Ge|n Z 68 0db 0-0.4V 0 to 25 S .0183
-10db 0.6-1.4 S? t_ 110
• 20db 1.6.2.4 122 to 172
• S_db 2.6-4.0 205 to 314

AL-3 Levehn 8 Mode &nd Coarse 64 _.ltometic. coarse level out 0-0.4V 0 to 23 8 .0ISS
S, nsor Mode k_ _ual. course level out 0.6-1.4 S? to 110

Automatic. coarse ie_e| in " 1, 6-2.4 122 to 172

ManuaL coarse level in 2.6-4.0 203 to 314

.&L-r Thermal Control St&|us 39 Automatic Mode ON 0-0.4V 0 to 23 8 .01IS
Autom.tic. Mode OFF 0.6- l, 4 ST to 110
Manual Mode ON 1.6-2.4 122 to IT2
Manual Mode OFF 2.6-4.0 205 to $14

AL-T Calibration Status LP (u SP $4 BOth ON O*0.4V 0 to 23 $ ,01IS
LP-ON SP-OFF 0.6-1.4 ' ST to IlO
LP-OFF SP-ON 1.6,2.4 122 to 1'/2

Be|neFF |.6-d.O . 205 to 314 ,

AL-8 UncnJt Status s. so 643 Cosud 0-0.4V 0 to 25 8 • 0125
Arm 0 6.t.4 ST to ilO
Uncosn h6-1.4 122 to ITS

i_ 1[he exception o( three ALSEP words occurs in Fillht Systems | t. i. In Flesh| 8yotnms 3 Ik 4. word 46 iS _leud for Short Period,
_q In Flllht Systems I k 2, 30 in Flilht Syetems S k 4.

• +O,OSOC resolution.

eeaeUnceto locked-sot on lit 2round tests,

i

O
B-14
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TABLE 4

MAGNETOMETER 16 POINT ENGINEER/NG SUBCOMMUTATION FOR-_.IAT

w, i

_asnetomete r
bubcom_ .atior. Frame Status Bits

i Frame ),4ai'k Bit . Data. _ (bits 9 a,,d I0 in word 5) .... _

t '-" I I Temp |I X-axis Ytip Position o I) 2 _2

2 0 Temp _ Y-axis Flip Pcs_tion - B I B 2

I 3 0 Temp #3 Z-axis Flip Poaitxcn - B I B2
) s

/
4 0 Temp #4 _X-axls Gimbal Position - B I

Ly-axis Gimbai Position B 2

5 0 Temp J5 _Z-a_is Gimba. Position - BI

LThermal Control Select B z

6 0 Level #I Spare Bit - Bi
Heater P_wer Status - B 2

? 0 Level #2 Measurement Range - B I BZ

$ 0 Voltage #I Fille_ Bits - B I B Z

9 0 ' Temp #], X-a'_is Field Offset - B I B2_ 3 bit wo_d

JI0 0 Temp #2 i _'X-axis Field OHset B I

[.Y-axis Field O£fset B 2• 3 bit word

:l 0 Temp #3 Y-axis Field Offset B I B

IZ 0 Temp #4 Z-axis Field Offset - B I B2_

, f 3 I_t word
13" 0 Temp #5 r_-axis Fietd Offset,- B I

_Mode State ° ,31

• I14 0 " Level |I Offset &ddress State -B I B z

• -' IS 0 Level #_, _'Filtor Status - B' I

:- _Flip/f _ inhibit etatP, s - B z ,

(i , l' 0 Voltage'l i Fill.rbit''BlB2___ ,, ,

m

-: B- 17
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TABLE 5 <

MAGNETOMETER ENGINEERING STATUS BIT STRUCTURE

Status Flat ._ommutatOtPoint BI [ BZ I Status

, !
X-axis Fhp Posit0on I 0 0 Not at 0O, 90 °, or 180O post;ion
- - ,. o .

I 0 ; 0 _po,Jt,on
" " I I 0 90- }_s,tJOn

I I 180- posit ton c
Y-axis Flip Position 2 O 0 ; Not at 0 , 90 , or 180 ° position

I 2 0 ! 0° peaR;on
Z t 0 90- position

"' 2 I 180- positionZ*auis Flip Position 3 0 0 Not at 0° 90° or 180° positiono i i

3 0 0 oPosition
3 I 0 90 npas ition

" " 3 I lO0--J)OSittO.

X-_'Is Global Position 4 I Pre Site Survey Position
" 4 0 Post Site Survey Position

Y*ImIs ,Jl,,,bal Position 4 1 , Pro Site Survey Position

Z*_s r.Mmb_l Posltton i 4 0 Post Site Survey Position
S f Pre Site Survey Pusltion

" " " S 0 Post Sate Survey Po|ltioo
Tamp Control Sca_c 5 I X-axis Control

'" " S 0 Y-axis Co.trol/Off
Heoter ]Power Status 6 I I Healer ON

--- 6 l 0 Heater OFF

Measurement Ranse 7 0 0 100%" Ran.go
" " *' ? 1 0 Z00 ¥ Range
" " " 7 ! I * 400 %"Ran|e
" " " ? 0 I mrror
Filler Bile 8 1 £ Not used

X-axis Field Offset 9 0 I _.._05 offset
, i0 I e _05 offset

__ " 9 I o _.._.,s%offset
" 10 0 ' t.ZS% offset

++ i ,, , 9 f 0 _._- S0_ offset
" 10 I I • %=50% offset

•' I) . I jj ] _. _=75_ offset
'* " tO 0 " "_ "755 offset
" *' " 9 0 , 0 , _._f+?t.,_ off, el
" " 10 ! 0 :" a'+7S_ offset

.... 9 0 0 ._ offset
" " " i0 ! ! (+505 offset

- ._' _ " " 9 0 | .._"255 offset
_""_ '* " 10 ; 0 /+2S5 offset

- ; _ai Y-uis Field Offset 10 0 ..._05 offset
....... i :: :: II I i I r L05offset

" *' " | i : 0 0 ) &"255 offset

• _ - " " " 10 : I _- S05_ offset

_? ...... It 0 I | '-50% offset
• + 10 I ! _./" 755 offset

" " |i ! " 0 _ _'?S% Offset

-+,+_+: *..... I0 I 0 ).._?S5 offset
" " | I O 0 ; I_75% offset

+ " " " IO 0 _ �S01J_offset
+ " " " II 0 l ' I+SO% offset

" " " I0 0 _+255 offset
" " '* 11 I 0 l t+_S5 offset

Z-lmls Field Offset i_ 0 I _._0_ offset |
,e " 13 1 ' _05 offset

" " " 12 I 0 _.._= 2S5 offset
" " " 13 0 ' I- 255 offset

" " '* 12 1 0 _" SO_ offset
" " " 13 1 _ t- 50% offset r

" " " ! 1 1 I _" ?S% offset
•' " *' I_I 0 # _''/S5 OffSet

1' " " 1,_ 0 0 _ 75% offset
" " " |$ 0 J _"15% offset

" " " il 0 0 _ 50¢_ offset
" " " 13 ! _ _* S0% offset

" " " 12 0 I _ 1_ offset
•' *' " I $ 0 ,i I_ ,aS5 offset
Mode S_te 13 0 Calibrate ON

'" " 13 1 Calibrate OFF (Science)Offset A_rllSl atilt 14 0 0 Not at X, Y, or Z

" " " 14 | 0 X'ltal s pOlltloh

" " " 14 0 I Y.axls position

" " " 14 I I J_-axls position

tilter JZtltlll IS I Filter bypassed

" " " IS U t'lltur not byppsssd
FllpICll. lnh|b_t _itlttll 111 I Ca|tbretlon Inhibited _I_

" *' " " IS 0 Calibrmtion not inhibited %LFlller bltl 16 0 0 Not used

•"++ B-18
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